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Introduction Those of us who are Microsoft developers can't help but notice that .NET has received a fair amount of visibility over the last year or so. This is quite surprising considering that for most of this period, .NET has been in its early infancy and beta versions. I can't remember any unreleased product that has caused this much interest among developers. And that's really an important point, because ignoring all the hype and press, .NET really is a product for developers, providing a great foundation for building all types of applications.



Active Server Pages (ASP) has been the leading web development tool from Microsoft, even though it is still a relatively young product. Its success is due to its ease of use and flexibility, providing a simple way to create dynamic web sites. This success though hasn't come without problems, many of them simply because ASP has outgrown its feature set. It was designed to work with the underlying architecture of COM, which in itself has limiting features.



ASP.NET is part of the whole .NET framework, built on top of the Common Language Runtime (also known as the CLR) a rich and flexible architecture, designed not just to cater for the needs of developers today, but to allow for the long future we have ahead of us. What you might not realize is that, unlike previous updates of ASP, ASP.NET is very much more than just an upgrade of existing technology - it is the gateway to a whole new era of web development. This book will open the door to that gateway.



With this Special Edition, you have free access for one year to the online version of this book on Wroxbase; Wrox's new online library of books. To find out more about Wroxbase, and to activate your account, go to http://wroxbase.com.



A New Kind of ASP



What does 'A New Kind of ASP' mean for the developer? After all, many products are released as a 'major breakthrough', or 'revolutionary', but are in fact just point upgrades. ASP.NET isn't like that, and has been written from the ground up to provide a rich and flexible environment for developing Internet applications. Not only does it provide a host of new features, but it also changes the whole way in which you need to think about designing web-based applications.



Most of these changes come about because the architecture of ASP.NET is now much more modularized and based on the principles of components. Every page becomes a programmatically accessible, fully compiled object, and takes advantage of techniques like object-oriented design, just-in-time compilation, and dynamic caching. At the same time, the backward-compatible nature of ASP.NET means that existing pages and applications are still processed in the old way, so there is no sudden migration needed.



One of the major goals of ASP.NET is a huge improvement in the way that applications can be installed, configured, and updated. Components no longer have to be registered on the web server, and a whole application can be moved from one server to another just by using file copy commands, FTP, or specialized applications like the FrontPage Server Extensions.



What does this Book Cover?



In this book, we attempt to explain just what ASP.NET is all about, how you can use it, and what you can use it for. We start in Chapter 1 with a look at ASP.NET, explaining quickly the concepts and providing a layout to the rest of the book. The aim is to get you up and running with some sample pages as quickly as possible.



In Chapter 2, we move onto the .NET framework, examining the architecture that underpins the whole of .NET. Here, we talk about the Common Language Runtime (CLR), explaining why it is used and what benefits it brings. We also discuss the design goals of ASP.NET and show how they provide us with a great architecture for development.



Chapter 3 examines the .NET languages in detail, looking at the object-oriented architecture, and discusses the changes to Visual Basic and JScript, as well as the new language C#. We also discuss the benefits of the CLR with respect to these languages, and how it has freed the developer from the language wars of the past.



Chapter 4 is where we start to look at ASP.NET in detail, examining how ASP.NET pages are constructed. We take a look at a simple ASP page and show how this can be converted to ASP.NET, taking a look at how much cleaner and simpler the new page is. We look at how the code is managed within the new ASP.NET page, and how the new event model is much more reminiscent of Visual Basic than ASP.



Chapters 5, 6 and 7 examine the ASP.NET server controls in detail, starting with what these controls are and how they work. The discussion continues with the validation controls, which provide a declarative way of validating user input, before moving on to web form controls and list controls, which provide rich content management, and finally finishing up with data binding, showing how controls can automatically display data from data sources.



In Chapter 8, we start the discussion of data management in ASP.NET, looking at ADO.NET and its design goals and architecture. Moving into Chapter 9, we look at relational data, and how to manipulate data from databases, a topic continued in Chapter 10 when we look at how to update data in those databases. The data discussion continues into Chapter 11, where we examine the use of XML within .NET, and how the XML objects provide a rich way of manipulating XML data.



Chapter 12 takes us to web applications where we look at what this term actually means, and how applications are managed. We include topics such as state management, the application event architecture, and extending the application architecture.



Once applications have been written, they need to be deployed, and this is explained in Chapter 13, along with configuration. We look at the XML configuration file, examining its options in detail, and look at how ASP.NET can be extended.



Chapter 14 covers writing secure ASP.NET applications, and looks at Windows 2000 and IIS security, and how ASP.NET can integrate into it. We look at both declarative and programmatic security issues, covering such topics as forms-based and Passport authentication.



Chapters 15 and 16 tackle the base class libraries, starting with a detailed look at collections and lists, continuing with file system objects, streams, network classes, and regular expressions. The base classes provide a huge array of functionality that can be used out of the box, and allow developers to implement sites with far less coding than was possible in ASP.



With the DNA architecture, the use of middle-tiers as a place for business components became commonplace. With .NET, the architecture has simplified and Chapter 17 tackles business objects and the use of transactional pages. We look at the advantages of the new architecture and how applications should be designed to make the most of the new component model.



Chapter 18 deals with the topic of extensibility, examining server controls and how they can be easily written. It looks at the simple coding techniques used to create these controls, and how once written they can live alongside the supplied server controls.



In Chapters 19 and 20, we look at Web Services in detail. While this topic isn't specifically dedicated to ASP.NET, it is a major shift in the way applications are designed and written. Converting existing functionality to Web Services is extremely simple, and there is a huge amount of power that can be achieved using Web Services to provide and use the business-to-business model.



Chapter 21 deals with pervasive devices, or those that seem to be everywhere - phones, PDAs, and other such devices. The use of web sites is not just limited to computers with large screens, and the use of smaller devices is only going to increase in the future. In this chapter, we examine the Mobile Internet Toolkit, and how it can be used to easily produce sites accessible by small devices.



Chapter 22 deals with two important topics, debugging and error handling. Some of the new features are down to ASP.NET, while others are part of the underlying framework, and wherever they come from, these features are a great boon to developers. They provide simple and flexible ways of debugging and handling errors.



Chapter 23 discusses the topic of migration and interoperability. There is a large amount of existing ASP code in the world, and it is important that we examine how (if at all) existing applications can be migrated to the new framework. We also examine the topic of interoperating with existing COM components, to allow the gradual migration of middletier layers.



Finally, in Chapter 24, we look at a case study that encapsulates many of the techniques shown throughout the book. It is a sample e-commerce site, showing use of data access, server controls, class libraries, and so on.



Who is this Book for?



This book is aimed at experienced developers who have some experience of ASP or Visual Basic. It is not aimed at beginners and does not cover general programming techniques or the basics of programming languages.



Our aim is to cover conceptual overviews of the product, including some of the background theory and explanation of why



the product has developed along the lines it has. This is followed by deeper investigation of the features that developers will use first. We show how to take advantage of the new features quickly and with the minimum of fuss.



Providing that you have used ASP before, and are reasonably comfortable with the concepts, you should be able to use this book without requiring any other reference material (other than the SDK Documentation and Help files provided with the product). You should also be comfortable with the general principles of using components, and the Visual Basic and VBScript languages. Some of the samples are written in other languages, such as JScript and C# (a new language) that are supported by the CLR, but you don't need to be fluent in these languages to be able to use this book.



What you Need to use this Book



To run the samples in this book, you will need to have the following:



ƒ



Windows 2000 or Windows XP.



ƒ



ASP.NET, which can be either the redistributable (included in the .NET SDK) or Visual Studio .NET.



The complete source code for the samples is available for download from our web site at



http://www.wrox.com/Books/Book_Details.asp?isbn=1861007035. There are versions available in both Visual Basic .NET and C#.



Style Conventions



We have used a number of different styles of text and layout in this book to help differentiate between the different kinds of information. Here are examples of the styles we used and an explanation of what they mean.



Code has several fonts. If it is a word that we are talking about in the text - for example, when discussing a For...Next loop - it is in this font. If it is a block of code that can be typed as a program and run, then it is in a gray box:







Sometimes we will see code in a mixture of styles, like this:















Widget



$10.00











In cases like this, the code with a white background is code that we are already familiar with. The line highlighted in gray is a new addition to the code since we last looked at it.



Advice, hints, and background information comes in this type of font.



Important pieces of information come in boxes like this.



Bullets appear indented, with each new bullet marked as follows:



ƒ



Important Words are in a bold type font.



ƒ



Words that appear on the screen, or in menus like the File or Window, are in a similar font to the one you would see on a Windows desktop.



ƒ



Keys that you press on the keyboard like Ctrl and Enter are in italics.



Commands that you might need to type in on the command line are shown with a > for the prompt, and the input in bold, like this:



> something to type on the command line



Customer Support and Feedback



We always value hearing from our readers, and we want to know what you think about this book; what you liked, what you didn't like, and what you think we can do better next time. You can send us your comments, either by returning the reply card in the back of the book, or by e-mail to [email protected]. Please be sure to mention the book ISBN and the title in your message.



Source Code and Updates As we work through the examples in this book, you may decide that you prefer to type in all the code by hand. Many readers prefer this because it is a good way to get familiar with the coding techniques that are being used.



Whether you want to type the code in or not, we have made all the source code for this book available at the Wrox.com web site.



When you log on to the Wrox.com site at http://www.wrox.com/, simply locate the title through our Search facility or by using one of the title lists. Now click on the Download Code link on the book's detail page and you can obtain all the source code.



The files that are available for download from our site have been archived using WinZip. When you have saved the attachments to a folder on your hard drive, you need to extract the files using a de-compression program such as WinZip or PKUnzip. When you extract the files, the code is usually extracted into chapter folders. When you start the extraction process, ensure your software (WinZip, PKUnzip, and so on) has Usefoldernames under Extractto: (or the equivalent) checked.



Even if you like to type in the code, you can use our source files to check the results you should be getting - they should be your first stop if you think you might have typed in an error. If you don't like typing, then downloading the source code from our web site is a must!



Either way, it'll help you with updates and debugging.



Errata We have made every effort to make sure that there are no errors in the text or in the code. However, no one is perfect and mistakes do occur. If you find an error in this book, like a spelling mistake or a faulty piece of code, we would be very grateful for feedback. By sending in errata, you may save another reader hours of frustration, and of course, you will be helping us provide even higher quality information. Simply e-mail the information to [email protected], your information will be checked and if correct, posted to the errata page for that title, or used in subsequent editions of the book.



To find errata on the web site, log on to http://www.wrox.com/, and simply locate the title through our Search facility or title list. Then, on the book details page, click on the Book Errata link. On this page you will be able to view all the errata that has been submitted and checked through by editorial. You will also be able to click the submit errata link to notify us of any errata that you may have found.



Technical Support If you wish to directly query a problem in the book with an expert who knows it in detail then e-mail [email protected] with the title of the book and the last four numbers of the ISBN in the subject field. A typical e-mail should include the following things:



ƒ



The name, last four digits of the ISBN, and page number of the problem in the Subject field.



ƒ



Your name, contact information, and the problem in the body of the message.



We won't send you junk mail. We need the details to save your time and ours. When you send an e-mail message, it will go through the following chain of support:



ƒ



Customer Support - Your message is delivered to one of our customer support staff, who are the first people to read it. They have files on most frequently asked questions and will answer anything general about the book or the web site immediately.



ƒ



Editorial - Deeper queries are forwarded to the technical editor responsible for that book. They have experience with the programming language or particular product, and are able to answer detailed technical questions on the subject. Once an issue has been resolved, the editor can post the errata to the web site.



ƒ



The Authors - Finally, in the unlikely event that the editor cannot answer your problem, he or she will forward the request to the author. We do try to protect the author from any distractions to their writing, however, we are quite happy to forward specific requests to them. All Wrox authors help with the support on their books. They will mail the customer and the editor with their response, and again all readers should benefit.



The Wrox support process can only offer support to issues that are directly pertinent to the content of our published title. Support for questions that fall outside the scope of normal book support is provided via the community lists of our



http://p2p.wrox.com/ forum.



p2p.wrox.com For author and peer discussion join, the P2P mailing lists. Our unique system provides programmer to programmer™ contact on mailing lists, forums, and newsgroups, all in addition to our one-to-one e-mail support system. Be confident that your query is being examined by the many Wrox authors, and other industry experts, who are present on our mailing lists. At p2p.wrox.com you will find a number of different lists that will help you, not only while you read this book, but also as you develop your own applications.



To subscribe to a mailing list just follow this these steps:



•



Go to http://p2p.wrox.com/.



•



Choose the appropriate category from the left menu bar.



•



Click on the mailing list you wish to join.



•



Follow the instructions to subscribe and fill in your e-mail address and password.



•



Reply to the confirmation e-mail you receive.



•



Use the subscription manager to join more lists and set your mail preferences.



ASPToday ASPToday, found at http://www.asptoday.com, is a daily knowledge site for professional programmers, delivering a new, original, free article written by ASP programmers, for ASP programmers, every working day.



The full subscription service gives you additional opportunity to expand your knowledge of ASP and ASP.NET, via access to extra resources available through subscription. These include:



ƒ



Tips and tricks for professionals



ƒ



In-depth and code-heavy case studies



ƒ



Our collection of past ASPToday articles, the 'ASP Living Book'



ƒ



A fully-searchable index and advanced search engine



ƒ



Sneak previews of future articles



ƒ



Discounts on Wrox products and services



Wroxbase



From March 2002, libraries of selected Wrox books will be available online at Wroxbase.com, based on technologies that you use everyday. The initial set of libraries will be focused on Microsoft-related technologies. You will be able to subscribe to as few or as many libraries as you require, and access all books within those libraries as and when you need to. You can add notes (either just for yourself or for anyone to view) and your own bookmarks that will all be stored within your account online, and so will be accessible from any computer.



With this Special Edition, you may register for 12 months free access to Professional ASP.NET 1.0. To find out more about Wroxbase, and to register for your free access to this book, go to http://www/wroxbase.com, and follow the instructions.
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A Fast Track Guide to ASP.NET Microsoft's .NET technology has attracted a great deal of press since Beta 1 was first released to the world. Since then, mailing lists, newsgroups, and web sites have sprung up containing a mixture of code samples, applications, and articles of various forms. Even if you're not a programmer using existing ASP technology, it's a good bet that you've at least heard of .NET, even if you aren't quite sure what it involves. After all, there's so much information about .NET, that it's sometimes hard to filter out what you need from what's available. With new languages, new designers, and new ways of programming, you might wonder exactly what you need to write ASP.NET applications.



That's where this chapter comes in, because we are going to explain exactly what is required, and how we go about using it. The aim is to get you up and running, able to write simple ASP.NET pages as quickly as possible, and give you a solid grounding in the basics of the new framework. This will not only benefit existing ASP programmers, but also people who haven't used ASP, including Visual Basic programmers who need to write web applications. ASP.NET makes the whole job much easier whatever your skill set.



So, in particular we are going to be looking at:



ƒ



Installing and testing ASP.NET



ƒ



The benefits of the new technology



ƒ



The basic differences between ASP and ASP.NET



ƒ



The new programming model



ƒ



The rich hierarchy of server controls



We start with the simple discussion of why ASP.NET has come about.



Evolution or Revolution?



As developers, we are all used to the evolutionary cycle of software product releases, where each new release adds a few features and cures a bunch of bugs. Server-side web technology has followed this pattern, with products such as dbWeb



and the IDC rapidly settling into the Active Server Pages we know and love today. ASP 1.0 was released in 1996, and although it has gone through a further two releases, it hasn't really changed that much- until now. Be prepared to throw away many of those ingrained ASP programming habits, as you've an interesting ride ahead.



ASP.NET is where the revolution begins, because it is radically different from previous versions. Its first appearance into the world was at the Wrox Conference in Washington D.C. back in 1999, where impromptu applause showed how much the audience liked the product. Then in July 2000, ASP.NET received its first public release at PDC, where around 6,000 developers were bombarded with nothing but .NET. As a consequence, they spent most of the week looking like rabbits in headlights- rather dazed and confused with all they had to take in. .NET isn't particularly difficult to understand, but ASP.NET is very different from what we are used to.



That's really the whole crux of the matter. ASP.NET is just a part of the whole .NET framework, but to use ASP.NET effectively you have to understand the underlying architecture. In the next chapter we'll outline this new architecture and the benefits it brings, but for now we need to look at ASP.NET.



Getting Started with ASP.NET



The change to ASP.NET may seem daunting to some, but in the immortal words of Douglas Adams: don't panic! Even though there's been a radical change, the basics of ASP.NET are easy to grasp, especially if you've only ever programmed in Visual Basic before. Another important point to highlight is that ASP.NET sits alongside ASP- it doesn't touch existing ASP applications at all. Therefore we don't have to worry about anything that we've previously done suddenly stopping working.



Unlike Beta 2 where there were two versions of ASP.NET, the release version comes in a single version, containing all features.



ASP.NET is supported on Windows 2000 (Professional and Server versions), Windows XP, and will be included in Windows .NET Server. It is not supported for Windows NT or the Windows 9x platforms. You can install Visual Studio .NET on these platforms and remotely use ASP.NET on the supported platforms. ASP.NET can be obtained from Microsoft, at



http://www.Microsoft.com/net, http://www.asp.net/ or http://www.gotdotnet.com/, and is also part of the MSDN Subscription service.



Installing .NET



Installation is extremely simple, consisting of a single executable. This installs the framework, including ASP.NET, and includes options for the samples and documentation. During installation you may be asked to update the Microsoft Windows Installer components, and if so, you should click the Yes button to update them. This update is required for the .NET SDK installation.



You may also see the following dialog:



This indicates that MDAC 2.7 is not installed on your system. You can press the Ignore button to continue with the setup process- MDAC 2.7 isn't required for .NET, although it is recommended if you use any of the data features that interoperate with ADO.



Once the Installation Wizard starts you'll have the usual license screen followed by the options screen:



This gives you the options of installing the required components, tools and samples, as well as the SDK samples. You should leave all options ticked to ensure that everything is installed. The distributable version of the .NET framework is around 18Mb, and doesn't contain samples or documentation.



As part of the samples, a named instance of the Microsoft Data Engine (MSDE) is installed containing sample databases.



Configuring the Samples



The installation routine creates a folder called Microsoft .NET Framework SDK containing an HTML page titled Samples



and QuickStart Tutorials. From this page you should follow the steps outlined: Step 1: Install the .NET Framework Samples Database. Click this link and select Run this program from its current location to run the samples database installation routine. If you receive a Security Warning dialog you can select Yes to allow the program to run. At this point the program checks for MSDE, installing it if it isn't already installed, and then installs the sample databases.



Step 2: Set up the QuickStarts. Click this link and select Run this program from its current location to configure IIS and perform other installation routines. You may also receive another Security Warning dialog when you run this program, and you can select Yes to allow the program to run.



At this point the samples are installed, and you have the option to Launch them. You can also launch the samples by navigating to the Microsoft .NET Framework SDK menu (installed under the Programs) and selecting Samples and



QuickStart Tutorials.



Running the Samples From the main QuickStart page you should select Start the ASP.NET QuickStart Tutorial, where you will be presented with the following screen:



The left-hand portion of the screen shows the samples broken into their groups, which are:



Sample Group



Consists of …



Getting Started ASP.NET Web Forms ASP.NET Web Services ASP.NET Web Applications



Introduction to ASP.NET and the .NET languages. The basics of ASP.NET page design, including use of server controls, databases and business objects. How to create and use Web Services. What defines an ASP.NET application, and how the global files are used.



Cache Services



The new cache features, allowing pages or data to be cached to improve performance.



Configuration



The new XML-based application configuration.



Deployment



A description of how applications are deployed.



Security



An examination of the authentication and authorization features in the .NET framework.



Localization



Examples of how internationalization can be achieved.



Tracing



How the new tracing features of ASP.NET bring increased developer productivity.



Debugging



How to use the new visual debugger.



Performance



Overview and tips and tricks on improving performance.



ASP to ASP.NET Migration Sample Applications



Examples showing how to migrate existing applications. Some sample applications, described below.



We'll see examples of these topics throughout the book.



The right-hand side of the screen will show the samples, including descriptions and sourcecode. The sourcecode for all of the samples is available in Visual Basic, C#, and JScript. The use of these languages is discussed later in the chapter.



The Sample Applications



The sample applications should give you some good ideas of what can be achieved with ASP.NET, as well as showing how it can be achieved and some best practices for writing applications.



ƒ



A Personalized Portal is a sample portal application, allowing user login, content delivery, user preferences, configuration, and so on. It's an extremely good example of the use of User Controls, which are reusable ASP.NET pages.



ƒ



An E-Commerce Storefront is a small electronic-commerce site, based around a simple grocery store. It shows some good uses of data binding and templating, and how a shopping basket system could be implemented.



ƒ



A Class Browser Application shows how we can browse through the hierarchy of classes and objects. Not only is this useful from a learning point of view, but it also shows how the classes are queried by run-time code. This is one of the great new features of the framework, and is explained in more detail in the next chapter.



ƒ



IBuySpy.com is another electronic-commerce site, showing more features than the other sample store. It contains user logins, shopping baskets, and so on.



Additional Samples



The above list of samples describes just the ones that are installed by the SDK, but there are plenty of others available, such as a .NET version of the Duwamish site. All of the code for the samples in the book is available from the Wrox Press web site (at www.wrox.com). Microsoft has three additional sites where information and samples can be obtained:



ƒ



www.asp.net is the central site for downloads and links.



ƒ



www.ibuyspy.com is the IBuySpy application online. This code runs online as well as being available as a download (in VB.NET and C#). This site also contains links to a portal based version of IBuySpy, allowing user customization, and a news based version, aimed at content delivery.



ƒ



www.gotdotnet.com is a community site for all .NET developers. It's full of links and samples by both Microsoft and third parties. This site also has a list of ASP.NET hosting companies. There are also plenty of third party sites, and since this list may change, your best bet is to go to www.gotdotnet.com and follow the links page.



Visual Studio .NET



Although this book is primarily aimed at ASP.NET, it is important that we mention Visual Studio .NET as well. The first thing to make clear is that Visual Studio .NET isn't required to write ASP.NET applications, but it does provides an extremely rich design environment. It provides features such as drag and drop for controls, automatic grid and list support, integrated debugging, Intellisense, and so on.



The installation of Visual Studio .NET comprises several steps:



The Component Update installs the following:



ƒ



Windows 2000 Service Pack 2, if installing on Windows 2000 (this requires a reboot)



ƒ



Microsoft Windows Installer 2.0



ƒ



Microsoft FrontPage 2000 Web Extensions Client



ƒ



Setup Runtime Files



ƒ



Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 and Internet Tools (this requires a reboot)



ƒ



Microsoft Data Access Components 2.7



ƒ



Microsoft .NET Framework



The Component Update install allows you to enter a login name and password to be used during the reboots, so that the entire installation can take place without user interaction.



The Visual Studio .NET install offers a similar setup to previous versions:



Once this step is finished, you have the option of a check for Service Releases, to allow product updates to be automatically downloaded for you.



If you've used previous version of Visual Studio, you may think that the installed menu items are rather sparse, since you only get two or three items (depending upon your installation options). What's noticeable is that the two main items are



Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 7.0 and Microsoft Visual Studio .NET Documentation. Because the underlying .NET architecture changes the way languages are used, Visual Studio .NET has been built to take this into account. So, no longer do you pick your language and then run the tool associated with that language. Now you just start Visual Studio .NET and then decide in which language you wish to write, and the type of application to create:



What's great about this, is that the development environment is the same, whatever the language and application. This dramatically reduces training time, as you don't have to learn a different tool to do something differently.



Creating ASP.NET Applications in Visual Studio .NET When using Visual Studio .NET, you select ASP.NET Web Application from the New Project dialog (shown above), and this creates the named web site and creates some default pages. From that point onwards you just use the design environment to drag controls onto the design grid:



You can then use View Code (or the more familiar double-click on a control) to see the code for the web page you are creating.



We're not going to go into any more detail on using Visual Studio .NET, as it's too big a topic and really is outside the scope of this book. What we really want to concentrate on is ASP.NET itself.



Other Installs



There are several other related technologies that are not included as part of .NET, but which you might find useful. These are:



ƒ



ODBC .NET Data Provider, which provides access to native ODBC drivers.



ƒ



Mobile Internet Toolkit, to allow development of sites that support mobile devices, such as phones and PDAs.



ƒ



Internet Explorer Web Controls, provide a set of client controls (such as a TreeView and Tab Control) for use in Internet Explorer.



ƒ



Internet Explorer Web Services Behavior.



Not all of these are running to the same timeframe as the .NET SDK, but they should all be available from



http://www.Microsoft.com/downloads or from MSDN.



How is ASP.NET Different from ASP?



This question can be answered in one word- very. ASP.NET is not just a new version, but a whole new idea and way of programming web applications. New features weren't retrofitted into ASP to give us a new version- ASP.NET has been written from the ground up to provide the best possible application framework. This has meant that, in many areas, compatibility with ASP has been broken, but in the long term this is a good thing. It means that ASP.NET provides a much stronger platform for developing applications, and gives many more benefits.



If you're worried about the compatibility issue, then remember we mentioned earlier that ASP.NET runs alongside ASP. Even though there are many differences between the two, installing ASP.NET won't break existing applications. That's because your existing ASP pages are still processed by the same mechanism as before, and the new framework processes ASP.NET pages. This is achieved by ASP.NET pages having a new file extension (.aspx), meaning they are not processed in the same way as ASP pages.



Compatibility and migration issues are covered in Chapter 23.



Why Do We Need a New Version? ASP has achieved enormous success as a way of developing web sites, so why is a new version needed? Simply put, ASP hasn't evolved to take into account the way it's now being used. Although designed with great scope and flexibility, I don't think even its authors could have seen how it would become the cornerstone of many applications. Like a tempestuous Hollywood starlet, its rapid rise to fame has led to problems:



ƒ



ASP is a scripted language, relying mainly on VBScript and JScript. Other languages are available if we install an interpreter, but it's still interpreted. The two disadvantages of interpreted languages are the lack of strong types (as supported by typed languages such as Visual Basic and C/C++), and the lack of a compiled environment. ASP does cache code, but it's still interpreted, and this inevitably leads to performance and scalability problems.



ƒ



ASP doesn't provide an inherent structure for applications. In the days of static web pages, we used to see small, focused source files. With the dynamic concept of ASP, it was possible to build code into the web page, again leading to problems. There's the eternal worry of mixing code and content, which can be a problem if you have a mixed team, with certain people designing the HTML and the interface, with different people doing the coding. Having two sets of people working on the same files is asking for trouble. Another problem was the ability to



make the code complex, leading to larger source files. Include files allow a certain amount of structure and code reuse, but it was never really a great solution.



ƒ



We have to write code in ASP to do most things, no matter how simple. For example, consider the task of validating form fields. Just to ensure that values are entered into a field requires code. Other areas such as caching content, maintaining form state, and so on, all require code. Even adding new HTML controls requires writing the raw HTML to the page.



ƒ



The world of browser compatibility has morphed into device compatibility. While the majority of web access still takes place from a PC and browser, how long will that remain the case? Mobile devices are becoming more prevalent, and more powerful, leading to more problems designing sites. If you want your web site to obtain maximum reach you need to contend with these devices, and this means writing code to detect the device and render the appropriate content.



ƒ



Standards compatibility also plays a big part in web development. XHTML is becoming more widely accepted, XML and XSL/T are both now widely used, and talking to mobile devices might also mean support for WML. Support for these standards mean that our ASP applications not only have to work with existing standards, but also be easily upgradeable to support future standards.



These are just some of the problems we will encounter when building ASP applications, but they aren't the only ones. The rapidly changing nature of the Internet often requires rapid changes to applications. For languages that have strong development environments, practices such as componentization, code reuse, rapid development, and so on, are a great boon to a developer, but this sort of support is lacking in ASP. The rise of Business-to-Business applications, and peer-to-peer data sharing also brings great challenges to the developer.



ASP.NET was written from the ground up to meet these needs. Not only does it answer many of the questions posed by the existing development environment, but also provides great extensibility, and brings great tool support. At its minimum, all you require is the ASP.NET redistributable, which is freely available, and you can continue to use your favorite editor of choice (come on, admit it- it's Notepad). This gives us access to everything possible with ASP.NET, including multi-language support. For a richer environment you can use Visual Studio .NET, where you get the drag and drop support, colored code (more useful than you'd think), context sensitive help and tooltips, and all of the usual great editing features that Visual Studio has brought in the past.



Benefits of ASP.NET From the above discussion of the problems with ASP it would be easy to say that ASP.NET solves those problems, and while that is so, there's a lot more to it than that. To understand what's been done, have a look at four of the main goals of ASP.NET:



ƒ



Make code cleaner



ƒ



Improve deployment, scalability, security, and reliability



ƒ



Provide better support for different browsers and devices



ƒ



Enable a new breed of web applications



You may not see some of this support directly, as the Common Language Runtime (CLR) handles much of it. This is discussed in detail in the next chapter, but for now we are going to concentrate on how ASP.NET improves our lives.



Multiple Languages



ASP has been limited to scripting engines, notably VBScript and JScript. The .NET framework inherently supports multiple languages, so we can use whichever we feel most comfortable with. By default the CLR comes with Visual Basic .NET, C#, and JScript .NET (all compiled), and there are a number of third party languages that we can use, such as Perl, COBOL, and many others. Additionally, Visual Studio .NET adds support for Visual C++, and an implementation of Java (called J#) is also available for download from Microsoft. Because this language support is part of the framework, it really doesn't matter what language you, or others in your team, use. Obviously, from your point of a view, it's probably best to maintain some degree of compatibility (for maintenance purposes if nothing else), but as far as the framework is concerned, anything goes.



This multiple language support isn't just limited to what's available, but also to how it's used. It's quite possible to write components in one language, and use (or reuse) them from another language. The server based controls are written in C#, but we can quite happily sub-class them from Visual Basic .NET, and then sub-class that control in JScript .NET (or any .NET supported language).



The framework is covered in more detail in the next chapter, while Chapter 3 delves into the languages themselves in more detail.



Server Processing



If you've done some Visual Basic programming, then you'll find the switch to the new ASP.NET Server Controls fairly painless, but they might cause some initial confusion if your programming has been limited to ASP. There's no need to worry though, as they are extremely easy to understand and use- it's just that they are very different from ASP.



One of the big problems with ASP is that pages simply define one big function, which started at the top of the page and finished at the bottom. The page content is rendered in the page order, whether it is straight HTML or ASP-generated HTML. Therefore, our logic was dependent upon its position in the page, and there's no way to target HTML controls except by rendering them as part of the stream. Anything we do requires us to write code, and that includes the output of HTML elements.



ASP.NET solves this problem by introducing a declarative, server-based model for controls. This is where the concept may seem alien to ASP programmers, because the controls are declared on the server, can be programmed against on the server, but can be event driven from the client. This sounds pretty weird, but it's simple to use. All we have to do to turn a normal HTML control into a server control is add runat="server" as an attribute. For example:







This is a standard HTML control, but the addition of the runat attribute allows the control to be programmed against with server-side code. For example, if this control is placed within a form and we submit the form back to the same page, we can do this in our server-side code:



Dim PersonFirstName As String



PersonFirstName = FirstName.Text



Making a control run on the server allows us to use the ID attribute to identify it directly. This allows the code to become more readable, since we don't have to refer to the form contents or copy the contents into variables. It's also more natural to refer to the control directly, which makes developing pages simpler. If you've done any Visual Basic or VBA programming then this won't seem too alien for you.



If you've only ever done scripting in ASP, then this may seem strange, but that's only because it's a different way of working with content to and from the browser. You've probably done database access, so you've used objects, called methods, and set properties, and the ASP.NET Server Controls aren't really any different from this.



The new server processing architecture is covered in Chapter 4.



Web Form Controls



Converting existing HTML controls to server-side ones is simple, but there are still several problems with this approach:



ƒ



Consistency. We are still stuck with the rather non-intuitive nature of some HTML controls. Why for example, is there an INPUT tag for single line text entry, but a TEXTAREA tag for multi-line text entry? Surely a single control where we specify the rows and columns makes more sense?



ƒ



User Experience. How do we easily write sites that render rich content for browsers such as IE, while also preserving compatibility with down level browsers? HTML doesn't have the ability to change its content depending on the browser- we have to write the code for that.



ƒ



Devices. How do we write sites that cope with devices other than browsers? WAP-Phones, PDAs, and even fridges have browsers nowadays. Like the browser issue, we'd have to manually write code for this.



To alleviate these problems Microsoft has created a set of server controls, identified by the asp: prefix. The ASP.NET server controls tackle the above problems by:



ƒ



Providing a consistent naming standard. For example, all text entry fields are handled by the TextBox control. For the different modes (multi-line, password, etc.) we just specify attributes.



ƒ



Providing consistent properties. All server controls use a consistent set of properties, making it easier to remember. For example, the Text field of a TextBox is more intuitive than a Value field.



ƒ



Providing a consistent event model. Traditional ASP pages often have large amounts of code handling the posting of data, especially when one page provides multiple commands. With ASP.NET we wire-up controls to event procedures, giving our server-side code more structure.



ƒ



Emitting pure HTML, or HTML plus client-side JavaScript. With one minor exception (which is intentional) the server controls emit HTML 3.2 by default, giving great cross-browser compatibility. This can be changed so that by default we target up-level browsers such as IE, where the controls will emit HTML 4.0 and DHTML, providing a richer interface. All the user ever sees is the HTML content, not the server controls.



ƒ



Emitting device specific code. Certain controls will emit HTML when requested by a browser, but WML when requested by a WAP phone. The control handles the detection of the device and the generation of the correct markup.



The controls will be covered in detail in later chapters, but let's take a quick look at a simple example to show how these controls work:







<script language="VB" runat="server">



Public Sub btn_Click(Sender As Object, E As EventArgs)



' some code goes here



End Sub















Press the button: 















The server control in this example is a button, added to the page using the asp:Button element. There are several things to note about this control:



ƒ



It has the runat="server" attribute set, to tell ASP.NET that it should process this control.



ƒ



It uses the Text attribute to set the text to be shown on the button. This is consistent with other controls.



ƒ



It uses the OnClick attribute to identify the event procedure to be run when the button is clicked. Since this is a server control this event procedure runs on the server.



The event procedure is automatically supplied with two parameters- the control that generated the event, and any additional arguments the procedure requires. Within the event procedure we can access any other server controls, including the contents of input fields submitted during a postback.



HTML Output



In traditional ASP pages, the ASP processor runs server-side code, stripping it out so that only HTML and client-side script is sent to the client. This process is exactly the same for ASP.NET pages (the tags still work), with the server controls being converted to their HTML equivalents. For example, the page code shown above renders the following HTML to the browser:



















Press the button: 















There are several things to note here:



ƒ



The first is that the form has method, action, and id attributes added automatically. We can add these in ourselves (with the exception of the action attribute) if we want to, but it's not necessary.



ƒ



A hidden input field is added, which contains (in a compressed form) the state of the server controls. This is called the ViewState, and is how ASP.NET manages the content of the controls. View State is covered in Chapter 4.



ƒ



The Button is converted into a standard submit button.



So, we can see that even though we have better code on the server, it doesn't affect how the code is presented on the client. It's still standard HTML, with standard forms and elements.



Server Control Hierarchy



The server controls are logically broken down into a set of families:



ƒ



HTML Server Controls, which are the server equivalents of the HTML elements.



ƒ



Web Form Controls, which map closely to individual HTML elements.



ƒ



List Controls, which map to groups of HTML elements that produce grids or grid-like layout.



ƒ



Rich Controls, which produce rich content and encapsulate complex functionality, and will output pure HTML or HTML and script. A good example of this is the Calendar control, which provides the user with a calendar from only one line of code.



ƒ



Validation Controls, which are non-visible controls, but allow the easy use of both server-side and client-side form validation.



ƒ



Mobile Controls, which output HTML or WML depending upon the device accessing the page.



Chapters 5 and 6 deal extensively with most of these controls, and Chapter 21 covers the Mobile Controls.



At this early stage in the book, you may not be able to see the implications that these controls have for you, but let's take



a couple of common examples. First off, the case of displaying data from a database, perhaps in some form of grid. In ASP, we'd open the Recordset containing the data, and loop through the rows and columns building up an HTML table. We might well have this abstracted into a separate function in an include file, but we still had to write the code. With the ASP.NET DataGrid control, it's the control itself that handles this for us. The list controls (which include the DataGrid) have built in support for extracting data from a data source and creating the HTML for us. For example, consider the following ASP code:







There's nothing special about this- it just creates an HTML table. Now compare this to the equivalent ASP.NET code using a DataGrid:







<script language="VB" runat="server">



Sub Page_Load(Sender As Object, E As EventArgs)



Dim con As New SqlConnection("Data Source=.; " & _



"Initial Catalog=pubs; UID=sa; PWD=")



Dim cmd As SqlCommand



con.Open()



cmd = New SqlCommand("select * from authors", con)



DataGrid1.DataSource = cmd.ExecuteReader()



DataGrid1.DataBind()



con.Close()



End Sub











Note that you should always close a database connection when you have finished with it. Either call the Close method of the Connection object, or pass the value CommandBehavior.CloseConnection as the parameter to the



ExecuteReader method. See Chapter 8 for more details. We can immediately see how there's much less code to write. In fact, all of the code here relates to getting the data from the database and binding it to the grid. There isn't any code to create a table as the DataGrid does this.



Data binding is covered in Chapter 7.



Another great example of the power of controls is the Calendar control, which with one line of code creates a fully functional calendar on our web page:







That's it- nothing extra is needed to get it working.



This sort of simplified approach doesn't mean that the controls are simple, just simple to use. The onus on coding has moved from the web page developer to the control developer. There are also plenty of other non-Microsoft controls, either planned or released, covering everything from more advanced grids to TreeViews. Alternatively you can write your own controls. This is covered in Chapter 18.



Language Improvements



One of the greatest new features is that scripting is dead- hooray. This is a slight exaggeration, as what's really dead is



the typeless, interpreted nature of these languages. VBScript is no longer supported, and is replaced with full Visual Basic support, while JScript is still supported but has the addition of types. In addition, a new language called C# (pronounced C Sharp) is introduced, with a format similar to C/C++. As ASP.NET is entirely written in C# we can understand that this isn't a minor addition



We look at the detailed improvements in languages in Chapter 3, but for now, all we need to understand is that all languages:



ƒ



Support data types.



ƒ



Use a common set of data types.



ƒ



Are fully compiled.



ƒ



Are object oriented, and support inheritance.



What's also important is that the language support is built into the Common Language Runtime (CLR), which provides this common support. This means that things such as inheritance are cross-language, so we can write components in C# and inherit and extend them in Visual Basic. The CLR manages all of this for us, as well as providing cross-language debugging, giving such features as being able to use a debugger to step through Visual Basic code in an ASP.NET page into a C# component.



What's also provided is extensibility, meaning that additional languages can be supported. Microsoft supply VB.NET, JScript, and C# as standard with the .NET SDK, but many other languages are being worked on by third parties.



Code and Content Separation



I think that this is generally an unused feature of web site design, as many sites are created entirely by programmers. In itself this isn't a bad thing, but I think programmers in general don't make great designers, and I count myself firmly in this group. While I'm extremely interested in interface design and usability, I'm not particularly good at it. ASP tended to build on this problem, as the code (ASP script) is, more often than not, intermingled with the content (HTML). This makes it difficult for design and coding to be done at the same time, as well as risking potential problems if updates to the page are required.



Code Inline



ASP.NET gets around this problem in one of two ways. The first is the code inline model, where code is still held within the ASP.NET page, but is not mixed with the HTML. It's easy to separate the code and content into two sections. For example:











<script runat="server">



Public Sub btn_Click(Sender As Object, E As EventArgs)



YourName.Text = Name.Text



End Sub



















Enter your name: 








Press the button: 








Your name is: 















This isn't that radical a design, but it is a difference from ASP where the server blocks are often intermingled with the HTML. Don't worry about what the code does for the moment, as we'll be covering that later. What's important is that all of the script is kept separate from the content. This split is possible in ASP.NET because of the new server control architecture, which allows access to the HTML controls from server-based code. We'll be looking at this in a moment.



Code Behind



The second way of separating code from content is the code behind model, where the code is completely removed into a separate file. Using the example we saw above, our HTML file would now look like this:























Enter your name: 








Press the button: 








Your name is: 















Once again don't worry too much about the code itself- it's the structure that's important. Notice how the script block has been removed, and a special Page directive has been added (these are covered in Chapter 4). This tells the CLR that the current page inherits its code from the named file, which looks like:



Imports System



Imports System.Web.UI



Imports System.Web.UI.WebControls



Public Class Ch1CodeBehind



Inherits System.Web.UI.Page



Public Sub btn_Click(Sender As Object, E As EventArgs)



YourName.Text = Name.Text



End Sub



End Class



Notice that the procedure btn_Click is exactly the same as it was when it was inline. That's one of the great features of the code behind model; apart from a few directives, the code remains exactly the same. And, since we're now working in a compiled environment, there's no performance loss either.



Configuration



Two things govern the configuration of ASP.NET. The first is the standard IIS settings, no different from existing ASP applications. The second is the configuration file, an XML file containing the meta data for our application. There is a machine wide file (machine.config) containing the defaults for all ASP.NET applications, and each application can have its own file (web.config) to override the defaults. The advantage of a file containing configuration information is that we don't need to touch the registry to modify settings- each application is self-contained. This has an added advantage when



we look to deploy an ASP.NET application, because the configuration is just one of the files that we deploy.



The configuration files are covered in detail in Chapter 13.



Deployment



Deployment is another area made significantly simpler in ASP.NET, and is generally called XCopy Deployment, for the simple reason that that's all we generally have to do. Each application is self-contained, including the configuration file and components. In the .NET framework, components no longer require registration, and copying them to their target location is all that's required.



Deployment is covered in detail in Chapter 13.



There are exceptions to this model of deployment. One is if we are interacting with COM/COM+ components, which still need to be registered. Another is if we are using Shared Assemblies, where .NET components are being used by more than one ASP.NET application. In this case the component isn't kept within the same directory as the rest of the ASP.NET files.



Interoperability with COM/COM+ is covered in Chapter 23.



Writing ASP.NET Pages



The first part of this chapter has been a brief overview of some of the differences between ASP and ASP.NET, and Chapter 4 goes into this in more detail. Now it's time to show you how to get those ASP.NET pages up and running as quickly as possible. Let's consider a simple form that extracts the author details from the pubs database. We'll have a drop down list to show the various states where the authors live, a button to fetch the information, and a grid. This will quickly show you several simple techniques you can use in your pages.



Creating a Web Site The first thing to do is decide on where you want to create your own samples. Like ASP we can create a directory under \InetPub\wwwroot, or create a directory elsewhere and use a Virtual Site or Virtual Directory to point to it. There's no difference between the methods, it's purely a matter of preferences.



Next you can create your web pages, using whatever editor you prefer. You should give them an extension of .aspx.



The Sample Page



Now let's add the code for the sample page - call this SamplePage.aspx (we'll examine it in more detail after we've seen it running). This page assumes that the Pubs database is installed on your system.







<script language="VB" runat="server">



Sub Page_Load(Sender As Object, E As EventArgs)



If Not Page.IsPostBack Then



state.Items.Add("CA")



state.Items.Add("IN")



state.Items.Add("KS")



state.Items.Add("MD")



state.Items.Add("MI")



state.Items.Add("OR")



state.Items.Add("TN")



state.Items.Add("UT")



End If



End Sub



Sub ShowAuthors(Sender As Object, E As EventArgs)



Dim con As New SqlConnection("Data Source=.; " & _



"Initial Catalog=pubs; UID=sa; PWD=")



Dim cmd As SqlCommand



Dim qry As String



con.Open()



qry = "select * from authors where state='" & _



state.SelectedItem.Text & "'"



cmd = New SqlCommand(qry, con)



DataGrid1.DataSource = cmd.ExecuteReader()



DataGrid1.DataBind()



con.Close()



End Sub











State: 




















When initially run we see the following:



Nothing particularly challenging here, and when the button is pressed, the grid fills with authors from the selected state:



Again, nothing that couldn't be achieved with ASP, but let's look at the page code, starting with the controls:







State: 




















Here we have a form marked with the runat="server" attribute. This tells ASP.NET that the form will be posting back data for use in server code. Within the form there is a DropDownList (the equivalent of an HTML SELECT list) to contain the states, a Button (equivalent of an HTML INPUT type="button") to postback the data, and a DataGrid to display the authors. The button uses the OnClick event to identify the name of the server-side code to run when the button is pressed. Don't get confused by thinking this is the client-side, DHTML onClick event, because it's not. The control is a server-side control (runat="server") and therefore the event will be acted upon within server-side code.



Now let's look at the remaining code, starting with the Import statement. This tells ASP.NET that we are going to use some data access code, in this case code specific to SQL Server.







Next comes the actual code, written in Visual Basic.



<script language="VB" runat="server">



Here is the first real introduction to the event architecture. When a page is loaded, the Page_Load event is raised, and any code within the event procedure is run. In our case, we want to fill the DropDownList with a list of states, so we just manually add them to the list. In reality, this data would probably come from a database.



Sub Page_Load(Sender As Object, E As EventArgs)



If Not Page.IsPostBack Then



state.Items.Add("CA")



state.Items.Add("IN")



state.Items.Add("KS")



state.Items.Add("MD")



state.Items.Add("MI")



state.Items.Add("OR")



state.Items.Add("TN")



state.Items.Add("UT")



End If



End Sub



One thing to note about this code is that it is wrapped in an If statement, checking for a Boolean property called



IsPostBack. One of the great things about the Web Controls is that they retain their contents across page posts, so we don't have to refill them. Since the Page_Load event runs every time the page is run, we'd be adding the states to the list that already exists, and the list would keep getting bigger. The IsPostBack property allows us to identify whether or not this is the first time the page has been loaded, or if we have done a post back to the server.



Now, when the button is clicked, the associated event procedure is run. This code just builds a SQL statement, fetches the appropriate data, and binds it to the grid.



Sub ShowAuthors(Sender As Object, E As EventArgs)



Dim con As New SqlConnection("Data Source=.; " & _



"Initial Catalog=pubs; UID=sa; PWD=")



Dim cmd As SqlCommand



Dim qry As String



con.Open()



qry = "select * from authors where state='" & _



state.SelectedItem.Text & "'"



cmd = New SqlCommand(qry, con)



DataGrid1.DataSource = cmd.ExecuteReader()



DataGrid1.DataBind()



con.Close()



End Sub







This code isn't complex, although it may seem confusing at first glance. The rest of the book explains many of these concepts in more detail, but we can easily see some of the benefits. The code is neatly structured, making it easy to write and maintain. Code is broken down into events, and these are only run when invoked. Chapter 4 contains a good discussion of the page events, how they can be used, and the order in which they are raised.



What's also noticeable is that there's less code to write compared to an equivalent ASP page. This means that we can create applications faster- much of the legwork is done by the controls themselves. What's also cool about the control architecture is that we can write our own to perform similar tasks. Because the whole of the .NET platform is object based, we can take an existing control and inherit from it, creating our own, slightly modified control. A simple example of this would be a grid within a scrollable region. The supplied grid allows for paging, but not scrolling.



Summary



This chapter has been a real whistle-stop tour of why ASP.NET has come about, some of the great features it has, and how easily we can create pages. We've looked at:



ƒ



The problems of ASP



ƒ



Why ASP.NET came about



ƒ



The differences between ASP and ASP.NET



ƒ



A simple example of an ASP.NET page



ASP is still a great product, and it's really important to focus on why we had to change, and the benefits it will bring in the



long term. Initially there will be some pain as you learn and move towards the .NET architecture, but ultimately your applications will be smaller, faster, and easier to write and maintain. That's pretty much what most developers want from life.



Now it's time to learn about the .NET Framework itself, and how all of these great features are provided.



Understanding the .NET Framework In the previous chapter we saw how ASP.NET is a major evolution from ASP 3.0. ASP.NET provides a powerful new server-side control architecture, which makes the development of very rich web pages easier than ever before. It has a cleaner, event-based programming model, making web development much more like traditional VB forms programming. This results in the average ASP.NET page requiring a lot less code than an equivalent ASP page, which in turn leads to greater developer productivity and better maintainability. ASP.NET pages are also compiled, so web servers running ASP.NET applications can expect to far exceed the performance and scalability levels of previous ASP applications.



ASP.NET is part of the .NET Framework: a new computing platform that simplifies and modernizes application development and deployment on Windows.



The .NET Framework is many things, but it is worthwhile listing its most important aspects. In short, the .NET Framework is:



ƒ



A platform designed from the start for writing Internet-aware and Internet-enabled applications that embrace and adopt open standards such as XML, HTTP, and SOAP.



ƒ



A platform that provides a number of very rich and powerful application development technologies, such as Windows Forms, used to build classic GUI applications, and of course ASP.NET, used to build web applications.



ƒ



A platform with an extensive class library that provides extensive support for data access(relational and XML), directory services, message queuing, and much more.



ƒ



A platform that has a base class library that contains hundreds of classes for performing common tasks such as file manipulation, registry access, security, threading, and the searching of text using regular expressions.



ƒ



A language-neutral platform that makes all languages first class citizens. You can use the language you feel most comfortable and productive with, and not face any limitations.



ƒ



A platform that doesn't forget its origins, and has great interoperability support for existing components that you or third parties have written, using COM or standard DLLs.



ƒ



A platform with an independent code execution and management environment called the Common Language Runtime (CLR), which ensures code is safe to run, and provides an abstract layer on top of the operating system, meaning that elements of the .NET Framework can run on many operating systems and devices.



From a developer's perspective, the .NET Framework effectively supersedes the Windows development platform of old, providing an all-new, object-oriented alternative (some would say replacement) for the WIN32 API, all language run-times, technologies like ASP, and the majority of the numerous COM object models, such as ADO, in use today.



In this chapter we'll look at:



ƒ



The Microsoft vision for .NET, and why we need a new platform.



ƒ



The role and power of the Common Language Runtime (CLR).



ƒ



The key elements that comprise the .NET Framework.



ƒ



The key design goals and architecture of ASP.NET.



What is .NET?



When you first hear or read about .NET you may be a bit confused about its scope: What precisely is .NET? What technologies and products comprise .NET? Is .NET a replacement for COM? Or is it built using COM?



There is no simple answer to what .NET is. Microsoft has really blurred the boundaries of .NET, which is of course something we all know and love the Microsoft marketing division for. Ask anybody what Windows DNA is, and you'll get 15 different answers. The same confusion is now happening with .NET. To make the confusion worse, Microsoft has dropped the Windows DNA name, and re-branded most of their server products (such as SQL Server 2000 and BizTalk Server 2000) as .NET Enterprise Servers. This has left many people thinking that .NET is just DNA renamed, which, of course, it isn't.



The Pieces of .NET The way to cut through this confusion is to divide .NET into three main pieces:



ƒ



The .NET Vision - the idea that all devices will some day be connected by a global broadband network (that is, the Internet), and that software will become a service provided over this network.



ƒ



The .NET Framework - new technologies, such as ASP.NET, that make .NET more than just a vision, providing concrete services and technologies so that developers can today build applications to support the needs of users connected to the Internet.



ƒ



The .NET Enterprise Servers - server products, such as SQL 2000 and BizTalk 2000, that are used by .NET Framework applications, but are not currently written using the .NET Framework. All future versions of these server products will support .NET, but will not necessarily be rewritten using .NET.



For developers, another important piece of the .NET platform is, of course, developer tools. Microsoft also has a major new update of Visual Studio called Visual Studio .NET that is the premier development environment for .NET. However, you can still develop .NET applications using Notepad, or any other IDE, which is what a lot of the Microsoft development



teams do.



The .NET Vision



For years now Microsoft has been investing heavily in the Internet, both in terms of product development, technology development, and consumer marketing. I can't think of any Microsoft product or technology that isn't web-enabled these days, and I can't think of any marketing material Microsoft has released that isn't Internet-centric. The reason for this Internet focus is that Microsoft is betting its future on the success of the Internet and other open standards such as XML succeeding and being widely adopted. They are also betting that they can provide the best development platform and tools for the Internet in a world of open standards.



The .NET framework provides the foundations and plumbing on which the Microsoft .NET vision is built. Assuming the .NET vision becomes reality, one day very soon the whole world will be predominantly Internet enabled, with broadband access available just about anywhere, at any time. Devices of all sizes will be connected together over this network, trading and exchanging information at the speed of light. The devices will speak common languages like XML over standardized or shared protocols such as HTTP, and these devices will be running a multitude of software on different operating systems and devices. This vision is not specific to Microsoft, and many other companies, such as IBM and Sun, have their own spin on it.



The .NET Framework provides the foundation services that Microsoft sees as essential for making their .NET vision a reality. It's all well and good having a global network and open standards like XML that make it easier for two parties to exchange data and work together, but history has shown that great tools and technologies that implement support for standards are an important ingredient in any vision. Marketing drivel alone doesn't make applications: great developers with great tools and a great platform do. Enter the .NET Framework.



The .NET Framework is the bricks and mortar of the Microsoft .NET vision. It provides the tools and technologies needed to write applications that can seamlessly and easily communicate over the Internet (or any other network, such as an intranet) using open standards like XML and SOAP. The .NET Framework also solves many of the problems developers face today when building and deploying Windows DNA applications. For example, have you ever cursed at having to shutdown ASP applications to replace component files, wished you didn't have to register components, or spent hours trying to track down binary compatibility or versioning problems? The good news is that the .NET Framework provides a solution to problems like these: no more registering components or shutting down applications to upgrade them!



Windows DNA was the name Microsoft gave to their n-tier development methodology before .NET was launched. The name is now somewhat defunct, but the same principles (for the most part) still hold true in .NET.



Even better news is that the .NET Framework also solves many of the problems you're likely to experience in the future. For example, ever considered how you're going to adapt your applications or web sites to run on or support small hand-held devices? Have you thought about the impact of the up and coming 64-bit chips from Intel? Microsoft has, and these are all catered for as part of .NET Framework.



So, the whole push towards the Internet stems from Microsoft's belief that all devices (no matter how small or large) will



one day be connected to a broadband network: the Internet. We will all benefit in unimaginable ways from the advantages this global network will bring - your fridge could automatically send orders out to your local supermarket to restock itself, or your microwave could download the cooking times for the food you put in it, and automatically cook it. Wouldn't that be cool?



These ideas might sound a little futuristic, but manufacturers are already working on prototypes. Imagine that you were part of a team working on one of these projects. Where would you start? How many technologies and protocols would you need to use? How many languages? How many different compilers? Just thinking about some of these fairly elementary issues makes my brain hurt. However, this is just the tip of the iceberg.



If a fridge were going to restock itself automatically, wouldn't it be cool to have it connect via the Internet to the owner's local supermarket, or any other supermarket available in some global supermarket directory? The supermarket systems and fridges would need to exchange information in some standard format like XML, ordering the goods and arranging delivery. Delivery times would have to be determined, probably by the fridge, based upon the owner's electronic diary (maybe stored on a mobile device or in a central Internet location - using My .Net Services, for instance), telling the fridge when the owner will be at home to accept the delivery.



Mad as it sounds, I do believe applications like this will be available and very common in the next five to ten years. Our lives as developers really are going to change a lot in the future, especially when web services are widely adopted. I doubt that we'll all be programming fridges (although I know of people who are), but the Internet has already changed our lives and careers dramatically, and that change isn't slowing down. More and more devices are going to get connected, and if we are going to adapt quickly to these changes, we need a great toolset that enables us to meet the time-to-market requirements of the Internet, and a toolset that also provides a consistent development strategy, no matter what type of development we're doing.



Let's take a look at the former Windows DNA platform, and see why the platform and the tools we have today need to be revamped for some of this next generation of web-enabled applications.



The Problems with Windows DNA Microsoft Windows Distributed interNet applications Architecture (Windows DNA) started back in late 1996/early 1997, when Microsoft began to recognize the potential of the Internet. They released Windows DNA to help companies embrace their vision (and of course sell their platform).



Windows DNA was a programming model or blueprint that companies could use when designing n-tier distributed component-based applications for the Windows platform. At that time, development of .NET had already begun inside Microsoft, although back then it was called COM+ 2.0.



Windows DNA applications did not have to use the Internet, but that was the primary focus for most companies. Over the years Windows DNA grew and came to cover the various Microsoft products and services that could be used in an n-tier application to provide functionality such as messaging and data storage.



The problem with Windows DNA was not the blueprint for design: indeed, the same n-tier designs still apply for .NET



applications. The problem with Windows DNA was that the enabling toolset provided by Microsoft and others was primarily based upon old technologies like Microsoft Component Object Model (COM), whose origins date back to the early 90s, and the Win32 API, which utilizes proprietary languages and protocols, which we all know are a bad thing these days. This is, at least initially, possibly rather surprising. But just think of the pains you go through as a developer today when building web applications. Do you think the Windows DNA platform is easy to use? Do you think the platform is consistent? The answer is, of course, a resounding "no".



Let's review some of the most common problems associated with Windows DNA, and touch briefly on how .NET solves these problems. Once we've covered a few of these problems, we'll really start to drill down into the driving technology behind .NET, the Common Language Runtime (CLR). We'll see how these lower-level technologies really drive and enable the development of higher-level technologies such as ASP.NET.



Stopping 24 x 7 Applications



Have you ever tried replacing a COM component on a production web server? Or even on a development machine? Today, you have to stop the entire web site, copy a file across, and then restart the web site. Even worse, sometimes you have to reboot a machine because COM/IIS just seem to get confused, and do not release files correctly. This is a pain during the development of an application, and is unacceptable for production sites that must always be running. This problem is caused by the way COM manages files such as DLLs: once they are loaded, you cannot overwrite them unless they are unloaded during an idle period, which of course may never happen on a busy web server.



.NET components do not have to be locked like this. They can be overwritten at any time thanks to a feature called Shadow Copy, which is part of the Common Language Runtime. Any applications you write, as well as Microsoft technologies like ASP.NET, can take advantage of this feature, which prevents PE (portable executable) files such as DLLs and EXEs from being locked. With ASP.NET, changes to component files that you create and place in the bin directory- this is where components for an application live- are automatically detected. ASP.NET will automatically load the changed components, and use them to process all new web requests not currently executing, while at the same time keeping the older versions of the components loaded until previously active requests are completed.



Side By Side



Another difficulty with Windows DNA was that it was not easy to run two different versions of the same application components side by side, either on the same machine, or in the same process. This problem is addressed by Windows XP, but on pre-Windows XP systems, you typically have to upgrade an entire application to use the latest set of components, or go through some serious development nightmares.



.NET allows different versions of the same components to co-exist and run side-by-side on the same machine and within the same process. For example, one ASP.NET web page could be using version 1 of a component, while another ASP.NET web page uses version 2, which is not compatible with version 1, but for the most part uses the same class and method names. Based upon the dependencies for the web page (or another component) using a component, the correct version of a component will be resolved and loaded, even within the same process. Running multiple versions of the same code simultaneously is referred to as side-by-side execution.



Using side-by-side execution, we'll be able to run all future versions of ASP.NET side by side on the same machine without conflict. The same will be true for the .NET Framework.



Scripting Limitations



If you're an ASP developer who is not that familiar with writing components (if at all), you have probably found it annoying that you can't do everything you want to from within an ASP page. You may have had to write, find, or buy components to expose the functionality you need to your pages, such as registry access and security, which, at the end of the day, are all a standard part of the Windows Platform.



This problem is caused by the fact that ASP pages can only be written in scripting languages, which cannot directly access the Win32 API, and also have many COM-related restrictions. This can be a real pain if you haven't got the resources or time to invest in component development. Wouldn't it be nice if you could do everything within an ASP page, and just use components when you have time, and when there is a benefit such as common code being reused? Well, with ASP.NET you can take that approach.



ASP.NET pages can use all of the functionality of the .NET Framework. You no longer have to write components to work around the problems of the scripting run-time (since there is no scripting run-time anymore). You can decide what code goes into an ASP.NET page, and/or what goes in your components. There are no scalability issues with code in ASP.NET page, although it's still good practice to create components for reasons of code reusability and maintenance.



Versioning Hell (DLL Hell)



Undoubtedly the biggest problem with Windows DNA was versioning. When an application is built, it typically consists of many intricately related pieces such as standard DLLs, ASP pages, and COM DLLs hosting components. ASP page X might not be able to run without COM component Y, which requires DLL Z, which in turn is dependent upon more DLLs, or specific versions of object models like ADO 2.6. All of these dependencies are implicit (not documented, visible, or enforceable by the operating system), and have to be satisfied for an application to run smoothly.



If any of these application dependencies are broken, the application won't function correctly, or, worse still, your application can break at run-time halfway through some important operation due to missing dependencies. Many components are also dependent upon system-wide DLLs shared by many applications, and the system registry. It is very easy today to break applications by simply installing another application, or accidentally changing the registry using a tool like Regedit. Tracking these problems down can be a very difficult task, if not impossible.



To resolve versioning problems, .NET enables developers to specify versions and dependencies between different software components. These dependencies are stored along with a component in what's called an assembly (think of an assembly as something like a DLL or EXE file for now), and .NET uses this information to ensure application integrity is maintained, reporting errors if components cannot be loaded, if missing dependencies are found, or even if files that have been tampered with are detected.



To further reduce registration problems, .NET no longer uses the registry for component registration. Information about the types (classes, structures, enums, etc.) is contained with the code, and this type information is retrieved directly from the files at run-time. When an application instantiates a new type, such as a business object, the common language runtime will scan the application directory for the component, then look at other predefined locations for the component. Once a component is located, information about it is cached: for performance reasons, and reused on subsequent requests. This decentralized registration reduces the chance that applications will interfere with each other by mistake, and also removes the need to register and unregister components. This makes deploying applications much easier, since all we have do is copy files into a directory.



The .NET Framework supports shared components, although, unless you're a component vendor, these are not recommended. Shared components are installed in the global assembly cache (GAC), which can be thought of as a system directory for holding component files.



Why We Need .NET The problems we've discussed here about Windows DNA are just a few of many that you've almost certainly encountered. These problems, combined with the inherent complexity of the Windows DNA platform, make it a less than optimal platform for developing next generation applications, especially those that will run on non-standard devices, like our fridge. Can you imagine the trouble you'd have to go to in order to actually implement the software required for an Internet enabled e-fridge?



The good news is that .NET avoids many of the problems associated with the Windows DNA platform, by giving us a brand-new Internet-centric platform.



.NET - A Clean Start



When programming applications for the Windows platform, there are a myriad of programming languages and technologies that we can use. Depending on what programming language you choose, the technologies available are typically very different, and can often be restrictive. For example, a C/C++ programmer who has to write a GUI Application can either use the Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC), the Windows Template Library (WTL), or the lower level WIN32 APIs. A VB programmer has to use the VB forms package.



The problems with this approach are:



ƒ



Microsoft spends more time developing two or more competing technologies, rather than focusing on improving one shared technology.



ƒ



The availability of so many technologies that do the same thing can be confusing.



ƒ



Multi-faceted developers who know multiple languages have to learn multiple technologies to achieve the same results.



ƒ



Companies have to invest predominantly in one language, since cross-training can be time consuming and expensive.



ƒ



Not all languages will necessarily expose the same functionality, or be as productive as each other. For example, with C/C++ and MFC we can easily write MDI applications with docking toolbars and windows. With VB, we have to buy a third-party package, or write the functionality ourselves. However, I can pretty much guarantee (from experience) that VB programmers are typically more productive because they spend less time debugging low-level pointer errors.



These points and many others make the Windows DNA platform hard to understand. It often leads to confusion, and I know many companies that have fallen foul of choosing the wrong technology/language, and hitting technical implementation problems late in their schedules. Some people might argue using C/C++ for everything is the best strategy, but then, of course, you'll probably miss your time-to-market goal because the developers are too busy debugging their code all the time. There just aren't enough really good C/C++ programmers who actually want to develop business applications. .NET helps solve these problems.



With .NET there is now just one clean object-oriented way of accessing the functionality of the .NET Framework and building applications. All the best and most commonly used features of existing technologies have been merged together into a single framework, as shown in the following diagram:



For example, when developing GUI applications, we use Windows Forms. Windows Forms is a consistent GUI framework that exposes the same set of classes to any language supported by the .NET Framework. All languages typically also have the same Visual Designers. This makes the development of GUI applications simple. We use one technology, and it does not matter what language we use. The same simplicity also applies to building web applications using ASP.NET. No longer do we have to choose between writing VB Web Classes, ISAPI Extensions, or ASP: we just use ASP.NET. It provides all of the features application developers need and, again, all languages are equal and can access exactly the same functionality.



VB Web Classes are not supported in .NET. They have been superseded by ASP.NET pages.



Of course, there are some downsides to .NET. If you're writing applications that require absolute performance, such as real-time applications, or applications like SQL Server, .NET v1.0 might not be the platform for you. Although .NET has huge benefits for the average application developer, it simply doesn't have the raw performance of a well-written C/C++ application, although certain aspects of a .NET application (such as memory allocation) are faster than C/C++. For reasons of performance and investment, many Microsoft teams will not be rewriting their applications using .NET; instead, they will be .NET enabling them. For example, the next major release of SQL Server will enable us to write stored procedures using .NET languages such as VB and C#.



So, No More Language Functionality Debates?



If you have programmed with VB before, no doubt you have been aware that C/C++ is a much more powerful language for low-level development, and suffers from far fewer limitations than VB. With .NET, all programming languages are first-class citizens. This means you can implement solutions in a programming language that your developers are productive with, without any penalties. With version 1.0 of .NET there will be four languages shipped by Microsoft:



ƒ



Visual Basic .NET



ƒ



C#



ƒ



JScript.NET



ƒ



MC++



There are no significant technical differences between these languages; so again, it's a matter of personal preference and/or company benefits. One caveat to note is that some languages may perform marginally better (about 5%) than others. My tests have shown that C# is marginally faster than VB, and MC++ (Managed C/C++) is faster than C#, since it optimizes the output it creates. At the end of the day, performance really comes down to the abilities of the compiler writers to generate good code, and this can be related to how long a compiler has been under development.



If performance is crucial to your applications, you may want to do some basic performance testing before choosing a language. Eventually, one would assume all languages would be as fast as each other, so I personally wouldn't recommend spending too much time worrying about this issue. Go with the language that will give you the most productivity.



In case you're wondering, my language preference as a professional developer is C#. It's a clean, modern and easy-to-use language that was designed specifically for the component-oriented world of the .NET Framework. It doesn't carry around any of the baggage or quirks of other languages such as VB and MC++.



No More ASP-imposed Limitations



When we were writing the book Professional ASP 3.0 (ISBN 1-861002-61-0), we spent a lot of time pointing out the limitations of ASP, and explaining that for many tasks, it was necessary to create COM components. With ASP.NET, these limitations essentially disappear, since Active Scripting engines are no longer used, but are replaced by proper type-safe languages such as Visual Basic .NET.



Anything that we can do from within a .NET class we can do in an ASP.NET page. This means that rather than having to always use components to develop our n-tier web application, we now have the choice of when, how, and if we use them. This flexibility in ASP.NET stems from the fact that all ASP.NET pages are converted into classes and compiled into a DLL behind the scenes. Of course, the fact that we now have this newfound flexibility doesn't mean we should be silly and forget everything we've learned in the past. We should still use components to encapsulate data access and other common functionality used in our applications, and we certainly shouldn't go mad and do crazy things like trying to display a Windows Form in an ASP.NET page!



Multiple Platform Support



.NET has been designed with multiple platform support as a key feature. For version 1.0 of .NET, this means that code written using the .NET Framework can run on all versions of Windows: Windows 95, 98, 98SE, Windows NT, Windows 2000, Windows XP, and so on. Depending upon the class libraries used, the same code will also execute on small devices on operating systems such as Windows CE, which will run a special compact edition of .NET. However, unlike Java, .NET does not promise that all classes will work on all platforms.



Rather than restricting the class libraries available in .NET to cover functionality that's only available on all platforms, Microsoft has included rich support for all platforms. As developers, it's down to us to make sure we only use the .NET classes that are supported on those platforms (although it's expected that Microsoft will provide tools to help with this process). Work in this area has already started with the definition of the Common Language Specification (CLS). Microsoft is working on the CLS with HP, Intel, IBM, and other companies, so, who knows, we could also get versions of .NET not written by Microsoft, which run on other platforms.



An exciting prospect for companies is that the .NET code you write today will also work under 64-bit versions of Windows without change. If you ever ported a 16-bit application to 32-bit Windows, you'll appreciate the time, effort, and pain this saves. This is possible since .NET natively supports 64-bit types such as System.Int64, which, in VB, is called the Long type.



Targeting multiple platforms with .NET does introduce the potential for well-known Java problems to hit companies. Since the code is being compiled dynamically on different platforms, the compilation process will result in different native code. Even with the best intentions in the world, this could lead to some bugs appearing in code, especially if the JIT compiler for a given platform has bugs, or just compiles things differently. You should be prepared to QA your products on the .NET platforms you are going to support. Even so, the benefits and money saved by the reduced development time makes this an exciting time.



Looking forward, it is expected that .NET will run on other platforms such as UNIX, although it is unlikely that the whole of the .NET Framework will be supported, probably just the languages and the base class libraries. Microsoft is keeping



these plans very quiet at the moment, but they are on the table, and they are being researched. Once again though, even if Microsoft does deliver .NET on a non-Windows platform, it's unlikely they will want to invest significantly in other platforms, so the amount of functionality available to .NET applications on these platforms is likely to be reduced, so we might expect to lose COM+ services such as transaction support.



Performance



Since day one, an important design goal for .NET has been great performance and scalability. For .NET to succeed, companies must be able to migrate their applications, and not suffer from poor performance due to the way code is executed by the CLR. To ensure optimal performance, the CLR compiles all application code into native machine code. This conversion can either be done just in time as an application runs (on a method-by-method basis), or when an application is first installed. The compilation process will automatically make use of the microprocessor features available on different platforms, something traditional Windows applications could never do, unless you shipped different binaries for different platforms.



With the first version of ASP.NET you can expect well-written web applications to run two to four times faster than equivalent ASP applications, with similar gains in the area of scalability. In other areas of .NET, such as Windows Forms, performance is likely to be similar to VB6 for most applications, with memory usage increasingly slightly, due to overhead introduced by the CLR and a version 1.0 product release. As subsequent versions of the CLR and technologies like Windows Forms are released, you'll find that each release will have a smaller memory footprint and better performance.



Hopefully, by now you're starting to understand how .NET can help solve many of the problems developers face today when writing software. It replaces a lot of older technologies like COM (although COM is certainly not dead), with better-designed equivalents. At the heart of this new platform is the Common Language Runtime (CLR).



The Common Language Runtime (CLR)



The CLR is one of the most radical features of .NET. Modern programming languages like VC++ and VB have always had runtimes. These are sometimes very small, like MSCRT40.DLL (used by Visual C++ applications), and other times, they can be quite big, like MSVBVM60.DLL (used by Visual Basic 6).



A language runtime's role changes depending on the language: it may actually execute the code (as in the case of Java, or VB applications compiled using p-code), or in the case of native compiled languages (like C/C++), the runtime provides common functionality used by the application. Some of this runtime functionality may be used directly by an application, such as searching for a character sequence in a string, or indirectly by a compiler that injects additional code during the compilation process to handle error situations or exceptions, such as the user aborting an application.



The CLR is a runtime for all .NET languages. It is responsible for executing and managing all code written in any language that targets the .NET platform.



The role of the CLR in some ways is similar to Sun's Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and the VB runtime. It is responsible for



the execution of code developed using .NET languages. However, the critical point that differentiates the CLR is that it natively compiles all code. Although .NET compilers emit Intermediate Language (IL) rather than machine code, the IL is just-in-time (JIT) compiled before code is executed. IL is not interpreted, and is not byte code, like p-code used by VB, or the byte code used by Java. IL is a language. It is compiled, converted into machine code, and then executed. The result is that applications that target .NET, and execute on the CLR, have exceptionally good application performance.



To complement IL, compilers that target the CLR also emit rich metadata that describes the types contained with a DLL or EXE (similar to COM type libraries but much richer) and version/dependency information. This metadata allows the CLR to intelligently resolve references between different application files at runtime, and also removes the dependency on the system registry. As we discussed earlier, these are two common problem areas for Windows DNA applications.



CLR Services



The CLR provides many core services for applications such as garbage collection, code verification, and code access security. The CLR can provide these services due to the way it manages code execution, and the fact that, thanks to the rich metadata compilers produce, it can understand all types used within code.



Garbage collection is a CLR feature that automatically manages memory on behalf of an application. We create and use objects, but do not explicitly release them. The CLR automatically releases objects when they are no longer referenced and in use. This eliminates memory leaks in applications. This memory management feature is similar in some ways to how VB works today, but, under the hood, the implementation is radically different and much more efficient. A key difference is that the time at which unused memory will be released is non-deterministic. One side effect of this feature is that we cannot assume an object is destroyed when it goes out of the scope of a function. Therefore, we should not put code into a class destructor to release resources. We should always release them in the code using a class, as soon as possible.



Code verification is a process that ensures all code prior to execution is safe to run. Code verification enforces type safety, and therefore prevents code from performing illegal operations such as accessing invalid memory locations. With this feature it should not be possible to write code that causes an application to crash. If code does do something wrong, the CLR will throw an exception before any damage is inflicted. Such exceptions can be caught and handled by an application.



Code access security allows code to be granted or denied permissions to do things, depending on the security configuration for a given machine, the origins of the code, and the metadata associated with types that the code is trying to use. The primary purpose of this feature is to protect users from malicious code that attempts to access other code residing on a machine. For example, with the CLR, we could write an e-mail application that denies all rights to code contained within an e-mail, and to use other classes such as the address book or file system.



Managed Code



The code produced for an application designed to run under the CLR is called managed code: self-describing code that makes use of the CLR and requires it to run. Code written with languages like VB6 that doesn't provide IL and doesn't need the CLR to run is called unmanaged code. For managed code, the CLR will:



ƒ



Always locate the metadata associated with a method at any point in time.



ƒ



Walk the stack.



ƒ



Handle exceptions.



ƒ



Store and retrieve security information.



These low-level requirements are necessary for the CLR to watch over code, provide the services we've discussed, and ensure its integrity for security/protection reasons.



Common Functionality The CLR provides access to common base functionality (such as string searching) for all languages via the Base Class Library (BCL). The CLR is basically a replacement for the WIN32 API and COM, which solves nearly all the problems (or, should I say, features) of the Windows Platform. In doing this, it provides the foundation on which the .NET vision has been realized, since most of the Windows DNA limitations stem from features of these technologies. More importantly for VB developers, the WIN32 API provided a lot of functionality they could not easily use, such as process creation and free-threaded support. Since that functionality is now part of the CLR, VB (and other languages such as COBOL) can now create high performance multi-threaded applications.



The CLR is object-oriented. All of the functionality of the CLR and the class libraries built on top of it are exposed as methods of objects. These classes are as easy to use as the ASP intrinsic objects and ADO objects we previously used, but are far richer in functionality.



Using Objects



To show how to create and use objects with the CLR, let's walk through some simple examples. In these, we will see how to:



ƒ



Create a class in VB



ƒ



Create a class in C# that inherits from the VB class



Let's start by creating our simple VB class:



Namespace Wrox.Books.ProASPNet



Public Class MyVBClass



End Class



End Namespace



Don't worry about what the Namespace statement means for the moment - we'll come onto that next.



Assuming this class is contained in a file called base.vb, we can compile it using the following command, which invokes the Visual Basic .NET command line compiler:



vbc base.vb /t:library



The output of the command is a DLL called base.dll that contains the class MyVBClass. The /t:library tells the compiler that we are creating a DLL. Any other developer can now use our class in their own code written using their preferred language.



To show the in-class inheritance feature of the CLR, and to show how easy inheritance is, we can create a class in any other language (in this case C#) that derives from our base VB class. This C# class inherits all of the behavior (the methods, properties, and events) of the base class:



using Wrox.Books.ProASPNet;



public class MyCSharpClass : MyVBClass



{



};



Assuming this is contained in a file called derived.cs, we could compile it using the following command, which invokes the C# command line compiler:



csc /t:library /r:base.dll derived.cs



csc is the name of the C# compiler executable. /t:library (t is short for target) tells the compiler to create a DLL (referred to as a library). /r:base.dll (r is short for reference) tells the compiler that the DLL being created references types (classes etc.) in the DLL base.dll.



You'll find a more comprehensive introduction to the syntax changes in the new .NET languages, as well as the similarities and differences between them, in the next chapter. We'll also see more on the syntax of the compiler options, and discuss JScript.NET.



This simple example doesn't have any real practical use (since there are no methods, etc.), but hopefully it goes some way in demonstrating how easy and simple building components with the CLR and Visual Basic .NET and C# is. There is no nasty COM goo, just clean code.



This code example is so clean because the CLR is effectively responsible for all of the code. At run-time it can hook up the classes to implement the inheritance in a completely seamless way. The CLR really couldn't make cross-language development and integration any simpler. We can create classes in any language we want, and use them in any other languages we want, either just instantiating and using them, or, as in this example, actually deriving from them to inherit base functionality. We can use system classes (those written by Microsoft) or third-party classes in exactly the same way as we would any other class we'd written in our language of choice. This means the entire .NET Framework is one consistent object-oriented class library.



Namespaces As we'll see in the next chapter, we'll create and use many different types when writing a CLR application. Within our code we can reference types using the imports keyword in Visual Basic .NET, and the using keyword in C#. In the VB class definition we had the following line:



Namespace Wrox.Books.ProASPNet



In .NET everything is referred to as a "type". A type can be a class, enumeration, interface, array, or structure.



The namespace declaration tells a compiler that any types (such as classes or enumerations) defined are part of the specified namespace, which in this case is called Wrox.Books.ProASPNET. If we want to use these classes in another application, we need to import our namespace. In our C# code we saw this namespace import definition defined as:



using Wrox.Books.ProASPNet;



This namespace import declaration makes the types within the Wrox.Books.ProASPNET namespace available to any of the code in our C# file.



Namespaces have two key functions:



ƒ



They logically group related types. For example, System.Web contains all ASP.NET classes that manage the low-level execution of a web request. System.Web.UI contains all of the classes that actually render UI, and



System.Web.Hosting contains the classes that aid in ASP.NET being hosted inside IIS or other applications.



ƒ



They make name collision less likely. In an object-oriented world, many people are likely to use the same class names. The namespace reduces the likelihood of a conflict, since the fully qualified name of a class is equal to the namespace name plus the class name. You can choose to use fully qualified names in your code, and forgo the namespace import declaration, though you'll typically only do this if you have a name collision.



Namespaces do not physically group types, since a namespace can be used in different assemblies (DLLs and EXEs).



Namespaces are used extensively in the CLR, and since ASP.NET pages are compiled down to CLR classes, you'll also use them extensively in your ASP.NET pages. For this reason, ASP.NET automatically imports the most common names into an ASP.NET page. As we'll see later in the book, we can extend this list to include our own classes.



It helps to think of namespaces as directories. Rather than containing files, they contain classes. However, a namespace called Wrox.MyBook does not mean a namespace called Wrox exists. It is likely that it does, but it is not mandatory.



A Common Type System For interoperability to be so smooth between languages, the CLR has a common type system. Languages like VB have built-in primitive types such as Integer, String, and Double. C++ has types like long, ulong, and char*. However, these types aren't always compatible. If you've ever written a COM component, you'll know that making sure your components have interfaces that are usable in different languages depends a great deal on types. You'll often spend a lot of time converting types, and it's a real pain. For the CLR to make crosslanguage integration so smooth, all languages have to use a common type system.



The following table lists the types that form part of the Common Language Specification (CLS), and defines the types usable in any language targeting the CLR:



Type



System.Boolean



Description



Range/Size



Represents a Boolean



True or False. The CLS does not allow implicit conversion between



value.



bool and other primitive types.



Represents an unsigned



System.Byte



byte value. Represents a UNICODE



System.Char



character value. Represents a date and



System.DateTime



time value. Represents positive and



System.Decimal



negative values with 28 significant digits. Represents a 64-bit,



System.Double



double precision, floating point number. Represents a 16-bit



System.Int16



signed integer value. Represents a 32-bit



System.Int32



signed integer value.



Positive integer between 0 and 255.



Any valid UNICODE character. IEEE 64-bit (8-byte) long integers that represent dates ranging from 1 January 1 CE (the year 1) to 31 December 9999 and times from 0:00:00 to 23:59:59. 79,228,162,514,264,337,593,543,950,335 to negative 79,228,162,514,264,337,593,543,950,335.



Negative 1.79769313486231570E+308 to positive 1.79769313486231570E+308.



Negative 32768 to positive 32767.



Negative 2,147,483,648 to positive 2,147,483,647.



System.Int64



Represents a 64-bit



Negative 9,223,372,036,854,775,808 to positive



signed integer.



9,223,372,036,854,775,807.



Represents an 8-bit



System.Sbyte



signed integer.



Negative 128 to positive 127.



Represents a 4-byte,



System.Single



single precision, floating



Negative 3.402823E38 to positive 3.402823E38.



point number. Represents a period of



System.TimeSpan time, either positive or negative.



The MinValue field is negative 10675199.02:48:05.4775808. The MaxValue field is positive 10675199.02:48:05.4775807.



Table continued on following page



Type



Description



System.String Represents a UNICODE String. System.Array



Represents a single dimension array. The base type from which all other types



System.Object



inherit.



Range/Size Zero or more UNICODE characters. Range is based upon declaration/usage. Arrays can contain other arrays. N/A



Different languages use different keywords to expose these types. For example, VB will convert variables you declare as type Integer to System.Int32 during compile time, and C# will convert int into System.Int32. This makes working with different languages more natural and intuitive, while not compromising any goals of the CLR. You can of course declare the native CLR type names in any language, but you typically wouldn't do this unless the language did not have its own native mapping. This is another great feature of the CLR. If the language doesn't support a feature, you can usually find some .NET Framework classes that do.



All types derive from System.Object. This class has four methods. All of these methods are available on all types:



Allows two object instances to be compared for equality. Most CLR classes override this and provide a



Equals



custom implementation. For example, System.ValueType has an implementation that compares all members' fields for equality. Value types are discussed shortly. Returns a hash code for the object. This function is used by classes such as Hashtable to get a unique



GetHashCode identity for an object. Two objects of the same type that represent the same value will always return the same hash code. Returns a Type object that can be programmatically used to explore the methods, properties, and events



GetType



of a type. This feature of the CLR is called reflection. Returns a string representation of the type. The default implementation returns the fully-qualified type



ToString



name suitable in aiding debugging. Most CLR types override this method and provide a more useful return value. For example, System.Int32 will return a string representation of a number.



Common Language Specification



Some languages can require types that other languages do not support. To allow for this, there are additional CLR types that support the functionality required for specific languages such as C#. However, one caveat with sharing CLR classes created with different languages means that there is the potential that a class will not be usable in certain languages if its types are not understood. For example, the C# language has types such as unsigned longs that are not available in languages such as VB, so a C# class that uses unsigned longs as part of its public member definitions cannot be used in VB. However, the same class can be used if such types are used in non-public member definitions. To help ensure types created by different languages are compatible, a common set of base types exists to ensure language interoperability. This is part of what is called the Common Language Specification (CLS). Most CLR compilers have options to flag warnings if non-CLS types are used.



Everything in the CLR is an Object



Every type in the CLR is an object. As we saw in the previous table, all types are derived from System.Object. When we define our own custom types such as classes, structures, and enumerations, they are also automatically derived from



System.Object, even though we don't explicitly define this inheritance. When a class is compiled, the compiler will automatically do this for us.



As every type has a common base type (System.Object), we can write some very powerful generic code. For example, the System.Collections namespace provides lots of collection classes that work with System.Object: for instance, the Hashtable class is a simple dictionary class populated using a name and a System.Object reference. By using either a name or an index, we can retrieve an object reference from the collection very efficiently. Since all types derive from System.Object, we can hold any type in a Hashtable.



Value Type and Reference Types



If you're a C/C++ developer or an experienced VB programmer, you're probably thinking that having every type in the CLR as an object is expensive, since primitive types such as integer and long and structure in VB6 and C/C++ only require space to be allocated on the stack, whereas object references require allocated space on the heap. To avoid having all types heap allocated, which would compromise code execution performance, the CLR has value types and reference types.



ƒ



Value types are allocated on the stack, just like primitive types in VBScript, VB6, and C/C++.



ƒ



Reference types are allocated on the managed CLR heap, just like object types.



It is important to understand how the CLR manages and converts these types using boxing and unboxing, otherwise you can easily write inefficient code.



Value types are not instantiated using new (unless you have a parameterized constructor), and go out of scope when the function they are defined within returns. Value types in the CLR are defined as types that derive from



System.ValueType. All of the CLR primitive types such as System.Int32 derive from this class, and when we define structures using Visual Basic .NET and C# those types automatically derive from System.ValueType.



Here is an example Visual Basic .NET structure that represents a CLR value type called Person:



Public Structure Person



Dim Name As String



Dim Age As Integer



End Structure



The equivalent C# structure is:



Public Struct Person



{



string name;



int age;



}



Both compilers will emit IL that defines a Person type that inherits from System.ValueType. The CLR will therefore know to allocate instances of this type on the stack.



Boxing



When using CLR classes such as the Hashtable (discussed in Chapter 15) that work with collections of System.Object types, we need to be aware that the CLR will automatically convert value types into reference types. This conversion happens when we assign a value type, such as a primitive type like System.Int32, to an object reference, or vice versa.



The following code will implicitly box an Integer value when it is assigned to an object reference:



//C#



int i = 32;



object o = i;



'VB



dim i as Integer = 32



dim o as object = i



When boxing occurs, the contents of a value type are copied from the stack into memory allocated on the managed heap. The new reference type created contains a copy of the value type, and can be used by other types that expect an object reference. The value contained in the value type and the created reference types are not associated in any way (except that they contain the same values). If we change the original value type, the reference type is not affected.



The following code explicitly unboxes a reference type into a value type:



//C#



object o;int i = (int) o;



'VB



dim o as object



dim i as Integer = CType(o, Integer)



In this example you need to assume the object variable o has been previously initialized.



When unboxing occurs, memory is copied from the managed heap to the stack.



Understanding boxing and unboxing is important, since it has performance implications. Every time a value type is boxed, a new reference type is created, and the value type is copied onto the managed heap. Depending on the size of the value type, and the number of times value types are boxed and unboxed, the CLR can spend a lot of CPU cycles just doing these conversions.



To put all this type theory into practice, take a look at the following Visual Basic .NET code, which illustrates when value



types and reference types are used, and when boxing and unboxing occurs:



Imports System.Collections



Imports System



We start by declaring a simple structure called Person that can hold a name and an age. Since structures are always value types (remember compilers automatically derive structures from System.ValueType), instances of this type will always be held on the stack:



Public Structure Person



Dim Name As String



Dim Age As Integer



End Structure



Then we begin our main module:



Public Module Main



Public Sub Main()



Dim dictionary As Hashtable



Dim p As Person



First, we create a Hashtable. This is a reference type, so we use New to create an instance of the object, which will be allocated on the managed CLR heap:



dictionary = new Hashtable()



Hashtable and other collections classes are explained in more detail in Chapter15.



Next, we initialize our Person structure with some values. This is a value type, so we don't have to use New, since the type is allocated automatically on the stack when we declare our variable:



p.Name = "Richard Anderson"



p.Age = 29



Once our Person structure is initialized, we add it to the dictionary using a key of "Rich". This method call will implicitly cause the value type to be boxed within a reference type, as we discussed, since the second parameter of the Add method expects an object reference:



dictionary.Add( "Rich", p )



Next, we change the values of the same Person structure variable to hold some new values:



p.Name = "Sam Anderson"



p.Age = 28



and add another person to the dictionary with a different key. Again, this will cause the value type to be boxed within a reference type and added to the dictionary:



dictionary.Add( "Sam", p )



At this point, we have a Hashtable object that contains two reference types. Each of these reference types contains our



Person structure value type, with the values we initialized. We can retrieve an item from the Hashtable using a key. Since the Hashtable returns object references, we use the



CType keyword to tell Visual Basic .NET that the object type returned by the Item function is actually a Person type. Since the Person type is a value type, the CLR knows to unbox the Person type from the returned reference type:



p = CType( dictionary.Item("Rich"), Person )



And now we can use the Person type:



Console.WriteLine("Name is {0} and Age is {1}", p.Name, p.Age )



End Sub



End Module



Language Changes



The CLR supports a rich set of functionality. To enable languages like VB to make use of these capabilities, the language syntax has to be enhanced with new keywords. The CLR functionality may be common to all languages, but each language will expose the functionality in a way that suits that language. As our simple inheritance example showed earlier, both Visual Basic .NET and C# explicitly define the start and end of a class (VB used to do this implicitly via the file extension), but the keywords used are different.



We'll investigate the language changes fully in Chapter 3.



Assemblies - Versioning and Securing Code We discussed earlier how one of the biggest problems with Windows DNA applications was the number of implicit dependencies and versioning requirements. One application can potentially break another application by accidentally overwriting a common system DLL, or removing an installed component. To help resolve these problems, the CLR uses assemblies.



An assembly is a collection of one or more files, with one of those files (either a DLL or EXE) containing some special metadata known as the assembly manifest. The assembly manifest defines what the versioning requirements for the assembly are, who authored the assembly, what security permissions the assembly requires to run, and what files form part of the assembly.



An assembly is created by default whenever we build a DLL. We can examine the details of the manifest programmatically using classes located in the System.Reflection namespace. To keep our discussion focused, we'll use a tool provided with the .NET SDK called ILDASM (Intermediate Language Disassembler). You can run this tool either from a command prompt or via the Start bar Run menu.



When the tool is running, we can use the File | Open menu to open up the derived.dll created in our simple inheritance sample earlier. Once loaded, ILDASM shows a tree control containing an entry for the assembly manifest, and an entry for each type defined in that DLL:



Although the type information for MyCSharpClass is part of our DLL, it is not part of the assembly manifest. It is, however, part of the assembly.



If we double-click on the MANIFEST entry, we'll see the manifest definition:



The manifest is stored as binary data, so what we are seeing here is a decompiled form of the manifest, presented in a readable form. The .assembly extern lines tell us that this assembly is dependent upon two other assemblies: base and mscorlib. mscorlib is the main CLR system assembly, which contains the core classes for the built-in CLR types, etc. We created the assembly base earlier when we built our file base.vb. The default name of the assembly created by a compiler reflects the output filename created, minus the extension. If we'd used the following command line to build our VB DLL from earlier:



vbc base.vb /out:Wrox.dll



the assembly created would be called Wrox, and the output from ILDASM for derived.dll should show a .assembly



extern line for Wrox instead of base.



In the screenshot of the manifest, we can see that the reference to the base assembly from within the derived assembly has two additional attributes:



ƒ



.ver - Specifies the version of the assembly compiled against. The CLR uses the format Major:Minor:Build:Revision for version numbers. An assembly is considered incompatible if the Major or Minor version numbers change.



ƒ



.hash - A hash value that can be used to determine if any of the files in the referenced assembly are different.



The mscorlib assembly reference has one additional attribute worth briefly discussing:



ƒ



.publickeytoken - This specifies part of a public key that can be used by the CLR when loading the reference assembly, to100% guarantee that only the named assembly written by a given party (in this case Microsoft) is loaded.



The .assembly derived section of the manifest declares the assembly information for the derived .dll file. This has similar attributes to the external manifests. By default the version of an assembly is 0.0.0.0. To change this it is necessary to specify an assembly version attribute in one of the source files. Visual Studio .NET typically creates a separate source file to contain these attributes, but we can define them anywhere we choose, providing it's not within the scope of another type definition.



In Visual Basic .NET the format for assembly attributes is:







This would make the assembly version appear as 1.0.1.0. Within C# the format is slightly different, but has the same net effect:



[assembly: AssemblyVersion("1.0.1.0")]



To use assembly attributes we have to import the System.Reflection namespace.



Attributes are a feature of CLR compilers that enable us to annotate types with additional metadata. The CLR or other tools can then use this metadata for different purposes, such as containing documentation, information about COM+ service configuration, and so on.



Are Assemblies Like DLLs?



For the most part, we can think of a DLL and an assembly as having a one-to-one relationship. Most of the time, we would probably use them this way, but for special cases we can use the more advanced features of the command line compilers to create assemblies that span multiple DLLs, a single EXE, and either contain or link to one or more resource files.



The following diagram shows the basic structure of a typical assembly:



This diagram illustrates the System.Web assembly. This assembly consists of a single file, System.Web.DLL. The



System.Web.DLL contains the assembly manifest, the type metadata that describes the classes, etc., which are located within the System.Web.DLL file, the IL for the code, and resources for embedded images. The embedded resources within this System.Web.DLL are mainly images used in Visual Studio .NET to represent web controls.



If the designers of this assembly had chosen to do so, they could have created a multi-file assembly (complex assembly) like this:



The System.Web assembly in this diagram consists of four files:



ƒ



System.Web.Core.DLL - contains the assembly manifest describing all the other files and dependencies of those files, the type metadata for the classes located within the file (not the whole assembly), the IL for the code within the classes, and some embedded resources.



ƒ



System.Web.Extra.DLL - contains the type metadata for the classes, etc., located within the file (not the assembly), and the IL for code within the various classes.



ƒ



C1.BMP - A picture in bitmap format.



ƒ



C2.GIF - A picture in Graphic Interchange Format (GIF).



Although the physical file structure of these assemblies is different, to the CLR they have the same logically structure. Both expose the same types, and consumers of the types within the assembly are not affected, since they only ever reference types using namespaces.



All files within an assembly are referred to as modules. A namespace can span one or more modules. A namespace can also span across one or more assemblies. The physical structure of an assembly has no impact or relation to the namespace structure.



The reasons for creating a multi-file assembly vary. They may be appropriate if you're working in a large team and want to be able to bring individual developer's modules together within a single assembly that is version controlled. Or more practically, you might want to manage memory consumption. If you know certain classes are not always needed, putting them into a separate physical file means the CLR can delay loading that file until the types within it are needed.



For a lot of applications, using complex assemblies is probably overkill. Even if you don't use the versioning features assemblies provide, you should still be aware of how type versioning within assemblies occurs.



It is necessary to try to make sure that your business components are kept compatible with the ASP.NET pages that call them. We are creating private assemblies when we build component files like DLLs that are only used by our application, but for the most part, this is an implementation detail we can ignore. However, if we want to share component files across multiple web applications, we may need to create shared assemblies and put them in the GAC, and understand the more complex versioning implications these have.



No More DLL Hell



The CLR can load multiple versions of the assembly at the same time. This basically solves DLL hell - the problem where installing a new application might break other applications, because newer DLLs are installed that older applications are not compatible with. This is known as side-by-side component versioning and deployment.



Type Versioning



If you have ever written a COM component, you have probably experienced binary-compatibility problems. This is typified by needing to change a component's public interface (adding, changing, or deleting methods) once it has already been released. The rules of COM say that once a component is released, its interface is immutable: it should not be changed. If you do need to make changes then your component should support multiple interfaces. This approach has a number of problems:



ƒ



It's difficult to manage multiple interfaces, and almost impossible not to break compatibility by mistake.



ƒ



VB6 never really supported interfaces properly, so implementing interfaces has always been a black art.



ƒ



Most application developers don't want to version individual components.



Versioning in ASP web applications to date has shielded many developers from these problems. ASP pages always used late binding to talk to COM components. Each time a method was called, the script engine executing the ASP page code determined whether the method existed, invoking it if it did. If a method did not exist, an error would be raised.



This late binding approach is actually pretty good in some ways. ASP developers don't have to worry too much about versioning - as long as the methods called for each object are supported, the page will still work. The only drawback of this approach, which can be a significant cost, is a small performance hit per method call to find out if a method exists.



The CLR provides late-binding versioning for types in a similar way to late binding in COM/ASP, but there is no performance hit. When the CLR loads a type such as a class, it knows what methods of other types that class is going to call. It can therefore resolve these references at run-time at a method level, generating early-bound code to call each method. This means the programmer only has to worry about keeping method signatures the same to maintain binary compatibility. It is possible to support interfaces and use the same technique as COM, but Microsoft discourages this unless it is really necessary. If an interface changes, all classes implementing the interface have to be recompiled.



If you do break compatibility in a component it will show itself quickly. For example, if an application calls into a component that no longer supports a method it needs, the CLR will raise a MissingMethodException. If an application tries to use a type that has been deleted, or a type that doesn't implement all of the methods of an interface, a



TypeLoadException will be thrown. These can be caught by the caller application, and they usually contain detailed messages to explain what went wrong.



.NET provides a platform that enables us to start implementing next generation Internet applications, with more power and speed than ever before. It also enables us to capitalize on our existing knowledge of VB, C/++, and JScript, as well as introducing enhancements to all the languages (like inheritance, polymorphism, and multi-threading) - not to mention the brand new language C#, designed to work from the ground up with the .NET Framework.



The reason for not giving .NET DLL/EXE files a different extension is compatibility.



CLR and COM At this point you're probably beginning to ask yourself where the Component Object Model (COM) fits into the CLR. The simple answer is that it doesn't. From a technology perspective COM is not used as a core technology to power the CLR. The CLR is written from the ground up, and COM is only used for interoperability and hosting. Interoperability enables us to use existing COM components within .NET languages, just as if they were CLR classes, and to use CLR classes as COM components for non-CLR applications. Hosting the CLR inside applications (such as IIS) is achieved using COM, as the CLR provides a set of COM components for loading and executing CLR code.



The fact that the CLR is not COM-based signals that COM will no longer be a mainstream technology for web applications



written on the Windows platform in future. This means that most of the concepts you may use as a C/C++ programmer, or may have been aware of as a VB programmer, are not part of the .NET Framework. For example, in the world of COM, all objects were reference counted; all COM methods returned an HRESULT, etc. However, the concept of interface-based programming is still prevalent within .NET, so the COM way of thinking about things in terms of interfaces is still valid. Still, most people will probably switch interfaces to base classes for productivity reasons.



Internally, Microsoft is promoting the idea that teams should no longer build and release new COM components. The way forward is to create .NET components that are exposed through interop as COM components.



Intermediate Language We're not going to cover IL in any great depth in this book, but to get a feel for it, consider this line of Visual Basic .NET code:



System.Console.WriteLine(".NET makes development fun and easy again")



It calls the WriteLine method of the Console class, which is part of the System namespace. A namespace, as we saw, provides a way of grouping related classes. When compiled and run as part of a console application, this line of code will basically output the simple message to a console window. We could write this same line of code in IL, as follows:



ldstr ".NET makes development fun and easy again"



call void [mscorlib]System.Console::WriteLine(string)



This code uses the same API call, except it is prefixed with [mscorlib], which tells the CLR that the API we're calling is located in the file MSCORLIB.DLL. The first line shows the way in which parameters are passed to an API. The ldstr command loads the specified string onto the call stack, so the API being called can retrieve it.



If we took our simple VB code and used the Visual Basic .NET compiler to compile it, the output produced would be an executable file that contains IL similar to that which we have just seen. The IL would not be identical since the VB compiler actually produces some additional initialization IL, which isn't important in our example. The important thing to note here is that the DLLs and EXEs we create are self-describing.



Application Domains All Windows applications run inside a process. Processes own resources such as memory and kernel objects, and threads execute code loaded into a process. Processes are protected from each other by the operating system, such that one process can in no way unexpectedly affect the execution of another application running in another process. This level of protection is the ultimate way of having many applications run on a machine, safe in the knowledge that no matter what one application does, if it crashes, the others should continue. Processes provide a high level of application fault tolerance,



which is why IIS and COM+ use them when running in high isolation mode.



The problem with processes in Windows is that they are a very expensive resource to create and manage, and do not scale well if used in large quantities. For example, if you're using IIS and have a large number of web sites configured to run in isolation, each one has its own dedicated process that will consume a lot of resources, such as memory. If you ran all of these applications within the same process, you'd be able to run a much larger number of web sites on one machine since fewer resources would be consumed. Less memory would be required since DLLs would also only have to be loaded into one process, and the inter-process overhead between the various processes and the core IIS worker process would be reduced. Of course, the downside to this approach is that if one site crashes, all sites would be affected.



Application Domains in .NET have the same benefits as a process, but multiple application domains can run within the same process:



Application Domains (AppDomains) can be implemented safely within the same process, because the code verification feature of the CLR ensures the code is safe to run before allowing it to execute. This provides a huge scalability and reliability benefit. For example, now applications like IIS can achieve higher scalability by running each web site in a different application domain, rather than a different process, safe in the knowledge that inter-application isolation has not been compromised.



When running as part of IIS4/5, ASP.NET uses AppDomains to run each instance of an ASP.NET application. This can be illustrated in the following way:



Each ASP.NET application runs in its own application domain, and is therefore protected from other ASP.NET applications



on the same machine. ASP.NET ignores the process isolation specified in IIS.



.NET Framework Drill Down



The .NET Framework consists of four major pieces:



ƒ



Application development technologies



ƒ



Class libraries



ƒ



Base class libraries



ƒ



The Common Language Runtime



These pieces sit on top of each other, with each of the higher layers making use of one or more of the lower layers, as shown in this diagram:



We have already discussed the CLR and base class libraries, so in the next section we'll briefly examine the top two layers: application development technologies and class libraries. These layers are the primary focus for the rest of the book.



Application Development Technologies As we saw in Chapter 1, ASP.NET is a very exciting .NET technology for building web applications, providing us with many new features and a much cleaner programming mode. The features we're going to look at next are:



ƒ



Web Services



ƒ



Windows Forms



Web Services



In our intelligent fridge example, we discussed the idea of a fridge talking to a supermarket over the Internet to automatically restock itself. To achieve this, supermarkets would have to expose APIs over the Internet that any fridge could call upon to place orders. It would also be necessary to locate such services, providing the fridge owner with the means to pick a supermarket to order from. This concept of locating and consuming programmatic functions over the Internet is called Web Services.



Web Services are programmable business logic components that serve as "black boxes" to provide access to functionality via the Internet using standard protocols such as HTTP.



Web Services are based upon an application of XML called the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). SOAP defines a standardized format for enveloping XML payloads exchanged between two entities over standard protocols such as HTTP. SOAP is based completely upon open standards. The consumer of a Web Service is therefore completely shielded from any implementation details about the platform exposing the Web Service - the consumer simply sends and receives XML over HTTP. This means that any Web Service on a Windows platform can be consumed by any other platform, such as UNIX.



More technical details on SOAP can be found at http://www.w3.org/TR/SOAP/.



Web Services are a core part of the .NET Framework. Using ASP.NET we can easily expose Web Services from a web site, and can easily consume Web Services from other web sites. To make this whole model simple for developers, within the .NET environment we have to do little more than write a class to expose a Web Service, or consume a class to use a Web Service. This saves us from having to understand protocols such as SOAP in any detail, but we can be sure that anybody can access the functionality we provide.



The following Visual Basic .NET code defines a simple Web Service with a single function called NameABook:







Imports System



Imports System.Web.Services



Public Class MyWebService



_



Public Function NameABook() As String



Return "Professional ASP.NET"



End Function



End Class



Here is the same Web Service, this time written in C#:







using System;



using System.Web.Services;



public class MyWebService



{



[WebMethod]



public string NameABook()



{



return "Professional ASP.NET";



}



}



To host these Web Services within an ASP.NET page, all we have to do is copy the code into a standard text file, and save that file in the ASP.NET application directory, giving the file an extension of .asmx. When the ASP.NET run-time sees an .asmx file being requested, it knows that the file requested represents a Web Service, and will automatically decode



the incoming SOAP request, invoke the appropriate function, and send out a SOAP/XML response.



There are more facets to Web Services, such as security, describing the Web Services available on a given site, and providing the means to locate Web Services via a certain discovery service.



We'll be looking at Web Services in Chapters 19 and 20.



Windows Forms



For developing traditional Windows GUI applications, the .NET Framework provides us with Windows Forms.



Windows Forms is an extensive class library that exposes the functionality of Windows Common Controls using the expressive object-oriented capabilities of the .NET Framework.



If you have ever developed a form in VB6 using the forms designer, or created dialogs using VC++ and MFC, you'll be right at home, since a lot of the classes are similar. Windows Forms uses a similar designer to previous versions of Visual Studio, but the functionality exposed by the controls is much richer, and they are object-oriented. The net result is that we produce applications that look pretty much as they do today, but with less code; and the code is cleaner and easier to understand.



Another important advance with Windows Forms is that we now have a single GUI library and forms designer for all of the supported languages. Whether you program in VB, C++, or one of the newer languages such as C#, you'll be using the same classes, methods, and events, since they all use the same class library: System.Windows.Forms. The benefits this brings to programmers are very important. Since the same class library is being used, all of the languages have the same capabilities. This means you can use the language you're most comfortable with, and don't have to worry about whether the language you choose has the same features as are available, say, in C/C++. This is a problem you might well have encountered in the past.



Class Libraries The .NET Framework has an extensive set of class libraries. This includes classes for:



ƒ



Data Access - High performance data access classes for connecting to SQL Server or any other OLEDB provider. See Chapter 9.



ƒ



XML support - Next generation XML support that goes far beyond the functionality of MSXML. See Chapter 11.



ƒ



Directory Services - Support for accessing Active Directory/LDAP using ADSI.



ƒ



Regular Expression - Support above and beyond that found in Perl 5. See Chapter 15.



ƒ



Queuing Support - Provides a clean object-oriented set of classes for working with MSMQ.



These class libraries use the CLR base class libraries for common functionality.



Base Class Libraries The base class library in the .NET Framework is huge. It covers areas such as:



ƒ



Collections - The System.Collections namespace provides numerous collection classes. See Chapter 15.



ƒ



Thread Support - The System.Threading namespace provides support for creating fast, efficient, multi-threaded applications.



ƒ



Code Generation - The System.CodeDOM namespace provides classes for generating source files in numerous languages. ASP.NET uses these classes when converting ASP.NET pages into classes, which are subsequently compiled.



ƒ



IO - The System.IO namespace provides extensive support for working with files and all other stream types.



ƒ



Reflection - The System.Reflection namespace provides support for load assemblies, examining the types within assemblies, creating instances of types, etc.



ƒ



Security - The System.Security namespace provides support for services such as authentication, authorization, permission sets, policies, and cryptography. These base services are used by application development technologies like ASP.NET to build their security infrastructure.



The list of support base classes goes on forever in .NET, but if you ever find yourself lost looking for a specific class, you can use the WinCV tool to locate it. You can run this from the Start bar Run menu. The file is typically located in the



c:\program files\Microsoft.Net\FrameworkSDK\Bin directory. The WinCV tool allows you to type in a search string, and brings back a list of all the types it found that match it. The following screen shows the results of typing HttpRequest (the ASP.NET class that is the Request object, also called the



Request intrinsic):



The left-pane shows all of the types matched. The right side shows the type definition, retrieved using the reflection classes. Using the information shown, we can determine that the HttpRequest class is defined as part of the



System.Web namespace, which is contained in the file System.Web.dll. By now you should have a fairly good picture of how the .NET Framework fits together, so let's look at some of the ASP.NET design goals, and see how the .NET Framework was used to build ASP.NET.



ASP.NET Design Goals



To understand some of the reasons why ASP.NET works the way it does, we'll cover some of the key design goals of ASP.NET in this section. We'll be looking at these in more depth later in the book.



Some of the key goals of ASP.NET were to:



ƒ



Remove the dependency on script engines, enabling pages to be type safe and compiled.



ƒ



Reduce the amount of code required to develop web applications.



ƒ



Make ASP.NET well factored, allowing customers to add in their own custom functionality, and extend/replace built-in ASP.NET functionality.



ƒ



Make it easy to deploy web applications.



ƒ



Make ASP.NET a logical evolution of ASP, where existing ASP investment and therefore code can be reused with little, if any, change.



ƒ



Provide great tool support in terms of debugging and editing.



ƒ



Realize that bugs are a fact of life, so ASP.NET should be as fault tolerant as possible.



We'll examine each of these goals, and look at how they have been realized in ASP.NET.



Remove the Dependency on Script Engines ASP is built using Active Scripting, a technology originally designed to enable developers to script and control applications in a uniform way. It isn't a technology that was really designed to write full-scale applications, which is essentially what many developers are trying to do using ASP, which is why ASP.NET was not written using Active Scripting.



Active Scripting has many inherent problems:



ƒ



Code is interpreted, not compiled



ƒ



It has a weak type system - just variants



ƒ



It only supports late-bound calling of methods



ƒ



Each instance of an active scripting engine consumes memory



As an ASP developer you're probably very aware of these problems, and will have experienced them when developing or profiling your applications. Interpreted code results in very average performance. A weak type system makes code harder to develop, read, and debug. Late-bound code is many times slower than early-bound code, and restricts what components you can use. You may have written lots of COM components to get around these problems, but even that solution has performance and maintenance implications. Creating COM objects from ASP is relatively expensive, and upgrading COM components today typically means stopping your web servers.



All of these problems were not something ASP.NET wanted to inherit, so the decision was made early on to use compiled code. Since the .NET platform was already in development, and had the potential to deal with the problems of COM and the Windows DNA platform in general, ASP.NET was built using C# and targeted as part of the .NET Framework.



Performance



To get great performance and remove the active scripting dependency, ASP.NET pages utilize assemblies (DLLs). The basic process is shown in this diagram:



When a page is first requested, ASP.NET compiles the page into an assembly. The assembly created is assigned a unique name, and is placed in a sub-directory within the directory



%systemroot%/Microsoft.NET/Framework/v1.n.nnnn/Temporary ASP.NET Files. The assembly contains a single generated class that derives from the System.Web.UI.Page class. This class contains all the code needed to generate the page, and is instantiated by the framework to process a request each time the .aspx page is requested.



The page compilation process isn't cheap and can take a few seconds for complex pages. However, the compilation is only ever done once for each .aspx file. All subsequent requests for the page - even after IIS has been restarted - are satisfied by instantiating the class generated, and asking it to render the page. This results in great performance. The only cost is a little disk space on the web servers.



You can change the temporary directory location used by ASP.NET by adding a tempDirectory attribute to the compilation element in machine.config.



When a .NET class is generated for an .aspx page, the dependencies of that page - such as the .aspx page and any include files - form part of the compiled class. These dependencies are checked before a page is rendered, and if it's determined that any of the dependency files have changed since the page was compiled, the assembly is deleted and a new one is created. This ensures that the page rendered is always up to date.



The code generation and compilation classes and methods used by ASP.NET are a standard part of the .NET Framework, located within the System.CodeDOM namespace contained in the assembly System.DLL.



An Evolution of ASP



ASP.NET has been designed to try and maintain syntax and run-time compatibility with existing ASP pages wherever possible. The motivation behind this is to allow existing ASP pages to be initially migrated to ASP.NET by simply renaming the file to have an extension of .aspx. For the most part this goal has been achieved, although there are typically some basic code changes that have to be made, since VBScript is no longer supported, and the VB language itself has changed.



Once you've renamed your ASP pages to have an extension of .aspx, they become ASP.NET pages, and you'll need to go through the process of fixing any errors so that those pages will be compiled and can execute without problems. However, ASP.NET pages cannot share any type of state with ASP pages, so you cannot share information using any of the intrinsic objects such as application or session. This means, for most applications, you'll typically have to convert all of your ASP pages at once, or convert groups of pages, that can work effectively together.



You can run ASP.NET and ASP side-by-side on the same box. When future versions of ASP.NET are released, you'll also be able to run multiple different versions of ASP.NET side-by-side on the same box.



Easy to Deploy Deploying an ASP application onto a production web server could be a traumatic experience, especially if the application consisted of COM components, and required configuration changes to the IIS meta-data. The scope of these problems would get a lot worse in a web farm scenario. We would have had to copy the ASP files onto every server, copy and register the COM components, create COM+ applications and register the associated COM+ components, and update the IIS meta-data using ADSI according to configuration requirements. This installation wasn't an easy thing to do, and typically, a skilled administrator might have been needed, in addition to a lot of time and patience. Or, we would have needed to write a fairly advanced setup program, which is the approach I've favored in the past.



The deployment of an ASP.NET application is radically simpler. To install an application requires two steps:



ƒ



Create a web site or virtual directory



ƒ



XCOPY application files into the directory



Deleting an application is equally simple:



ƒ



Delete or stop the web site or virtual directory



ƒ



Delete the files



ASP.NET achieves this goal by making a few fundamental changes to the way we develop web applications:



ƒ



Configuration of applications is achieved using XML configuration files stored in the web application directories. This replaces the need to use the IIS meta-data. It also enables us to store our own configuration in these files, rather than a database, which simplifies deployment. IIS6 is likely to use an XML-based configuration model when it is released.



ƒ



ASP.NET (specifically the CLR) does not require components to be registered. As long as your component files are located within the bin directory (you can not change the name of this directory) on your virtual directory, your ASP.NET pages can create and use components within those files.



ƒ



ASP.NET is built using the services of the CLR rather than COM. This means you can copy updated DLLs into your application directory (the bin sub-directory), and it will automatically start using the components within those files, unloading the previous versions from memory.



To make redeployment of an existing application simple, ASP.NET uses the CLR Shadow Copy feature to ensure component files are never locked. That's right, no more IIS reset or rebooting a machine! This feature means that at any point in time we can upgrade components by simply copying newer component files over the old ones. The Shadow Copy feature of the CLR allows this, since the component file is actually copied into a cache area before they are loaded. This means the original file is never actually loaded from the original location.



The Shadow Copy feature of the CLR works on an application domain basis. Files are shadow copied for each application domain. To reload a component once it's changed, ASP.NET creates a new application domain, thus causing the changed file to be cached and used.



The Shadow Copy feature of the CLR only works for ASP.NET component files located in the bin directory.



Great Tool Support ASP has always been a great technology for developing web applications, but it has never had great tool support, which has made web application development less productive than it really could be.



For most people in the world of ASP, Notepad was their editor, and Response.Write was the preferred and - for the most part - the only reliable debugging method. To be fair, Visual Interdev wasn't a bad editor, and when it worked, the debugging support could be pretty good (if the sun was shining and REM was playing on the radio). However, having worked on a couple of development teams where a few people were using Visual InterDev, I can quite honestly say it always seems to cause the most grief to developers (although SourceSafe is a close second). I personally never liked Visual Interdev, since debugging from ASP pages through to COM components and back again was never supported well. The good news with ASP.NET is that we no longer have to use Visual Interdev.



Visual Studio .NET has first class support for ASP.NET page development and debugging. When developing pages, we get the same type of designer mode as Visual Interdev, but the whole layout of the Visual Studio .NET designer is much more natural, and much more flexible. Developing an ASP.NET page is pretty much the same as developing a VB form, and very productive.



Debugging support in ASP.NET is also excellent. We can debug from ASP.NET pages, into a .NET component, back into ASP.NET pages with great ease. Since all of the compiled code uses the CLR to execute, the orchestration between code and Visual Studio .NET is smooth and reliable, even if we debug across multiple languages. Never again will you have to use Response.Write or a script debugger. As if this isn't enough, ASP.NET also provides excellent tracing services, which are covered in more detail in Chapter 22.



Simpler, More Flexible Configuration The XML based configuration model of ASP.NET makes deployment of applications much easier. The configuration is kept in text files stored with the application, so deployment is a non-issue. Furthermore, ASP.NET provides a very powerful and flexible configuration system, which is easy to utilize within our own ASP.NET pages and components.



Configuration files in ASP.NET are hierarchical - settings defined in one directory can be overridden by settings defined in a sub-directory. A base configuration for all ASP.NET applications (machine level) is defined in the machine.config file located with the ASP.NET system directory. This file defines global settings and mappings that are common to most applications, which includes settings like:



ƒ



The time before a web request is timed out.



ƒ



Which .NET classes are responsible for compiling and handling files of a specific extension.



ƒ



How often ASP.NET should automatically recycle its worker processes.



ƒ



What security settings should be used by default.



A simple XML configuration file is shown here:



























To access and use this configuration file we could write the following simple ASP.NET page using Visual Basic .NET:







Simple Configuration Example








or using C#:







Simple Configuration Example1








If we run either of these pages we'll see the DSN is displayed:



Once loaded by ASP.NET, configuration files are cached for quick access, and so performance is excellent. The files are automatically reloaded if they are changed, so configuration updates do not require the web site to be restarted.



The ASP.NET configuration system is discussed in more detail in Chapter 13.



Factored "Open" Design Like ASP, ASP.NET is in part implemented as an Internet Server Application Programming Interface (ISAPI) extension DLL. ISAPI is an arcane C API that defines a standard for having web requests processed by a DLL, rather than an EXE, as with CGI. The benefit of ISAPI is that DLLs are far more efficient, as executables are very expensive to create and destroy for each web request.



IIS maps ISAPI extension DLLs to web requests by matching the extension of the URI requested to a specific DLL. These mappings are defined using the application configuration property sheet:



To display this property sheet, bring up the context menu for a virtual directory, and then click the configuration button located on the Virtual Directory tab.



In this screen shot, the .aspx extension is highlighted. It shows that the aspnet_isapi.dll located in the .NET system directory is responsible for processing this request.



ASP implemented a lot of functionality via its ISAPI extension DLL:



ƒ



It provided state management for web clients via the Session object.



ƒ



It enabled us to share data across web applications via the Application object.



ƒ



It integrated with MTS.



ƒ



It provided basic security services to protect ASP files, and helped to identify users using the security support in IIS and Windows.



While this is great if you're developing an ASP application, wouldn't it have been nice if we could have used some of this functionality directly from our own ISAPI extensions, or even directly from COM components, without the need to have any interpreted ASP files? And wouldn't it have been nice to be able to easily replace or enhance the functionality ASP provides? For example, moving all ASP state into a database? With ASP.NET we can easily do this.



The designers of ASP.NET realized a couple of important points early on in the design phase:



ƒ



ASP.NET should provide an extensibility model that allows services like state management to be extended or replaced with custom alternative implementations.



ƒ



A lot of the services provided by ASP, such as state management, should be usable in non-ASP.NET web applications. The services that ASP.NET requires are common requirements for all web application types.



ƒ



ASP.NET should not require IIS to run. It should be possible to host ASP.NET on other web servers, such as Apache.



To achieve these goals, the HTTP run-time was created, on which ASP.NET was built.



The HTTP Run-time



The HTTP run-time effectively provides the same base services as ISAPI extensions and ISAPI filters (filters can preprocess requests, modify them, etc.), but it's a much cleaner model. It is built using the CLR, and has a simple object-oriented approach to managing web requests:



ƒ



A web request is processed by an HTTP request handler class.



ƒ



Services like state services are exposed to the run-time using HTTP module classes.



ƒ



An HTTP application class manages the web execution process, effectively managing what HTTP modules are invoked when passing a request to an HTTP request handler, and sending the output of the HTTP request handler back to the client.



The basic structure of the HTTP run-time looks something like this:



The number of HTTP modules is not limited, and they can be defined at a directory level using XML configuration files, so different services can be made available too, and consumed by different ASP.NET pages (or any type of HTTP request handler). This enables root-level configuration defined in the .NET system directory to be redefined or removed at the directory level. For example, the web.config file in the .NET system directory may define that a specific HTTP module is loaded for state management by default, but an additional web.config file in the same directory as a requested page (or a directory above the requested page) can override this, potentially replacing the state module with another one.



All in all, the HTTP run-time is very powerful, and a lot of the functionality and power of ASP.NET (except the server-side control architecture) comes from the HTTP run-time. We can easily extend this and use it within our own applications.



Web.Config for HTTP Handlers



ASP.NET is implemented as an HTTP handler. If you look at the machine.config file in the .NET system config directory you'll see a section called httphandlers:











This cut-down version of the section shows that all web requests with an extension of .aspx are handled by the class



System.Web.UI.PageHandlerFactory, and that all requests with an extension of .asmx are handled by System.Web.Services.Protocols.WebServiceHandlerFactory. To implement our own HTTP run-time handler, we can create a class that supports the HTTP run-time interfaces, add our extension and class to this file, and hence write our own web technologies.



When your HTTP run-time handler is hosted in IIS, you must add your extension to the IIS configuration map. Your extension should be pointed to by the aspnet_isapi.DLL.



Language Is Irrelevant (Almost) When developing ASP.NET pages the language you use is down to personal preference. Whether you use VB, C#, or even JScript.NET, you have exactly the same functionality available to you. There are no limitations or penalties imposed by ASP.NET for using a specific language.



ASP.NET uses the compilers section of the machine.config file located in



%SystemRoot%\WINNT\Microsoft.NET\Framework\V1.n.nnnn\Config directory to define the mapping of a page's extension and available languages that can be used in ASP.NET:























The compiler element has the following attributes:



ƒ



language - The abbreviations that can be specified by an ASP.NET page developer when using the language attribute, either as part of <script> block, or as part of the page directive.



ƒ



extension - The file extension associated with the language. When a file is included as part of an ASP.NET page using one of the page directives or attributes like assembly or code behind, the extension gives ASP.NET the hint it needs to tell it how to compile the file.



ƒ



type - The fully-qualified name of the code generator class, and the name of the assembly in which the class is located. A comma separates these two values.



For third-party languages, such as COBOL or Perl, to be usable within an ASP.NET page, the compiler vendors must provide a Code Generator class for their language that derives from System.CodeDOM.CodeGenerator, and it must be registered in this configuration section, so that ASP.NET knows how to make use of it.



Less Code, Cleaner Code, More Maintainability One of the biggest problems with ASP was the amount of code we had to write. If we wanted to display data from a database, we had to write the code that connects to the database, and use Response.Write to output the HTML required for the table. If we wanted to display a calendar, we had to write the code to create the calendar. With ASP.NET, we don't have to write code to do everything. ASP.NET server controls provide a way of declaratively building pages by using nothing but tags and attributes. These server controls encapsulate the behavior used to render the UI and respond to postback.



ASP.NET also enables us to build our own server controls. We can either write these in a compiled form, where we develop a class that inherits from one of the ASP.NET server control classes (a custom server control), or we can declare other ASP.NET pages as controls, then use those pages to build up other pages (a user control). Both of these approaches are shown in Chapter 18.



The ASP.NET server controls provide a great mechanism for reusing code within ASP.NET applications. Microsoft predicts that many third-party vendors will create ASP.NET server controls, and they also intend to provide more and more controls with each release of ASP.NET.



Rich Authentication Model ASP.NET was designed to provide a rich authentication model to suit modern e-commerce application requirements. The three core modes of security supported are:



ƒ



Windows Authentication - targeted mainly at intranets, where domain accounts can be used to identify users.



ƒ



Forms Authentication - cookie-based authentication as used by sites such as Amazon.



ƒ



Microsoft Passport Authentication - cookie-based authentication performed by Passport Manager, used by sites such as Hotmail.



ASP.NET also enables different authentication models to be used within the same application. This scenario allows a single web site to be used for intranet and extranet purposes.



The authentication models of ASP.NET are discussed in detail in Chapter 14.



Realize That Bugs Are a Fact of Life The designers of ASP.NET appreciated from day one that nobody writes bug-free code - including Microsoft. For this reason ASP.NET deals with bugs, expecting them to happen, and has a number of cool features:



ƒ



It detects memory leaks and automatically restarts ASP.NET applications. We define the scope of a memory leak.



ƒ



It detects hung or deadlocked requests, and resolves them.



ƒ



It automatically restarts an ASP.NET application after a specified number of requests.



ƒ



It allows state to be stored externally to the main ASP.NET worker process, even in a state service or a SQL Server database. This allows ASP.NET applications to be restarted without end users losing their state.



No Tools Required! Like ASP, ASP.NET requires no additional development tools. Everything we need to develop, deploy, and debug ASP.NET applications - or any other type of .NET application - is part of the .NET Framework SDK. For hard-core developers who want to save money, or just don't like IDEs, this minimalist approach to ASP.NET application development is certainly not restrictive in any way.



Visual Studio .NET isn't remarkably cheap. However, for the price we'll get an allinone common IDE capable of developing, debugging, and deploying applications in any language. The .NET Framework SDK will still be available for free download, so we don't have to buy Visual Studio .NET, but the productivity gains from just using the help system, intelli-sense, and wizards that generate shell applications are alone probably worth the asking price.



Summary



We've taken a broad look at the scope of .NET and the various technologies involved. Initially, we explored the need for .NET, explaining some of the common deployment and versioning problems Windows DNA developers face, and how these problems are due to the underlying technologies - such as COM - on which the Windows DNA platform is built.



We showed some of the design goals for .NET, and then explored the Common Language Runtime (CLR), the core technology upon which the .NET Framework is built. This included a discussion of how the CLR architecture works, and how it solves many of the problems of the Windows DNA platform.



We discussed the four key components of the .NET Framework: Application Development Technologies, Class Libraries, Base Class Libraries, and the CLR. We saw how these are built on top of each other, and together provide a very powerful and productive development platform.



Finally, we reviewed the design goals of ASP.NET, looking at how these features work.



In the next chapter, we'll take a closer look at the syntax of some of the languages we can use to build .NET applications, investigating the advantages and disadvantages of these languages, and their similarities and differences in more detail.



The .NET Languages In the previous two chapters, we have seen that .NET is not just a minor product release - ASP.NET is not just ASP 4.0, and Visual Studio .NET is not just another upgrade. And as to the Common Language Runtime (CLR), well, that's completely new. It's a natural reaction to wonder about the changes, ask why there are new languages, why the existing ones are so different, and to question Microsoft's motive.



The Java issue has raged for a long time now: a controversy that is often mindlessly banal. Claims that 'C# is just a copy of Java' are made, often by people who, apparently, don't realize that each programming language builds on the ones that have gone before. That's what developers do - they continue to improve products, and there's no reason why languages should be treated any differently to applications.



Microsoft looked at the way their languages were being used and asked several questions:



ƒ



Do our languages provide developers with what they need?



ƒ



How can we improve the languages?



ƒ



How can we leverage the existing skills of developers?



ƒ



How can we enable applications to be more robust and more scalable?



ƒ



How can we provide a better development environment?



ƒ



Is the application architecture as good as it could be?



The answers to these questions aren't necessarily compatible with each other, and with the .NET framework Microsoft has concentrated on providing the best possible platform for future development. In some areas this has come at the expense of compatibility with existing technologies, and risks alienating some die-hard developers. However, when weighing up the problems, the benefits easily compensate for the losses.



In the previous chapter we discussed the CLR and the benefits it brings, such as common functionality, namespaces, a common type system, versioning, and so on. In this chapter we'll be concentrating on the languages themselves, rather than any ASP.NET-specific details. In particular we'll look at:



ƒ



The new features in Visual Basic .NET and JScript .NET.



ƒ



The new language of C#.



ƒ



What other languages are available.



ƒ



How the CLR affects our use of languages.



ƒ



Examples of common tasks, in different languages, to ease conversion and migration.



The Supplied Languages



The .NET framework is supplied with three languages (Visual Basic .NET, C#, and JScript .NET), but the whole infrastructure is designed to be language independent. We'll briefly mention some of the alternative languages you might want to use later in the chapter. The factored, open design of ASP.NET, which enables pluggable HTTP modules, also extends to the CLR, enabling pluggable languages.



In the previous chapter we saw that the compilers section of the machine.config file defines the languages in use:























What this means is that anyone can supply a language for use in the .NET framework, as long as it's got a compiler and conforms to a few basic rules. That's outside the scope of this book, but later in the chapter, we'll look at the other languages that will be supplied by third parties.



Whither VBScript?



During the beta program many people asked about VBScript, and some deliberately inflammatory headlines appeared on various web sites claiming that Microsoft had dumped VBScript. While it's technically true, it's misleading and really misses the point. The .NET framework supports Visual Basic, so there's really no need for VBScript.



Visual Basic provides everything that VBScript supplied, and far more. While VBScript has indeed gone, the syntax is still supported, but we now get full compilation, data types, and the added benefits of the new language. So if you've only ever used VBScript, don't worry - you'll have a little adjusting to do, but for the most part you'll find using Visual Basic .NET simple.



Visual Studio or Notepad? It would be very easy to assume that to use Visual Basic .NET or C# in our ASP.NET pages we need Visual Studio .NET, but that isn't the case. Support for the languages is built into the Common Language Runtime (CLR), and the compilers are available as part of the SDK. This means that to write ASP.NET applications, all you need is the (freely available) SDK and your favorite editor (great news if, like me, you're a die-hard Notepad user). For compilation there's a standalone compiler for each language (described later in the chapter), so we can compile our components from the command line.



Visual Studio .NET does of course give us far more than just an editor. It provides us with a rich environment for developing both ASP.NET applications (WebForms) and Windows applications (Windows Forms), with all the usual cool features such as drag and drop, statement completion (Intellisense), debugging, and so on. As a productivity tool it's great, but it's not forced on you if you don't want it.



Further, the open design of the .NET languages enables third parties to produce alternative editors with support for .NET: Notepad with color-coding and statement completion is pretty much my idea of heaven!



Visual Basic .NET The latest version of Visual Basic is a major leap forward in terms of functionality, with several features added to take advantage of the Common Language Specification (CLS) and the CLR.



Each generation of a language brings improvements. To understand why Visual Basic .NET implements the changes it does, consider for a moment some of the problems associated with previous versions of Visual Basic:



ƒ



The Visual Basic runtime libraries. These are relatively large DLLs incorporating the base functionality, and are required for all Visual Basic programs to run. Common complaints concerned the size of these DLLs, and versioning problems (different libraries for different versions of VB). You might think that these have just been replaced by the CLR, but the CLR is much more than this, and addresses far more than just VB. While size may still be considered an issue, the redistributable CLR is around 18 MB and supports multiple versions.



ƒ



Poor object-oriented features. Object-oriented gurus criticized Visual Basic for its lack of 'proper' functionality not providing features such as inheritance, overloading, and so on. Although these are valid points, many of the problems really stemmed from the capabilities of COM rather than Visual Basic itself.



ƒ



Inability to create multi-threaded applications. With the introduction of Microsoft Transaction Server (MTS), n-tier architectures became a reality, and Visual Basic programmers started to get to grips with componentization. However, Visual Basic components were forced into an Apartment Threading model, a limitation that attracted much criticism from programmers who wanted to build multi-threaded components. Personally, I think much of this condemnation is misplaced, as I wonder how many people could actually write a fully threaded component (I'm not sure I could). Think about it - managing the threads, state, and so on, isn't easy.



All of these problems disappear in Visual Basic .NET. The runtime libraries are no longer needed because they're taken care of by the CLR, and the object-oriented features have been massively improved (partly because of CLR and CLS support) and the whole threading issue has gone away. With the CLR you just don't need to think about threading (unless you want to).



We'll look at Visual Basic .NET in more detail than the other languages, because most ASP programmers are used to VBScript and need to understand the language changes.



So let's take a look at some of those new features we mentioned.



Object-Oriented Features



The OO features were probably one of the enhancements most requested by programmers. I remember being at a Microsoft event when Visual Basic 6 was in beta, and the most frequently asked question was whether inheritance was going to be supported. Since this is an intrinsic feature of the CLR, it is now supported, and classes are inheritable by default. In fact, since everything in .NET is class based, you have an enormous amount of flexibility, as you can not only extend and overload your own classes, but many system ones too.



Classes



As in previous versions of Visual Basic, classes are created using the Class statement. However, the syntax has changed a little:



[ Public | Private | Protected | Friend | Protected Friend ]



[Shadows]



[MustInherit | NotInheritable] Class className



End Class



Visual Basic still requires the underscore (_) for line continuation - to make things clearer, it's not shown above.



Let's take a look at the keywords in more detail:



Keyword



Description



Public



The class is publicly accessible.



Private



The class can only be accessed within the file in which it is declared.



Protected



The class is only accessible from the containing class or types derived from the containing class.



Friend



The class is only accessible from this assembly.



Protected Friend The class is only accessible from this program or types derived from the containing class. The class shadows an identically named class in a base class. Shadows is only available inside



Shadows



classes, structures and interfaces.



MustInherit



This class is an abstract class, and the class members must be implemented by inheriting classes.



NotInheritable



This class is not inheritable.



Within a class, the member definition follows the same rules. Members that are not explicitly declared with a keyword are



Public by default. For example:



Public Class Calculator



' implementation goes here



End Class



or:



Protected MustInherit Class Calculator



' abstract implementation goes here



End Class



Methods



Methods are declared as a Sub or a Function, but there are improvements to fit in with the inheritance rules. The syntax for a Sub is now:



[Overloads | Overrides | Overridable | NotOverridable | MustOverride |



Shadows | Shared]



[Private | Public | Protected | Friend | Protected Friend]



Sub subName [(parameters)]



End Sub



For a Function the syntax is:



[Overloads | Overrides | Overridable | NotOverridable | MustOverride |



Shadows | Shared]



[Private | Public | Protected | Friend | Protected Friend]



Function functionName [(parameters)] [As type]



End Function



The various keywords are described below:



Keyword



Description The member is overloaded, with more than one declaration existing, each with different parameters.



Overloads Overloads is not required when overloading methods in the same class, but if it is used, it must be used on all overloaded methods. Table continued on following page



Keyword



Description The member overrides an identically named member from a base class. This is useful for



Overrides



sub-classing situations where you want to provide your own implementation of a particular member. The overridden method must have the same signature: that is, the parameters and data types must



match those of the base class member.



NotOverridable The member cannot be overridden in a derived class. Overridable



The method can be overridden by a derived class.



MustOverride



The member must be overridden in a derived class. This implies Overridable. The method shadows a method in a parent class. This means that the method in the parent class is



Shadows



not available, and allows creation of methods with a different signature (parameters & data types) than that of the parent. It effectively redeclares the type. The member is shared by all instances of the class, and exists independently of a class instance. This



Shared



is equivalent to a static method in C# or C++.



Public



The member is publicly accessible.



Private



The member is only accessible within the class.



Protected



The member is only accessible from the containing class or types derived from the containing class.



Friend



The member is only accessible from this program.



Protected



The member is only accessible from this program or types derived from the containing member.



Friend For example:



Public Class Calculator



Public Function Add(Op1 As Double, Op2 As Double) As Double



Return Op1 + Op2



End Function



End Class



This is an important change from previous function syntax - the value of the function is now returned using the Return keyword, rather than by setting the function name to the value.



Properties



Properties can be implemented as Public member variables, or by using the Property statement. For example:



Public Class Calculator



Public Op1 As Double



Public Op2 As Double



Public Function Add() As Double



Return Op1 + Op2



End Function



End Class



The class could be used in the following way:



Dim calc As New Calculator



calc.Op1 = 123



calc.Op2 = 456



Response.Write(calc.Add())



The above example uses public variables. The alternative, and preferred approach, is to use Property, the syntax of which has changed:



[Default | ReadOnly | WriteOnly] Property propertyName ([parameters])



[As type]



Get



' code for getting the property



End Get



Set



' code for setting the property



End Set



End Property



A property defined as ReadOnly can only have the Get block. Likewise, a property with only a Get block must be marked as ReadOnly. The same applies for WriteOnly and the Set block. There is also no longer a Let option, as Let and Set are now both the same.



For example:



Public Class Calculator



Private _op1 As Double



Private _op2 As Double



Public Property Operand1() As Double



Get



Operand1 = _op1



End Get



Set



_op1 = value



End Set



End Property



Public Property Operand2() As Double



Get



Operand2 = _op2



End Get



Set



_op2 = value



End Set



End Property



End Class



Notice the use of the keyword value in the Set block. This is the actual code you should type, as value is an implicit variable that contains the value of the property being set.



Default Properties and Property Parameters



Default properties are another area of change, as they are only supported on properties with a parameter list. So, for example, we could add a property called Result to our Calculator class, to contain the last result of an operation, but we wouldn't be able to make it the Default property. So we can't code it like this:



Default Property Result() As Double



which stops us doing this:



Label1.Text = MyCalc



To declare a default property, we have to have parameters (and these cannot be declared as ByRef). For more details on this consult the Visual Basic .NET documentation.



Constructors and Object Creation



The Class_Initialize event has been removed from classes, but has been replaced with a member function called



New, which enables us to inherit from constructors. One of the cool new features of Visual Basic .NET is the use of overloading, which is perfect for providing constructors. The



New method is a special case for overloading, since the Overloads keyword is not required. For example, consider a Person class:



Public Class Person



Private _firstName As String



Private _lastName As String



Sub New()



_firstName = """"



_lastName = """"



End Sub



Sub New(firstName As String, lastName As String)



_firstName = firstName



_lastName = lastName



End Sub



Public Property FirstName() As String



' property code here



End Property



Public Property LastName() As String



' property code here



End Property



End Class



In this example there are two occurrences of the Sub New: one without parameters, and one with. This means that we can do this:



Dim coolDude As New Person()



coolDude.FirstName = ""Vince""



coolDude.LastName = ""Patel""



or



Dim coolDude As New Person(""Vince"", ""Patel"")



This provides a much richer way of using classes, and simplifies code.



Destructors and Object Destruction



Like the Class_Initialize method, Class_Terminate has also been replaced by a Destruct method. For example:



Sub Destruct()



' code to clean up here



End Sub



There has been a big change in the way destructors are called from previous versions of Visual Basic, and it revolves around the CLR. One of the good features of the CLR is garbage collection (GC), which runs in the background collecting unused object references, freeing us from having to ensure that we always destroy them. However, the downside is that since it's a background task, we don't know exactly when our destructor is called.



During the time of the beta releases, there was a wide discussion regarding this, resulting in an extensive paper from Microsoft about garbage collection and its effects (search the MSDN Web site for Deterministic Finalization for more details). Some people were concerned that there might be cases where we would need to guarantee something happening (such as resource cleanup) when the object is no longer in use. If this is the case, then the advice is to create a method to house this functionality, and call this method when you have finished with the class instance.



In reality, the time difference between releasing the object instance, and it being garbage collected, is likely to be very small, since the garbage collector is always running.



Inheritance



As we mentioned in the previous chapter, everything in .NET is an object, so we can inherit from pretty much anything. If we take our Person class, again, as a base class, then we could create a new class from it in the following way:



Public Class Programmer



Inherits Person



Private _avgHoursSleepPerNight As Integer



Public Sub New()



MyBase.New()



End Sub



Public Sub New(firstName As String, lastName As String)



MyBase.New(firstName, lastName)



End Sub



Public Sub New(firstName As String, lastName As String, _



hoursSleep As Integer)



MyBase.New(firstName, lastName)



_avgHoursSleepPerNight = hoursSleep



End Sub



Public Property AvgHoursSleepPerNight() As Integer



Get



AvgHoursSleepPerNight = _avgHoursSleepPerNight



End Get



Set



_avgHoursSleepPerNight = value



End Set



End Property



End Class



This class extends the existing Person class and adds a new property. The way it does this is as follows:



ƒ



Firstly, after the class declarations comes the Inherits statement, where the base class we are inheriting from is specified.



Public Class Programmer



Inherits Person



ƒ



Next come the definitions for the existing constructors. Our class is going to provide an extra one, so we need to overload the base class constructors. Notice how the definitions of these match the definitions in the base class, and how we call the constructor of the base class using MyBase. We are not changing the existing constructors, just adding our own, so we just want to map functionality to the base class.



Public Sub New()



MyBase.New()



End Sub



Public Sub New(firstName As String, lastName As String)



MyBase.New(firstName, lastName)



End Sub



ƒ



Now we can add our extra constructor, which calls one of the previous constructors and then sets the additional property:



Public Sub New(firstName As String, lastName As String, _



hoursSleep As Integer)



MyBase.New(firstName, lastName)



_avgHoursSleepPerNight = hoursSleep



End Sub



ƒ



Finally we add the definition of the new property:



Public Property AvgHoursSleepPerNight() As Integer



Get



AvgHoursSleepPerNight = _avgHoursSleepPerNight



End Get



Set



_avgHoursSleepPerNight = value



End Set



End Property



In object-oriented terms this is fairly standard stuff, but it's new for Visual Basic and provides a great way to promote code reuse.



Classes and Interfaces



An interface is the description of the methods and properties a class will expose - it's an immutable contract with the outside world. The interface doesn't define any implementation - just the methods and properties. Derived classes then have to provide the actual implementation.



In Visual Basic .NET we automatically get a default interface that matches the class methods and properties, but there may be times when we want to explicitly define the interface. One good example of this is when creating .NET serviced components, where the interface can be used to provide versioning features. See Chapter 23 for more details on this.



To create an interface, we use the Interface construct in the following way:



Public Interface IPerson



Property FirstName() As String



Property LastName() As String



Function FullName() As String



End Interface



As you can see, there is no implementation specified here. By convention, the interface name is the class name preceded by an I, although this isn't enforced. To derive a class from an interface, we use the Implements keyword on the class:



Public Class Person



Implements IPerson



Private _firstName As String



Private _lastName As String



Public Property FirstName() As String Implements IPerson.FirstName



' implementation goes here



End Property



Public Property LastName() As String Implements IPerson.LastName



' implementation goes here



End Property



Public Function FullName() As String Implements IPerson.FullName



Return _firstName & "" "" & _lastName



End Function



End Class



Notice that both the class, and the methods and properties, have to specify their implementation interface.



An interface is the only type where multiple inheritance is allowed. For example:



Public Interface Person



Inherits IPerson



Inherits ICleverPerson



End Interface



Language Changes



Along with the object-oriented features, there have been many changes to the language. We won't go into exhaustive detail here (it's well covered in the documentation), but here are some things to watch out for:



ƒ



Array Bounds. The lower bound of an array is always 0, and cannot be changed. The Option Base statement is not supported.



ƒ



Array Declaration. ReDim can only be used if the array has already been declared.



ƒ



Array Sizes. Arrays do not have a fixed size (although the number of dimensions is fixed). For example:



Dim ConnectionTimes(10) As Date



This defines an array with an initial size of 11 elements. Arrays can also be populated on declaration:



Dim ConnectionTimes() As Date = {""10:30"", ""11:30"", ""12:00"", ""06:00""}



ƒ



String Length. The fixed-width string is no longer supported, unless the VBFixedString attribute is used.



ƒ



Variants. The Variant data type is no longer supported, being replaced by a more generic Object. The corresponding VarType function is also not supported, as the Object has a GetType method.



ƒ



Data Types. The Currency data type is replaced by Decimal. The Integer type is now 32 bits, with Short being 16 bits and Long being 64 bits.



ƒ



Short Cut Operators. A new short form of addition and assignment has been added. For example:



counter += 1



name &= "" Sussman""



ƒ



Default properties. As mentioned earlier, default properties are not supported, unless they take parameters.



ƒ



Variable declaration. When declaring multiple variables on the same line, a variable with no data type takes the type of the next declared type (and not Variant as was the case in VB6). For example, in the following declarations Age is an Integer:



Dim Age, Hours As Integer



Dim Name As String, Age, Hours As Integer



ƒ



Variable Scope. Block scope is now supported, so variables declared within blocks (such as If blocks) are only visible within the If block. In Visual Basic 6, variables could be declared anywhere, but their scope was the entire method.



ƒ



Object Creation. The As New keywords can be used freely on the variable declaration line. There is no implicit object creation, so objects that are Nothing remain set to Nothing unless an explicit instance is created.



ƒ



Procedure Parameters. The rules for parameter passing and optional parameters have changed. See the section on Parameters later for more information on this.



ƒ



Procedure Calls. Parentheses are now required on all procedure calls, not just functions.



ƒ



Function Return Values. The return value from a function is now supplied with the Return statement, rather than by setting the function name to the desired value.



ƒ



While loops. The Wend statement has been replaced with End While.



ƒ



String and Variant functions. The string manipulation functions that had two types of call (Trim returned a



Variant and Trim$ returned a string) are replaced with overloaded method calls.



ƒ



Empty and Null. The Empty and Null keywords have their functionality replaced by Nothing.



There are many other changes, some of which don't really affect ASP.NET programmers, but for a full list you should consult the Visual Basic .NET documentation, or see Wrox's Professional VB.NET, ISBN 1861004-97-4.



References



Since we're freed from using a set design tool, some of the features we are used to now require a bit more typing. One example is referencing other components. In Visual Basic 6, for example, to access COM components we selected



References from the Project menu. There's something similar in Visual Studio .NET to reference assemblies (or even COM components), but if you're using Notepad, you have to provide the reference yourself. This is done using the Imports



keyword. For example:



Imports System



Imports MyComponent



It's also possible to alias references using the following syntax:



Imports aliasName = Namespace



If an alias is used, the alias must be included in references to classes that the namespace contains. For example, if we have a namespace called MyComponent containing a class called MyClass, and import the namespace like this:



Imports foo = MyComponent



we can't then access the class like this:



Dim comp As MyClass



we have to use this syntax:



Dim comp As foo.MyClass



Structured Exception Handling



One of the best new features of .NET is a unified structured exception-handling framework, which extends to Visual Basic .NET. Although On Error is still supported, a far better way of handling errors is to use the new Try … Catch …



Finally structure. The way it works is simple, with each of the statements defining a block of code to be run. The syntax is:



Try



' code block to run



[Catch [exception [As type]] [When expression]



' code to run if the exception generated matches



' the exception and expression defined above



[Exit Try]



]



Catch [exception [As type]] [When expression]



' code to run if the exception generated matches



' the exception and expression defined above



[Exit Try]



[Finally



' code that always runs, whether or not an exception



' was caught, unless Exit Try is called



]



End Try



This allows us to bracket a section of code and then handle generic or specific errors. For example:



Try



' connect to a database and



' retrieve some data



' ... code left out for clarity ...



Catch exSQL As SQLException



ErrorLabel.Text = "SQL Error: " & exSQL.ToString()



Catch ex As Exception



ErrorLabel.Text = "Other error: " & ex.ToString()



Finally



FinishedLabel.Text = "Finished"



End Try



Notice that we can have multiple Catch blocks, to make our error handling specific to a particular error. You should put the most specific Try blocks first, and the more generic ones last, as the Catch blocks are tried in the order they are declared.



The Throw statement can be used to throw your own errors, or even re-raise errors.



Errors and exceptions are covered in more detail in Chapter 22.



Data Types and Structures



There are three new data types:



ƒ



Char, for unsigned 16-bit values.



ƒ



Short, for signed 16-bit integers. This is the equivalent to the current Visual Basic Integer (in Visual Basic .NET the Integer is now 32-bits and the Long 64-bits).



ƒ



Decimal, for signed integers.



Custom types are now provided by the Structure statement, rather than the Type statement. The syntax is:



[Public | Private | Friend] Structure structureName



End Structure



For example:



Public Structure Person



Public FirstName As String



Public LastName As String



Private Age As Integer



End Structure



The use of structures is unified with classes, enabling structures to not only contain member variables, but also methods:



Public Structure Narcissist



Public FirstName As String



Public LastName As String



Private RealAge As Integer



Public Function Age() As Integer



Return RealAge - 5



End Function



End Structure



Whether you use classes or structures is purely a coding and design decision, but the close linking of the two types provides added flexibility.



Parameters



There are several things that have changed with regard to passing parameters to procedures. The most important is that parameters now default to ByVal. This means that to achieve reference parameters, you must explicitly put ByRef in front of the parameter name.



The second, as mentioned earlier, is that all method calls with parameters must be surrounded by parentheses. In previous versions of Visual Basic we had the inconsistency of parentheses being required for functions, but not subroutines. For example, the following is no longer valid:



MyMethod 1, 2, "foo"



Instead we must use:



MyMethod(1, 2, "foo")



For optional parameters we now have to specify a default, and the IsMissing method is removed. For example, we cannot do:



Sub MyMethod(Name As String, Optional Age As Integer)



If IsMissing(Age) Then



...



We have to supply a default:



Sub MyMethod(Name As String, Optional Age As Integer = -1)



Debugging and Message Boxes



Although not relevant to ASP.NET pages, there are two things that might hit you if you are using Visual Studio .NET:



ƒ



The first is that the Print method of the Debug object has been replaced by four methods - Write, WriteIf,



WriteLine, and WriteLineIf.



ƒ



The second point is that the MsgBox statement has been replaced with the Show method of the MessageBox object.



Debugging is covered in more detail in Chapter 22.



Backward Compatibility



To



ease



the



transition



from



Visual



Basic



6



to



Visual



Basic



.NET,



you



can



reference



the



Microsoft.VisualBasic.Compatibility.VB6 namespace, which provides access to much of the removed or changed functionality. It's probably best not to overuse these compatibility features, though. The changes to the language have been made not only to improve it, but also to bring it in line with the CLS and the other .NET languages.



C# Like .NET itself, C# has raised a fair amount of discussion, much of it based around raising questions such as "another language? why?" and "isn't it just Java?". To understand why a new language has been introduced, we have to think about what Microsoft is trying to achieve with .NET. Some of the key ideas are:



ƒ



Cross-language development, to allow programmers to use whatever language they are most familiar with.



ƒ



A unified type system, to allow true cross-language development, especially inheritance.



ƒ



Extensibility and security, providing an easy way for developers to extend and reuse code, as well as being able to secure code.



ƒ



Great support for development tools.



These are not the only goals, nor are they specific reasons for creating a new language, but it was clear that to build the .NET framework the existing languages wouldn't meet these requirements. C++, for example, isn't truly component oriented, and still has many hang-ups from the C language. Java is bound by its ownership by Sun (not to mention lawsuits) and is interpreted, which leads to performance problems. Object-oriented languages such as Smalltalk and Eiffel have the stigma of being considered obscure, and would also need performance increases and structural changes.



So, a new language was the simplest answer, but not so new that it wouldn't feel familiar. We can think of C# as a member of the C/C++ family - a fact that's not surprising, since the majority of development at Microsoft is done in these languages. As such, C# contains the best features of C++, but leaves out all of the bits that aren't required for a language to be part of the framework (such as typedefs, templates, and so on). Leaving out functionality hasn't been a hindrance, rather, it has made the language simpler to use and more efficient. Also, it's not just a language being pushed on the public - ASP.NET is entirely written in C#.



If you're a Visual Basic or VBScript programmer trying out C# for the first time, then there's one really important thing to note: C# is case sensitive.



Classes



Even though C# is more like C and C++, Visual Basic or VBScript programmers won't have too much trouble with this new language. Classes are defined using the following syntax:



[public | protected | internal | protected internal | private |



abstract | sealed ] class className



{



}



Let's take a look at the keywords here in more detail:



Keyword



Description



public



The class is publicly accessible.



protected



The class is only accessible from the containing class or types derived from the containing class.



internal



The class is only accessible from this program. Equivalent to Friend in Visual Basic.



protected



The class is only accessible from this program or types derived from the containing class. Equivalent



internal



to Protected Friend in Visual Basic.



private



The class is only accessible from within the containing class. This class is an abstract class, and the class members must be implemented by inheriting classes.



abstract sealed



Equivalent to MustInherit in Visual Basic. No further inheritance is allowed from this class. Equivalent to NotInheritable in Visual Basic.



For example:



public class Calculator



{



// implementation goes here



}



Methods



In C# there is no direct distinction between a Sub and a Function, and members are just implemented as functions (that may, or may not, return data). The syntax is:



[ public | protected | internal | protected internal | private | static |



virtual | override | abstract | extern ]



[ type | void ] memberName([parameters])



{



}



The various keywords are described below:



Keyword



Description



public



The member is publicly accessible.



protected The member is only accessible from the containing class or types derived from the containing member. internal



The member is only accessible from this program. Equivalent to Friend in Visual Basic.



Table continued on following page



Keyword



Description



protected



The member is only accessible from this program, or types derived from the containing member.



internal



Equivalent to Protected Friend in Visual Basic.



private



The member is only accessible from within the containing member. The member is shared by all instances of the class, and exists independently of a class instance.



static virtual



Equivalent to Shared in Visual Basic. The member can be overridden by a sub-class. The member overrides an identically named member from a base class, with the same signature. The



override



base class member must be defined as virtual, abstract or override.



abstract



This member is an abstract member, and must be implemented by a sub-class.



extern



The member is implemented in an external assembly.



For example:



public class calculator



{



public double Add(double op1, double op2)



{



return op1 + op2;



}



}



For a method that does not return a result, we declare the type as void:



public void updateSomething()



{



}



Properties



Properties in C# are very similar to Visual Basic .NET, and can be implemented as public member variables or by using the property accessors. For example, the following uses public variables:



public class calculator



{



public double Op1;



public double Op2;



public double Add()



{



return Op1 + Op2;



}



}



The alternative (and preferred) approach is to use property accessors. For example:



public class calculator



{



private double _op1;



private double _op2;



public double Operand1



{



get



{



return _op1;



}



set



{



_op1 = value;



}



}



public double Operand2



{



get



{



return _op2;



}



set



{



_op2 = value;



}



}



}



Unlike Visual Basic, there are no specific keywords to identify read- and write-only properties. If only the get accessor is provided then the property is read-only, and if only the set accessor is provided then the property is write-only. Both accessors imply a read/write property.



Constructors



Rather than using New for constructors, the C# syntax is to use a method with the same name as the class. For example:



public class person



{



private string _firstName;



private string _lastName;



public person() {}



public person(string firstName, string lastName)



{



_firstName = firstName;



_lastName = lastName;



}



public string FirstName



{



// property accessors here



}



public string LastName



{



// property accessors here



}



}



Destructors



For destructors there is no Destruct keyword. This functionality is provided by a method with the same name as the class, but with a tilde (~) in front of it. For example:



public class person



{



private string _firstName;



private string _lastName;



public person() {}



public person(string firstName, string lastName) { }



~person()



{



// destructor code here



}



}



Like Visual Basic .NET, destructors in C# are called by the garbage collector, and are not guaranteed to be executed at the time you destroy the class.



Inheritance



Inheritance in C# looks more like C++, where a colon (:) is used to separate the class and the base class. For example:



public class programmer : person



{



private int _avgHoursSleepPerNight;



public programmer(): base()



{



}



public programmer(string firstName, string lastName):



base(firstName, lastName)



{



}



public programmer(string firstName, string lastName, int hoursSleep):



base(firstName, lastName)



{



_avgHoursSleepPerNight = hoursSleep;



}



public int AvgHoursSleepPerNight



{



get { return _avgHoursSleepPerNight; }



set { _avgHoursSleepPerNight = value; }



}



}



The class definition defines that our class is called programmer and the base class is called person:



public class programmer : person



{



Next we need to provide the constructors. Here we specify the same constructors as the base class, and use the same inheritance syntax (the :) to indicate that this method inherits its implementation from the base class. Any parameters should be passed to the base class constructor.



public programmer(): base()



{



}



public programmer(string firstName, string lastName):



base(firstName, lastName)



{



}



To declare an additional constructor we follow the same rules, invoking the base constructor, but also providing additional functionality:



public programmer(string firstName, string lastName, int hoursSleep):



base(firstName, lastName)



{



_avgHoursSleepPerNight = hoursSleep;



}



And finally we have the new property:



public int AvgHoursSleepPerNight



{



get { return _avgHoursSleepPerNight; }



set { _avgHoursSleepPerNight = value; }



}



}



The value keyword is implemented automatically by the CLR, providing the property with the supplied value from the calling program.



Interfaces



Interfaces work the same as in Visual Basic .NET, providing an immutable contract to the external world.



To create an interface, we use the interface construct. For example:



public interface IPerson



{



string FirstName(get; set;)



string LastName(get; set;)



string FullName();



}



To derive a class from an interface, we use the same method as inheritance:



public class Person : IPerson



{



private string _firstName;



private string _lastName;



public string FirstName()



{



// implementation goes here



}



public string LastName()



{



// implementation goes here



}



public string FullName()



{



return _firstName + " " + _lastName;



}



}



Notice that unlike Visual Basic .NET, only the class needs to specify the interface inheritance.



References



References use the same method as Visual Basic .NET, but with the keyword using instead of Imports. For example:



using System;



using MyComponent;



It's also possible to alias references using the following syntax:



using aliasName = Namespace;



If an alias is used, the alias must be included in references to classes that the namespace contains. For example, if we have a namespace called MyComponent containing a class called MyClass, and import the namespace like this:



using foo = MyComponent;



we can't then access the class like this:



MyClass comp = MyClass



We have to use this syntax:



foo.MyClass comp = foo.MyClass



Exception Handling



The try … catch … finally combo is also the way exception handling is performed in C#, using the following syntax:



try



{



// code block to try



}



[catch[(type exception)]



{



// code block to run if the exception matches the type above



}]



catch[(type exception)]



{



// code block to run if the exception matches the type above



}



finally



{



' code that always runs, whether or not



' an exception was caught



}



For example:



try



{



// connect to a database and



// retrieve some data



// ... code left out for clarity ...



}



catch(SQLException exSQL)



{



ErrorLabel.Text = "SQL Error: " + exSQL.ToString();



}



catch(Exception ex)



{



ErrorLabel.Text = "Other error: " + ex.ToString();



}



finally



{



FinishedLabel.Text = "Finished";



}



The throw statement can be used to raise errors, even when in try - catch blocks. For example:



try



{



// some code here



}



catch(SQLException exSQL)



{



if (some expression)



throw(exSQL);



}



XML Documentation



One really great feature that C# has over Visual Basic is the ability to include inline documentation. This is done by placing a set of XML tags at various places in our code, and then adding a compiler directive to pull out the comments. For



example:



using System;



namespace peopleCS



{



///



///The programmerclass defines the salient



///attributes of every fine programmer.



///Inherits from person



///



public class programmer : person



{



private int _avgHoursSleepPerNight;



///Default constructor



public programmer(): base()



{ }



///Constructor using first and last names



///The first name of the programmer



///The last name of the programmer



///



public programmer(string firstName, string lastName):



base(firstName, lastName)



{ }



///Constructor using first and last names and



///the hours of sleep



///The first name of the programmer



///The last name of the programmer



///The average number of hours of sleep



///



///



public programmer(string firstName, string lastName, int hoursSleep):



base(firstName, lastName)



{



_avgHoursSleepPerNight = hoursSleep;



}



///Defines the average number of hours of sleep.



public int AvgHoursSleepPerNight



{



get { return _avgHoursSleepPerNight; }



set { _avgHoursSleepPerNight = value; }



}



}



}



Notice how the XML tags are placed after three /// characters - not to be confused with two, as used by comments. The tags we can use are as follows:



Tag



Description



c



Text that indicates inline code.



code



Multiple lines of code, such as a sample.



example



Description of a code sample. Indicates an exception class. Additionally, the attribute cref can be used to reference another type (such as



exception include



the exception type). This reference is checked against the imported libraries. Allows XML documentation to be retrieved from another file. Indicates a list of items. The type attribute can be one of:bullet, for bulleted listsnumber, for numbered liststable, for a tableYou can use a listheader element to define headings, and an item element to



list



define the items in the list. Each of these can contain two elements: item for the item being listed, and



description. para



Allows paragraph definitions within other tags.



param



Describes the parameter of a method. The name attribute should match the name of the parameter.



Table continued on following page



Tag



Description



paramref



Used to indicate references for parameters. Describes the permissions required to access the member. The cref can be used to reference another type



permission



(such as the security permission type). This reference is checked against the imported libraries.



remarks



Overview information about the class or type.



returns



The return value of a method.



The attribute cref is used to reference another type (such as a related member). This reference is checked



see



against the imported libraries. The attribute cref is used to reference another type (such as a related member), to be documented in the



seealso



See Also section. This reference is checked against the imported libraries.



summary



Description of a member or type.



value



Description of a property.



In Visual Studio, these tags can be processed to form HTML pages that become part of the project documentation. Outside Visual Studio, we can produce an XML file for the comments by using the /doc compiler switch (more on these later), which produces the file like so:















PeopleCS



















The programmerclass defines the salient



attributes of every fine programmer.



Inherits from person















Default constructor











Constructor using first and last names



The first name of the programmer



The last name of the programmer















Constructor using first and last



names and the hours of sleep



The first name of the programmer



The last name of the programmer



The average number of hours of sleep



















Defines the average number of hours of sleep.















The compiler automatically includes the namespace and builds tags for the member names. The members are given a fully qualified name starting with one of the following prefixes:



Prefix Description



N



Namespace



T



Type: Class, Interface, Struct, Enum, or Delegate



F



Field



P



Property (including indexers)



M



Method (including constructors)



E



Event



!



Error string if links cannot be resolved



You could then use an XSLT stylesheet, or XML processing code to style this into your own documentation. You could also add your own XML elements to the class descriptions, and these would be extracted along with the predefined elements.



Unsafe Code



Although C# is part of the managed code environment, Microsoft has realized that sometimes developers need total control, such as when performance is an issue, when dealing with binary structures, or for some advanced COM support. Under these circumstances, we are able to use C# code in an unsafe manner, where we can use pointers, unsafe casts, and so on.



As an ASP.NET developer it's unlikely you'll ever need this, but knowing it's available gives us the flexibility to choose, should the need arise. Consult the C# documentation or Wrox's Professional C# Programming, ISBN 1-86007-04-3 for more information on this.



Operator Overloading



C# is the only one of the supplied languages that supports operator overloading. This works in the same way as method



overloading, but for operators. The reason for this is to allow the standard operators to be used on objects such as classes.



The classic example given is a class for handling complex numbers, which have a real and imaginary part (stored as integers). Imagine a class that has two properties for these two parts, and a constructor that takes two arguments to match the properties:



CNumber c1 = new CNumber(12, 4);



CNumber c2 = new CNumber(5, 6);



When performing addition on complex numbers, we must add the real part and imaginary part independently of each other, and might consider creating this method:



public CNumber Add(CNumber c1, CNumber c2)



{



return new CNumber(c1.real + c2.real, c1.imag + c2.imag);



}



We could then call this by:



CNumber c3 = CNumber.Add(c1, c2);



There's nothing wrong with that per se, but it would be far better to use:



CNumber c3 = c1 + c2;



To achieve this, we would have to overload the + operator:



public static CNumber operator +(CNumber c1, CNumber c2);



{



return new CNumber(c1.real + c2.real, c1.imag + c2.imag);



}



This provides a much more intuitive way of developing, and is especially useful when building class libraries for other developers.



JScript .NET Like Visual Basic, JScript has also undergone some changes, although not as radical. The first thing to realize is that JScript .NET is a full .NET language, and therefore provides the advantages that the other supported languages do. In fact, JScript .NET has been completely rewritten in C#. It now supports types and inheritance, and is fully compiled.



Although completely rewritten, JScript .NET is more evolutionary, and still supports existing JScript functionality - the new features are extra, and (apart from compilation, which is a CLR requirement) not enforced.



Like C#, JScript .NET is case sensitive.



Data Types



The first new feature is that we can now use JScript .NET as a fully typed language. This isn't enforced, so there are two varieties of variable type usage:



ƒ



Type inferencing



ƒ



Data types



Type Inferencing



If we choose to keep the existing form of JScript, without types, then the data type of a variable is inferred from its context. For example, consider the following:



var idx;



for (idx = 0 ; idx < 10 ; idx++)



{



}



The compiler infers the type for idx from its usage. This doesn't really change from the way the script engine runs with previous versions of JScript, except that now it's the compiler that does the work.



Data Types



If we want to use data types, then we use a colon (:) to specify the type. The new syntax is:



var name : type[[]] [ = value ]



For example:



var firstName : String // JScript String



var dateOfBirth : Date // JScript Date



var lastName : System.String // .NET Framework string



var names : String[] // array of JScript Strings



Notice that both JScript and .NET types are supported.



Namespaces



Namespaces are provided using the package keyword, which is equivalent to the Visual Basic and C# namespace keyword. For example:



package People



{



// classes go here



}



Classes



Because JScript .NET is implicitly supported by the CLR, the class support is just like that of the other languages. The high level syntax is:



[ attributes ] class className [extends baseClassName] [implements interfaceName]



{



}



The attributes can be one or more of:



Attribute Description



expando



The class supports dynamic properties, and is given a default indexed property.



public



The class is publicly accessible. The class is only visible within the package in which it is declared. Equivalent to Friend in Visual Basic and



internal



internal in C#. This class is an abstract class, and the class members must be implemented by inheriting classes. Equivalent



abstract final



to MustInherit in Visual Basic. This class cannot be inherited. Equivalent to NotInheritable in Visual Basic and sealed in C#.



For example:



public class Calculator



{



// implementation goes here



}



Methods



Like C#, JScript .NET uses functions for methods, using the following syntax:



[attributes] function memberName([parameters]) [: type]



{



}



The attributes can be one or more of the following:



Attribute Description



override The member overrides an identically named member from a base class. hide



The member does not override an identically named member from a base class.



Modifier



Description



public



The class is publicly accessible. The member is only visible within the package in which it is declared. Equivalent to Friend in Visual Basic



internal



and internal in C#.



protected The member is only accessible from the containing class or types derived from the containing member. private



The member is only accessible from within the containing member. The member is shared by all instances of the class, and exists independently of a class instance. Equivalent



static



to Shared in Visual Basic. This member is an abstract member, and must be implemented by inheriting classes. Equivalent to



abstract final



MustInherit in Visual Basic. This method cannot be overridden, although it can be hidden or overloaded.



For example:



public class calculator



{



public function Add(op1 : double, op2 : double) : double



{



return op1 + op2;



}



}



Properties



Like both Visual Basic and C#, JScript .NET properties can be accessed as public variables, or by accessor functions. For example, here we're using public variables:



public class calculator



{



public var Op1 : double;



public var Op2 : double;



public function Add() : double



{



return Op1 + Op2;



}



}



The alternative, and preferred approach, is to use property accessors. For example:



public class calculator



{



private var _op1 : double;



private var _op2 : double;



public function get Operand1() : double



{



return _op1;



}



public function set Operand1(value: double)



{



_op1 = value;



}



public function get Operand2() : double



{



return _op2;



}



public function set Operand2(value: double)



{



_op2 = value;



}



}



Like C#, the read/write ability of a property in JScript .NET is determined by the accessor functions. Therefore, if only a



get function is provided, the property will be read only.



Constructors



Like C#, the JScript .NET syntax for class constructors is to use a method with the same name as the class. For example:



public class person



{



private var _firstName : string;



private var _lastName : string;



public function person() {}



public function person(firstName : string, lastName : string)



{



_firstName = firstName;



_lastName = lastName;



}



}



Destructors



JScript .NET does not have explicit destructors. To implement this type of behavior you need to create a method and ensure that this method is called before you destroy the object instance.



Inheritance



JScript .NET uses the extends keyword to inherit from classes. For example:



public class programmer extends person



{



private var _avgHoursSleepPerNight : int;



public function programmer()



{



super();



}



public function programmer(firstName : String, lastName : String)



{



super(firstName, lastName);



}



public function programmer(firstName : String, lastName : String,



hoursSleep: int)



{



super(firstName, lastName);



_avgHoursSleepPerNight = hoursSleep;



}



public function get AvgHoursSleepPerNight() : int



{



return _avgHoursSleepPerNight;



}



public function set AvgHoursSleepPerNight(a : int)



{



_avgHoursSleepPerNight = a;



}



}



The class definition defines that our class is called programmer and the base class is called person:



public class programmer extends person



Next, we need to provide the constructors. Here we specify the same constructors as the base class, and use the super keyword (meaning superclass) to call the method of the base class. Any parameters are passed to the base class constructor:



public function programmer()



{



super();



}



public function programmer(firstName : String, lastName : String)



{



super(firstName, lastName);



}



In JScript .NET the overridden classes must have the same signature (number and type of parameters) as the base class. We cannot declare local methods with the same name but different parameters - that is, shadowing is only supported where the signatures match.



Interfaces



Interfaces work the same way as in Visual Basic .NET, providing an immutable contract to the external world.



To create an interface we use the interface construct. For example:



public interface IPerson



{



public function get FirstName() : String



public function set FirstName(value:String)



public function get LastName() : String



public function set LastName(value:String)



public function FullName() : String;



}



To derive a class from an interface we use the implements keyword in the following way:



public class Person implements IPerson



{



private var _firstName : String;



private var _lastName : String;



public function get FirstName() : String



{



// implementation goes here



}



public function set FirstName(value:String)



{



// implementation goes here



}



...



}



Notice that, unlike Visual Basic .NET, only the class needs to specify the interface inheritance.



References



To include references we use import. For example:



import System;



import MyComponent;



We cannot alias references in JScript .NET.



Directives



Three directives have been introduced to bring supported CLR features to the JScript programmer. All three are set using the @set directive, the syntax of which is:



@set @directive(arguments)



The first directive is for debugging:



@set @debug(on | off)



Debugging is set to on by default, and allows hosting environments (such as ASP.NET) to emit their own code into the actual compiled code.



The second directive is to enable CLS compliance:



@set @option(fast)



When the fast option is enabled:



ƒ



All variables must be declared.



ƒ



We cannot redefine functions.



ƒ



We cannot assign values to functions.



ƒ



We cannot assign, delete, or change the predefined values of built-in objects.



ƒ



Expanded properties are not allowed on built-in objects except for the global object.



ƒ



The correct number of arguments must be supplied to function calls.



ƒ



We cannot use the arguments property within function calls.



The third directive enables us to provide positional information for debugging messages. This is useful because the code that's executed might not be the same as the code written. This occurs because some environments (such as ASP.NET) might emit their own code into the program. So, when errors occur, the line number it's reported on might not match up



to the lines in our code. This directive takes the form:



@set @position(end | [file = name] [,line = lineNum] [, column = columnNum])



For example, if the environment adds extra code at the beginning of our file, we could add the following:



@set @position(line=1)



This ensures that the line numbers emitted by errors match with our files.



Other enhancements



Two other enhancements to JScript are the addition of constants and enumerations. Constants are declared using the



const statement:



const variableName = value;



const variableName : type = value;



For example:



const age = 18



const age : int = 18;



Enumerations are declared using the enum statement:



enum enumName [: type]



{



name [= value[ [, name [= value]] [, …]]]



}



For example:



enum days : int



{



Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun



}



If no values are explicitly given, the names are assigned incremental values starting at 0. So, this gives Mon the value of



0, Tue the value of 1, and so on. Alternatively, you can specify a value anywhere in the list, and the incrementation continues from that value:



enum days : int



{



Mon=1, Tue, Wed, Thu=9, Fri, Sat, Sun



}



This gives the following:



Name Value Mon



1



Tue



2



Wed



3



Thu



9



Fri



10



Sat



11



Sun



12



C++ Since C++ already has object-oriented features, the VC++ implementation supplied with Visual Studio .NET provides



support for managed code. At the minimum, we must include the following two lines at the top of our code:



#using 



using namespace System;



These give us access to the .NET classes. We must also add the /CLR compiler option when building the executable.



Details of working with the managed extensions for C++ are really outside the scope of this book, so you should consult the documentation for more details.



Visual J# .NET Although the .NET framework is a released product, there are languages still under development. Late in the beta process, Microsoft announced their Java User Migration Path (JUMP), to allow Java developers to build .NET applications. This is not only aimed at Java developers using Microsoft's J++ development tool, but at third party Java developers too. As part of this, the Visual J# .NET toolkit provides a tool to convert Java sourcecode into J#, migrating the language and library calls. It fully integrates with Visual Studio .NET, and supports the Microsoft extensions that J++ supported.



One important point to note is that applications developed with J# will only run within .NET. This isn't a Java virtual machine, but comprises tools and compilers for the .NET framework. As such it doesn't produce Java byte code, and is not endorsed by Sun Microsystems.



Other Supported Languages We've already mentioned that the open design of .NET actively encourages the use of other languages, and Microsoft is keen for this to happen. At the time of writing, the following languages were also becoming available:



ƒ



Dyalog APL/W Version 9.



ƒ



Fujitsu COBOL



ƒ



Component Pascal



ƒ



Eiffel



ƒ



Haskell



ƒ



Mercury



ƒ



Oberon



ƒ



Perl



ƒ



Python



ƒ



Scheme



ƒ



Standard ML



There are others in the pipeline, and the best resource is http://www.gotdotnet.com, which contains an up-to-date list of languages.



If you're into building your own languages, then the SDK comes with some good sample compilers that show you how you can do this. They are in the Tool Developers Guide. There's also plenty of documentation about assemblies, IL, and so on.



The .NET Language Compilers



When working within the Visual Studio .NET environment, we don't need to worry about the compiler, because the editor takes care of all that for us. Likewise, when simply developing ASP.NET pages, we can rely on the framework to compile pages as required. However, when building components or controls, we'd want to compile code into a DLL, so we need to know how the compiler works.



There is a separate compiler for each language, but luckily you use them all in the same way, and most of the switches and flags are identical. The compilers are:



ƒ



csc for C#



ƒ



vbc for Visual Basic .NET



ƒ



jsc for JScript .NET



These are automatically part of the .NET installation, and are invoked from the command line. For example:



vbc /t:library /out:..\bin\People.dll /r:system.dll person.vb programmer.vb



This compiles the person.vb and programmer.vb source files into an assembly named People.dll.



Compiler switches fall into two usage categories. The first includes those that enable or disable an option: in this case, the switch or the switch name followed by plus enables the option, and the switch name followed by minus disables it. For example:



/cls



enables the option



/cls+ enables the option



/cls- disables the option The second category contains switches that specify a file or reference. In these cases a colon (:) separates the switch and the argument. For example:



/out:..\bin\People.dll



The full list of options is shown below, including a list of which languages the option is supported in:



Option



Language Description



@



All



Specify the file containing the compiler options.



/?/help



All



Display the options, without compiling any code.



/addmodule:module



VB / C#



Reference metadata from the specified module.



/autoref



JScript



/baseaddress:number VB / C#



Automatically reference assemblies based on imported namespaces and fully-qualified names. This defaults to on. Specify, as a hexadecimal number, the base address of the DLL.



/bugreport:file



VB / C#



Create a file containing information that can be used when filing bug reports.



/checked



C#



Generate overflow checks



JScript /



/codepage:id



/debug



C# All



Specify the code page id used in source files. Add debugging information to the created file. This is required if you need to debug into components. Define conditional compiler constants. You can define multiple constants by



/define:symbols



All



separating them with commas. For example:/define:DBTracing=True,CustomErrors=False



/doc:file



C#



Emit the XML documentation in the source files into the named file.



/delaysign



VB



Delay-sign the assembly, using only the public part of the strong name key.



/fast



JScript



Disable language features to allow better code generation.



/filealign:n



C#



Specify the alignment used for output file sections.



/fullpaths



C#



Generate fully qualified paths.



Option



Language Description



/imports:list



VB



Import a namespace from the specified assembly.



/incr/incremental



C#



Enable or disable incremental compilation. Create a unique container name for a key. Used when generating shared components, as it inserts a public key



/keycontainer



VB



into the assembly manifest, and signs the assembly with the private key. This can be used with the sn utility, which manages keys.



Specify the file containing the public and private keys to VB



/keyfile



be added to a shared component. This can be used with the sn utility, which manages keys.



JScript



/lcid:id



C# /



/lib:directories



JScript VB



/libpath:directories



Use the specified locale id for the default code page and messages. Specify additional directories to search for references. Specify additional directories to search for references. Create a link to a resource file. The first argument is the



/linkres:resinfo/linkresource:resinfo All



file name containing the resource, and an optional second argument specifies the identifier in the resource file. For example:/linkresource:Wrox.resource,AuthorBio Specify the class or module type that contains the main



/m:type/main:type



C# / VB



/noconfig



C#



/nologo



C# / VB



/nowarn



VB



Disable warnings.



C# /



Enable or disable the import of the standard library



JScript



mscorlib.dll compilation.



/nowarn:list



C#



Disable warning messages specified in the list.



/optimize



C# / VB



Enable or disable compiler optimizations.



/nostdlib



start-up procedure. Do not auto include CSC.RSP file. Don't show the copyright banner during compile. This makes it a lot easier to see compilation messages.



Option



Language Description



/optioncompare:type



VB



/optionexplicit



VB



Specify the type of comparison used for strings. The values are text or binary (the default). For example:/optioncompare:text Enable (the default) or disable explicit variable declaration. Enables (the default) or disables strict type conversions. In strict



/optionstrict



VB



mode the only implicit conversions are those that widen types (for example an integer to a long). Specify the name of the output file. By default a DLL will take its



/out:file



All



name from the first sourcecode file, and an EXE will take its name from the file containing the main procedure.



/print



JScript



Enable or disable provision of the print() function.



/quiet



VB



Quiet output mode.



/recurse:wildcard



C# / VB



/r:list/reference:list



All



Recurse through subdirectories compiling files. For example:vbc /target:library /out:Foo.dll /recurse:inc\*.vb Reference metadata from the specified file list. For multiple files use a semi-colon (;) to separate them.



/removeintchecks



Enable or disable (the default) overflow error checking for integer



VB



variables. Embed a resource into the assembly. The first argument is the file name containing the resource, and an optional second argument



/res:resinfo/resource:resinfo All



specifies the identifier in the resource file. For example:/resource:Wrox.resource,AuthorBio



/rootnamespace Option



VB



Indicate the namespace in which all type declarations will appear. Language Description Indicate the type of file to be created. This can be one of:- exe,



/target:type



All



for a console application- library, for a DLL- module, for a module- winexe, for a Windows application- The module option is not applicable in JScript .NET.



/time



C#



Display the project compile times.



/unsafe



C#



Enable or disable unsafe code.



/utf8output



All



Output compiler messages in UTF-8 encoding.



/verbose



VB



Enable or disable verbose error and information messages.



/versionsafe



JScript C# /



/w:n/warn:n



JScript



Enable or disable specification of default for members that aren't marked as override or new. Set the warning level to n.



/warnaserror



All



Enable or disable the treatment of warnings as errors.



/win32icon:file



C# / VB



Specify the icon file (.ico) to be added to the resource.



/win32res:file/win32resource:file All



Insert a Win32 resource file into the target.



Benefits of a Common Language Runtime



Let's quickly remind ourselves of the points made in the previous chapter about languages:



ƒ



Language functionality: the choice of language is now a lifestyle choice, rather than a functionality choice, as they are all equivalent. Use whatever language you are happiest with.



ƒ



Performance: the .NET languages were designed to provide high performance. The only difference between the languages is at the compilation stage, where compilers may produce slightly different MSIL.



ƒ



Platform Support: the languages sit on top of the Common Language Runtime, so if the CLR is available on a platform, then so are the .NET languages. For small device support and 64-bit platforms this makes portability far easier than with previous Windows languages.



Let's have a look at the practicalities of the CLR and CLS.



Common API In the previous version of Visual Studio, common functionality was always far harder to implement than it should have been. For C++ programmers, the Windows API is a natural home, but Visual Basic programmers had to use custom controls and libraries, or delve into the API itself. This isn't complex, and can yield great benefits, but there is no consistency.



With .NET we now have a common API and a great set of class libraries. For example, consider the case of TCP/IP network applications. C++ programmers generally write directly to Winsock, whereas Visual Basic programmers prefer to use custom controls on their forms. The .NET framework provides a System.Net.Sockets namespace encompassing all of the networking functionality, and its usage is the same for each language.



For example, consider the case of writing to a UDP port - you can see the only differences in the code are the syntax of the language:



Visual Basic .NET



Dim Client As UdpClient



Dim HostName As String



Dim HostIP As IPHostEntry



Dim GroupAddress As IPAddress



Dim Remote As IPEndPoint



HostName = DNS.GetHostName()



HostIP = DNS.GetHostByName(HostName)



Client = New UdpClient(8080)



GroupAddress = IpAddress.Parse("224.0.0.1")



Client.JoinMultiCastGroup(GroupAddress, 500)



Remote = New IPEndPoint(GroupAddress, 8080)



Client.Send(".NET is great", 13, Remote)



C#



UdpClient Client;



String HostName;



IPHostEntry HostIP;



IPAddress GroupAddress;



IPEndPoint Remote;



HostName = DNS.GetHostName();



HostIP = DNS.GetHostByName(HostName);



Client = new UdpClient(8080);



GroupAddress = IpAddress.Parse("224.0.0.1");



Client.JoinMultiCastGroup(GroupAddress, 500);



Remote = new IPEndPoint(GroupAddress, 8080);



Client.Send(".NET is great", 13, Remote);



JScript .NET



var Client : UdpClient;



var HostName : String;



var HostIP : IPHostEntry;



var GroupAddress : IPAddress;



var Remote : IPEndPoint;



HostName = DNS.GetHostName();



HostIP = DNS.GetHostByName(HostName);



Client = new UdpClient(8080);



GroupAddress = IpAddress.Parse("224.0.0.1");



Client.JoinMultiCastGroup(GroupAddress, 500);



Remote = new IPEndPoint(GroupAddress, 8080);



Client.Send(".NET is great", 13, Remote);



Common Types One of the ways in which cross language functionality is made available is by use of common types. Those Visual Basic programmers (and I was one) who delved into the Windows API, always had the problem about converting types. Strings were the worst, because the API is C/C++ based, which uses Null terminated strings, so you always had to do conversion and fixed string handling stuff. It was ugly.



With the CLS there is a common set of types, so no conversion is required. The previous chapter detailed these, showing their range and size, and explained that the various compilers will convert native types into CLS ones. The conversion works like this:



Type



Visual Basic .NET



C#



JScript .NET



System.Boolean



Boolean



Bool



Boolean



System.Byte



Byte



Byte



Byte



System.Char



Char



Char



Char



No direct equivalent. Use the CLS No direct equivalent. JScript .NET has its own



System.DateTime Date



type.



Date type.



System.Decimal



Decimal



Decimal



Decimal



System.Double



Double



Double



DoubleNumber



System.Int16



Short



Short



Short



Type



Visual Basic .NET



C#



JScript .NET



System.Int32



Integer



Int



Int



System.Int64



Long



Long



Long



System.UInt16 No direct equivalent. Ushort Ushort System.UInt32 No direct equivalent. Uint



Uint



System.UInt64 No direct equivalent. Ulong



Ulong



System.SByte



Sbyte



No direct equivalent. Sbyte



System.Single Single



Float



Float



System.String String



String String



Note that not all languages have equivalents of the CLS types. For example, JScript .NET implements dates using the standard JScript Date object. However, you can convert between various type formats, as well as declaring the CLS types directly.



Cross-Language Inheritance Another area where the CLS has helped is the area of inheritance. Assuming that you use the common types in your class interfaces, then inheriting classes written in other languages is no different to that of inheriting from the same language. We showed a brief example in the previous chapter, when discussing the CLR and common functionality, but a fuller example makes this clear. For example, suppose that you had the following Visual Basic class:



Public Class Person



Private _firstName As String



Private _lastName As String



Sub New()



End Sub



Sub New(firstName As String, lastName As String)



_firstName = firstName



_lastName = lastName



End Sub



Public Property FirstName() As String



' property code here



End Property



Public Property LastName() As String



' property code here



End Property



End Class



You could write another program, perhaps in C#, that inherits from it:



public class programmer : Person



{



private int _avgHoursSleepPerNight;



public programmer(): base()



{



}



public programmer(string firstName, string lastName)



: base(firstName, lastName)



{



}



public programmer(string firstName, string lastName, int hoursSleep)



: base(firstName, lastName)



{



_avgHoursSleepPerNight = hoursSleep;



}



public int AvgHoursSleepPerNight



{



get { return _avgHoursSleepPerNight; }



set { _avgHoursSleepPerNight = value; }



}



~programmer()



{



}



}



This brings great flexibility to development, especially where team development is concerned.



Another great point about this is that many of the base classes and web controls are inheritable. Therefore, in any language, you can extend them as you wish. A good example of this is the ASP.NET DataGrid control. Say you didn't want to use paging, but wanted to provide a scrollable grid, so browsers that supported inline frames would allow the entire content of the grid to be rendered within a scrollable frame. You can create your own control (say, in Visual Basic), inheriting everything from the base control (perhaps written in C#), and then just output the normal content within an IFRAME. This sort of thing is extremely easy to do with the new framework.



Cross-Language Debugging and Profiling The cross language debugging features are really cool, and provide a huge leap forward over any debugging features we've ever had before. Both the framework and Visual Studio .NET come with visual debuggers, the only difference being that the Visual Studio .NET debugger allows remote debugging as well as edit and continue. The debuggers work through the CLR, and allow us to step through ASP.NET pages and into components, whatever the language. Along with debugging comes tracing and profiling, with the ability to use common techniques to track code.



Both of these topics are covered in more detail in Chapter 22.



Performance Issues



Performance is always a question in people's minds, and often gets raised during beta testing when there's lots of debugging code hanging around in the product. Even in the early betas it was clear that ASP.NET was faster than ASP, with figures showing that it was 2-3 times as fast.



One of the reasons for this performance improvement is the full compilation of code. Many people confuse Intermediate Language (IL) and the CLR with byte-code and interpreters (notably Java), and assume that performance will drop. Their belief in this deepens when they first access an aspx page, because that first hit can sometimes be slow. That's because pages are compiled on their first hit, and then served from the cache thereafter (unless explicit caching has been disabled).



Appendix B has a list of tips and tricks to help with performance.



Languages Although all languages compile to IL and then to native code, there may be some slight performance differences, due to the nature of the compiler and the language. In some languages, the IL produced may not be as efficient as with others (some people have said that the C# compiler is better than the Visual Basic one), but the effects should be imperceptible. It's only under the highest possible stress situation that you may find differences, and to be honest, I wouldn't even consider it a problem.



Late Bound Code One of the greatest advantages of the CLR is fully typed languages. However, you can still use JScript without datatypes, allowing legacy code to continue working. The disadvantage of this is that types then have to be inferred, and this will have a performance impact.



In Visual Basic, if strict semantics are not being used (either by the Option Strict Off page directive or by the



/optionstrict- compiler switch), then late-bound calls on object types are handled at run-time rather than compile time.



Common Examples



Experienced developers probably won't have much trouble using the new features of the languages, or even converting from one language to another. However, there are plenty of people who use ASP and VBScript daily to build great sites, but who have little experience of advanced development features, such as the object oriented features in .NET. That's actually a testament to how simple ASP is, but now that ASP.NET is moving up a gear, it's important that you make the most of these features.



To that end, this section will give a few samples in Visual Basic .NET, C# and JScript .NET, covering a few common areas. This will help should you want to convert existing code, write new code in a language that you aren't an expert in, or perhaps just examine someone else's code. We won't cover the definition of classes and class members again in this section, as they've had a good examination earlier in the chapter.



Variable Declaration The first point to look at is that of variable declaration.



Visual Basic .NET



Visual Basic .NET has the same variable declaration syntax as the previous version, but now has the ability to set initial values at variable declaration time. For example:



Dim Name As String = "Rob Smith"



Dim Age As Integer = 28



Dim coolDude As New Person("Vince", "Patel")



C#



C# follows the C/C++ style of variable declaration:



string Name = "Rob Smith";



int Age = 28;



coolDude = new Person("Vince", "Patel");



JScript .NET



JScript .NET uses the standard JScript declaration method, with the addition of optional types:



var Name : String = "Rob Smith";



var Age = 28;



var coolDude : Person = new Person("Vince", "Patel")



Functions and Procedures Declaring procedures is similar in all languages.



Visual Basic .NET



Procedures and functions follow similar syntax to previous versions:



Private Function GetDiscounts(Company As String) As DataSet



Public Sub UpdateDiscounts(Company As String, Discount As Double)



The major difference is that by default all parameters are now passed by value, and not by reference. And remember that



Optional parameters also now require a default value:



' incorrect



Function GetDiscounts(Optional Comp As String) As DataSet



' correct



Function GetDiscounts(Optional Comp As String = "Wrox") As DataSet



Returning values from functions now uses the Return statement, rather than setting the function name to the desired value. For example:



Function IsActive() As Boolean



' some code here



Return True



End Function



The way you call procedures has also changed. The rule is that arguments to all procedure calls must be enclosed in parentheses. For example:



UpdateDiscounts "Wrox", 5 ' no longer works



UpdateDiscounts("Wrox", 5) ' new syntax



C#



C# doesn't have any notion of procedures - there are only functions that either return or don't return values (in which case the type is void). For example:



bool IsActive()



{



// some code here



return true;



}



void UpdateDiscounts(string Company, double Discount)



{



return;



}



To call procedures, C# requires that parentheses are used.



JScript .NET



For JScript .NET the declaration of functions is changed by the addition of types.



function IsActive() : Boolean



{



// some code here



return true;



}



function UpdateDiscounts(Company : String, Discount : Double) : void



{



return;



}



To call procedures, JScript .NET requires that parentheses are used.



Syntax Differences There are a few syntactical differences that confuse many people when switching languages for the first time. The first is that Visual Basic isn't case sensitive, but the other languages are - it still catches me out. Other things are the use of line terminators in C# and JScript, which use a semi-colon. Many people switching to these languages complain about them, but the reason they are so great is that it makes the language free form - the end of the line doesn't end the current statement. This is unlike Visual Basic, where the end of the line is the end of the statement, and a line continuation character is required for long lines.



Listed below are some of the major syntactical differences between the languages.



Loops



Visual Basic .NET



There are four loop constructs in Visual Basic, and the syntax of one has changed in Visual Basic .NET. The first is the



For…Next loop:



For counter = start To end [Step step]



Next [counter]



For example:



For count = 1 To 10



...



Next



The second is the While loop, for which the syntax has changed - the new syntax is:



While condition



End While



For example:



While count < 10



...



End While



In previous versions of Visual Basic the loop was terminated with a Wend statement.



The third is the Do…Loop, which has two forms:



Do [(While | Until) condition]



Loop



or:



Do



Loop [(While | Until) condition]



The difference between these two is the placement of the test condition. In the first instance the test is executed before any loop content, and therefore the content may not get executed. In the second case the test is at the end of the loop, so the content is always executed at least once. For example:



Do While count < 10



Loop



Do



Loop While count < 10



The For Each loop construct is for iterating through collections:



For Each element In collection



Next [element]



For example:



Dim ctl As Control



For Each ctl In Page.Controls



.



Next



C#



C# has the same number of loop constructs as Visual Basic. The first is the for loop:



for ([initializers] ; [expression] ; [iterators])



For example:



for (count = 0 ; count < 10 ; count++)



Each of these parts is optional. For example:



for ( ; count < 10; count++)



for ( ; ; count++)



for (count = 0 ; ; count++)



for ( ; ; )



The last of these produces an infinite loop.



The second is the while loop:



while (expression)



For example:



while (count < 10)



The third is the do…while loop:



do statement while (expression);



For example:



do



while (count < 10);



The foreach loop construct is for iterating through collections:



foreach (type identifier in expression)



For example:



foreach (Control ctl in Page.Controls)



You can also use this for looping through arrays:



String[] Authors = new String[]



{"Alex", "Brian", "Dave", "Karli", "Rich", "Rob"};



foreach (String Author in Authors)



Console.WriteLine("{0}", Author);



One point to note about loops in C# is that the loop affects the code block after the loop. This can be a single line or a bracketed block. For example:



for (count = 0 ; count < 10 ; count++)



Console.WriteLine("{0}", count);



or, if more than one line is required as part of the loop:



for (count = 0 ; count < 10 ; count++)



{



Console.Write("The value is now: ");



Console.WriteLine("{0}", count);



}



JScript .NET



JScript .NET has the same number of loop constructs as C# and Visual Basic .NET, with the syntax being more C# like. The first is the for loop, where, unlike C#, all parts of the loop are required:



for (initializers ; expression ; iterators)



For example:



for (count = 0 ; count < 10 ; count++)



The second is the while loop:



while (expression)



For example:



while (count < 10)



The third is the do…while loop:



do statement while (expression);



For example:



do



while (count < 10);



The fourth loop construct is for iterating through objects and arrays:



for (identifier in [object | array])



For example:



for (ctl in Page.Controls)



or, for looping through arrays:



var Authors :String= new String[]



{"Alex", "Brian", "Dave", "Karli", "Rich", "Rob"};



foreach (String Author in Authors)



Console.WriteLine("{0}", Author);



One point to note about loops in JScript .NET is that the loop affects the code block after the loop. This can be a single line or a bracketed block. For example:



for (count = 0 ; count < 10 ; count++)



Console.WriteLine("{0}", count);



or, if more than one line is required as part of the loop:



for (count = 0 ; count < 10 ; count++)



{



Console.Write("The value is now: ");



Console.WriteLine("{0}", count);



}



Type Conversion Type conversion of one data type to another is an area that causes a great deal of confusion, especially for those programmers who are used to a type-less language such as VBScript. When dealing with strongly typed languages you either have to let the compiler, or runtime, convert between types (if it can) or explicitly perform the conversion yourself. The method of conversion depends upon the language:



Visual Basic .NET



In Visual Basic .NET there are two ways to do this. The first uses CType:



Dim AgeString As String



Dim Age As Integer



AgeString = "25"



Age = CType(AgeString, Integer)



The CType function takes an object and a data type, and returns the object converted to the data type.



The other way is to use the data type as a cast function:



Age = CInt(AgeString)



C#



In C# we just place the type in parentheses before the expression we wish to convert. For example:



Age = (int)AgeString;



JScript .NET



To cast in JScript .NET we use a cast function. For example:



Age = int(AgeString)



Summary



In this chapter we've examined the languages supplied with .NET, and discovered that the underlying framework provides a rich development environment. The whole issue, and arguments that go along with it, of which language is better, or more suitable, has simply disappeared. The language that's best is the one you are most familiar with. Apart from a few small areas, the major difference between the .NET languages is the syntax.



We've also looked at the enhancements to the existing languages that bring them into line with the CLR and CLS, how these features are compatible across all languages, and the benefits they bring. Features such as cross-language development, debugging, and tracing may not seem that great if you only use one language, but the flexibility it brings is immeasurable, especially when combined with the extensive class libraries.



Now that we've examined the languages, it's time to start to use them and look in detail at the process of writing ASP.NET pages.



Writing ASP.NET Pages Now it's time to get serious- we've taken a high-level look at the .NET framework, and seen a few quick examples of ASP.NET pages, so now we're going to dive in and look at how we create ASP.NET pages in more detail. Whether we call them ASP.NET pages or Web Forms, these files form the core of all ASP.NET applications. In this chapter, we will look at:



ƒ



The old way of creating ASP pages versus the new way with ASP.NET.



ƒ



The steps a page goes through as it is processed.



ƒ



How to use the various features of the Page object.



ƒ



Breaking up a page into reusable objects called User Controls.



Once we reach the end of this chapter, we will have learned the core essentials for the rest of the ASP.NET world. Everything we do for the remainder of the book will draw on the page framework that we are about to discuss.



Coding Issues



In Chapter 1 we looked at some of the main disadvantages of existing ASP applications, showing why we needed a new version, and how ASP.NET solves some of those problems. We also saw that ASP.NET introduces a new way of coding, and for those of you who have programmed in event-driven languages, such as Visual Basic, this model will seem familiar. It might, at first, seem a little alien to programmers who have only coded in script languages such as VBScript. However, it's extremely simple, providing many advantages, and leads to much more structured code. The code is no longer intermixed with the HTML, and its event-driven nature means it is more easily structured for better readability and maintainability.



We saw in the first chapter how this worked for an OnClick event on a server control, and how the code to be run was broken out into a separate event procedure. That example showed a list of states in a DropDownList Server Control. Using lists like this is extremely common, and often the list of items is generated from a data store. To understand the difference between the existing ASP architecture, and the new event-driven ASP.NET architecture, let's take a sample page and compare the old and the new.



Coding the Old Way To produce a list of items from a data store in ASP, you have to loop through the list of items, manually creating the HTML. When the item is selected, the form is then posted back to the server. It looks something like this (OldAsp.asp):











Please select your delivery method:




























0 Then



Response.write "
Your order will be delivered via " & _



Request.Form("ShipMethod")



End If



%>







This code is fairly simple - it loops through a recordset building a SELECT list, allows the user to select a value and submit that back to the server. In many situations you'd probably build some sort of database query or update based upon the selected value, but in our example we are printing out the selected value:



Notice that only the value is available in the submitted page, and not the text value selected - that's just the way SELECT lists work. This is fine if we're going to use the value in some form of data query, but not if we need to display it again. You can see how this happens by looking at the HTML generated:











Please select your delivery method:







Speedy Express



United Package



Federal Shipping





















Your order will be delivered via 1







The option elements have their value attribute as the ID of the shipping method, and it's the value that's accessible from server-side ASP code.



Coding in ASP.NET Pages As ASP.NET is event based, you need to understand the order of events, so that you can see where the equivalent code would go. Code within these events is processed sequentially, but the events are processed only when they are raised. For example, the event order is:



These events are:



Event



Description



Page_Init



Fired when the page is initialized.



Page_Load



Fired when the page is loaded.



Control Event Fired if a control (such as a button) triggered the page to be reloaded. Page_Unload



Fired when the page is unloaded from memory.



The difference between Page_Init and Page_Load, is that the controls are only guaranteed to be fully loaded in the



Page_Load. You can access the controls in the Page_Init event, but the ViewState is not loaded, therefore controls will have their default values, rather than any values set during the postback.



For example, rewriting the original ASP page in ASP.NET we get (NewAspNet.aspx):



















<script language="VB" runat="server">



Sub Page_Load(Source As Object, E As EventArgs)



Dim myConnection As SqlConnection



Dim myCommand As SqlCommand



Dim myReader As SqlDataReader



Dim SQL As String



Dim ConnStr As String



SQL = "SELECT * FROM Shippers"



ConnStr = "server=localhost;uid=sa;pwd=;database=Northwind"



myConnection = New SqlConnection(ConnStr)



myConnection.Open()



myCommand = New SqlCommand(SQL, myConnection)



myReader = myCommand.ExecuteReader()



ShipMethod.DataSource = myReader



ShipMethod.DataBind()



End Sub



Sub PlaceOrder_Click(Source As Object, E As EventArgs)



YouSelected.Text = "Your order will be delivered via " & _



ShipMethod.SelectedItem.Text



End Sub











Please select your delivery method:

































Let's look at this code in detail to see what the changes are, and why they've been done, starting with the HTML form:







Please select your delivery method:





























This has three ASP.NET Server Controls - a drop-down list, a button, and a label. The next chapter gives more detail on the Server Controls, but for the moment, we want to concentrate on the event side of things. So, just remember that these are server-side controls, and can therefore be accessed from within our server-side code.



At the start of the page we place the Import directives, to tell ASP.NET which code libraries we wish to use. The two below are for data access, and are covered in more detail in Chapters 8 and 9.



















Next, we start the script block, and define the Page_Load event. Remember this will be run every time the page is loaded.



<script language="VB" runat="server">



Sub Page_Load(Source As Object, E As EventArgs)



The parameters to this event are fixed, and defined by ASP.NET. The first contains a reference to the source object that raised the event, and the second contains any additional details being passed to the event. For the Page_Load event we can ignore these, but later in the book you'll see where they come in useful.



Within this event we want to query the database and build our list of shipping methods. We're not going to explain the following data access code, since it's covered in Chapters 8 and 9, but it's roughly equivalent to the code in the previous example, simply creating a set of records from the database.



Dim myConnection As SqlConnection



Dim myCommand As SqlCommand



Dim myReader As SqlDataReader



Dim SQL As String



Dim ConnStr As String



SQL = "SELECT * FROM Shippers"



ConnStr = "server=localhost;uid=sa;pwd=;database=Northwind"



myConnection = New SqlConnection(ConnStr)



myConnection.Open()



myCommand = New SqlCommand(SQL, myConnection)



myReader = myCommand.ExecuteReader()



Once the records are created, we use data binding to fill the list (ShipMethod). In the ASP example we actually had to create the HTML option elements in the loop, but in the ASP.NET page we can use the data-binding features that allow controls to automatically populate themselves from a set of data (Data binding is covered in detail in Chapter 7). We showed earlier that the list is declared to run server-side, so we can just call its methods and properties server-side. This is more like the Visual Basic programming environment, where we're dealing with controls.



ShipMethod.DataSource = myReader



ShipMethod.DataBind()



At this stage the code in the Page_Load event has finished. Since this is the first time the page has been executed, there are no control-specific events.



When we select an item in the list and click the button, we invoke the postback mechanism. Our button was defined as:







The onClick attribute identifies the name of the server-side event procedure to be run when the button is clicked. Remember that this is server-side event processing, so there is no special client-side code. When this button is clicked, the form is submitted back to itself, and the defined event handler is run (after the Page_Load event):



Sub PlaceOrder_Click(Source As Object, E As EventArgs)



YouSelected.Text = "Your order will be delivered via " & _



ShipMethod.SelectedItem.Text



End Sub



This just sets the text of a label to the value selected:



This shows an interesting point. Because the list control is a server control, we have access not only to the value, but also to the text of the selected item. Although this is possible with ASP, the code required isn't as neat as the ASP.NET solution. We haven't had to detect which control is selected and choose the value - the control, and its ViewState, handles it for us.



So, let's just reiterate these points:



ƒ



Server based controls can be accessed from server code. Even though these controls emit plain HTML, and are part of a standard HTML form, the architecture of ASP.NET ensures that they are accessible from server-side event procedures.



ƒ



The Page_Load event is run every time the page is executed. It's in this event that you'll want to populate controls.



ƒ



The control event is only run when fired by a server control. This is indicated by wiring up the event property on the control to an event procedure name.



Postback Identification



There is one big flaw in our code shown above. Because the Page_Load runs every time the page loads, the code in it will be run even under a postback scenario - that is, even when a button is pressed. That means we are performing the data query and filling the drop-down list every time, so whatever the user selected would be overwritten (as well as being unnecessary).



The IsPostBack property of the Page is designed to counter this problem, by allowing us to identify whether or not we are in a postback situation (as opposed to the first time the page is loaded). We can use this property in the Page_Load event so that our data access code is only run the first time the page is loaded:



Sub Page_Load(Source As Object, E As EventArgs)



If Not Page.IsPostBack Then



Dim myConnection As SqlConnection



Dim myCommand As SqlCommand



Dim myReader As SqlDataReader



Dim SQL As String



Dim ConnStr As String



SQL = "select * from Shippers"



ConnStr = "server=localhost;uid=sa;pwd=;database=Northwind"



myConnection = New SqlConnection(ConnStr)



myConnection.Open()



myCommand = New SqlCommand(SQL, myConnection)



myReader = myCommand.ExecuteReader()



ShipMethod.DataSource = myReader



ShipMethod.DataBind()



End If



End Sub



We've now ensured that this code runs only when the page is first loaded. We don't have to worry about the contents of the list disappearing, because the contents are held within the ViewState of the drop-down list. If we look at the HTML produced, we see that it's very similar to the old ASP example:



















Please select your delivery method:







Speedy Express



United Package



Federal Shipping





















Your order will be delivered via United Package











You can see that the asp:DropDownList produces an HTML select list along with the associated option elements. The form posting is still handled in the same way as ASP. The major difference is the hidden VIEWSTATE field, containing control ViewState. We look at this topic a little later in the chapter.



As we saw in Chapter 1, the new model for ASP.NET is based around the separation of the visual portion of the web form (the HTML code) from the logic portion (the executable code). In this way, the operation of Web Forms is much closer to the way that Visual Basic forms have worked in the past than they are to traditional web pages.



Web Forms also help to solve a number of challenges in using a browser-based execution engine to provide a user experience that is similar to today's Windows applications. These challenges include:



ƒ



Delivering rich user interfaces, and delivering these user interfaces on a wide variety of platforms. Web Forms can free the developers from the actual client being used, which allows them to focus on providing the necessary business logic.



ƒ



How to merge a client-server application, where code is being executed in two different locations into a more traditional event-driven programming model. Web Forms accomplish this by providing a single methodology for dealing with application events- no matter if the event was fired on the client, or on the server.



ƒ



Providing state management in an execution environment that is inherently stateless. Many different methods have been used in the past to provide for a stateful execution environment for the stateless web world. These methods have ranged from cookies, to hidden form fields, to state information being held on the server. Yet each one of these methods presented a different programmatic interface to the developer, forcing them to choose at development time the type of state management to use. Web Forms insulates developers from this by providing a standard way of maintaining state for developers, while hiding the actual implementation details from them.



Even though the presentation and the logic are separate for the developer as the application is being developed, it is important to know that when they are actually executed, they come together as one unit. Even if the logic exists in one file and the presentation in another, at run-time they are compiled into a single object. This object is represented by the



Page class.



The Page Class



When a Web Form is requested from the server- a client requests a URL that has an aspx extension on it- the components that make up that page are compiled into one unit. The components can consist of:



ƒ



The .aspx file being requested.



ƒ



The .NET class file containing the code for that page.



ƒ



Any user controls used by the page.



This unit that the components are compiled into is a dynamically generated class that is derived from the .NET



System.Web.UI.Page class. All of your controls, presentation information, and logic are used to extend this class to provide you with an object that supports the functionality of the page you created.



This dynamically created Page class can then be instantiated any time a request is made for the .aspx page. When it is instantiated, the resulting object is used to process the incoming requests and returns the data to the requesting client. Any web controls- intrinsic or custom- are in turn instantiated by this object and provide their results back to the Page object to be included in the response to the client. The executable page object is created from compiling all of the files (code behind, user controls and so on) associated with the page. This compilation only takes place when one of the files changes, or when the application configuration file (see Chapter 13) changes. This means that the process is extremely efficient.



In ASP, we were used to having our code and presentation integrated into one file, or split among many files if using



#include files. When this file was executed, the server would simply start at the top of the file and spit out any HTML text that it found back to the client. When it encountered some script, the script would be executed, and any additions to the HTML response stream would be added at that point. So in effect, all we had was an HTML file with some code interspersed in it.



In ASP.NET, the page is actually an executable object that outputs HTML. But it is truly an object in that it has a series of processing stages- initialization, processing, and cleanup- just like all objects do. The differences that make the Page class unique that it performs these functions every time it is called- meaning it is a stateless object and no instances of it hang around in between client requests. Also, the Page class has a unique step, known as the rendering step, when HTML is actually generated for output to the client.



When we take a look at code-behind programming a little later in this chapter, you will see that the file that actually contains the code is really a class definition. The class defined in that file is derived from the Page class. Once you have the class derived from the Page class, you need to link that to the .aspx file in some way. This is done in the @ PAGE directive at the top of an .aspx file. So if in our code-behind file we have a class definition such as:



public class MyPage: Page {….. }



Then in the corresponding .aspx file, there will be the following directive:







The intrinsic Page class serves as a container class for all of the components that make up a page. We can use the interface of the Page class to let us manipulate certain aspects of what happens on the page. The events, properties, and methods are shown in the following table:



Attribute



Description



Init event



Fired when the page is initialized.



Load event



Fired when the page is loaded, and all controls (including their viewstate) have been loaded. Fired when the page is done processing- this happens after all the information has been sent to



Unload event



the client.



PreRender event



Fired just prior to the information being written to the client.



AbortTransaction



Fired when the transaction that the page is participating in is aborted.



event CommitTransaction



Fired when the transaction that the page is participating in is committed



event The Error event will be fired whenever an unhandled exception occurs on the page. You can



Error event



handle this event to do your custom error processing (see Chapter 22 for more details).



Application property



Reference to the current Application object. For each web application, there is exactly one instance of this object. It is shared by all of the clients accessing the web application. The Cache property gets a reference to the Cache object that can be used to store data for



Cache property



subsequent server round-trips to the same page. The Cache object is in essence a dictionary object whose state is persisted through the use of hidden form fields, or some other means, so that data can live from one page request to the next. This property allows you to override the browser detection that is built into ASP.NET and specify



ClientTarget



what specific browser you want that page to be rendered for. Any controls that then rely on the



property



browser being detected will use the specified configuration, rather than the capabilities of the actual requesting browser. This Boolean value indicates whether or not the server controls on this page maintain their



EnableViewState property



ViewState between page requests. This value affects all of the controls on the page, and supercedes any individual settings on the controls themselves.



Table continued on following page



Attribute



Description



ErrorPage



If, as the page is being compiled and run, an unhandled exception is detected, then you probably



property



want to display some kind of error message to the user. ASP.NET generates its own default error page, but if you want to control what is being displayed, then you can use this property to set the URL of the page that will be displayed instead. This Boolean value is set to true if the page is being run as the result of a client round-trip. When



IsPostBack



it is False, we know that it is the first time the page is being displayed, and that there is no



property



ViewState stored for the server controls. When this is the case, we need to set the state of the controls manually- usually during the execution of the Page_Load event. This Boolean value is set to true if all of the validation controls on the page report that their validation conditions have been positively met. If any one validation test fails, then this value will be set to false. We will look at the validation controls in Chapter 5 when we look at Server



IsValid property



controls in detail. Checking this property can help to improve page performance by allowing us to avoid performing certain expensive functions when we know that a validation condition has not been met.



Request property



Reference to the Request object - allowing access to information about the HTTP Request.



Response property



Reference to the Response object - allowing access to the HTTP Response.



Server property



Reference to the current Server object.



Session property



Reference to the current Session object.



SmartNavigation property



Boolean to indicate if smart navigation is enabled (covered later in the chapter). This property is a reference to the Trace object for this page. If you have tracing enabled on the



Trace property



page, then you can use this object to write explicit information out to the trace log. We will look at this object in more detail in Chapter 22.



TraceEnabled



This Boolean value allows us to detect whether tracing is enabled for the page.



property User property



Gets information about the user making the page request. This property is a reference to a collection of all of the validation controls that are on the page. You



Validators property



can use this collection to iterate through all of the validation controls on a page to potentially check status or set validation parameters.



Attribute



Property



DataBind method



Performs data binding for all controls on the page.



FindControl



Allows you to find a control within the page.



method LoadControl method



Dynamically loads a User Control from a .ascx file.



LoadTemplate



Dynamically loads a template. This is examined in Chapter 7 where data binding and templating



method



are covered.



MapPath method



Retrieves the physical path for a specified virtual path.



ResolveUrl method Converts a virtual URL to an absolute URL.



Validate method



Instructs any validation controls on the page to validate their content.



These members of the intrinsic Page class are accessible from within ASP.NET pages directly, without having to go through the Page object itself. For example, the following two lines of code are equivalent:



Page.Response.Write("Hello")



Response.Write("Hello")



There's no performance difference and you can use whichever form you prefer. As a general rule most samples tend to only use the Page object when referring to IsPostBack purely because it's a new feature. Using the explicit convention just makes it clearer that IsPostBack is an intrinsic property, rather than some form of user defined global variable, although there's no actual difference between the two forms.



HttpRequest Object The HttpRequest object in ASP.NET is enhanced over its counterpart in legacy ASP. These changes will be covered in more detail in Chapter 23, but we will look at a few of the new features here.



The HttpRequest object is mapped to the Request property of the Page object, and is therefore available in the same way as in ASP - just by using Request.



One of the most evident changes is the promotion of a number of Server Variables to properties of the HttpRequest object itself. With ASP, you had to reference the ServerVariables collection if you wanted information about the User Agent, the IP Address of the client making the request, or even the physical path to the ASP.NET source file. In ASP.NET, these values are now properties of the HttpRequest object, making it much easier and straightforward to access the information. For example, the following table lists some of these (the full list, including changes, is covered in more detail in Chapter 23).



Property and Method Table



Property



Description



AcceptTypes



Indicates the MIME types supported by the client.



ApplicationPath



The virtual application path.



ContentLength



The length (in bytes) of the request.



ContentType



The MIME type of the request.



FilePath



The virtual path of the request.



Headers



A collection of HTTP headers.



HttpMethod



The HTTP method used for the request.



Path



The virtual path of the request.



PathInfo



Additional path information.



PhysicalApplicationPath The physical path of the application root. PhysicalPath



The physical path of the request.



RawUrl



The raw URL of the request.



RequestType



The HTTP method used for the request.



TotalBytes



The number of bytes in the input stream.



Url



A Uri object containing details of the request.



UrlReferrer



A Uri object detailing referrer information.



UserAgent



The browser user agent string.



UserHostAddress



The IP address of the user.



UserHostName



The DNS name of the user.



UserLanguages



An array of languages preferences.



Another new feature of the HttpRequest object is its Browser property. This property points to an instance of the



HttpBrowserCapabilities object. This object contains information about the capabilities of the browser making the request. Previously, ASP developers had to use the Browser Capabilities component to determine the same type of information. Now, they can simply refer to the Browser property directly.



In the past, the information that the Browser Capabilities component used to determine the capabilities of a browser was stored in the BROWSCAP.INI file. That information is now stored in the machine.config file. The information is now also stored in an XML format, and uses regular expression pattern matching to link a browser User Agent string to the capabilities of that browser. But since the information is still contained in an updateable format, there will continue to be support for new browsers and new capabilities without requiring a completely new ASP.NET version.



The new Params collection is a collection of all of the QueryString, Form, ServerVariables, and Cookie items that are part of the request. In the past, this was the default collection of the Request object itself. To access it in ASP.NET you need to go through the Params collection.



Dim strValue As String



strValue = Request.Params("param1") ' in ASP, this could have been



' written as Request("param1")



You can still use the individual QueryString, Form, ServerVariables, and Cookie collections to access information specifically from that item if you want. You can still use the Request("var") syntax. The default property of the



HttpRequest is its Item property. There is now a MapPath method of the HttpRequest object. This method will take a virtual path to a file as a parameter,



and return the physical path to the file on the server. You can also use this method to obtain the physical path to an object in a different application on the same server.



Finally, there is now a SaveAs method for the HttpRequest object. This method will let you save the contents of the current request to disk. This can be very useful during the debugging of a web application so you can view the contents of the actual request. You can also have HTTP headers saved into the file along with the contents of the request.



If (bErrorCondition) Then



Request.SaveAs("c:\currentRequest.txt", true)



' true indicates to save the headers as well



End If



HttpResponse Object The HttpResponse object enables you to send data back to the browser as the result of a request. It also provides you with information about that response. The HttpResponse object is mapped to the Response property of the Page object, and is therefore available directly within ASP.NET pages. There are several new features that are part of the



HttpResponse object with ASP.NET. The Buffer property from ASP has been deprecated and replaced by the BufferOutput property. This Boolean property sets the way that the response data is sent back to the client. If it is set to true, which is the default, then the contents of the response are held on the server until the response is finished, or until the buffer is explicitly sent back to the client. When this value is false, the information is sent back to the browser as soon it is generated by the page.



In Chapter 16, we will be looking at some of the other classes that are part of the .NET framework. Two that we will look at are the TextWriter and Stream classes. These classes allow you to work with streams of text or streams of bytes. You will find that there are methods that will take a Stream object or a TextWriter object as a parameter, and send the results from that method to that object. So what does that have to do with the HttpResponse object?



There are two new properties of the HttpResponse object- Output and OutputStream- that expose the contents of the Response buffer as either a TextWriter object or a Stream object. One way that this can be used, is in the dynamic creation of images using ASP.NET. The Save method of the Bitmap class can accept a Stream object as its destinationso if we pass in the HttpResponse.OutputStream property to this method, then the results of the save will be sent as the response to the client.























There are four key lines that we need to look at- we will not be looking at all of the drawing functions, since they are probably worthy of an entire book to themselves! First, we need to tell the browser requesting this page that we are



sending back a set of bytes that represent an image- not a set of text in HTML format.







Next, just to be safe, we want to make sure that no header information has been sent back to the browser. To do this, we need to clear the buffer. Remember that when the output to the browser is buffered, as is the default, then we can clear out that buffer at any time before it is sent back.



Response.Clear()



The next part of the page is going to dynamically create a Bitmap object in memory, and then draw to that object. Once we have completed drawing the bitmap, we will want to send it to the browser. The Save method of the Bitmap object looks like this:



Public Sub Save( _



ByVal stream As Stream, _



ByVal format As ImageFormat _



)



The first parameter is a Stream object. The Save method will send the bytes that make up the bitmap to this Stream. The second parameter defines the format that the image will be saved as. Even though the object is a Bitmap object, we can create more than just BMP files.



bmp.Save(Response.OutputStream, ImageFormat.Jpeg)



So to save the contents of the Bitmap object directly to the Response object, we pass the Response.OutputStream property as our Stream parameter. And since earlier in the page we defined the content type as image/jpeg, we set the format of the image being saved to JPEG. Once all of the data has been sent, we want to explicitly end the response, by calling the End method of the Response object. We have provided two files, image_cs.aspx and image_vb.aspx in our download code for you to try out. When we view the page in the browser, it looks like this:



In addition to the HttpResponse.Clear method that we saw in the previous example, the



HttpResponse.ClearHeaders method will just clear the headers from the response. While the HttpResponse.Write method is still available in ASP.NET, the use of server controls greatly lessens the need to manually output response information using that method. However, a new method in ASP.NET, WriteFile, greatly simplifies the output of file-based information to the response. In previous versions of ASP, the developer was responsible for opening up a file, reading its contents into a buffer, and then outputting the contents of that buffer to the response using the Write method. The WriteFile method takes a filename as a parameter, and will do all of the necessary file handling work to open that file, read it, and then output its contents to the response buffer. For example, this allows you to stream previously created HTML directly to the browser along with the current page:







Some html content here



<script language="VB" runat="server">



Sub Page_Load(Sender As Object, E As EventArgs)



Response.WriteFile("c:\temp\Content.html")



End Sub











Page Processing Steps A Web Forms page isn't significantly different from a traditional web page. It is still created as a result of an HTTP Request. The server creates the page, sends the data back to the client, closes the HTTP connection, and then forgets about the request. But there are many enhancements that are added with Web Forms. In order to best understand these enhancements, it is important to look at the steps that the page goes through when it is processed on the server.



Server Round-trip



As with all dynamic web generation systems, such as ASP, JSP, Cold Fusion, etc., there is a division of labor. There is work that the server does and there is work that the client does. The client is responsible for presenting information, capturing information from the user, and for optionally executing some client-side script. The server is responsible for dynamically creating the page and delivering the page to the client. The server may also be managing some degree of server-side state for the client- so that information about the client's task can be passed from one request by a user to the next one by that same user.



In this division of labor, it is critical to recognize that work executed on the client is usually only visible to the client and work executed on the server is only visible to the server. With the Web Forms model in ASP.NET, Microsoft has introduced a new concept of server controls. These controls act like the client-side controls that we may have used in the past with Visual Basic, but their execution happens on the server. This means that the client has no access to these controls programmatically. So how do we interact with these controls?



In order to interact with server controls, the execution must be passed from the client back to the server. The only way to do this is via an HTTP request.



There are other ways to pass information to the server to be executed without making an HTTP Request. We could use DCOM, Java RMI, or a simple socket communication. But within the pure web paradigm of ASP.NET, the HTTP Request is the only method available.



If we look at the interaction between client and server during a Web Forms application, we see that the execution gets passed back and forth between client and server- even within the context of the same .aspx page. This is what is known as a server round-trip.



In order to trigger a round-trip, the user needs to perform some interaction with the browser. There usually isn't a case where a round-trip would be triggered without a user intervention, but there is nothing that prevents that from happening. Typically, the round-trip is triggered by the user clicking or selecting something on a page. In either case, it takes an explicit user interaction to start a round-trip. While it is possible, you wouldn't want an event like an onmouseover to cause a round-trip. That happens too frequently and would overload the server and cause the user experience to grind to a halt.



Page ViewState



In this new round-trip model of Web Forms, there are potentially more interactions with a server than there would be in a traditional browser-server interaction. But at the core it is still stateless HTTP communication. This means that the server doesn't retain any information about the previous client request, such as values in form fields, or the state of objects instantiated to create the page. This would normally mean that the server is doing a lot of extra work in recreating the page each time during a round-trip. But the Web Forms architecture has a way of dealing with this.



The page will retain its ViewState between requests to the server. The ViewState contains the state of all user controls on the page. This information is stored as name-value pairs using the System.Web.UI.StateBag object. The



ViewState is stored as a string variable that is passed back to the client in the page. Since the client probably doesn't know anything about ASP.NET and ViewState, this string is stored as a hidden form field. If we take a look at the example page from earlier in this chapter, and then view its source, we can see the ViewState being stored.



















Please select your delivery method:



The contents of the ViewState are quite obviously not in a human-readable form. But the Web Forms processor can read this and restore the values of the server controls when this page is submitted to the server. The advantage of this method is that the state of the page is held with the page, and not within the server. Another advantage is that we can deploy the page to a web farm and not have to worry about forcing the request from a client to come back to the same server. But there are some minor disadvantages as well. For our rather simple page, there is a pretty sizeable set of text making up the ViewState. In a much more complex page, the contents of the ViewState could grow to a point where they begin to affect the speed at which the page is downloaded, although this isn't as much of a performance issue as it was in the past.



ViewState is enabled by default for all server controls. This means that you don't have to do anything explicit to take advantage of it. But as we just saw, there could be performance issues in maintaining ViewState for a page with a large number of controls on it. There are two ways that we can control whether or not the ViewState is maintained. We can disable ViewState on a page level- meaning that no state will be kept for any control on the page. To do this, you would use the @Page directive along with the EnableViewState attribute.







The second level at which you can control the ViewState is on a control-by-control basis. To do this, you simply add the same EnableViewState parameter to the declaration of the control.



ViewState is discussed in more detail in Chapters 6 and 7, where we look at how to gauge the impact on performance.







The EnableViewState attribute is also discussed in Chapters 6 and 7, where we look at its impact on performance.



Page Processing Steps



As we mentioned earlier in the chapter, there are a set of distinct steps that the server goes through when processing a Web Forms page. At each stage, the server calls a certain set of code. This enables you to add your code at specific points during the execution of the page. Every time a page is requested, these steps are processed. The IsPostBack property lets us know if this is the first time a page is being viewed, or it is being viewed as a result of a server round-trip.



The four page processing stages are:



ƒ



Configuration



ƒ



Event Handling



ƒ



Rendering



ƒ



Cleanup



There are other stages that the page goes through when it is loaded, but these are not generally used in everyday page processing. These stages are primarily used for server controls to be able to initialize themselves when the page is loading, then render themselves into the page, and finally clean themselves up. We will look at these stages in Chapter 18, when we look at creating custom server controls.



Configuration Stage



This is the first stage that is encountered in processing a page. If we are on a postback (not the initial load), then the page and control ViewStates are restored. After that is done, the Page_Load event is fired. This means that any code we write in this event handler can access the state of any control on the page. This is very important because it allows us to perform the processing necessary to get the page ready for display to the user.



A typical Page_Load event is shown below:



VB .NET



Sub Page_Load(Sender As Object, E As EventArgs)



Dim cart As IBuyAdv.CartDB



cart = New IBuyAdv.CartDB(getDSN())



If Len(Request.Params("ProductCode") > 0 Then



cart.AddShoppingCartItem(GetCustomerID(), Request.Params("ProductCode"))



End If



If Not Page.IsPostBack Then



PopulateShoppingCartList()



UpdateSelectedItemState()



End If



End Sub



C#



void Page_Load(Object sender, EventArgs e) {



IBuyAdv.CartDB cart = new IBuyAdv.CartDB(getDSN());



if (Request.Params["ProductCode"] != null) {



cart.AddShoppingCartItem(GetCustomerID(), Request.Params["ProductCode"]);



}



if (Page.IsPostBack == false) {



PopulateShoppingCartList();



UpdateSelectedItemStatus();



}



}



In this Page_Load event from the case study we will look at in Chapter 24, you can see three different steps taking place. These steps are quite common. First, we are creating an instance of a database access object:



Dim cart As IBuyAdv.CartDB



cart = New IBuyAdv.CartDB(getDSN())



or in C#:



IBuyAdv.CartDB cart = new IBuyAdv.CartDB(getDSN());



This gives us access to a database object, which we will use in the methods and events of the page. The next step is to conditionally perform some processing based on a parameter passed to this page.



If Len(Request.Params("ProductCode") > 0 Then



cart.AddShoppingCartItem(GetCustomerID(), Request.Params("ProductCode"))



End If



or in C#:



if (Request.Params["ProductCode"] != null) {



cart.AddShoppingCartItem(GetCustomerID(), Request.Params["ProductCode"]);



}



The Request object contains information about the request being made to the server. The Params collection is a collection of all the information contained in the QueryString, Form, ServerVariables, and Cookies collections. Based on the existence of a specific value, ProductCode, we will perform some processing.



If Not Page.IsPostBack Then



PopulateShoppingCartList()



UpdateSelectedItemState()



End If



or in C#:



if (Page.IsPostBack == false) {



PopulateShoppingCartList();



UpdateSelectedItemStatus();



}



The last thing we do in the Page_Load event, is to load the data into the controls on the page. Now since these controls have their ViewState saved during a server round-trip, we only want to load the data the first time. By checking the



IsPostBack property of the Page object, we can determine if this is the first time the page is being loaded. If it is, then we go ahead and retrieve the data from the database and add it to control. If the page is being viewed as a result of a round-trip, then we just let the ViewState restore the state of the control. There is no reason why we couldn't populate the control from scratch each time, but why waste the server processing time if we don't have to.



Event Handling Stage



As we saw earlier, the server controls on an ASP.NET page can generate events that get processed on the server. We already saw that an action on the client can initiate a server round-trip through an HTTP Post. Now once that round-trip gets to the server, we need to be able to detect what control caused the event to happen, and then take steps to process it.



While there can only be one event that causes a round-trip to begin, there may be other events that have occurred for (or in) the server controls at the client which haven't been processed yet. These are also processed during the event handling stage. There is no particular order in which the prior events are processed, but they are always processed before the event that actually triggered the round-trip. The event that actually triggered the round-trip is processed last.



Let's take a look at some event-handling routines, again from our case study:



VB .NET



Sub Recalculate_Click(Sender As Object, E As EventArgs)



UpdateShoppingCartDatabase()



PopulateShoppingCartList()



UpdateSelectedItemStatus()



End Sub



Sub Checkout_Click(Sender As Object, E As EventArgs)



UpdateShoppingCartDatabase()



Response.Redirect("secure/Checkout.aspx")



End Sub



C#



void Recalculate_Click(Object sender, EventArgs e) {



UpdateShoppingCartDatabase();



PopulateShoppingCartList();



UpdateSelectedItemStatus();



}



void Checkout_Click(Object sender, EventArgs e) {



UpdateShoppingCartDatabase();



Response.Redirect("secure/Checkout.aspx");



}



The Recalculate_Click event is fired when the user clicks the Recalculate button on the page. Since this is a button control, the round-trip is started immediately. In the next section, we will look at the parameters that are passed when the event is fired. The Checkout_Click event is fired when the user clicks the Checkout button on the page. You can see that in the event handler, we are calling Response.Redirect to send the browser off to another page. So in an event handler, we have the ability to affect whether or not this page is even displayed.



Rendering Stage



The rendering stage is where the rubber meets the road. Or shall we say, the HTML meets the browser. In this stage all of the static HTML in the page, the results of any Response.Write methods, and the output from all of the server controls on the page is sent down to the browser. Any in-line script code is run at the same time, but no event processing occurs, since that has already happened.



Cleanup Stage



This is the final stage of the page processing. All of the HTML has been rendered and sent to the browser. The primary event that happens during this stage is the Page_Unload event. In this event, you should do things like close any open database connections, close any files you may have opened, and properly discard any objects that you may have been using in the page. While you can simply let object references fall out of scope, it's not a good practice.



Since objects in .NET are garbage collected (as we saw in Chapter 2) the resources that an object uses will still be consumed, even after the object reference falls out of scope. It is the responsibility of the garbage collector to free up these resources of unused objects. But we can't predict when the garbage collector will run, so we can't explicitly state when the resources will be freed. So to free up the resources as soon as possible, you should explicitly close the objects you are using.



Web Form Events



As we have just seen, events in web forms are different to the events we may have been used to in the traditional event-driven programming model. While we can still have events that are raised on the client, and handled on the client, as well as events raised on the server that are handled on the server, the primary Web Form event model is for an event to be raised on the client and processed on the server. This transfer of control from the client to the server is accomplished through the use of an HTTP POST. As a developer, we need to be aware how this mechanism takes place, but the .NET Framework takes care of figuring out from the POST information what events need to be handled on the server.



There's a set of intrinsic events that server controls will support. Since we don't want to be continually passing control from the client to the server, this event set is rather limited. It's primarily user interactions, such as a button click or changing a selection, which will cause an event to be raised on the server. In this way, it takes an explicit user action to fire a server event- they don't usually happen without the user taking some action at the client.



The event handler function declaration is the same for all events. There are two parameters that are passed to the event handler.



void MyButton_OnClick(Object sender, EventArgs e)



{



…



}



or in Visual Basic .NET:



Sub MyButton_OnClick(Sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



…



End Sub



The first parameter, sender, is a reference to the server control that raised the event. When we add a server control to the page, we need to explicitly state the events we want to handle, and what function will be the event handler for that particular event.







In this example, we're placing a Button server control onto the page with the ID of PlaceOrder. When the user clicks on this button on the client, the control will be passed to the server via an HTTP POST. On the server, the function



PlaceOrder_Click will be called. Remember that there is a reference to the server control passed to the event handler. In this way, we could have one event handler that handles events for multiple controls- we would know the specific control based on the value of the sender variable.



The second parameter is an object containing a set of information about the specific event. This parameter is usually of type EventArgs, which in its base implementation contains little information about the event. But it also serves as a base class for derived classes, such as the RepeaterCommandEventArgs class. An object of this type gets passed when using a Repeater control, and you have wired up the ItemCommand event. You can see this in the example below, where we



talk about event bubbling.



Event Bubbling



There are certain server controls that serve as containers for other controls. Controls such as the Repeater, the



DataList, and the DataGrid controls, can all contain server controls as children of the parent control. These child controls will not raise their events by themselves, to be handled on the page. Rather the event is packaged by the container and passed to the page as an ItemCommand event. This event is raised when you click a button within the



Repeater. In this example, we will take a look at how you can handle the events from a set of child buttons within a Repeater control.















<script language="C#" runat="server">



public class Authors {



private string name;



private string initials;



public Authors(string name, string initials) {



this.name = name;



this.initials = initials;



}



public string Name { get { return name; } }



public string Initials { get { return initials; } }



}



void Page_Load(Object Sender, EventArgs e) {



SmartNavigation = true;



if (!IsPostBack) {



ArrayList values = new ArrayList();



values.Add(new Authors("Alex Homer", "AH"));



values.Add(new Authors("Dave Sussman", "DS"));



values.Add(new Authors("Rich Anderson", "RA"));



values.Add(new Authors("Rob Howard", "RH"));



values.Add(new Authors("Brian Francis", "BF"));



MyRepeater.DataSource = values;



MyRepeater.DataBind();



}



}



void MyRepeater_ItemCommand(Object Sender, RepeaterCommandEventArgs e) {



ClickInfo.Text = "You selected the " + ((Button)e.CommandSource).Text +



" button 
";



}






































	Author





	Initials























	 





	 













































When we run the page, we will see a list of authors and their initials. When we select one of the buttons, the ClickInfo label control will be populated to indicate what button was pressed.



In this example, we have a repeater control that contains a table (simply for the sake of formatting). Each row of the table has a cell with the author name, and another cell with a button server control.



	 





	 





You can see that the button control itself does not have an event handler associated with it. It does have the all-important



runat="server" parameter, so the events generated by this control will be handled on the server. So where is the click event from this button handled? To see that, we need to look at the container control- the Repeater control.







When we declare the Repeater control, we are setting up an event handler function to handle the ItemCommand event. This event is fired whenever a control contained by the Repeater control raises an event. The



MyRepeater_ItemCommand function looks like this:



void MyRepeater_ItemCommand(Object Sender, RepeaterCommandEventArgs e) {



ClickInfo.Text = "You selected the " + ((Button)e.CommandSource).Text +



" button 
";



}



The second parameter of this event handler is of type RepeaterCommandEventArgs. This object contains enough information about the event to allow us to determine the control that raised the event. The properties of this object that we need to look at are:



Property



Description



CommandSource Reference to the child server control that actually raised the event. Reference to the specific item within the Repeater control where the event took place. This could be



Item



the header or footer template, or from an individual data row.



Since we know that the child control that caused the event is a Button control, we can cast the CommandSource object to a Button type, and then access the properties of that control. In this case, we are going to pull out the value of the



Text property for the button, and display that in our ClickInfo label control.



Event Handling on Client AND Server



Since we are bridging the gap between client and server when it comes to handling control events, it makes sense that we need to talk about which side handles what events. Most server controls only have one or two events that actually get processed on the server. But the HTML control that they are finally rendered as may be able to generate a great number of different events for client-side use. So the question is: what gets handled where?



Basically, those events that are supported by the server control will get handled on the server. So for a Button control, there is one event supported by that control- the Click event. All of the other events that can be generated by an HTML



INPUT control (what a Button server control is rendered as) will need to be handled on the client. But what about the click event that can be handled at the client-side as well?



When you have an event that could be handled on either the client or the server, then the server handling of that event will take precedence. So in the case of the Button, if you write a server-side event handler OnServerClick and a client-side event handler OnClick, then the client-side code will be ignored. But you could write a client-side onmouseup event handler, which would continue to be run at the client- prior to the control being passed back to the server.



Page State Since the core to the functionality in Web Forms is the server round-trip, we are constantly going back to the server and asking it to create a new page and send it to the client. It is in this merger of the stateless web world with the stateful world, that the concept of page state needs to be discussed. How do we retain information while the client has control and the server has in essence forgotten about the client and its prior request?



We have already looked at the Page ViewState, which is the way that the information contained in the server controls is automatically persisted during a server round-trip. So how can the developer store information from request to request, when that information may not be contained in a server control? In the past, storing information in a hidden form field, or possibly in the Session object, would have been ways to do this. While these ways are still available, the Web Forms framework provides another more flexible option: State Bags.



The State Bag is a data repository that is automatically persisted from page request to page request. If we take a look at our event bubbling example from earlier in the chapter, we can easily add the use of the State Bag to the page.



void Page_Load(Object Sender, EventArgs e) {



int viewCount;



if (ViewState["viewCount"] != null)



viewCount = (int)ViewState["viewCount"] + 1;



else



viewCount = 1;



labelViews.Text = "Times page has been viewed: " + viewCount.ToString();



ViewState["viewCount"] = viewCount;



if (!IsPostBack) {



ArrayList values = new ArrayList();



...



}



}



The ViewState property is a collection of the state that is maintained by the page. You can add your own keys to this collection, and that value will be persisted along with state from all of the server controls on your page. In our example, we are storing the number of times the page is viewed, and then displaying that value to see how many times the page has been viewed.



Page Directives When you are creating a page, you can declaratively set a number of attributes about the page. Some of the ones we have seen up to this part are the @ Page directive and the @ Import directive. Each of these directives has a set of associated attributes that control some aspect of the page generation. We will now look at each of the directives, and the attributes associated with each.



@ Page Directive



This directive is used to assign page-specific attributes that are used by the Web Forms page parser and compiler to affect how the page is created. This directive, along will all the other ones we will look at, can legally be placed anywhere on the page, but by convention they are generally at the top of the file. However, there can only be one @ Page directive in a single file.



Attribute



AspCompat



Values (default in bold) True or False



Used for Sets the page to run in a Single-thread Apartment. Allows access to legacy COM



components developed in VB, which could only create STA components.



AutoEventWireup True or False



Indicates whether or not the page events are automatically wired up. If False, events such as Page_Load must be enabled by the developer.



Values (default in



Attribute



bold)



Used for



Buffer



True or False



Response buffering is enabled.



ClassName



Valid class name



Class name that this page is derived from.



Valid User Agent



ClientTarget



name Valid code page



CodePage



value Valid compiler



CompilerOptions



options



Browser (or compatible) that the page is targeting.



Sets the code page of the response, if it is different from the web server.



List of compiler options to be used when the page is compiled.



ContentType



Valid MIME type



Sets the content type of the response.



Culture



Valid culture ID



Culture ID sets the language, calendar system, and writing system.



Debug



True or False



Compile page with debugging enabled.



Description



n/a



Description of the page - ignored by ASP.NET.



True, ReadOnly, or



Page has access to the Session object. ReadOnly - the page can read



False



but not change session variables.



True or False



Page ViewState is maintained for server controls.



EnableSessionState EnableViewState



EnableViewStateMac True or False



Page should run a machine authentication check on the View State. Validates that the ViewState has not been tampered with by the client.



ErrorPage



Valid URL



Page to be redirected to if an unhandled error occurs.



Explicit



True or False



Uses the Visual Basic Option Explicit mode.



Inherits



Valid class name



Code-behind class that this page inherits.



Valid .NET



Language



Language name Valid locale ID



LCID



Valid character



ResponseEncoding



SmartNavigation



encoding name True or False



Language used to compile all sourcecode on the page. Locale identifier for the page, if different from the locale of the web server. Encoding format for the text sent by the response. Enables or disables the Smart Navigation feature (see later for more details of this).



Table continued on following page



Attribute



Values (default in bold)



Src



Valid source file name



Used for File name of the code-behind class used by this page.



Strict



True or False



Uses the Visual Basic Option Strict mode.



Trace



True or False



Tracing the page execution is enabled.



TraceMode



SortByTime or SortByCategory NotSupported, Supported, Required,



Transaction



Sort order for trace messages generated when the page is created. Indicates the transaction settings for this page.



RequiresNew WarningLevel 0, 1, 2, or 4



Compiler warning level at which compilation should be aborted.



@ Import Directives



This directive is used to explicitly import a namespace onto the page. This will make all of the classes and interfaces contained within this namespace available to code on the page. This value can either be a .NET Framework namespace name, or a valid user-created namespace.







You can only import one namespace per directive entry, so to import multiple namespaces into a page, you need to have multiple @ Import directives. The .NET Framework automatically imports a set of namespaces for you, so you don't need to import these explicitly. These namespaces are:



System



System.Web.Security



System.Collections.Specialized System.Web.UI System.Text.RegularExpressions System.Web.UI.WebControls System.Collections



System.Web.Caching



System.Configuration



System.Web.SessionState



System.Text



System.Web.UI.HtmlControls



System.Web



@ Implements Directives



The @ Implements directive allows you to implement a .NET interface in your page. When you implement an interface, you are saying that your page will support the defined properties, methods, and events of a specific interface. This will be key when we look at implementing custom controls in Chapter 18. In order for our custom control to be able to respond to events like a standard server control, then our control must implement the IPostBackEventHandler interface. The directive to do this is:







Interfaces are covered in Chapter 3.



@ Register Directives



Whenever you are adding a custom server control to a page, you need to tell the compiler something about that control. If the compiler doesn't know what namespace contains the control or what assembly that namespace is in, then it will not be able to recognize the control, and will generate an error. To give the compiler the information it needs, we will use the



@ Register directive. There are two forms of the @ Register directive, depending on how we identify the location of the custom control.











The first usage of the @Register directive is to add support for user controls to the page. The TagPrefix attribute identifies the string that we will use to decorate all instances of the custom server control on the page. For example, if we have this directive at the top of the page:







then for every instance of the Header user control that we use on the page, we will have to prefix it with Ecommerce, as we can see here:







The tagname attribute identifies the name that will be used to refer to the control within the page. Since a user control source file, UserControls\Header.ascx, can only have one control contained within it, the tagname attribute is simply a shortcut to allow us to reference the control.



The final attribute, Src, indicates the file in which the source of the user control resides.



The second usage of the @Register directive is for adding custom server controls to the page. These custom controls are compiled and contained within assemblies. The tagprefix attribute has the same usage that we saw before- it defines the namespace of the custom server control when it is used in the page. The Namespace attribute indicates the



namespace in which the custom control resides. And finally, the Assembly attribute indicates the assembly where the namespace resides. If we look at the directive for a custom server control, we will see:







When we use this custom server control within the page, it looks no different than if we were using a user control in the same place.







As you can see, when we create a custom control, or even a user control, we can pass attributes to the control by adding them to the tag in the page. We will see more about how to do this when we look at creating custom server controls later in this book.



@ Assembly Directives



The @ Assembly directive is used to reference an assembly directly, so that the classes and interfaces that it contains become available to the code in your page. You can either pass in the name of a compiled assembly:







or pass in the path to a source file that will be compiled when the page is compiled:







This tag is usually not required, as any assembly that is in the ASP.NET application's bin directory will automatically be compiled into the page. You would use this directive if you wanted to explicitly include an assembly that is in the global assembly cache, or if you wanted to explicitly compile in an assembly source file that is residing in another directory.



@ OutputCache Directive



This directive is used to control how the page is cached on the server. ASP.NET supports a very powerful set of caching capabilities. When output caching is turned on for a page, then the first time the page is requested, it is compiled and run, and its results are sent back to the browser. But instead of the server then throwing everything away, the results of running the page just run are held on the server. The next time a request comes in for that page, even from a different



user, the server can then just spit back the results without having to rerun the page. This can cause tremendous performance increases, especially if you have pages that may be database generated, but where the underlying data that creates the page doesn't change very often.



We will look at caching in greater detail later in this chapter, but let's take a look at how to use the @ OutputCache directive. There are a series of attributes that allow you to control how the caching is performed.







The Duration attribute is used to control how long an item will stay in the cache before being invalidated. When a cache item is invalidated, the next time the page is requested, ASP.NET will run the page, deliver the results to the browser, and then store the results in the cache. This attribute is mandatory- there is no default value, and the page will not compile if you leave it out.



The Location attribute identifies where the actual data for the cache is stored. There are five possible values for this attribute:



Value



Use The cache can be located on the client, on a downstream server (like a proxy server), or on a server where



Any Client



the request was originally processed. This is the default. The cache is located on the client that made the request.



Downstream The cache is located on a server downstream from the server that processed the request. Server



The cache is located on the server where the request was processed.



None



This page does not have output caching enabled.



The VaryByCustom attribute is used to identify any custom caching requirements. If the string "browser" is passed as the value for this attribute, then the cache will be varied by browser name and version. When a cache is varied, there is a different processed page stored for each condition that the cache is varied by. For example, if the cache is varied by browser, then there will be one page version stored for IE 5, another one for IE 4, and yet another for Netscape 6. If someone accessed the site using Opera, then since that browser type was not cached, then a new page would be generated, passed back to the browser, and then cached for the next request from an Opera browser.



The VaryByHeader attribute contains a list of HTTP headers (separated by semi-colons) that are used to vary the output



cache. You can vary the cache on one header, or on a group of headers.



The VaryByParam attribute is used to vary the cache, based on the values of parameters passed to the server along with the request for the page. These can be QueryString parameters, or they can be the contents of form fields. You can pass a single parameter, multiple parameters separated by semicolons, you can pass a *, which means to vary on all parameters, or you can pass none, which means that the cache will not be varied based on any parameters. You must supply a value for this attribute. If you don't want to vary by parameter, then pass a value of none. If you don't want to be explicit in which parameters you vary the cache by, then pass a * and the cache will be varied by all parameter values.



@ Reference Directive



This directive is used to identify a page or control that the current page should dynamically compile and link with at runtime. This will allow you to dynamically add a user control to a page at runtime. You should use this directive in conjunction with the LoadControl method of the Page object. By adding the custom control as a reference to the page, the compiler will be able to perform strong type checking against the control. We will see how to use this in Chapter 18 when we look at custom controls.



Using Code Behind



In Chapter 1 we briefly looked at the idea of the code behind model, where we can separate the code from the actual content of the page. In the world of increasingly complex web applications, it's often difficult to separate the different parts of the development process. Writing web applications is hard enough without worrying about how to make them look good and stay maintainable over the years. Some companies have designers who create the look and feel of the site, allowing the programmers to concentrate on the coding. With the traditional ASP model, this is hard to achieve, as code and content are often intermixed.



The way to solve this problem in ASP.NET is by using Code Behind, where the content (HTML and Server Controls) are in one file, and the server-side code in another. Not only does this allow different people to work on the same page at once, but it also enables either part to be redesigned (as long as the controls still stay the same) without affecting the other.



The code behind model is no different in action to pages where the code is inline. Earlier we mentioned that an ASP.NET page, and its associated files are compiled into an executable object. This object is essentially (as far as performance and use go) the same as any other page, allowing easier development with the same effect.



'Code Behind' in Development Tools The approach you use for code may depend on how you create your ASP.NET applications. For this book, most of the samples will show code inline, simply because it's easier to show, as well as being more convenient when using text editors such as Notepad. Other tools, such as Visual Studio .NET take the opposite approach, using the code behind model



as default. One reason is that it allows a standard HTML designer to be used for designing the look and feel of the page, and a code editor to be used for the actual code. This gives the user the familiar feel (comparable to the Visual Basic 6 environment) of design and code windows.



Another reason is that Microsoft has taken the view that third parties may want to use write designers or code editors that integrate with .NET. The code behind approach allows any HTML designer to be used (as long as it doesn't change ASP.NET controls) and any editor.



Using 'Code Behind' The principle of code behind is that you create a class for your code, and inherit this class from the ASP.NET Page object. This gives your class access to the page intrinsics, and allows it to interact with the postback architecture. You then create the ASP.NET page and use a page directive to inherit from the newly created class.



There are some rules that you must follow to create the code behind class, the first of which is to reference the required namespaces. At a minimum these need to be System and System.Web.UI, although you may require others. For example, you generally need to reference controls on the page, and to define the control types you should reference



System.Web.UI.WebControls. You can also include any other namespaces that you require, such as System.Data.SqlClient for accessing SQL Server. Next you create a class that inherits from the Page object (this is why you need the System.Web.UI namespace). Within this class you should declare public instances of ASP.NET server controls that are on the web page, using the same name for the variables that the Web Control has. This provides a link between the code behind class and the actual server controls (there are other ways to do this, but this method is simplest). Within this class you can create event procedures, methods, and properties, just as you would with any class. The events can be event procedures named on Server Controls in the web page.



For example, consider the simple select list with Shipping Methods we showed earlier in the chapter. The following code samples show the code behind class. With the exception of the additions required for the code behind model, the code is exactly the same as the code inline samples.



VB .NET



Imports System



Imports System.Web.UI



Imports System.Web.UI.WebControls



Imports System.Data



Imports System.Data.SqlClient



Public Class ShipMethodClass



Inherits Page



' public variables to match the server controls



Public ShipMethod As DropDownList



Public YouSelected As Label



Public PlaceOrder As Button



Sub Page_Load(Source As Object, E As EventArgs)



If Not Page.IsPostBack Then



Dim myConnection As SqlConnection



Dim myCommand As SqlCommand



Dim myReader As SqlDataReader



Dim SQL As String



Dim ConnStr As String



SQL = "select * from Shippers"



ConnStr = "server=localhost;uid=sa;pwd=;database=Northwind"



myConnection = New SqlConnection(ConnStr)



myConnection.Open()



myCommand = New SqlCommand(SQL, myConnection)



myReader = myCommand.ExecuteReader()



ShipMethod.DataTextField = "CompanyName"



ShipMethod.DataSource = myReader



ShipMethod.DataBind()



End If



End Sub



Sub PlaceOrder_click(Source As Object, E As EventArgs)



YouSelected.Text = "Your order will be delivered via " & _



ShipMethod.SelectedItem.Text



End Sub



End Class



C#



using System;



using System.Data;



using System.Data.SqlClient;



using System.Web.UI;



using System.Web.UI.WebControls;



public class ShipMethodClass : Page



{



// public variables to match the server controls



public DropDownList ShipMethod;



public Label YouSelected;



public Button PlaceOrder;



public void Page_Load(Object Source, EventArgs E)



{



if (!Page.IsPostBack)



{



SqlConnection myConnection;



SqlCommand myCommand;



SqlDataReader myReader;



String SQL;



String ConnStr;



SQL = "select * from Shippers";



ConnStr = "server=localhost;uid=sa;pwd=;database=Northwind";



myConnection = new SqlConnection(ConnStr);



myConnection.Open();



myCommand = new SqlCommand(SQL, myConnection);



myReader = myCommand.ExecuteReader();



ShipMethod.DataTextField = "CompanyName";



ShipMethod.DataSource = myReader;



ShipMethod.DataBind();



}



}



public void PlaceOrder_Click(Object Source, EventArgs E)



{



YouSelected.Text = "Your order will be delivered via " +



ShipMethod.SelectedItem.Text;



}



}



Inheriting the Code Behind Class File in an ASP.NET Page To connect the class file containing the code implementation to your ASP.NET page, you add an Inherits attribute to the



directive, and specify the location of the 'Code Behind' file:







For example, to inherit from a Visual Basic .NET class named ShipMethodClass that is implemented in a file named



ShipMethodClass.vb in the same directory as the page, we would use:







Note that it is important to use the correct file extension for your class files- .vb for Visual Basic files, .js for JScript files, .cs for C# files and .cpp for C++ files. This ensures that they are passed to the correct compiler when the page is first executed.



An alternative form of this directive allows the Src attribute to be omitted:







In this case ASP.NET will assume that the class is pre-compiled, and in the bin directory of the application.



Page Caching



One of the criticisms of dynamic page creation techniques, is that they are less scalable and require more server resources than just sending static HTML files to clients. A solution that many sites have adopted is batch processing the pages, and saving the results to disk as static HTML files. However, this can only work if the content is not directly dependent on the client each time- in other words, the page is the same for all requests. This is the case for things like product catalogs and reports, and the update process only needs to be run when the data that the page is built from changes.



ASP.NET includes a new feature called dynamic output caching that can provide the same kind of effect automatically, without the need to write the pages to disk. Instead, it can cache the dynamically created output (the content that the client receives), and use this cached copy for subsequent requests. This is even better than writing the content to a disk file, as it removes the need for a disk access each time. ASP.NET will support this on Windows 2000 and Windows XP platforms.



Of course, this will only be of any use where the content of the page is the same for all requests for this page. However, ASP.NET is clever- the cache can be varied based on a set of parameters, either the query string, the browser type, User Controls (see Partial Page Caching, later in this chapter), or even a custom value, and ASP.NET will only use the cached copy if the parameters are the same as well. So, for example, pages that change depending on the contents of the query string will be served correctly- if the contents of the query string are different from those used when the cached copy was created, a new copy is created instead. This new copy is also cached, and is then available for use by clients that provide matching query string values.



An Output Caching Example



Output caching a page is quite straightforward. All that is necessary is to add the proper @OutputCache directive to the page, and ASP.NET will take care of the rest in caching the page. At its simplest, there are two pieces of information that we need to provide to the @OutputCache directive- how long we want the cached item to remain in the cache, and what value should be used to vary the cache. Varying the cache means defining the value supplied by the browser that if it changes, a different page will be cached.















public void Page_Load(){



// Get the Date and Time, once again this should not change after the



// first run



DateTime NowTime = DateTime.Now;



DateTime Expires = NowTime.AddSeconds(10);



CreatedStamp.InnerHtml = NowTime.ToString("r");



ExpiresStamp.InnerHtml = Expires.ToString("r");



}











Output caching for 10 seconds...








Output Cache created: 












Output Cache expires: 











In this example, we are going to cache the results of the page for 10 seconds. To do this, we set the Duration attribute of the @OutputCache directive to 10. We also need to supply a value for the VaryByParam attribute as well. This attribute is required, and it defines what query string parameters to vary the cache by. Since our page does not rely on a query string, we want to provide the same page regardless of what parameters are passed to the page. The parameter value of none tells ASP.NET to always provide the same page.



If you view the page, you will see the time when the page was added to the cache, and when



it will expire.



With the page displayed in the browser, you can press F5 to cause the page to reload. You will notice that each time you press F5 the same page will be displayed. And after 10 seconds since the first request has elapsed, a new page will be generated and the times will change.



Caching by Browser Just as you can vary the cache based on a query string or other parameter, you can also vary the cache based on the type of browser making the request. To do this, you add the VaryByCustom attribute to the @OutputCache directive. The value for this parameter can be set to browser. This will tell ASP.NET to vary the cache based on the major version of the browser type. This means that IE 6 will get one version of a cached page, IE 5 will get another, and Netscape 6 will get a third. In this way, you don't have to worry about a Netscape browser inadvertently getting a page from the cache that has been customized to Internet Explorer.







Remember that VaryByParam is still a required parameter. If you include a parameter value other than browser, then you must override the GetVaryByCustomString in your global.asax file.



Remember that output caching only works when using ASP.NET on the Windows 2000 and Windows XP platforms.



Smart Navigation



Smart navigation is one of the coolest new features of ASP.NET, giving web applications a look and feel more like those of conventional Windows applications. One of the big drawbacks of web applications is the architecture of HTTP, requiring postback to the server and a complete redrawing of the page being viewed. Not only does this cause the screen to 'flash', but for long pages it also scrolls you to the top of the page, changes control focus, and so on. With Windows applications we're used to areas of screen content being updated without the rest of the page being affected. Smart Navigation brings this to web applications.



The first thing to note is that this is an Internet Explorer feature only, requiring IE 5 or higher. While one of the main goals of ASP.NET is to target HTML 3.2, allowing great cross-browser compatibility, there are plenty of cases where this isn't an issue. One such case is intranets, where the browser can be controlled. However, you can enable or disable Smart Navigation at will, without affecting your application in any way. Even if you are targeting multiple browsers you can leave Smart Navigation enabled, as it detects the browser and only enables itself for supported browsers.



The four features of Smart Navigation are:



ƒ



No more screen flash.



ƒ



Scroll position maintained.



ƒ



Element focus maintained.



ƒ



Last page in History maintained.



This feature is really targeted at those applications that require a lot of postback, but where the content doesn't change a great deal.



Perhaps the most amazing thing about this feature is that you don't actually have to do any coding. Smart navigation is controlled by a Page directive for individual pages, or in the Web.Config file for entire applications.



For the Page directive the syntax is:







For web.config the syntax is:























There's no way we can show you a screenshot to see how great this feature is - you have to try it yourself to see it. It works by loading the page into a hidden IFRAME, and then only rendering those parts of the page that have changed.



Custom Controls



In addition to using HTML and server controls in your ASP.NET page, you can also create custom server controls. There are four primary ways for creating these custom controls- we will look at the first and simplest way in this chapter. A user control functions like an include file, but an include with a defined interface. You can also take an existing control and derive a new control from it- retaining the functionality that you like, and modifying or adding new functionality. A composite control can be created by combining the functionality of two or more server (or user) controls into a new control. Finally, you can create a custom server control from scratch- by starting with a base control class and extending it to support the functionality and the resulting HTML that you need.



The idea behind user controls is that you can create reusable sections of code or content as separate ASP.NET controls, and then use them in other pages without having to change the code, or even be aware of how it works! And while 'Code Behind' techniques are primarily aimed at just inheriting code classes into a page, user controls allow you to inherit parts



of the user interface as well. In effect, they are a way of encapsulating other controls and code into a reusable package. The programming model for writing user controls is exactly the same as that for writing ASP.NET pages- if you know how to write ASP.NET pages, then you know how to write user controls. Because they are so easy to create, user controls enable a RAD-style development model for building reusable controls.



Approaches to Building User Control There are two approaches that you can use to build a user control. You can take an existing ASP.NET page and convert it to a user control. Or, you can set out to build a user control from scratch. The advantage to creating one from an existing (and assumed working) page is that you can test it directly as an ASP.NET page, make sure it works, and then convert it to a user control. But to be able to do this, we need first to see how to create a user control from scratch.



Creating a User Control



With what we have looked at up to this point in the book, you already have everything you need to create user controls from scratch. A user control is nearly identical to a Web Forms page, except for a few minor differences. A user control does not have a tag, a tag, or even a tag. Since a user control will be inserted into another page, the other page will already have these elements. And since a page can only have one set of these elements, it is important that they are not part of the user control.



A user control can contain client script, HTML elements, ASP.NET code, and other server controls. The simplest user control would be one that simply outputs HTML when the page is rendered.
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If we create this file on our server and save it as standardFooter.ascx, we have now created our first user control. User controls have to have a file suffix of .ascx. To test it, we need to add it to a Web Forms page. There are two steps to doing this. First, we need to use the @Register directive to tell the page that there is a new user control that we are going to



be using in the page.







Next, we need to add it to the page where we want this information to be displayed.







When we view the page in the browser, we will see this on the page:



Converting a Page to a User Control



Now that we can see how easy it is to create a user control from scratch, let's look at the more common way of creating a user control. As you are developing your ASP.NET web application, you will probably come across sections of code that you are using on multiple pages. In the past, your options were to create an include file that kept the code in a single location, or maybe creating a design-time control for Visual Studio. But neither of these methods was really that simple or straightforward to use. And all developers know that if something isn't simple and straightforward, then chances are it won't get used. But now with user controls, we can take that code segment from our existing page and turn it into a control that can be easily reused in multiple pages.



At the beginning of this chapter, we saw an example that enabled you to select from a list of shipping methods. This page included the database code to retrieve the list as well as the controls to display the list. If we can package that logic into a reusable control, then we can ensure that wherever we need a list of shippers in our application (or applications) the data will be retrieved and displayed in the same way. A similar technique is used in Chapter 8 to build a control that returns data.



The first part of our control will be the display. The selection list is a drop-down list server control. We will leave what to



do with the data in the control up to the page that is hosting the control. Since the server control is using data binding, the code that makes up the display will be quite simple.







The main work of the page is done in the code that sets up the page. Since in effect the user control is a page, we can still perform the work to read from the database in the Page_Load event that we used in the original page. We also need to check to see if the page we are converting into a user control has an @Page directive. If it does, then we will need to change this to a @Control directive.







<script language="VB" runat="server">



Sub Page_Load(Source As Object, E As EventArgs)



If Not Page.IsPostBack Then



Dim myConnection As SqlConnection



Dim myCommand As SqlCommand



Dim myReader As SqlDataReader



Dim SQL As String



Dim ConnStr As String



SQL = "SELECT * FROM Shippers"



ConnStr = "server=localhost;uid=sa;pwd=;database=Northwind"



myConnection = New SqlConnection(ConnStr)



myConnection.Open()



myCommand = New SqlCommand(SQL, myConnection)



myReader = myCommand.ExecuteReader()



ShipMethod.DataSource = myReader



ShipMethod.DataBind()



End If



End Sub







As you can see, this is exactly the same code that we had in our ASP.NET page. Since there are references to other .NET assemblies in our code, we need to add an @Import directive to our user control. We can't necessarily rely on the page hosting this control to have imported these references. It doesn't matter to the compiler if these references are imported twice- but it will complain if they aren't there at all.











When we view a page that contains this control, we will see:



If we examine the HTML that this produces you can see that nothing special is happening on the client:











Testing our User Control - Part 2



















Here is some body text.



Please choose a shipping method: 



Speedy Express



United Package



Federal Shipping
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The user control behaves just like any other control. The Page_Load runs and any content is transmitted to the parent page. The difference is that this user control can be dropped onto other pages.



The @ Control Directive



This directive is used to assign control-specific attributes that are used by the Web Forms page parser and compiler to affect how the user control is created. There can only be one @ Control directive in a single file.



Attribute



Values (default in bold) Used for



AutoEventWireup True or False ClassName



Valid class name



CompilerOptions Valid compiler options



Indicates whether the page's events are automatically enabled Class name that this control is compiled as. List of compiler options to be used when the page is compiled.



Attribute



Values (default in bold) Used for



Debug



True or False



Compiles the page with debugging enabled.



Description



n/a



Description of the page - ignored by ASP.NET.



EnableViewState True or False



ViewState for this user control is maintained during round-trips.



Explicit



True or False



Uses the Visual Basic Option Explicit mode.



Inherits



Valid class name



Code-behind class that this control inherits.



Language



Valid .NET Language name Language used to compile all sourcecode on the page.



Src



Valid source file name



File name of the Code-Behind class used by this page.



Strict



True or False



Uses the Visual Basic Option Strict mode.



WarningLevel



0, 1, 2, or 4



Compiler warning level at which compilation should be aborted.



User Control Properties



You can interact with your user control by exposing a set of properties for it. This will allow you to programmatically change the behavior of the control from the page that is hosting it. It also makes it much easier to build a control that can be used on multiple pages, even if the data being displayed is somewhat different.



There are three steps to using properties with user controls. First, you need to expose the properties from your user control. This is done using the standard property syntax that we have already seen in the book. If we take our previous example, we can add to it to expose some properties.











<script language="VB" runat="server">



Private ConnStr As String



Property ConnectionString() As String



Get



return ConnStr



End Get



Set



ConnStr = value



End Set



End Property



Sub Page_Load(Source As Object, E As EventArgs)



If Not Page.IsPostBack Then



Dim myConnection As SqlConnection



Dim myCommand As SqlCommand



Dim myReader As SqlDataReader



Dim SQL As String



SQL = "select * from Shippers"



If ConnStr = "" Then



ConnStr = "server=localhost;uid=sa;pwd=;database=Northwind"



End If



myConnection = New SqlConnection(ConnStr)



myConnection.Open()



One of the ways that we can make our user control more extensible is to not hardcode the database connection string. If we make the connection string a property of the control, then the page that is using the control can pass in the proper connection string. In the code above you can see that no matter what page the control is used in, a default connection string will be used if none is provided.



The first thing to do is to create a variable to hold the connection string value. Since the property assignment statement is called before Page_Load, we need to have a place to hold the value before it is used to actually open the database.



Private ConnStr As String



The next step is to allow the user of the control to set a value for the property, as well as read the value contained by the property. This is done using the Property statement. We provide a Get method to allow for the retrieval of the value, and a Set method to allow the property value to be set.



Property ConnectionString() As String



Get



return ConnStr



End Get



Set



ConnStr = value



End Set



End Property



Finally, we need to use the connection string to open the database. Since we can't guarantee that a user will have set the



Property value, we need to have a default value that is used if there is no value present. Alternatively, if we wanted to require that a value be set, then we could throw an exception at this point if there is no value set. But in this case, we will



use a default value.



If ConnStr = "" Then



ConnStr = "server=localhost;uid=sa;pwd=;database=Northwind"



End If



The last step is to use this revised user control in our ASP.NET page. To pass a property to a user control, you simply add the property name and value as a parameter when you add the user control to the page. These parameters can also be set dynamically in code if you want.







User Control Events



The key thing that you need to remember when dealing with user control events, is that the event needs to be handled in the user control itself, and not in the page. In this way, all of the event handling for a user control is encapsulated within the control. You should not try to include event handlers for controls within a user control in the page that is hosting the user control(that is, the parent page) - the events will not be passed to the page, so the event will never be processed.



Since event handlers within a user control are handled in the same way as event handlers for server controls within pages, it is pretty similar to what we looked at earlier in the chapter to add an event handler to a user control. We will add to our current user control an event that will be fired when the user selects an item from the drop-down list. This event will cause the user's selection to be displayed in a label control just below the selection.



Sub ShipMethod_Change(Source As Object, E As EventArgs)



SelectedMethod.text = "You have selected " & _



ShipMethod.SelectedItem.Text & _



" as your shipping method."



End Sub
















We've made two changes to the DropDownList control that is part of our User Control. First, we need to let ASP.NET know that we want to automatically trigger a postback when the selection in the drop down list is changed. This is done by setting the AutoPostBack attribute to true. The second change is to define what method will be called whenever the user selects an item from the drop down list. The name of the event that is fired is OnSelectedIndexChanged and when that event is fired, we will call the ShipMethod_Change event.



We will then need an event handler within the user control that will be called when the selection is made. This event handler will grab the text value of the selected item from the control, and use that to populate a label control for display back to the user.



Sub ShipMethod_Change(Source As Object, E As EventArgs)



SelectedMethod.text = "You have selected " & _



ShipMethod.SelectedItem.Text & _



" as your shipping method."



End Sub



The SelectedItem property of the DropDownList control identifies the particular item object from the list that is currently selected. The Text property of this object contains the actual text that was in the drop down list. We can grab this value and use it to build a prompt to display for the user.



Code Behind with User Controls



Earlier in this chapter, we saw how we can use the Page class to create an object that will handle all of the code for our page. Then by placing that class definition into its own file, we can separate the code from the layout. This is the same as the code behind technique we used earlier. Since user controls are very similar to ASP.NET pages, we can also use code-behind when creating our user controls as well.



Imports System



Imports System.Web.UI



Imports System.Web.UI.WebControls



Imports System.Data



Imports System.Data.SqlClient



The first step is to import the necessary namespaces for the user control. The System and System.Web.UI namespaces are required. Since we are using ASP.NET Server Controls, we also need to import the System.Web.UI.WebControls namespace. And, in order to retrieve our data from a database, we need to import the System.Data.SqlClient namespace as well.



The next step is to declare a class that we will use to define our user control. To provide the necessary functionality, this class needs to inherit from the UserControl class. This class will contain the same initialization code, object interface code, and event handling code that is in the user control we have already created. One important difference is that we must declare Public variables for each of the server controls that our user control needs.



Public Class shipMethodClass



Inherits UserControl



Private ConnStr As String



Public ShipMethod As DropDownList



Public SelectedMethod As Label



When we save our code-behind file, it is important to use the proper filename extension. This is the only way to inform the ASP.NET compiler what language our code-behind file is written in. If you don't use the proper extension, then the



compiler will fail when trying to display this page.







Finally, we need to remove the VB code from our user control and then add a @Control directive to attach the user control to the codebehind file. There are three attributes in the @Control directive that we need to use. The Inherits attribute defines the name of the class that contains the codebehind code. The Src attribute defines the source file that actually contains the code-behind sourcecode. The ClassName attribute defines a class name for the control, which we will need if we dynamically create the control on a page.



Partial Page Caching with User Controls



As we saw earlier in this chapter, you can use caching to reduce the number of processing cycles required to deliver a page when it is requested by the client. By storing the output from a page on the server, and then outputting that information to a client when the same page is requested again, we eliminate the need to execute the page again. We can use a very similar concept to allow us to cache parts of a page.



If you are wondering, "how can I tag part of the page to be cached?" then think about what user controls do. They are basically separate page sections that are embedded into another page. If we could cache the output of a user control, and then insert it into a page when it is requested, then we can again achieve the benefits of caching. This technique is called partial page caching, or fragment caching.



The key to using fragment caching is through user controls. You must place the portions of the page that you wish to cache into a user control, and then indicate that the user control should be cached. To do this, you use the @OutputCache directive, just like we did when we cached the entire page.







To see how fragment caching works, we will add caching to the user control that we have been looking at in this chapter. This specific user control, since it is performing database access, will gain great performance benefits by being cached. Since the data that is being displayed does not change very frequently, it would be of great benefit if we didn't have to go to the database each time the control is used.















<script language="VB" runat="server">



Sub Page_Load(Source As Object, E As EventArgs)



Dim NowTime As DateTime



Dim Expires as DateTime



NowTime = DateTime.Now



Expires = NowTime.AddSeconds(10)



CreatedStamp.InnerHtml = NowTime.ToString("r")



ExpiresStamp.InnerHtml = Expires.ToString("r")



If Not Page.IsPostBack Then



Dim myConnection As SQLConnection



...



The one line that enables fragment caching is the @OutputCache directive. We have set the cache to hold the page for 10 seconds. By setting the VaryByParam attribute to none we have the same cached value regardless of the parameters or browser making the request.



The rest of the code that we have added to the user control is simply to help us identify that the cache is actually working. We want to display the time at which the user control was run, and when the cache expires, 10 seconds afterwards. There are two Label server controls that will display that information for us.




Fragment Cache created: 












Fragment Cache expires: 







When we view the page in the browser, we can see the time that the page was created, the time that the user control was created, and when the cached version of the user control will expire. Here we see that the time the page was loaded was



15:48:45 - the same time shown on the fragment cache.



If we hit F5 to refresh the browser, we can then see that the page creation time changes (it's now 15:49:24), but the user control creation time and cache expire time doesn't change- it is being drawn from the cache.



Summary



In this chapter, we have taken a look at the core for ASP.NET- the page. Whether you refer to it as a Web Form or as an ASP.NET page, the page is the central part of all that you will do with ASP.NET. The page is what embodies the interface that the user has to interact with, on your web site or web application. The page gives us plenty of power to do things, like generate non-text files such as images, or be separated into smaller segments called user controls. But with this power also comes complexity. The nice thing though about the Page object and all that it represents is that you can just work with the tip of the iceberg and still function. But when you need to delve deeper, the Page object, and all that it encompasses, has the power that you need.



In this chapter, we looked at:



ƒ



The old way of doing ASP pages, and contrasted that with the new ASP.NET style of pages.



ƒ



The Page class itself and the object model that it supports.



ƒ



The steps that the page goes through in its lifetime.



ƒ



How to use Code Behind to separate code from layout.



ƒ



How output caching can be used to increase performance.



ƒ



How to create and use user controls.



In the next chapter, we will begin to dive deeper into the world of server controls. As we have already seen with user controls, the ability to embed complex functionality into a control, and then drop that control onto a Web Form page with one tag is one of the revolutionary aspects of ASP.NET.



Server Controls and Validation We have already used server controls in many of the examples of building ASP.NET pages in previous chapters. In this, and the next two chapters, we are going to be looking in more depth at exactly what server controls are and how we can use them. In fact, we will be examining all the different types of server controls that are supplied with the standard .NET installation.



Server controls are at the heart of the new ASP.NET techniques for building interactive web forms and web pages. They allow us to adopt a programming model based around serverside event handling that is much more like the structured eventdriven approach we are used to when building traditional executable programs.



Of course, as the .NET framework is completely extensible, we can build our own server controls as well, or just inherit from existing ones and extend their behavior. We will look at how we can go about building our own server controls later in this book. In the meantime, we will stick to those that come as part of the standard .NET package.



The topics we will cover in this chapter are:



ƒ



What are server controls?



ƒ



How we can build interactive forms and pages using them.



ƒ



The server controls that are supplied with .NET.



ƒ



A detailed look at the HTML and Input Validation controls.



We start with the obvious question; 'What are server controls?'



What are Server Controls?



As we saw in Chapter 4, ASP.NET is designed around the concept of server controls. This stems from the fundamental change in the philosophy for creating interactive pages. In particular, with the increasing power of servers and the ease of building multi-server web farms, we can circumvent the problems of handling the increasing range of different client devices by doing much more of the work on the server.



We also end up with a client interface that looks and behaves much more like a traditional application. However, to understand how the use of server controls affects the way we build applications, it is important to grasp the way that the new ASP.NET 'page' model changes the whole approach to web page design.



The ASP.NET Page Model Revisited In previous versions of ASP, we have gotten quite used to the traditional way of creating pages dynamically:



•



Capture the request in IIS and pipe it through a parsing engine like the ASP interpreter. This is achieved by setting the script mappings in IIS to direct all requests for .asp pages to the ASP ISAPI DLL named asp.dll.



•



Within the interpreter (asp.dll), examine the page for server-side script sections. Non-script sections are simply piped back out to the client through the response. Script sections are extracted and passed to an instance of the appropriate scripting engine.



•



The scripting engine executes the code and sends any output that this code generates to the response, at that point in the page.



• The problem is that the code usually ends up resembling spaghetti. It is really hard to get a well- structured design when all we are doing is interpreting the blocks of script that can be placed almost anywhere in the page.



ASP.NET Pages are all about Events



Instead, if we think about how a traditional Windows executable application is created, it all depends on events. We create a form or window for the user to work with, and place in it the controls they will use to accomplish the required task. Events are raised as the user interacts with the controls and the page, and we create handlers for these events. The code in each event handler is responsible for updating the page or controls, creating output, or carrying out whatever task is required:



The great thing with ASP.NET is that, in conjunction with server controls and the new 'page' model, we can build web pages and web applications that work in just the same way. In other words, we now have a proper event-driven architecture.



ASP.NET is Compiled Code



Much of the theory of this new page structure was covered in previous chapters, so we will confine ourselves to the actual server controls themselves in this chapter. However, the important concept to grasp is that the whole page, including all of the HTML, text, and other content, is compiled into a class. This class can then be executed to create the output for the client.



All the static or client-based content (text, HTML, client-side script, and so on) is sent to the client through the response when the class is executed. We have no interaction with it on the server. However, all controls or elements that are marked with the runat="server" attribute are themselves created as objects within the page class. This means that we can write code that uses these objects. Or, to put it more simply, if we mark an element or control as being



runat="server", we can access its properties, call its methods, and react to the events it raises on the server. This works because ASP.NET uses elements to create the postback architecture we described in earlier chapters. In the postback architecture, the page and its contents are posted back to the same ASP.NET file on the server when the user interacts with the controls on that page.



Server Controls are Event-Driven



When a user clicks a button on a page, the values of the controls on that page are posted back to the server and an event is raised (on the server). We react to this event using an event handler. For example, we can define a button control in the following way:







Then, on the server, we react to the click event (notice that the attribute name is onserverclick, not onclick, which is defined in HTML 4.0 to raise a client-side event):



<script language="VB" runat="server">



Sub MyFunction(objSender As Object, objArgs As EventArgs)



... code to handle the event here ...



End Sub







Server Controls are Objects Within the Page



Another point that might seem obvious, but which is again at the heart of the new page design, is that each server control is compiled into the page class as an object that is globally available within the page. This means that, within an event handler, we can access all the controls on the page. So, as in a traditional application, we can access the values in other textboxes, buttons, list controls, and so on, then take the appropriate actions and/or create the appropriate output. Here is an example where the Page_Load event is used to collect values from several server controls:








...



<script language="VB" runat="server">



Sub Page_Load()



Dim strResult As String



strResult = "MyTextBox.ID = " & MyTextBox.ID & "
"



strResult += "MyTextBox.Value = " & MyTextBox.Value & "
"



strResult += "MyCheckBox.Checked = " & MyCheckBox.Checked



divResult.InnerHtml = strResult



End Sub







And, of course, we can also set the value of the controls:



<script language="VB" runat="server">



Sub Page_Load()



Dim datToday As Date = Now()



MyTextBox.Value = datToday



End Sub







Experimenting with Server Controls To show how the various server controls work, we have provided a simple example application that shows the output generated in the browser by each of the controls. You can also set the values of the common properties for each control and see the results.



The example is included in the samples that you can download for this book from



http://www.wrox.com/Books/Book_Details.asp?isbn=1861007035, or run on-line at http://www.daveandal.com/profaspnet/. The application is in the folder named server-controls, and has a default.htm page to start it:



The gray background section in the main page displays the actual HTML output that the selected control generates. This is done with some client-side JScript, which creates an instance of the XMLHTTP object (an integral part of IE 5) and uses it to fetch the same page again as a string, after it has finished loading into the right-hand frame of our application. The code then parses out the section containing the output of the server control and displays it (you can view the source of the page to see this code). This means that you will only be able to use IE 5 or above to view this particular example. However, this was felt to be a valid course of action in order to show the actual output of the server controls.



We could simply have queried the OuterHtml property of the element itself to get the HTML content, but this is actually different from the HTML that the browser receives from the server. The IE HTML DOM parses the incoming HTML and sorts and simplifies the attributes, so you wouldn't see a true picture of the server control's output in this case.



As you can see from the previous screenshot, the left-hand frame contains a collapsible tree listing all the server controls. For each one, you can specify the values for several of the most useful properties for that control. For example, in the next screenshot we have selected the HTML Anchor control and set the Title, Href, Name, and Target properties, and then clicked the Update button. You can see the effect this has on the output of the control:



We will be using this application throughout this, and the next, chapter to demonstrate the various controls. We don't have room to exhaustively examine all the methods and properties for all of the controls, but you can experiment with it yourself to see what effect each of the properties has on the output created by the different server controls.



By comparing the output that is generated to the property settings you make, you can get a feel for how these controls can be used. OK, so it is a relatively simple onetoone connection between the properties you set and the attributes that are created with the HTML controls. However, as we will see in the next chapter (particularly with the rich controls described there), the results from the other sets of server controls can be quite different.



About the Example Application



Although we won't be describing how the example application works in this chapter, the sourcecode is available for you to look through if you want to learn more. Basically, all it does is create an instance of the selected control and then display a set of input elements for the properties specific to that control. As the page loads, it reads the values of these properties and inserts them into the input elements. When we set one or more of the properties and click the Update button, the server control is updated to reflect these property values.



We haven't provided inputs for all the properties, as there are a large number that are generic to many controls, and which are not commonly used. Where the property value is taken from an enumeration, such as the Align property for an



ASP:Image control, we provide a drop-down list containing the enumeration values. To set the property when the page is submitted, we use the integer value of that enumeration member as stored in the value attribute of the list box item. We will discuss this in more detail when we look at the ASP.NET Web Form controls in the next chapter. However, you can see how this works if you examine the sourcecode for the page (asp_image.aspx).



Some of the server controls demonstrated in the application (such as textboxes and lists) are interactive. However, note that any changes you make within the control itself (the control we are demonstrating) are not reflected in the property values shown in the controls where you set these values. For example, if you change the text in the HtmlInputText control at the top of that particular demonstration page, it is reset to the value shown in the Value property input control when you click Update. At any time you can return the control to its original state by clicking the Reset button.



When Should I Use Server Controls? One very important topic to consider is when we should choose server controls over 'normal' HTML elements. For example, if we want a textbox on a form, should we use a server control or a normal element? In fact, to create a textbox we have three options. We can just use an ordinary HTML element that is displayed as a textbox in the browser:







We can also use an HtmlInputText server control. Again, we set the type attribute to "text", but this time we include the runat="server" attribute as well:







Or we can use an ASP TextBox control (we will discuss the pros and cons of these controls in the next chapter):







Adding the runat="server" attribute to an HTML element, or using one of the ASP Web Form controls (which must always include the runat="server" attribute in their definition) causes that control to be compiled into the page, and executed on the server each time the page is requested. This is obviously more resource-intensive than just including some HTML in the page output, as would be the case with an element that does not contain the runat="server" attribute.



However, if we want to be able to access the element's properties, methods, or events in our server-side code, we have to create it as a server control. It is always worth considering which elements actually do need to be server controls when we build a page, though. For example, the following situations do not require a server-side control:



ƒ



When the element is only used to run some client-side script. For example, a button that opens a new browser window, interacts with a client-side ActiveX control or Java applet, or calculates some value for display in the page using DHTML or in an alert dialog.



ƒ



When the element is a Submit button that is only used to submit a form to the server. In this case, the code in the Page_Load event handler can extract the values from the other controls.



ƒ



When the element is a hyperlink that opens a different page or URL and there is no need to process the values for the hyperlink on the server.



ƒ



Any other times when access to the element's properties, methods, or events in server-side code is not required.



Remember that we can still use the Request.Form and Request.QueryString collections in the same way as in previous versions of ASP if we wish, with both ordinary HTML control elements and with server controls. HTML control elements that are on a but which are not marked with runat="server" (in other words they are not server controls), will still send their values to the server in the Request.Form and Request.QueryString collections when the form is submitted.



In general, a page that uses server controls instead of HTML elements results in something like a 30 percent drop in performance each time the page is generated. However, this is only an average - you don't get a compounded 30 percent penalty hit for every control. Besides, if you use server-side code to set the values of controls using traditional ASP techniques, you generally get worse performance compared to using the ASP.NET server controls.



The Controls Available in ASP.NET We are now in a position to appreciate the advantages we get with server controls:



ƒ



HTML output that creates the elements to implement the control in the browser



ƒ



An object within the page that we can program against on the server



ƒ



Automatic maintenance of the control's value (or state)



ƒ



Simple access to the control values without having to dig into the Request object



ƒ



The ability to react to events, and so create better structured pages



ƒ



A common approach to building user interfaces as web pages



ƒ



The ability to more easily address different types of client device



The server controls provided with the .NET Framework fall quite neatly into six groups:



ƒ



HTML Server Controls - The server-based equivalents of the standard HTML controls. They create output that is basically the same as the definition of the control within the page, and they use the same attributes as the standard HTML elements. We will be looking at these controls in this chapter.



ƒ



ASP.NET Validation Controls - A set of special controls designed to make it easy to check and validate the values entered into other controls on a page. They perform the validation client-side, server-side, or both, depending on the type of client device that requests the page. We will also be looking at these controls in this chapter.



ƒ



ASP.NET Web Form Controls - A set of controls that are the equivalent of the normal HTML controls, such as a textbox, a hyperlink, and various buttons. They have a standardized set of property names that make life easier at design-time, and easier for graphical page creation tools to build the page. We will see more about these controls in the next chapter.



ƒ



ASP.NET List Controls - These controls provide a range of ways to build lists. These lists can also be data bound. In other words, the content of the list can come from a data source such as an Array, a HashTable, or a range of other data sources. The range of controls provides many different display options, and some include special features for formatting the output and even editing the data in the list. We will see more about these controls in Chapter 7.



ƒ



ASP.NET Rich Controls - These controls are things like the Calendar and Ad Rotator, which create complex task-specific output. We will see more about these controls in the next chapter.



ƒ



ASP.NET Mobile Controls - A separate set of controls that provide the same kind of functionality as the Web Form, List, and Rich controls, but they have specially extended features that completely change the output of the control based on the client device that is accessing the page. They are primarily designed to support mobile and small-screen devices, and they can create output that is in Wireless Markup Language (WML) as well as HTML and other formats. We will see more about these controls in Chapter 21.



The HTML Server Controls



The HTML server controls are defined within the namespace System.Web.UI.HtmlControls. There are a couple of generic base classes defined there, from which the controls inherit. There are also specific classes for each of the interactive controls (those controls that are usually used on an HTML ).



The HtmlControl Base Classes The base class for all HTML controls is System.Web.UI.HtmlControls.HtmlControl. This exposes methods, properties, and events that are common to all HTML controls. For example, the ones we use most often include:



Member



Description Returns a collection of all the attribute name/value pairs within the .aspx file for this control. Can



Attributes property



be used to read and set nonstandard attributes (custom attributes that are not actually part of HTML) or to access attributes where the control does not provide a specific property for that purpose.



ClientID property Controls property



Returns the control identifier that is generated by ASP.NET. Returns a ControlCollection object containing references to all the child controls for this control within the page hierarchy.



Disabled property



Sets or returns a Boolean value indicating if the control is disabled.



EnableViewState



Sets or returns a Boolean value indicating if the control should maintain its viewstate and the



property



viewstate of any child controls when the current page request ends. The default is True.



ID property



Sets or returns the identifier defined for the control.



Page property



Returns a reference to the Page object containing the control.



Parent property



Returns a reference to the parent of this control within the page hierarchy.



Style property



References a collection of all the CSS style properties (selectors) that apply to the control.



TagName property



Returns the name of the element, for example a or div.



Visible property DataBind method FindControl method



HasControls method



DataBinding event



Sets or returns a Boolean value indicating if the control should be rendered in the page output. Default is True. Causes data binding to occur for the control and all of its child controls. Searches within the current container for a specified server control.



Returns a Boolean value indicating if the control contains any child controls. Occurs when the control is being bound to a data source.



A full list of all the members for this object can be found in the .NET Framework SDK Documentation under Reference |



Class Library | System.Web.UI.HtmlControls | HtmlControl Class | HtmlControl Members. The second base class is System.Web.UI.HtmlControls.HtmlContainerControl, which is used as the base for all HTML elements that must have a closing tag (elements such as ;, ;, and ; that, unlike ; or



;, make no sense as single tags). This class inherits from HtmlControl, and exposes the same methods, properties, and events as shown above. Also, because it is only used for 'container' elements that can themselves have content, it adds two more very useful properties that allow us to read and set this content:



Property



Description



InnerHtml property Sets or returns the HTML and text content between the opening and closing tags of the control. InnerText property Sets or returns just the text content between the opening and closing tags of the control.



The HtmlGenericControl Class As you will no doubt be aware, there are around 100 elements currently defined in HTML, although some are browserspecific. Rather than provide a distinct class for each of these, the .NET Framework contains specific classes for only a few of the HTML elements. These mainly include those elements that we use on an HTML , or which we use to build interactive parts of a page (such as hyperlinks or images).



This doesn't mean that we can't use other HTML controls as server controls. If there is no specific class for an element, the framework substitutes the System.Web.UI.HtmlControls.HtmlGenericControl class instead. Note that this is not a base class - it is a public class designed for use with elements for which there is no specific class.



For example, you may have noticed in an example earlier in the chapter that we used a  element to display the results of some code in an event handler:








...



Sub Page_Load()



...



divResult.InnerHtml = strResult



End Sub



You can see that we have defined the  as being a server control (it includes the runat="server" attribute, and this allows us to use the XML-style shorthand syntax of specifying a forward slash instead of a closing tag). To display the result, we simply set the InnerHtml property on the server. So, if the value of strResult is Thisistheresult, the page output will contain:



This is the result




As the HtmlGenericControl is based on the HtmlContainerControl base class (which itself inherits from



HtmlControl), it exposes the same list of members (properties, methods, and events) that we described earlier for these classes. In our previous code, we used the InnerHtml property to display a value within the control. We can equally well use the other members. For example, we can force the element to be displayed or hidden (included or not included in the final page output) by setting the Visible property.



The Specific HTML Control Classes The System.Web.UI.HtmlControls namespace includes specific classes for the HTML interactive controls, such as those used on a . Each one inherits from either HtmlControl or HtmlContainerControl (depending on whether it has a closing tag), so it has the same members as that base class.



However, for these controls to be useful, we need to be able to access the properties and events that are specific to each type of control. For example, with a hyperlink, we might want to read and set the href, name, and target attribute values in our server-side code. We might also want to be able to detect when a user clicks on a hyperlink.



To accomplish this, each of the controls has specific properties and events that correspond to the attributes we normally use with that element. A few also have other properties that allow access to control-specific values, such as the



PostedFile property for an ; element or the specific data binding properties of the ; element. The button-type controls also have a CausesValidation property, which we will see in use when we look at the Validation server controls later in this chapter.



HTML Element



Specific Properties



Specific Events



Class Name: HtmlAnchor



Href, Target, Title, Name



OnServerClick



Align, Alt, Border, Height,



Class Name: HtmlImage



Src, Width Name, Enctype, Method,



Class Name: HtmlForm



- none -



- none -



Target Class Name: HtmlButton



CausesValidation



Class Name: HtmlInputButton



CausesValidation



HTML Element



OnServerClick OnServerClick



Specific Properties



Specific Events



MaxLength, Name, Size, Type, Value



OnServerChange



Checked, Name, Type, Value



OnServerChange



Checked, Name, Type, Value



OnServerChange



Align, Alt, Border, Name, Src, Type, Value,



OnServerClick



Class Name: HtmlInputText Class Name: HtmlInputCheckBox Class Name: HtmlInputRadioButton Class Name:



HtmlInputImage



CausesValidation



Class Name:



Accept, MaxLength, Name, PostedFile, Size,



HtmlInputFile



Type, Value



Class Name:



- none -



Name, Type, Value



OnServerChange



Cols, Name, Rows, Value



OnServerChange



HtmlInputHidden Class Name: HtmlTextArea



Multiple, SelectedIndex, Size, Value, Class Name: HtmlSelect



DataSource, DataTextField,



OnServerChange



DataValueFieldItems (collection) Align, BgColor, Border, BorderColor, 
Class Name: HtmlTable



CellPadding, CellSpacing, Height, NoWrap,



- none -



WidthRows (collection) 

Class Name: HtmlTableRow



	Class Name: HtmlTableCell



Align, BgColor, Border, BorderColor, Height, VAlignCells (collection) Align, BgColor, Border, BorderColor, ColSpan, Height, NoWrap, RowSpan, VAlign, Width



- none -



- none -



In the next sections of this chapter, we will examine these controls in more detail using the demonstration application we have provided.



Using the HTML Server Controls In most cases, the use of HTML controls is self-evident if you are familiar with the quirks of HTML and its inconsistent use of attribute names. The properties of the controls, as we have just seen, match the attribute names almost identically. There are a couple of useful techniques that apply to all the HTML controls, and in fact to most of the other server controls as well. We will look at these next.



Setting the Control Appearance Using Style Properties



All the server controls (including the ASP Web Form controls we look at in the next two chapters) provide a Style property that we can use to change the appearance of the control. It defines the CSS properties that will be added to the element tag when the control is created. We simply set or add the appropriate CSS style selectors to the collection for that control, using the same values as we would in a normal CSS stylesheet. For example, we can display the content of a



 element in large red letters like this:








...



<script language="VB" runat="server">



Sub Page_Load()



divResult.InnerHtml = "Some Big Red Text"



divResult.Style("font-family") = "Tahoma"



divResult.Style("font-weight") = "bold"



divResult.Style("font-size") = "30px"



divResult.Style("color") = "Red"



End Sub







Here's the result:



If we examine the output that is generated by the control, we see the style attribute that determines the formatting we specified in our code:



SomeBigRedText




This technique is most useful with the HTML controls, as the ASP.NET Web Form controls and most of the other server controls have specific properties that can be used to change their appearance, as we will see in the next chapter.



Managing Viewstate Across Postbacks



One important point you should be aware of is the effect that viewstate has on the performance of the server and the page itself. We looked at what viewstate is in the previous chapter, and we will see more detail about the effects it has on performance in Chapter 7, when we come to look at the more complex list controls. Basically, to recap, an ASP.NET page containing a server-side control automatically generates viewstate. This is an encoded representation of all the values in all the controls on the page, and it is persisted across page loads using a HIDDENtype control. If you view the source of the page in the browser, you'll see this:











...



You can prevent a control from persisting its values within the viewstate by changing the EnableViewState property from its default value of True to False:







This is also useful if you use a control such as a  to display some kind of status or information value by setting the



InnerText or InnerHtml property in your server-side code. When the page is posted back to the server, the value is persisted automatically. By changing the EnableViewState property to False, we start with a fresh new empty  (or whichever element you use it with) each time.



Examples of the HTML Server Controls So that you can appreciate how each of the HTML server controls works, and how the properties we define affect the output that the control generates, the next few sections show each of the controls in detail, together with some pointers to be aware of when you use them.



The HtmlGeneric Control



There's not much to say about the HtmlGeneric control, other than this is the only control where the TagName property is read/write. It is read-only in all other controls. We can use the HtmlGeneric control to create any container-type HTML element that we need:



The HTML we use to create the server control in the sourcecode for the page is:



Generic Control Content



The HtmlAnchor Control



We saw the HtmlAnchor control in our demonstration application earlier in this chapter. The five attributes that we generally use with an HTML hyperlink or an HTML anchor are available as properties:



The HTML we use to create the server control in the sourcecode for the page is:



MyAnchorControl



The HtmlImage Control



When we want to display an image, and be able to interact with this ; element on the server, we can use the



HtmlImage control. The screenshot below from the demonstration application, shows most of the properties set to custom values. You can see that we have changed the image, specified a five pixel wide border for it, set the height and width, and added a pop-up tool-tip:



The HTML we use to create the server control in the sourcecode for the page is:







The HtmlForm Control



The HtmlForm control can't be demonstrated in our sample application. However, it can easily be used to create a form - in fact it is the way we usually do it when building ASP.NET interactive pages:







... form content defined here ...







ASP.NET automatically sets the remaining attributes so that the contents of the form are posted back to the same page. What is actually generated as output is shown next - notice that the hidden viewstate element is automatically added:











... form content appears here ...







We can also use the HtmlForm control to create a form with some of our own specific attributes. For example, in order to make our demonstration application work properly (due to the need to fetch the page separately with the XMLHTTP component to show the content), we need to use the GET method for the form content, rather than POST:







Also, remember that if you use the HtmlInputFile control or a normal element (which we look at later in the chapter), you must set the enctype attribute yourself to allow files to be uploaded to the server:







Other points to look out for are that you cannot set the action attribute of a serverside element (one with a



runat="server" attribute) to post the contents of the form to a different page. It always posts back to the same page. Also, all HTML form controls and their ASP Web Form equivalent input controls must be placed on a . Failure to do so results in a compile-time error.



The HtmlButton Control



The HtmlButton control creates an HTML element of type ...;. This isn't a commonly used element (it isn't supported in Navigator or Opera), but is actually quite useful if you are targeting Internet Explorer. Unlike the ; element, HtmlButton is a container control, so you can place HTML inside the element instead of just text.



This means that you can, for example, display an image and text together, and you can even use an animated GIF image if you like. All the content is rendered on top of a standard button control background, and it 'depresses' just like a normal button. This is the code we used for this example:








Remove







Note that, to change the content of an HtmlButton control, you have to set the InnerHtml property or define the content at design-time within the element. There is no specific property for the 'caption', 'text', or 'value'.



In the next screenshot, you can see one of the few properties available for the HtmlButton control in use. In this case, we have set the Disabled property to True, and you can see how the caption is dimmed to indicate that the button is disabled:



The HTML we use to create the server control in the sourcecode for the page is:



My HTML Button



Remember that the Disabled property, which adds the attribute disabled="disabled" to the element, only has an effect in Internet Explorer. Most other browsers do not recognize this attribute.



The HtmlInputButton Control



The types of button we normally use in our interactive forms are the ;,



;, and ; elements. The HtmlInputButton control is used to create these three elements. The only button-specific property we can set is the Value (the caption). The Disabled and



Visible properties are, of course, inherited from the base class HtmlControl. In the next screenshot, we have set a variety of values for the three variations of the HtmlButton control:



The HTML we use to create the server controls in the sourcecode for the page is:















The HtmlInputText Control



Probably the most common HTML form control is the textbox, and this is implemented as a server control by the



HtmlInputText control. As usual with the HTML controls, the properties map one-to-one with the attributes of the ; element that defines a textbox in the browser. In the following screenshot you can see that we have set the MaxLength and Size properties:



The HTML we use to create the server control in the sourcecode for the page is:







The HtmlInputCheckBox and HtmlInputRadioButton Controls



To create a checkbox or a radio button (or 'option button' as they are sometimes called) we use the HTML server controls



HtmlInputCheckBox and HtmlInputRadioButton. The set of properties, and the way they work, are pretty much the same for both controls. In the next screenshot we show the HtmlInputRadioButton control:



The HTML we use to create the controls in the sourcecode for these two pages is:







My RadioButton Control



and:







My Checkbox Control



Note that the HtmlInputRadioButton control allows you to specify the Name property (or attribute) as a different value from the ID property (or attribute). This is required to be able to create a mutually exclusive 'option' group of radio buttons on a form. The other HtmlInputxxxx controls do not allow the Name property to be set to a different value from the ID property.



The HtmlInputImage Control



An easy way to display an image that is 'clickable' is with an ; element. It acts like a Submit



button in that, when the button is clicked, the form containing the element is submitted to the server along with the coordinates of the mouse pointer within the image. Our demonstration page allows you to set all the commonly used properties for this type of control, including the alignment, border width, alternative text, and image source (from a selection we have provided), as well as the value:



The HTML we use to create the server control in the sourcecode for the page is:







The HtmlInputFile Control



If you need to allow users to upload files to your server, you can use the ; element. This is implemented as a server control by HtmlInputFile. It has a special property just for this purpose, named Accept (the MIME type of the file to upload). The other properties are the same as for a textbox element. In our demonstration page, you can see the settings we have made. While the Browse button that the control creates allows you to select a file, you can't actually upload files with our demonstration application:



The HTML we use to create the server control in the sourcecode for the page is:







The Code To Upload a File



To create a working file upload page, all we need is a form with the correct value for the enctype attribute, an



HtmlInputFile element, and a button to start the process:







Select File:




















...



<script language="VB" runat="server">



Sub UploadFile(objSource As Object, objArgs As EventArgs)



If Not (MyFileInput.PostedFile Is Nothing) Then



Try



MyFileInput.PostedFile.SaveAs("c:\temp\uploaded.jpg")



Catch objError As Exception



outError.InnerHtml = "Error saving file " & objError.Message



End Try



End If



End Sub







The <script> section following the form contains the code routine that runs when the user clicks the Upload button. It checks to see that there is a file by referencing the PostedFile property of the control, and if so saves it to the server's disk. Any error message is displayed in a  control on the page.



Note that you will probably need to change the value of maxRequestLength in the element within the



section of web.config or machine.config to allow files to be posted to the server. The default value is 4096 (bytes), and you should change it to accommodate the largest file you wish to accept. See Chapter 13 for details of the web.config and machine.config configuration files.



The HtmlInputHidden Control



In the days before ASP.NET, we used hidden-type input controls to persist values between pages. In fact, this is what ASP.NET does behind the scenes to maintain the viewstate of the page, as we have seen previously in this chapter. However, there are still uses for hidden-type controls in our applications. For example, we can use them to post values back to a different page on our server, or to store and manipulate values using client-side script within the page and have these values posted back to the server.



The demonstration page we provide shows how you can set the properties for an HtmlInputHidden control:



The HTML we use to create the server control in the sourcecode for the page is:







Notice that the value for the Visible property is True. Don't be confused by this - the Visible property simply defines whether or not the HTML output generated by the control will actually be included in the output for the page, in other words in the HTML that the server returns to the client. It doesn't make the control 'visible' or 'hidden'.



If we set the Visible property to False, the control itself will not be part of the page we create. You can try this yourself, and you will see that the gray area showing the output from the control is then empty. This feature allows us to dynamically hide and display controls as required.



The HtmlSelect Control



HTML defines only one way to create list box controls; the HTML element. This is implemented as the server



control named HtmlSelect. Our demonstration page uses data binding to create the list of options for the control, using a pre-populated HashTable object as the DataSource:



Dim tabValues As New HashTable(5)



tabValues.Add("Microsoft", 49.56)



tabValues.Add("Sun", 28.33)



tabValues.Add("IBM", 55)



tabValues.Add("Compaq", 20.74)



tabValues.Add("Oracle", 41.1)



MyControl.DataSource = tabValues



MyControl.DataBind()



You will see more about data binding in Chapter 7. In the meantime, you can experiment with the results here. A



HashTable is similar to the Dictionary object found in ASP 3.0, with each value (in our case, the numbers) being identified by a key (in our case, the company names). The demonstration page allows you to set the DataTextField and



DataValueField properties, which specify whether the property value should come from the Key or the Value in the HashTable. To see the effect that this has on the list, try swapping the values over in the page:



The HTML we use to create the server control in the sourcecode for the page is:







The HashTable is very useful in this scenario, as it allows the options in the list to use some readable text, while the actual values that are submitted to the server can be different. An example would be the use of part numbers for the values, with the text of each option showing the part name or description.



Creating List Content with ListItem Objects



Instead of populating the list using data binding, we can just use elements in the traditional way:







Option 1 Text



Option 2 Text



Option 3 Text







Note that we haven't marked the elements as runat="server". There is no need, as they will automatically be converted into ListItem objects when the page is compiled.



A ListItem object is not actually a server control, though it is part of the same namespace as the ASP.NET Web Form controls classes (which we will look at in more detail in the next chapter). In the meantime, it is enough to know that this object exposes three useful properties:



Property



Description Sets or returns a Boolean value indicating if this item is selected in the list. Useful for iterating through the list



Selected



when the control allows multiple selections to be made by clicking while holding down the Shift and Ctrl keys.



Text



Sets or returns the text that is displayed in the list control for this item.



Value



Sets or returns the value that is returned when this item in the list is selected.



To create a multiple-selection list, just change the Multiple and Size properties in the demonstration page and click



Update. In our example, even after doing so, you can still only select a single item using the input control for the SelectedIndex property, but the demonstration control at the top of the page then works as a multiple-selection list:



We will look at how we use the ListItem object in a list control to extract the list of selected items shortly, when we examine how we work with the events that the HTML controls raise.



The HtmlTextArea Control



When we need to display a multi-line textbox in a web page, we use the ; element. This is implemented by the server control named HtmlTextArea. It has the specific properties required to set the number of rows and columns in the control, as well as the value. Notice that, in this case, the value is actually the content rather than an attribute - the text that lies between the opening and closing ; tags:



The HTML we use to create the server control in the sourcecode for the page is:



My TextArea Control



The HtmlTable, HtmlTableRow, HtmlTableCell Controls



The final HTML control we are looking at here is actually a combination of several controls. We can create tables dynamically on the server, and save ourselves a lot of hand coding, using an HtmlTable server control and the associated HtmlTableRow and HtmlTableCell controls. Our demonstration page shows how we can build tables with the specified number of rows and columns, and then populate the cells on demand. The page also allows you to experiment with some of the other common properties of the HtmlTable control. For example, changing the alignment of the table within the page, the spacing and padding of the cells, the height, width, and border styles, and so on:



While we have only shown the properties for the HtmlTable control in our demonstration page, we can also use very similar sets of properties for the HtmlTableRow and HtmlTableCell controls. For the HtmlTableRow control, the commonly used properties are Align, BgColor, Border, BorderColor, Height, and VAlign. For the



HtmlTableCell control, they are Align, BgColor, Border, BorderColor, ColSpan, Height, NoWrap, RowSpan, VAlign, and Width.



The Code to Create a Table



To create a table dynamically using the HtmlTable, HtmlTableRow, and HtmlTableCell server controls, we first add an HtmlTable control to the page like this:








Then, we have to create each cell in turn and add it to a row, then add the row to the table. In our demonstration page, we use the following code:



'get values for number of rows and columns from drop-down lists



Dim intRows As Integer = selRows.Value



Dim intCols As Integer = selCols.Value



'declare the local variables we'll need



Dim intRowCount, intColCount As Integer



'declare variables to hold an HtmlTableRow and HtmlTableCell



Dim objRow As HtmlTableRow



Dim objCell As HtmlTableCell



'loop for the number of rows required



For intRowCount = 0 To intRows - 1



'create a new row control



objRow = New HtmlTableRow()



'loop for the number of columns required



For intColCount = 0 To intCols - 1



'create a new table cell control and set the content



objCell = New HtmlTableCell()



objCell.InnerHtml = "R" & intRowCount & "C" & intColCount



'add each cell to the new row



objRow.Cells.Add(objCell)



Next



'add the new row to the table



MyControl.Rows.Add(objRow)



Next 'go to the next row



Reacting to the ServerClick and ServerChange Events



Our examples so far have shown how we can change the appearance and behavior of the HTML controls by setting properties. However, we also interact with them by responding to the events that they raise. There are two events we can use, ServerClick and ServerChange. We will look at each one in turn.



Handling the ServerClick Event



The ServerClick event occurs for the HtmlAnchor, HtmlButton, HtmlInputButton, and HtmlInputImage controls. Our demonstration page shows the latter three of these controls, which is where we normally use this event. As you click a button, a message indicating that the event occurred is displayed:



As you can see, for the image button, we can also get extra information - the x and y coordinates of the mouse pointer within the image. This could be used to create a serverside image map - code could easily examine the coordinates and take different actions, depending on which area of the image was clicked.



The code we use in this page defines a form and the three button controls. Notice that the onserverclick attribute is set to one of two event handlers - MyCode or MyImageCode:























The page also contains a  element where we will display the messages about the events. Notice that we have disabled viewstate for this control so that the message will not be persisted



across postbacks:








The two event handlers are shown next. Each receives two parameters when the event occurs. The first parameter is a reference to the object that raised the event (one of our button controls) from which we can get the ID of the source of the event.



The second parameter is an Args object that contains more information about the event. In the case of the



HtmlInputButton the second parameter is an EventArgs object, which contains no extra useful information. However, for the HtmlInputImage control, the object is an ImageClickEventArgs object, and this includes the two fields X and



Y that contain the coordinates of the mouse pointer when the event was raised:



<script runat="server">



Sub MyCode(objSender As Object, objArgs As EventArgs)



divResult.InnerHtml += "ServerClick event detected in control '" _



& objSender.ID & "'
"



End Sub



Sub MyImageCode(objSender As Object, objArgs As ImageClickEventArgs)



divResult.InnerHtml += "ServerClick event detected in control '" _



& objSender.ID & "' at X=" & objArgs.X _



& " Y=" & objArgs.Y & "
"



End Sub







Handling the ServerChange Event



The ServerClick event seems reasonably intuitive to use - when a button is clicked the form is posted back to the server and the event can be handled in our serverside code. What about the ServerChange event though? This occurs for controls that don't automatically submit the form they are on, for example HtmlInputText, HtmlInputCheckBox,



HtmlInputRadioButton, HtmlInputHidden, HtmlTextArea, and HtmlSelect. So, how (and when) can our serverbased code react to the event?



In fact, the event is very useful because it is raised when the page is submitted by any other control, and occurs for every control where the value has changed since the page was loaded (sent to the client). Our demonstration page shows this. It contains three different types of control that expose the ServerChange event, and a Submit button that simply submits the form to the server:



You can see that we detected three ServerChange events, and they occur in the order that the controls appear in the source of the page. You can also see that we are displaying the values from the option that is selected in the HtmlSelect control (the values for the SelectedIndex start at zero).



The declarative page syntax (the HTML source) to create the form and the server controls is shown next. You can see that



the onserverchange attributes point to two event handlers in our page, named MyCode and MyListCode. Notice also that, in this case, the Submit button is not a server control - we haven't included the runat="server" attribute in the



element. We don't need to access the control on our server, we just want it to submit the form:















Option 1



Option 2



Option 3
























The event handler named MyCode is almost identical to the previous ServerClick event example, simply displaying the event name and the ID of the control that raised the event:



<script runat="server">



Sub MyCode(objSender As Object, objArgs As EventArgs)



divResult.InnerHtml += "ServerChange event detected for control '" _



& objSender.ID & "'
"



End Sub



...



However, the MyListCode event handler needs to extract the selected value from the drop-down list created by our



HtmlSelect control. We will see how it does this in the next section.



Getting the Selected Values from HtmlSelect List Controls



We have seen how the server control that creates list boxes or drop-down lists is made up of an HtmlSelect control that contains child ListItem elements. The ServerClick event handler demonstration page we have just been looking at uses code similar to the following to create a list control:







Option 1



Option 2



Option 3



Option 4



Option 5







The simplest way to get the 'value' of the currently selected item is to query the Value property of the list control:



strValue = MyListBox.Value



However, this may not return what we need. As with the normal HTML list, the Value of the control returns the content of the value attribute for the currently selected item, or for the first selected item (the one with the lowest index) if there is more than one item selected. If there are no value attributes in the elements, it returns the content of the first selected element instead - in other words, the text that is displayed in the list.



However, it is usually better to be more specific and extract the values we actually want, and we have to do this if we want to get both the content of the value attribute and the text content. To extract the values from the ListItem objects for each element, we use the Items collection of the parent control (the HtmlSelect control). The



SelectedIndex property of the HtmlSelect control returns the index of the first item that is selected in the list, so we can extract the text and value of that item using:



strText = MyListBox.Items(MyListBox.SelectedIndex).Text



strValue = MyListBox.Items(MyListBox.SelectedIndex).Value



So, in our event handler named MyListCode, we first get the ID of the HtmlSelect control that raised the event and then we can extract the text and value of the selected list item:



...



Sub MyListCode(objSender As Object, objArgs As EventArgs)



divResult.InnerHtml += "ServerChange event detected for control '" _



& objSender.ID & "'
SelectedIndex is '" _



& objSender.SelectedIndex _



& "', selected item text is '" _



& objSender.Items(objSender.SelectedIndex).Text _



& "', selected item value is '" _



& objSender.Items(objSender.SelectedIndex).Value



End Sub







Getting Multiple Selected Values from List Controls



The technique just described is fine if the list control only allows one item to be selected. That is, in terms of the



HtmlSelect control, the Multiple property is False. However, if it is True, users can select more than one item in the list by holding the Shift or Ctrl keys while clicking. In this case, the SelectedIndex and SelectedItem properties only return the first item that is selected (the one with the lowest index).



To detect which items are selected in a multi-selection list (none, one, or more), we query the Selected property of each



ListItem object within the list. Probably the easiest way is to use a For Each...Next construct. In the following code, the event handler creates a String variable to hold the result and a variable of type ListItem to hold each item in the list as we iterate through it:



Sub MyListCode(objSender As Object, objArgs As EventArgs)



Dim strResult As String



strResult = "The following items were selected:
"



Dim objItem As ListItem



For Each objItem in objSender.Items



If objItem.Selected Then



strResult += objItem.Text & " = " & objItem.Value & "
"



End If



Next



divResult.InnerHtml = strResult



End Sub



In the For Each...Next loop, we reference each member of the Items collection for the list control in turn. If it is selected, we add the Text and Value properties to the results string. After examining all the items in the list we can display the results string in a ; control. The screenshot overleaf shows the result.



The ASP.NET Input Validation Controls



One of the most tiresome tasks when building interactive web forms is the requirement for validating values that the user enters into input controls. This is particularly the case if we need to perform clientside validation as well as validating the values on the server when the page is submitted. For maximum browser compatibility, we should be writing the clientside code in JavaScript, which is often more errorprone unless you are well practiced with this language. It is also often a long-winded and repetitive task.



Help is at hand with the range of validation controls that are included in ASP.NET. They cover almost all the common validation scenarios, and there is even a custom validation control that we can use to integrate our own specific non-standard validation requirements into the overall process. The available controls are:



Validation Control



Description Checks that the validated control contains a value. It cannot be empty. Can be







used in conjunction with other validators on a control to trap empty values. Checks that the value in the validated control is within a specified text or numeric



range. If the validated control is empty, no validation takes place. Table continued on following page



Validation Control



Description Checks that the value in the validated control matches the value in another







control or a specific value. The data type and comparison operation can be specified. If the validated control is empty, no validation takes place. Checks that the value in the validated control matches a specified regular







expression. If the validated control is empty, no validation takes place. Performs userdefined validation on an input control using a specified function







(clientside, serverside or both). If the validated control is empty, no validation takes place.







Displays a summary of all current validation errors.



What the Input Validation Controls do The principle is that we associate one or more validation controls with each of the input controls we want to validate. When a user submits the page, each validation control checks the value in its associated control to see if it passes the validation test. If any fail the test, the ValidationSummary control will display the error messages defined for these validation controls.



The validation controls also automatically detect the browser or client device type, and will generate client-side validation code in the page for Internet Explorer 5 and above (in future versions, they will probably support other browsers as well). This clientside code uses Dynamic HTML to display the content of the validation control (the text or characters between the opening and closing tags of the validation control) in the page dynamically, as the user tabs from one control to the next. It also prevents the page from being submitted if any of the validation tests fail. This gives a far more responsive interface, much like traditional handcrafted client-side validation code can do. You can see an example of this in the demonstration application we provide, under the subsection Other Controls in the left-hand pane.



Protecting Against Spoofed Values



The validation controls also help to protect against malicious use of our pages. Client-side validation is great, but users could create their own pages (or edit the page we deliver to them) so that client-side validation does not take place. In this case, they could possibly 'spoof' our server by submitting invalid values. However, even if the validation controls are performing client-side validation, they always perform the same checks server-side as well when the page is submitted, so we get the best of both worlds automatically.



We can turn off client-side validation if we don't need it, and we can also check the result for each validation control individually when the page is submitted. This allows us to create custom error messages rather than using the



ValidationSummary control if preferred. We can also specify that particular Submit buttons or controls will not cause validation to occur (as we will see later in this chapter). This allows us to include a Cancel button in a page that allows the user to abandon the page without having to fill in valid values for the controls.



The BaseValidator Class All of the validation controls inherit from the base class BaseValidator, which is part of the class library namespace



System.Web.UI.WebControls. The BaseValidator class exposes a series of properties and methods that are common to all the validation controls. The most commonly used ones are:



Member



Description



ControlToValidate property



Sets or returns the name of the input control containing the value to be validated



EnableClientScript



Sets or returns a Boolean value indicating whether clientside validation is enabled where



property



the client supports this



Enabled property



Sets or returns a Boolean value indicating if validation will be carried out



ErrorMessage property



IsValid property Validate method



Sets or returns the text of the error message that is displayed by the



ValidationSummary control when validation fails Returns a Boolean value indicating if the value in the associated input control passed the validation test Performs validation on the associated input control and updates the IsValid property



The Specific Validation Control Members Each of the validation controls also has properties and methods (and in one case an event) that are specific to that control type:



Control



Properties



RequiredFieldValidator InitialValue



Events - none -



RangeValidator



MaximumValue, MinimumValue, Type



- none -



CompareValidator



ControlToCompare, Operator, Type, ValueToCompare - none -
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Control



Properties



Events



RegularExpressionValidator ValidationExpression



- none -



CustomValidator



OnServerValidate



ClientValidationFunction DisplayMode, ShowHeaderText, ShowMessageBox,



ValidationSummary



- none -



ShowSummary Most are self-explanatory, though we will look at all the validation controls in the next section and see how these properties and the single event are used.



Using the Validation Controls The demonstration application we provide includes a page that you can use to experiment with the validation controls (open the Other Controls section of the left-hand menu). The page contains several textboxes where you have to enter specific values in order for validation to be successful. If you enter invalid values and then click the Submit button, a summary of all the errors is displayed:



Notice also that there is an asterisk next to each control where validation failed. If you are using Internet Explorer 5 or above, these asterisks appear after you tab from the control to the next one without requiring the page to be submitted. In other browsers, they only appear when the page is submitted. Once you enter valid values for all the controls and click



Submit, a message is displayed showing that validation at Page level succeeded:



We will examine each of the validation controls we use in this demonstration page next, and then move on to look at other issues such as checking if the complete page is valid during postback, and enabling and disabling client-side and server-side validation.



The RequiredFieldValidator Control



The first textbox requires a value to be entered before validation can succeed. The sourcecode we use for this is:



A Required Value:











*







We have specified the control named txtRequired as the control to be validated, and an error message that will be displayed by the ValidationSummary control if validation fails when the user attempts to submit the page. An asterisk character is used as the content of the control. Any text placed here will be displayed in the output (at the point where the validation control is actually located in the page) to indicate to the user that the associated control contains an invalid value. We can change the color of this text from the default of red using the ForeColor attribute if required.



The value of the Display property determines if the text content of the validation control will take up space in the page even when not displayed (that is, whether it will be set to hidden but still inserted into the page, or just omitted from the page when not required). This means that we can control the layout of, for example, a table by setting the attribute



Display="static" to prevent the width of the column containing the validation control from changing when the 'error' characters are displayed.



The CompareValidator Control



The second textbox requires the same value as the first one in order to pass the validation test. The code we use for this control and its associated validation control is:



The Same Value Again:











*







In this case, we set the ControlToCompare property to the name of the first textbox, which contains the value we want to compare this textbox value with. We also get to specify the type of comparison (Equal, GreaterThan,



LessThanOrEqual, and so forth).



Remember that only the RequiredFieldValidator returns an invalid result when a text control on the page is left empty. This is intentional, and you have to associate a RequiredFieldValidator and any other specific validation controls you require if you don't want the user to be able to submit empty values.



The third textbox in the demonstration page also uses a CompareValidator control, but this time we are using it in a different way. We are comparing the value in this textbox to a fixed value, and using a comparison based on a date instead of the default String type (as returned by a textbox control):



A Date after 3rd March 2001:











*







We specify the fixed value in the ValueToCompare property, an Operator for the comparison, and the Type of comparison. This is simply the data type of the value we are comparing to (that is the data type of the fixed value), and can be one of Currency, Double, Date, Integer, or String.



The RangeValidator Control



The fourth textbox requires a value that is between two specified values. We use the RangeValidator here, and indicate the MaximumValue and MinumumValue in the respective properties. We also specify the Type of comparison to use when validating the content of the associated control:



A Number between 1 and 10:











*







The RegularExpressionValidator Control



When we want to validate complex text values, we can use a RegularExpressionValidator control. The fifth textbox



on our demonstration page uses this control to force the entry of a valid e-mail address. An appropriate regular expression is provided for the ValidationExpression property:



Match Expression ".*@.*\..*":











*







The CustomValidator Control



For those occasions when the validation we need to perform is too complex for any of the standard validation controls, we can use a CustomValidator control. The final textbox in the page, which in fact has two validation controls associated with it, demonstrates this. We use a CompareValidator to ensure that a value greater than 100 has been entered, and a CustomValidator to validate the value itself:



A Prime Number over 100:











*











*







The Custom Validation Functions



The CustomValidator control provides two properties named ClientValidationFunction and



OnServerValidate, where we specify the names of custom functions we create (and include within the page) to validate the value. The ClientValidationFunction is usually written in JavaScript for maximum compatibility, as it



must be included in the page we send to the browser so that the validation can be carried out on the client-side. In our example page we used the following code:



<script language="JavaScript">











Notice how the validation control supplies a reference to itself (objSource) and an object containing the arguments for the function call (objArgs). We get the value of the associated control from the Value field of objArgs, and we set the



IsValid field of objArgs to indicate whether our custom validation succeeded or not. For server-side validation, we use the same logic. However, as our page is written in VB.NET, we have to use VB.NET to create the server-side validation function as well (in the current version of ASP.NET there can only be one language server-side per page). In this case, our function receives as parameters a reference to the validation control and a



ServerValidateEventArgs object that contains the value of the associated control as its Value property:



Sub ServerValidate(objSource As Object, objArgs As ServerValidateEventArgs)



Dim blnValid As Boolean = True



Try



Dim intNumber As Integer = objArgs.Value



'check that it's an odd number



If intNumber Mod 2 = 1 Then



'get the largest possible divisor



Dim intDivisor As Integer = intNumber \ 3



If intDivisor > 2 Then



Dim intLoop As Integer



'check using each divisor in turn



For intLoop = 3 To intDivisor Step 2



If intNumber Mod intDivisor = 0 Then



blnValid = False



Exit For



End If



Next



Else



blnValid = False



End If



Else



blnValid = False



End If



Catch objError As Exception



blnValid =False



Finally



objArgs.IsValid = blnValid



End Try



End Sub



The ValidationSummary Control



The list of errors that is shown when the page is submitted with any invalid value is created automatically by a



ValidationSummary control within our demonstration page. In our example, we have specified the heading we want in the HeaderText property and set the ShowSummary property to True so that the value of the ErrorMessage property of each of the other validation controls that fail to validate their associated textbox is displayed:







The DisplayMode allows us to choose the type of output for the error messages. The options are List, BulletList, and SingleParagraph, and we can also use the ForeColor property to set the color for the messages. Another useful property is ShowMessageBox. Setting it to True causes the validation error messages to be displayed in an Alert dialog on the client instead of in the page itself. You can try this in our demonstration page by setting the appropriate drop-down list:



Checking if a Page is Valid



Our demonstration page contains two buttons marked Submit and Cancel. Both are HTML buttons that submit the page to the server for processing. The Submit button calls the serverside routine ConfirmEntry, which would be used in an application to carry out the process for which you collected the values from the user:







Each validation control, and the Page object itself, exposes an IsValid property. Our demonstration page displays the value of the Page.IsValid property when you click the Submit button. Just bear in mind that, unless you disable client-side validation first using the EnableClientScript drop-down list, you won't be able to submit an invalid page using this button:



Sub ConfirmEntry(objSender As Object, objArgs As EventArgs)



outMessage.InnerHtml = "Page.IsValid returned " _



& Page.IsValid & "."



End Sub



If we only want to determine the state of an individual validation control (perhaps to check which ones contain invalid values), we can query that the control's IsValid property. For example, to get the value for the validation control with the id of valRegExpr, we could use:



blnValidated = valRegExpr.IsValid



Canceling Validation of a Page



The second button on our page calls the server-side routine CancelEntry, and the user would click this button to abandon data entry and close the page. This button also has to submit the page to the server, but when client-side validation is in use (the default on most scriptenabled browsers) the user can't submit the page while it contains invalid values. In other words, a traditional Submit button that we might use as a Cancel button to abandon the page will still cause validation to occur and prevent the page from being submitted.



The solution is to set the CausesValidation property for this button to False. All button-type controls (HtmlButton,



HtmlInputButton, HtmlInputImage, and the equivalents in the ASP Web Form controls that we'll look at in the next chapter) have this property. The default value is True, which means that they will cause validation unless we 'turn it off'.



So, our Cancel button looks like this:







The CancelEntry event handler that is executed when the button is clicked simply displays a message indicating that validation was not carried out.



The Enabled and EnableClientScript Properties



We can also disable client-side, serverside, or both types of validation in our server-side code by changing the value of the



Enabled and EnableClientScript properties of the appropriate validation control(s). This allows us, for example, to force the browser to use only serverside validation even if it supports dynamic client-side validation. The following code taken from our demonstration page shows how we can iterate through the collection of validation controls and set these properties:



Sub Page_Load()



Dim objValidator As BaseValidator



For Each objValidator In Page.Validators



objValidator.Enabled = lstEnabled.SelectedItem.Text



objValidator.EnableClientScript = lstClientScript.SelectedItem.Text



Next



End Sub



In our example, this code is executed each time the page loads, and the property settings are controlled by two drop-down lists near the bottom of the page, labeled ValidationEnabled and EnableClientScript.



Summary



In this chapter, we have explored the concept of server controls in general, and concentrated on the set of HTML server controls and the validationcontrols that are provided with ASP.NET. Server controls are at the heart of ASP.NET development techniques, providing us with a programming model that is eventdriven, and which is much closer to the way that we build traditional executable applications using environments like Visual Basic, C++, and other languages.



In conjunction with other features in ASP.NET and the .NET Framework as a whole (such as the postback architecture and the comprehensive class library), building powerful, intuitive, and attractive web-based applications just got a lot easier.



In fact, we can summarize the advantages of using server controls. They automatically provide:



ƒ



HTML output that creates the elements to implement the control in the browser



ƒ



An object within the page that we can program against on the server



ƒ



Automatic maintenance of the control's value (or state)



ƒ



Simple access to the control values without having to dig into the Request object



ƒ



The ability to react to events, and so create better structured pages



ƒ



A common approach to building user interfaces as web pages



ƒ



The ability to more easily address different types of client device



In the next chapter, we move on to look at another set of server controls that are provided with ASP.NET. These are the useful and powerful Web Form controls.



ASP.NET Web Form Controls In the previous chapter, we looked at the range of HTML server controls and validation controls that are part of ASP.NET. We saw how they are one of the fundamental foundations on which ASP.NET is built. These controls cause our ASP.NET pages to output the HTML that implements the control elements in the browser (for example an or element). However, the server controls are also objects that are compiled within the page on our server, and so we can interact with them as we dynamically build the page.



More than this, the basic concept of using server controls allows us to change to a more structured event-driven programming model. This provides us with a programming environment that is cleaner and easier to work in, as well as being easier to debug when things go wrong.



However, the server controls we looked at in the previous chapter (with the exception of the validation controls) are really nothing more than server-side equivalents of the normal HTML elements that implement controls for use on a . They still provide a valid model for building interactive forms, but we can do better. In this chapter, you will see how to do this, as we look at:



ƒ



The ASP.NET Web Form controls in general



ƒ



The basic Web Form input and navigation server controls



ƒ



The Web Form server controls used for building lists



ƒ



The 'rich' Web Form controls that provide complex compound interface elements



We start with the basic Web Form input and navigation controls.



The Basic ASP.NET Web Form Controls



As well as creating HTML elements using the HTML server controls, we can also use a set of controls that are part of ASP.NET, called the Web Form controls (or just Web Controls, after the namespace where they reside). These are all defined within the namespace System.Web.UI.WebControls. The basic controls that we can use, and the equivalent



HTML output that they generate, are shown in the next table (the various types of list control will be covered in a later section of this chapter):



ASP.NET Web Form control



Creates HTML element(s)







...























...








...







or or







or...
































...
















...







	...





Why Have Another Set of Controls? It might seem odd to have a second set of server controls that appear to duplicate the existing HTML controls. In fact, there are a couple of good reasons for this. The ASP.NET Web Form controls are designed primarily to achieve two things:



ƒ



To make it easier for manufacturers and developers to build tools or applications that automatically generate the UI.



ƒ



To simplify the process of creating interactive Web Forms, requiring less knowledge of the way that HTML controls work and making the task of using them less error-prone.



Both of these requirements are met by providing a consistent and structured interface for the controls. Unlike the HTML controls, the Web Form controls all use the same property name for a specific 'value' for the control. Contrast this with the HTML controls, where the size property (attribute) of a control might be the number of rows visible in a list box or the number of characters wide for a textbox. Meanwhile the number of characters wide for a element is actually the cols property.



In the Web Form controls, the same property name is used across the controls. The property names are also more intuitive, for example the ASP:TextBox control has properties named TextMode, Rows, and Columns. By setting these in different combinations, the control will generate the appropriately sized element or element. You don't have to know what the actual HTML output required is, you just set the properties of the control and let it get



on with it. It can even create a password-type element if you set the appropriate value for the TextMode.



On top of this, the controls add extra features that are not usually available in the basic HTML controls. You can specify automatic postback of a form when a value in a control is changed. Several of the controls also create more than one HTML element, for example they automatically add a text 'label' to a checkbox or radio button.



The WebControl Base Class Like the HTML controls we looked at earlier, most of the Web Form controls inherit their members (properties, method, and events) from a base class. In this case, it is WebControl, defined within the namespace



System.Web.UI.WebControls. This class provides a wide range of members, many of which are only really useful if we are building our own controls that inherit from WebControl. The public members that we use most often are:



Member



Description Returns a collection of all the attribute name/value pairs within the .aspx file for this control. Can



Attributes property



be used to read and set nonstandard attributes (custom attributes that are not actually part of HTML) or to access attributes where the control does not provide a specific property for that purpose.



AccessKey property



Sets or returns the keyboard shortcut key that moves the input focus to the control.



BackColor property



Sets or returns the background color of the control.



BorderColor property



BorderStyle property



BorderWidth property



ClientID property Controls property



Sets or returns the border color of the control.



Sets or returns the style of border for the control, in other words, solid, dotted, double, and so on.



Sets or returns the width of the control border. Returns the control identifier that is generated by ASP.NET. Returns a ControlCollection object containing references to all the child controls for this control within the page hierarchy.



Enabled property



Sets or returns a Boolean value indicating if the control is enabled.



EnableViewState



Sets or returns a Boolean value indicating if the control should maintain its viewstate and the



property



viewstate of any child controls when the current page request ends.



Font property



Returns information about the font used in the control.
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Member



Description



ForeColor property



Sets or returns the foreground color used in the control, usually the color of the text.



Height property



Sets or returns the overall height of the control.



ID property



Sets or returns the identifier specified for the control.



Page property



Returns a reference to the Page object containing the control.



Parent property



Returns a reference to the parent of this control within the page hierarchy.



Style property



References a collection of all the CSS style properties (selectors) that apply to the control.



TabIndex property



Sets or returns the position of the control within the tab order of the page.



ToolTip property



Sets or returns the pop-up text that is displayed when the mouse pointer is over the control.



Visible property



Sets or returns a Boolean value indicating whether the control should be rendered in the page output.



Width property



Sets or returns the overall width of the control.



DataBind method



Causes data binding to occur for the control and all of its child controls.



FindControl



Searches within the current container for a specified server control.



method



HasControls



Returns a Boolean value indicating whether the control contains any child controls.



method



DataBinding event



Occurs when the control is being bound to a data source.



The Specific Web Form Control Classes Each of the Web Form controls inherits from WebControl (or from another control that itself inherits from WebControl), and adds its own task-specific properties, methods, and events. Those that we commonly use for each control are listed in the next table:



Control



Properties



Event Properties



HyperLink



ImageUrl, NavigateUrl, Target, Text



- none -



LinkButton CommandArgument, CommandName, Text, CausesValidation OnClick, OnCommand Image



AlternateText, ImageAlign, ImageUrl



- none -



Panel



BackImageUrl, HorizontalAlign, Wrap



- none -



Control



Properties



Event Properties



Label



Text



- none -



Button



CommandArgument, CommandName, Text, CausesValidation



OnClick, OnCommand



AutoPostBack, Columns, MaxLength, ReadOnly, Rows, Text, TextMode, TextBox



OnTextChanged Wrap



CheckBox



AutoPostBack, Checked, Text, TextAlign



RadioButton AutoPostBack, Checked, GroupName, Text, TextAlign ImageButton CommandArgument, CommandName, CausesValidation



OnCheckChanged OnCheckChanged OnClick, OnCommand



Table



BackImageUrl, CellPadding, CellSpacing, GridLines,



- none -



HorizontalAlign, Rows TableRow



Cells, HorizontalAlign, VerticalAlign



- none -



TableCell



ColumnSpan, HorizontalAlign, RowSpan, Text, VerticalAlign, Wrap



- none -



Literal



Text



- none -



PlaceHolder - none -



- none -



It should be obvious from the names what most of the properties are for, however, we will examine each control in the following sections, and indicate some of the things to look out for when we use them. The sample application, which we have already seen in Chapter 5, contains pages for most of the ASP.NET Web Form controls, and we will be using these pages to demonstrate the properties of each control:



You can get the sample files for this chapter, which contain this application, from



http://www.wrox.com/Books/Book_Details.asp?isbn=1861007035. The application is in the folder named server-controls. You can also run many of the examples online at http:/www.daveandal.com/profaspnet/.



Using the Web Form Controls When we want to add an ASP.NET Web Form server control to our page, we define it just like an ordinary HTML element, by adding the appropriate 'attributes' for the properties we want to set. For example, we can add an ASP:TextBox control to the page to output an HTML textbox element using:







Notice that the Web Form controls all have the ASP namespace prefix (uppercase or lowercase, it doesn't matter which) to denote that they are from the System.Web.UI.WebControls namespace.



One thing that makes working with the HTML server controls we used in the previous chapter easy is that all the properties are simple String values. For example, we specify the string value right for the Align property of an HtmlImage control to align the image to the right of any following page content. As you will see in this section, however, it is not always as straightforward with the ASP.NET Web Form controls. Many of the properties for the ASP Web Form controls use values from an enumeration, or a reference to an object.



Setting Property Values from Enumerations



For example, to align an image to the right of any following content when using an ASP.NET Image server control, we set the ImageAlign property to the integer value that is defined for the enumeration member ImageAlign.Right. In this example the enumeration is named ImageAlign, and the member is named Right.



Of course, this isn't a problem when we explicitly define the properties declaratively (in other words by setting the 'attributes' of a server control in the source of the page). The control knows from the property name which enumeration to use:







This produces the following HTML output (notice that, in the Image control, border="0" is the default if not specified otherwise):







However, if we need to assign a value to the property within the executable code of the page we have to use the following:



objMyImage.ImageAlign = ImageAlign.Right



Creating Enumeration Values Dynamically



Even this is no good if we want to assign property values dynamically at run-time, such as when they are selected from a list (as in our demonstration pages). We have to use the numeric value of the appropriate enumeration member. In the case of ImageAlign.Right this value is 2.



If we use a list control for the values, we can set the Text of each to the name in the enumeration, and set the Value to the integer that this equates to. The following code shows a list containing the complete



ImageAlign enumeration:







ImageAlign.NotSet



ImageAlign.Left



ImageAlign.Right



ImageAlign.Baseline



ImageAlign.Top



ImageAlign.Middle



ImageAlign.Bottom



ImageAlign.AbsBottom



ImageAlign.AbsMiddle



ImageAlign.TextTop







Then, to set the ImageAlign property, we can just assign the value from the list directly to it:



objMyImage.ImageAlign = selAlign.Value



Or we can be more specific and use the SelectedIndex property of the list:



objMyImage.ImageAlign = selAlign.Items(selAlign.SelectedIndex).Value



Finding Enumeration Values



Of course, the next obvious question is how do we go about finding out the values to use for an enumeration? In fact there are a few options here. Most enumerations provide a type converter that we can use to get the value given the enumeration member as a string. In Visual Basic, we can use:



TypeDescriptor.GetConverter(GetType(enumeration)).ConvertFromString("member")



To be able to create a TypeDescriptor object and use its methods in our code, we must import the



System.ComponentModel namespace that contains the definition of the TypeDescriptor class:







For example, to get the value of HorizontalAlign.Left we can use:



TypeDescriptor.GetConverter(GetType(HorizontalAlign)).ConvertFromString("Left")



Alternatively, for enumerations that don't provide a type converter, we can usually cast the enumeration member directly to an Integer variable:



Dim intValue = CType(HorizontalAlign.Left, Integer)



Another technique is to use the excellent WinCV utility that is included with the frameworks. Simply type in all or part of the name of the enumeration, select it in the left-hand pane, and then the values are displayed in the right-hand pane. You can even click the Option button in the top right of the window to copy them to the clipboard ready to paste into your code (but note that the values are hexadecimal).



WinCV is installed in the Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio.NET\FrameworkSDK\Bin folder if you have Visual Studio .NET, or the ProgramFiles\Microsoft.NET\[version]\FrameworkSDK\Bin folder if you just installed the .NET Framework.



Setting Properties that are Objects



The second area where working with the ASP Web Form controls can be a little tricky is when we want to set (or retrieve) property values that are actually references to other objects. A typical example of something that should be simple, but actually isn't when you first try it, is setting the value of a 'color' property. It's not that Microsoft's developers were trying to make life awkward - it's done on purpose to provide extra features within the controls and the framework as a whole. It also allows strong type checking to be achieved by the compiler and better support in a designer tool such as Visual Studio, which would not be possible if they were string values.



As an example, the ASP Web Form controls have several properties (BackColor, ForeColor, BorderColor) that reference a Color object rather than a simple string value. When we explicitly define the colors for the controls in our sourcecode, we can use the color names directly:







However, if we want to assign colors at run-time, we have to create a Color object first and then assign this object to the appropriate property. For this, we use the shared properties and methods that the Color class exposes.



The System.Drawing.Color Class



The Color class defines shared properties for all of the standard HTML color names, such as AliceBlue,



AntiqueWhite, and so on. It also exposes three shared methods that create a Color object: Method



Description



Creates a Color object from its 32-bit component values that define the alpha, red, green, and



FromArgb



blue elements. Creates a Color object from a specified HTML standard 'known color' name, for example AliceBlue



FromKnownColor



or Gainsboro. Creates a Color object using the specified name, which can be a 'known color' name, a 32-bit value



FromName



or a hexadecimal HTML-style color value such as #ff0000 (red).



Each Color object also has properties that return the individual components of the current color. For example, the properties A, B, G, and R return the alpha, blue, green, and red components respectively. To get the name of the color if it is one of the 'known colors', we can query the Name property of the Color object.



To be able to create a Color object and use its shared properties and methods in our code, we must import the



System.Drawing namespace that contains the definition of the Color class:







In our demonstration pages, we include textboxes where you can enter the colors you want for various properties of the control. For example, to set the BackColor property of a control, we call the FromName method (passing it the value that was entered), and then assign the object that this method creates to the BackColor property of the control:



MyControl.BackColor = Color.FromName(txtBackColor.Value)



To retrieve the color from the BackColor property, we just have to extract the Name of the Color object that the property references:



txtForeColor.Value = MyControl.ForeColor.Name



The System.Web.UI.WebControls.Unit Class



Several properties of the ASP Web Form controls are references to a Unit object, for example the Width and Height of an Image control and the BorderWidth of a Table control. As with the Color properties, we don't have to concern ourselves with this when we explicitly define the values in our sourcecode:







However, to assign values at run-time, we have to use the properties and methods exposed by the Unit object. The class that defines the Unit object is part of the same namespace as the ASP.NET Web Form controls, and so it is imported by default into our ASP pages. It exposes two properties:



Property Description The type of unit that the value is measured in. One of the members of the UnitType enumeration (Cm, Mm, Em,



Type Value



Ex, Inch, Percentage, Pica, Pixel, or Point). The actual number of the units (as defined in the Type property) that make up the value.



The Unit class also provides three shared methods that we can use to create a Unit object with a specific Type property value:



Method



Description



Percentage Creates a Unit object of type Percentage using the specified 32-bit signed integer. Pixel



Creates a Unit object of type Pixel using the specified 32-bit signed integer.



Point



Creates a Unit object of type Point using the specified 32-bit signed integer.



So, if we have an Integer variable named intTheHeight that contains the value in pixels we want to set for the



Height property of a control named MyControl, we can use:



MyControl.Height = Unit.Pixel(intTheHeight)



If the value comes from a textbox with the id of txtHeight, we can use:



MyControl.Height = Unit.Pixel(txtHeight.Value)



If we want the value to be set as a percentage (say we wanted the control to be 50 percent of the width of the page or its container), we would use:



MyControl.Height = Unit.Percentage(50)



To retrieve the value of the Height property from the control, we query the Unit object's Value property. The following code returns 100 for the Image control we used earlier in this section:



txtHeight.Value = MyControl.Height.Value



If we want to know the type of unit, we can query the Type property of the Unit object, but this returns the integer equivalent of the UnitType enumeration. For a unit in pixels, for example, this property returns 1. However (in a similar way to the example with the HorizontalAlign enumeration), we can use a type converter to get the text name. This



time we use the ConvertToString method rather than the ConvertFromString method:



TypeDescriptor.GetConverter(GetType(UnitType)).ConvertToString _



(MyControl.Height.Type)



Finally, the easiest way to get the complete value in human-readable form (including the unit type) is to use the



ToString method. For the same control, the following code returns 100px:



txtHeight.Value = MyControl.Height.Value.ToString()



Using the AutoPostBack Feature



When we build an interactive form using previous versions of ASP, a common technique is to use some client-side script with certain controls (such as a list box or checkbox) to automatically submit the they reside on to the server for processing when the user selects a value. This allows the server to update the page in response to changes the user makes in the form.



In ASP.NET, this is now part of the feature set you get for free with the framework. Certain Web Form server controls (the



TextBox, CheckBox, RadioButton), and all the list controls we will look at later in the chapter, provide a property named AutoPostBack. By default this property is False. If we set it to True for a control, that control will automatically post its value, and the values of the rest of the controls on the same form, back to the server when the user selects a value.



This also raises an event on the server that we can handle and use to update the contents of the page. You can experiment with AutoPostBack in the samples we provide, and we will look at how we can handle the events on the server later in this section of the chapter.



How Does AutoPostBack Work?



The mechanism to implement automatic postback is simple. It uses exactly the same techniques as we would use if we were programming it ourselves in a page. When the AutoPostBack property is True, the server control adds a client-side event to the control - for a buttontype control it is the onclick event, and for textboxes and list controls it is the onchange event:







This causes a client-side function named __doPostBack to run when the control is clicked, when the selection is changed in a list, or when the user edits the content of a textbox and moves to another control. The ID of the control is passed to this function as well.



At the same time, the on which the control resides has two extra hidden-type controls added to it. These are used to pass back to the server the ID of the control that was clicked or changed, and any value for the second parameter that the __doPostBack function receives:











And, of course, the client-side __doPostBack function is added to the page as well. It just collects the control name and any arguments, puts them into the hidden controls, and submits the form to the server:



<script language="javascript">











Examples of the ASP Web Form Controls



In this section, we will briefly look at each of the basic ASP.NET Web Form controls to give you a flavor for what they do and how they can be used. We will bring out any particularly important points about each control as we go.



The ASP:CheckBox and ASP:RadioButton Controls



We start with the controls that create individual checkboxes and radio buttons (later we'll see two controls that can create lists of checkboxes or radio buttons automatically). One extremely useful feature of the CheckBox and RadioButton controls is that they automatically create a label for the control using the value of the Text property, and you can place this label to the left or right of the control using the TextAlign property:



The sourcecode we used to create the server control in this page is:







You can also use this page to experiment with the effects of the AutoPostBack property we discussed earlier. Also notice the AccessKey and ToolTip that make it seem like a real Visual Basic style control. These are, of course, client-side features (ToolTip sets the title attribute of the element), but they are part of the HTML 4.0 standards.



Adding Styles to Web Form Controls



The formatting features that apply to all the ASP Web Form controls are demonstrated in the next screenshot of the



CheckBox control. You can see how they add a set of CSS-style properties (or selectors) to the element:



Setting the Group Name for a RadioButton Control



The RadioButton control is almost identical to the CheckBox control, except (of course) that it creates an ; element instead of an ; element. However, there is one more fundamental difference. The RadioButton control exposes an extra property called GroupName, which sets the name attribute of the control. You can see this in the next screenshot:



The sourcecode we used to create the server control in this page is:







This feature is required for two reasons. One is the obvious reason that you must use the same name attribute for all radio buttons that you want to be part of the same mutually exclusive group. The second reason is that all the controls on a page must have a unique ID property, and this is automatically used as the name attribute as well (as you can see if you refer back to the screenshot of the CheckBox control). Unlike the HTML radio button control, there is no Name property for the ASP.NET Web Form RadioButton control, so the GroupName is the only way to set the name attribute.



The ASP:HyperLink Control



This control provides an easy way to create hyperlink ; elements. As well as the usual formatting, AccessKey, and



ToolTip properties, it provides specific properties for the NavigateUrl (which sets the href attribute) and the Target property (which sets the target attribute). One other great feature is that we can set the text that appears as the hyperlink (the content of the resulting ; element) using the Text property:



The sourcecode we used to create the server control in this page is:







Notice that there is again, no Name property. This seems to indicate that we can't use the control to create an anchor in a page that another hyperlink can target. An HTML anchor element requires the name attribute to be set:



[bookmark: para1]Paragraph One



Then, we target this location in the page using an HTML element such as:



Go To Paragraph One



However, we can add a name attribute to a Hyperlink control either declaratively or programmatically. We do it declaratively by specifying it within the element in the source of the page:







Using the Attributes Property with Server Controls



One other solution at run-time is to use the Attributes property to add the attribute programmatically. This property gives us access to a collection of all the HTML attributes on a server control. So, we can access the name attribute using:



strNameAttr = MyAnchor.Attributes("name")



And we can set or change the name attribute using:



MyAnchor.Attributes("name") = strNewName



So, we can still achieve what we want without a Name property. This useful technique can be applied to any of the server controls, including the HTML server controls we looked at in the previous chapter. It may be useful in other cases where you want to add non-standard attributes to an element for your own purposes.



Using an Image as a Hyperlink



We often use images as hyperlinks in our pages, and the Hyperlink control makes this much easier than coding by hand. If we specify the path to an image file as the ImageUrl property, that image is used in place of the Text property as the content of the ; element. We have provided a few images for you to try out:



The ASP:LinkButton Control



The LinkButton control demonstrates an interesting extension to the use of an HTML ; element. By default it uses the AutoPostBack feature we described earlier, specifying the client-side JavaScript function named __doPostBack as the href attribute of an ; element. This means that whenever the link is clicked, the form will be posted back to the server where a Click event will be raised:



The sourcecode we used to create the server control in this page is:







We specify the clickable text using the Text property in the same way as with a Hyperlink control, but in this control there is no option to use an image instead of text. For that, we have to use an ImageButton control (described shortly) instead.



The ASP:Image Control



When we want to display an image in our page, and be able to access the control in our serverside code, we can use the ASP.NET Image server control. There are properties available that specify all the usual attributes for an ; element, including the size, an AccessKey, the ToolTip, the alignment in relation to surrounding content, the border style, and the border and background colors:



The sourcecode we used to create the server control in this page is:







Again, we have provided a few images for you to experiment with. Notice also how we can specify the values for the



Color properties (BorderColor in the screenshot above) using a standard HTML-style hexadecimal color value.



The ASP:Panel Control



While it might sound like an exotic new feature to use in your pages, the Panel control is actually just a way of creating a formatted HTML ; element. We can specify the size and style of the element, and add a background image (though you should realize that, as with all the server controls, some browsers may not support all the style properties we apply):



The sourcecode we used to create the server control in this page is:







Some text inside the Panel control



A useful feature is the ability to set the width of the control, and then turn text wrapping on and off using the Wrap property. Remember that we can also add our own extra style properties to any server control using the Style collection:



MyControl.Style("selector-name") = "value"



So we could specify that the  should be absolutely positioned on the page, add scroll bars to it, change the font, and so on, just by adding the appropriate CSS selector values.



The ASP:Label Control



The Panel control we have just seen creates an HTML  element, and this is not always ideal. For example, it automatically wraps to the next line and causes other content to be wrapped below it. To place content inline with other elements and text, we need an HTML  element instead. This is just what the ASP.NET Label control provides.



This control has the usual set of properties that define the appearance: ToolTip, AccessKey, and so on. It also has the



Text property that we use to specify the content of the ; element:



The sourcecode we used to create the server control in this page is:







The ASP:Button Control



The ASP.NET Button control is used to create a standard HTML button that we can access in our server-side code. Again, the properties are the usual set we have seen in all the other controls. Notice that the type of ; element it creates is a submit button. Clicking the button will automatically submit the form on which it resides to our server, where we can handle the Click event it raises in our server-side code:



The sourcecode we used to create the server control in this page is:







The ASP:ImageButton Control



Instead of using a normal textcaptioned button to raise a Click event on the server, we can use a clickable image instead. The ImageButton control creates an ; element that submits the form it resides on to the server when clicked. Also, as you can see from the following screenshot, we can control the size and appearance of the image to get the effect we want:



The sourcecode we used to create the server control in this page is:







The ASP:TextBox Control



One of the most complex of the basic Web Form input controls is the TextBox control. We can use this to create several different types of HTML element, including a normal single-line textbox, a multi-line textbox (where it actually creates an HTML element), and a password input box that displays asterisks instead of text.



In its simplest form, to create a normal ; element, we don't have to change any of the default property values. However, in the following screenshot you can see that we have set the MaxLength, ReadOnly, and



ToolTip properties. We also set the Columns property, which equates to the size attribute for an ; element:



The sourcecode we used to create the server control in this page is:







We've turned on AutoPostBack as well, and if you do the same and experiment, you will find that you can type in the textbox as usual, but when you move the input focus to another control (by pressing the Tab key or by clicking on another control with the mouse), the page is automatically submitted to the server where it will raise a Change event that we could create an event handler for. We'll see more about this later in this chapter.



Creating a Multi-line Textbox



The next screenshot shows how we can create an HTML ; element that acts as a multi-line textbox using the ASP.NET TextBox control. We just have to change the value of the TextMode property to TextBoxMode.MultiLine and specify the appropriate number of Rows and Columns:



Creating a Password Input Element



The third option for the TextMode property is TextBoxMode.Password. When this is selected, as you can see in the next screenshot, the control creates an HTML ; element instead:



Note that textboxes always persist their state (text) when placed on an HTML form, even if you turn off viewstate by setting EnableViewState=False. This is because they always post their value back to the server from a form and cause an update event.



The ASP:Table Control



A useful ASP.NET Web Form control is the Table control. This is, in fact, very similar to the HtmlTable server control we experimented with in the previous chapter. However, it also provides the standard Web Form range of control properties for the appearance of the table. The next screenshot shows a formatted table and the output that the control creates to implement the table in the browser. At the bottom of the page, you can see the values we set for the properties. The drop-down lists for the number of rows and columns are there so that we can specify what size the table we generate should be:



Creating the Table



The way that we dynamically create the table is very similar to the way we did it with the HtmlTable server control in the previous chapter. Of course, the object class names are different (TableRow and TableCell instead of HtmlTableRow and HtmlTableCell). We have highlighted the differences between the example in the previous chapter and this one:



Dim intRows As Integer = selRows.Value



Dim intCols As Integer = selCols.Value



Dim intRowCount, intColCount As Integer



Dim objRow As TableRow



Dim objCell As TableCell



For intRowCount = 0 To intRows - 1



objRow = New TableRow()



For intColCount = 0 To intCols - 1



objCell = New TableCell()



objCell.Controls.Add(New LiteralControl ("R" & intRowCount _



& "C" & intColCount))



objRow.Cells.Add(objCell)



Next



MyControl.Rows.Add(objRow)



Next



We also have to use a different technique to insert the values into the cells of the table. In our HtmlTable example, we simply set the InnerHtml property of the cells, but we can't do that here because the TableCell object doesn't have an InnerHtml property. Instead, we use LiteralControl objects to generate the cell content.



Using a LiteralControl Object to Generate Content



The LiteralControl object provides no inherent formatting or content of its own - in other words, it doesn't create any HTML elements. It simply inserts an instruction into the code when the page is compiled (actually a Write statement) that outputs the value of the control.



So, to output the content for each cell, we just instantiate a new LiteralControl object and pass as the single



String-type parameter the text, HTML or other content that we want to be generated. We can, of course, use a LiteralControl anywhere where we want to generate some content without placing it inside another HTML element.



The ASP:Literal and ASP:PlaceHolder Controls



Two controls that we do not include in the demonstration application, but which you may find uses for in your own pages, are the ASP:Literal and the ASP:PlaceHolder controls. We will describe these two controls here for completeness.



We used the ASP:Literal control in the previous example where we dynamically created a table using the ASP:Table control. Other than the common members inherited from the base class Control, it has only a single property named



Text. This defines the text that is output by the control. It generates no other output (no HTML elements, for example), and so it is useful where all we want to do is place some text in the page:







The value we use for the Text property can, however, contain HTML. For example we can use it to create custom elements in the output for which there is no server control available:







As you'd expect, this produces the following (probably not very useful) output:



A custom element



The ASP:PlaceHolder Control



The final control we will look briefly at is the ASP:PlaceHolder control. This is used when we want to create controls dynamically in a page, rather than by declaring them explicitly within the source of the page as we have done so far. For example, we can insert an ASP:PlaceHolder into the page like this:







Then, we can insert three ASP:TextBox controls into the page using this code:



<script runat="server">



Sub Page_Load()



Dim intLoop As Integer



Dim objTextBox As TextBox



For intLoop = 1 To 3



objTextBox = New TextBox()



MyControl.Controls.Add(objTextBox)



Next



End Sub







The result when viewed in the browser is just the three new textboxes - the PlaceHolder control doesn't create any output of its own:







Reacting to Click and Change Events



As with the HTML controls, the ASP.NET Web Form controls raise events that we can react to on the server. The Events demonstration page shows the Click and Change events that are exposed by most of the Web Forms. It neatly demonstrates the way that the Change event is raised when you edit the content of a textbox and then press the Tab key or move to another control by clicking with the mouse. A message indicating that a Change event was detected, and showing the source control's id, is displayed at the bottom of the page:



The code in the page also detects events for any of the other controls. For example, you can click the ImageButton control, and in this case, you also get the coordinates of the mouse pointer within the control displayed:



The Code in the 'Events' Demonstration Page



The code we use in this page is very similar to that we showed for the HTML controls in the previous chapter. Each of the non-button controls on the page has the AutoPostBack property set to True, so that clicking or changing the control's



contents will automatically submit the page to the server (the button-type controls do this automatically). Also, each control has an event handler specified for the appropriate Click or Change property. Notice that they have specific event names depending on the control type:



















We haven't included the list controls here. They are described in the next section of the chapter, where we will investigate how we get the selected value(s) from these controls.



There is also a  where we display the messages about the events we detect:








The event handlers for the textbox, checkbox, and button controls are shown next. You can see that the ImageButton event code accepts an ImageClickEventArgs object as the second argument (from where it extracts the coordinates of the mouse pointer), while the handlers for the other controls accept an ordinary EventArgs object for the second parameter:



Sub MyChangeCode(objSender As Object, objArgs As EventArgs)



divResult.InnerHtml += "Change event detected for control '" _



& objSender.ID & "'"



End Sub



Sub MyImageCode(objSender As Object, objArgs As ImageClickEventArgs)



divResult.InnerHtml += "Click event detected in control '" _



& objSender.ID & "' at X=" & objArgs.X _



& " Y=" & objArgs.Y



End Sub



Sub MyClickCode(objSender As Object, objArgs As EventArgs)



divResult.InnerHtml += "Click event detected for control '" _



& objSender.ID & "'"



End Sub



Working with Command Controls



Three of the button-type controls, namely Button, ImageButton, and LinkButton, provide a command feature as well as supporting the standard events. We can set the two properties CommandName and CommandArgument to any string values we want. When that button is clicked, it raises a Command event on the server to which we can respond. You can see this in the Commands demonstration page:



The Code in the 'Commands' Demonstration Page



Each time the page is loaded, it assigns the values from the textboxes on the page to the CommandName and



CommandArgument properties of the three button controls. The page also contains the following event handler, which is executed when a Command event occurs. All it does is extract the ID, CommandName, and CommandArgument properties of the button control that raised the event and displays them:



Sub MyCommandCode(objSender As Object, objArgs As CommandEventArgs)



divResult.InnerHtml += "Command event detected for control '" _



& objSender.ID & "'
" _



& "CommandName is '" _



& objSender.CommandName _



& "', CommandArgument is '" _



& objSender.CommandArgument & "'"



End Sub



This feature is useful in a couple of scenarios. If we have more than one button control on a form, we can use it to detect which button was clicked to submit the form. In previous versions of ASP, this was normally achieved by examining the



Request.Form collection (or Request.QueryString if the form has its method set to GET) to see which button was clicked. We just looked for the specific name or value of the button.



With a Command event, we can instead use a Select Case construct to figure out which button raised the event. All we have to do is check the CommandName value. This provides a far better structure to our code, and means that it is easier to add more buttons or change the caption or name of existing ones without breaking the code. We can also use different values for the CommandArgument property to pass our own custom controlspecific or taskspecific values to the event handler.



The second useful scenario is when we work with the complex list controls, in particular the DataGrid control. By setting pre-defined values for the CommandName property, we can use the buttons for control-specific tasks when we edit data in the DataGrid control. We will be describing this technique in Chapter 7.



The ASP.NET List Controls



The fourth group of controls that are part of ASP.NET is the range of list controls. This includes the familiar list box and drop-down list, implemented using the HTML ; element. However, there are several other very useful list controls as well:



Control



Description Creates a list element that includes the attribute size="1" to create a drop-down



list box with only a single row visible. The list can be populated using controls or through data binding. Creates a list element that includes the attribute size="x" to create a normal







singleselect or multiselect list box with more than one row visible. The list can be populated using controls or through data binding.



Control



Description Creates an HTML 
 or a simple list containing HTML checkboxes. The list can be







populated using controls or through data binding. Creates an HTML 
 or a simple list containing a mutually exclusive group of HTML



radio buttons. The list can be populated using controls or through data binding.







Not actually a control, but an object that is used to create an item in a list control, depending



on the type of control. For example, it creates an element in a list box or a new checkbox control in a CheckBoxList control. Repeats content that you define once for each source item within the data source specified







for the control. No integral formatting is applied except the layout and content information you define. This control is described in Chapter 7. Creates an HTML 
 with a row for each source item you specify. You create







templates that define the content and appearance of each row. This control is described in Chapter 7. Creates an HTML 
 that is designed for use with server-side data binding, and







includes built-in features to support selection, sorting, and editing of the content rows. This control is described in Chapter 7.



These controls further reinforce the fact that the Web Form controls can save huge amounts of effort when creating interactive web pages, in particular when the values for the lists come from some dynamic data source such as a database. We will be looking in detail at the concepts of data binding in Chapter 7, and we will postpone the discussion of the three more complex types of list control until then. In this chapter, we will concentrate on the removing controls in the list above.



The ListControl Base Class The four list controls we describe in this chapter are derived from the base class ListControl, which is part of the namespace System.Web.UI.WebControls. This class itself inherits from WebControl, and so provides the same properties, methods, and events as we described in the previous section on the Web Form controls. It adds to these some other members, which are therefore available for all the list controls:



Member



AutoPostBack property



Description Sets or returns a Boolean value indicating whether the page will be posted back to the server automatically when the user changes the selection in the list. Sets or returns the name of the table within the DataSource that will supply the values



DataMember property



for the list when data binding is used to populate it. Used when the DataSource object contains more than one table, for example when using a DataSet.



DataSource property DataTextField property



Sets or returns a reference to the object that provides the values to populate the list. Sets or returns the name of the field within the current DataSource that provides the text to be used for the list items.



DataTextFormatString



Sets or returns the formatting string that controls how the data bound to the list is



property



displayed. For example {0:C} for currency.



DataValueField property Items property SelectedIndex property



Sets or returns the name of the field or column within the current DataSource that provides the values for the list items. Returns a collection of the items (rows or elements) within the list control. Sets or returns the integer index of the first selected item in the list. To set or retrieve multiple selected items use the Selected property of each individual ListItem object.



SelectedItem property



Returns a reference to the first selected item within the list control. To set or retrieve multiple selected items use the Selected property of each individual ListItem object.



OnSelectedIndexChanged



Occurs on the server when the selection in the list is changed and the page is posted



event



back to the server.



The Specific List Control Classes Each of the list controls adds properties and a method to the base class from which they inherit. These are:



Control/Object



Properties



Methods



DropDownList



- none -



- none -



ListBox



Rows



- none -



ListItem



Attributes, Selected, Text, Value



FromString



CellPadding, CellSpacing, RepeatColumns, RepeatDirection, CheckBoxList



RepeatLayout, TextAlign CellPadding, CellSpacing, RepeatColumns, RepeatDirection,



RadioButtonList



RepeatLayout, TextAlign



- none -



- none -



In the next section, we will look at how we can use each of the list controls we are featuring in this chapter.



Using the ASP List Controls In general, we use the list controls in the same way as the basic ASP.NET Web Form controls we examined in the previous section of this chapter. Properties like AutoPostBack, AccessKey, ToolTip, and the various formatting properties work in just the same way. We have also used a HashTable as the data source for the examples in our demonstration application, in the same way as we did with the HtmlSelect control in the previous chapter.



What we will be concentrating on here are the properties specific to list controls, as shown in the previous tables. We will follow this up towards the end of this section with a look at the way we retrieve details about the selected items in a list control.



The ASP:DropDownList Control



The ASP.NET DropDownList control creates basically the same output in the browser as the default HtmlSelect list we saw in the previous chapter. It generates an HTML element with no size attribute, so only one item in the list is visible and it behaves as a 'drop-down' selection list.



Since we have bound the control to the same HashTable as we used with the HtmlSelect control, you can see that it creates the same five ; elements within the ; element. The formatting of the control is performed by setting the BackColor, BorderColor, and ForeColor properties, and we have also turned on AutoPostBack. This adds the onchange attribute to the ; element:



The sourcecode we used to create the server control in this page is:







To see the effects of data binding to the HashTable data source, swap over the DataTextField and DataValueField properties. The list will show the contents of the 'field' selected as the DataTextField property, and use the contents of the 'field' specified as the DataValueField to fill the value attributes of each element.



The ASP:ListBox Control



To create a list box rather than a drop-down list, we use the ListBox control. This has a couple of extra properties that we use to specify the size and behavior of the list. Firstly, we can specify how many items will be displayed by setting the



Rows property (which sets the size attribute - notice how the property names are common across the Web Form controls, hiding the inconsistent HTML attribute names):



The sourcecode we used to create the server control in this page is:







We can also permit multiple selections to be made in the list by setting the SelectionMode property to a value from the



ListSelectionMode enumeration. The value Multiple simply adds the multiple="multiple" attribute to the output so that the Shift and Ctrl key can be used to select more than one item in the list.



The ASP:CheckBoxList and ASP:RadioButtonList Controls



There are two exciting and useful controls that are part of the Web Form list control range:



ƒ



CheckBoxList



ƒ



RadioButtonList



These create a list containing several checkboxes or radio buttons, and they automatically set the value and the text (for the caption) of each one. When used in conjunction with data binding, as in our demonstration pages, these controls can really save development time.



The next screenshot shows the standard results for a RadioButtonList control when data-bound to the same



HashTable as we used in the previous examples. The CheckBoxList control is identical except that it creates a list of checkboxes (as you'd expect). You can see that the output generated is an HTML table containing



; and ; elements:



The sourcecode we used to create the server control in this page is:







However, this is not the only output 'format' we can create. In the next screenshot, you can see that the controls are laid out inline, rather than using a table. This is because we set the RepeatLayout property to Flow, and the



RepeatDirection to Horizontal (using members of the appropriate enumerations). We also set the RepeatColumns property to 3 so that the controls appear in threes across the page:



Another point to notice is that the values for each option are now formatted as currency. We do this by setting the



DataTextFormatString to a suitable format expression. In our example we've used Bid:{0:C} to output the literal characters Bid: and convert the numerical value to currency format, but you can substitute others to experiment.



Reacting to Change Events



The Events demonstration page we used in the previous section to show the events for button controls also shows how we can react to the Change event that is exposed by all the Web Form list controls. When you make a selection in the



RadioButtonList or the DropDownList control, the page displays information about that event:



The RadioButtonList and DropDownList controls are defined in the page using explicit values for their contents, rather than using data binding as we did in the previous examples. However, as we're using the ASP Web Form list controls here, we must define the contents using ListItem elements rather than elements. Notice that we set the Text property to the string we want to appear in the visible portion of the list, rather than providing it as the content of the element as we do when we are using elements:











































You can also see how easy it is to define the individual radio buttons that make up the RadioButtonList control (we use exactly the same technique with a CheckBoxList control). We only have to specify the ListItem element and its properties. The list control knows what type of items to create for the list, and automatically generates the correct HTML.



Extracting Values from List Controls



The two list controls have their AutoPostBack property set to True, so the page will be submitted to our server when the current selection is changed. They also have their OnSelectedIndexChanged property set to point to an event handler named MyListChangeCode, which (as usual) is executed on the server when the page is submitted.



The code for this event handler is shown next. It displays the ID of the control that raised the event, then extracts the selected item Text and Value and displays these as well:



Sub MyListChangeCode(objSender As Object, objArgs As EventArgs)



divResult.InnerHtml += "Change event detected for control '" _



& objSender.ID & "'
SelectedIndex is '" _



& objSender.SelectedIndex _



& "', selected item text is '" _



& objSender.SelectedItem.Text _



& "', selected item value is '" _



& objSender.SelectedItem.Value & "'
"



End Sub



Notice how, in this case, we simply access the SelectedItem property of the list control, which returns a reference to the first item in the list that is selected.



Extracting Multiple Selected Values from List Controls



Both of the lists in the previous example allow only a single selection to be made. This is always the case with a



RadioButtonList, but we can specify that a ListBox control will accept multiple selections by setting the SelectionMode property to the value ListSelectionMode.Multiple. And of course, in a CheckBoxList we will usually allow multiple item selection, as this is generally the sole reason for using this type of control.



We extract multiple selected values from a list control using exactly the same technique as we did with the HtmlSelect control in the previous section. We iterate through all the ListItem elements in the Items collection exposed by the list control, checking the Selected property of each one and extracting the Text and Value properties for those that are selected:



Sub MyCode(objSender As Object, objArgs As EventArgs)



Dim strResult As String



strResult = "The following items were selected:
"



Dim objItem As ListItem



For Each objItem in objSender.Items



If objItem.Selected Then



strResult += objItem.Text & " = " & objItem.Value & "
"



End If



Next



outMessage.InnerHtml = strResult



End Sub



Other ASP.NET Rich Controls



To finish off this chapter, we will look briefly at three other controls that are provided with ASP.NET. These are called rich controls because they create the entire HTML required to implement a complex task in one simple operation. A typical example of this is the Calendar control, which can create a complete working calendar within a web page. All you do is add the control to your page and set a few properties. The three controls we'll be covering here are:



Control



Description



Displays an advertisement banner that changes on a predefined schedule. 



Displays a calendar showing single months and allows selection of a date.







Displays the content of an XML document or the result of an XSL or XSLT transformation.



Using the Rich Controls The rich controls we are looking at in this section are very useful when you need to perform the specific tasks for which they are designed. We don't have room to provide exhaustive coverage here, but by now you should be familiar with the way that server controls work, and you should have no problem getting to grips with these. You can use the demonstration application we provide (open the Other Controls section of the left-hand menu) to see the output that they generate, and experiment with the various property settings.



The ASP:AdRotator Control



The AdRotator control has been part of ASP almost since the beginning, and is a popular way to display advertisement banners on a quasi-random pre-defined schedule. A new version is included as part of the default ASP.NET installation, and it has a couple of extra features.



Probably the most useful is the ability to filter the list of banners that will be displayed dynamically, so that you can, for example, display banners for products or organizations that are relevant to a specific page or user. The filtering is carried out through the KeywordFilter property. You can see that we have set this property in the following screenshot from our demonstration application:



The code we used to insert the control into the page for this example is:







Previous versions of the AdRotator control relied on a text file to specify the advertisements and the schedule for display of each one. As the whole world is now going XML crazy, the new control follows the trend by using an XML file to define the schedules. The file path is specified in the AdvertisementFile property, as shown in the sourcecode for the page above (you can't change this property in the demonstration page).



The AdRotator Schedule File



An example of the format of the XML schedule file is:











ads/asptoday.gif



http://www.asptoday.com/



ASPToday



20



Articles











ads/wrox.gif



http://www.wrox.com/



Wrox Press



20



Books







... more elements here ...







The ImageUrl and NavigateUrl are self-explanatory. The AlternateText is used as the HTML alt attribute of the



 element that the AdRotator control creates, and the Impressions value is used to control how often this banner will appear. The total for this element in all the elements in the schedule file is calculated, and the ratio of impressions can then be calculated by the control and used to select the advertisement to display.



The Keyword element is used to allocate each advertisement to a 'category' with that name. When you set the



KeywordFilter property, only advertisements with the specified value for their Keyword element are included in the selection and display process.



The ASP:Calendar Control



By far the most complex server control in ASP.NET is the Calendar control. This creates a fully interactive 'one-month-at-a-time' calendar as an HTML table. The next screenshot shows the default output from the Calendar control, and you can see that it really is a 'rich' control in that it saves an incredible amount of effort on behalf of the developer:



The code we used to insert the control into the source of the page is:







Notice that it automatically defaults to the current date if we don't specify a date.



If you scroll to the bottom of this page, you can see some of the properties that we can set to change the appearance. These don't include the various calendarspecific style properties that are available, such as DayHeaderStyle,



DayStyle, MonthStyle, and so on:



The Calendar control also exposes a couple of events that we can use to detect when the user interacts with the control. We can write an event handler for the SelectionChanged event, and obtain the date that the user selected by querying the SelectedDate property of the control within that event handler.



We can also create an event handler for the VisibleMonthChanged event. In this case, the second parameter of the event handler is a MonthChangedEventHandler object, which exposes two properties named NewDate and



PreviousDate that contain the original (before the month was changed) and current dates (the date after the month was changed).



The ASP:Xml Control



The final control we're looking at is the ASP:Xml server control. This can be used to display the content of an XML document, or to perform a server-side transformation on the document using a suitable XSL or XSLT stylesheet. Note that this control does not inherit from WebControl. It inherits directly from Control, and so doesn't have all the displayoriented properties that the other Web Form controls do.



Don't be confused into thinking that this control creates an IE 5-style element - it doesn't. It is a server-side object that outputs XML or the result of an XSL or XSLT transformation to the client.



There are six properties available for the Xml control. We specify the source document using one of the first three properties in the following table, and the stylesheet (if we're using one) in one of the next two properties shown in the table:



Property



Description



A reference to an XmlDocument object that contains the XML document we want to display



Document DocumentContent



or transform. We look at how we create and use the XmlDocument object in Chapter 11. A string containing the text of the XML document we want to display or transform. A string that contains the physical or virtual path to the XML document we want to display



DocumentSource



or transform. A reference to an XslTransform object that contains the XSL or XSLT stylesheet to use for



Transform



transforming the XML document before displaying it. We look at how we create and use the



XslTransform object in Chapter 11. A string that contains the physical or virtual path to the XSL or XSLT stylesheet we want to



TransformSource



use for the transformation. A reference to an XsltArgumentList object that contains the arguments to be passed to



TransformArgumentList



the stylesheet.



In our demonstration page, we have set the DocumentSource property to books.xml. The control loads this document from disk and displays it in the page. Of course, the XML elements aren't visible, because the browser attempts to render the XML as though it were HTML and so only the text content of the elements is shown in the page. If you view the source in your browser, however, you'll see the XML that the control sends to the client. We have also included a hyperlink in the page so that you can open the XML document in a separate browser window and see it:



The code we used to insert the control into the source of the page is:







If you compare the original disk file with the output of the control, you will also see that the control has removed 'insignificant whitespace' from the result. In other words, it strips out all the carriage returns, spaces, and tab characters.



Using an XSL Stylesheet



We have also provided three simple XSL stylesheets that you can use to transform the XML document. They transform the XML into HTML (because we are displaying it in the browser in our application). For example, the reportview.xsl stylesheet generates a sales report from the data in the XML document:



Summary



In this chapter, we have looked at the second major set of server controls that are provided as part of the default ASP.NET installation - the Web Form controls. These are a mixture of simple controls that emulate the HTML controls we looked at in the previous chapter, and more complex controls that provide 'rich' output containing more than one HTML element.



The Web Form controls also have other advantages over the HTML controls. They provide a consistent object model, using the same property name in all the controls for the same 'value'. An example is the Text property, which sets the visible text within the control irrespective of which HTML element is output, and which HTML attribute carries the text content. This makes working with them easier, and also simplifies the task of building tools or applications that will create a user interface automatically.



The Web Form controls we examined in this chapter fall into three groups:



ƒ



The basic controls, such as Image, Hyperlink, TextBox, and RadioButton



ƒ



The list controls, such as ListBox, DropDownList, and RadioButtonList



ƒ



The rich controls, such as AdRotator, Calendar, and Xml



We showed you the common properties for each one, and demonstrated them through a sample application that we provide. We also looked at how we react to events that these controls expose, and some of the other issues involved when we come to use them.



The topics we covered in this chapter were:



ƒ



The ASP.NET Web Form server controls in general



ƒ



The basic Web Form input and navigation server controls



ƒ



The Web Form server controls used for building lists



ƒ



The 'rich' Web Form controls that provide complex compound interface elements



However, we didn't examine all the list controls in this chapter, as there are some very specialist ones such as Repeater,



DataList, and DataGrid. We look at these in the next chapter.



List Controls and Data Binding Most dynamic web sites, and just about every web-based application, will need to access a data source at some point. ASP has long been capable of accessing various kinds of data store, such as relational databases, e-mail servers, XML documents, or text files and it's relatively simple to manipulate, format, and display data in a range of ways. However, though it's simple to do, it always requires writing code - and that code can become quite extensive, making it difficult to manage and debug.



ASP.NET introduces some new ways to manage and present data of all kinds. In later chapters we'll be looking at the whole concept of data management for both relational and XML data. However, in this chapter we'll stick to looking at some of the new ways that we can display data in our web pages and applications.



This might seem to be an odd ordering of topics, but data presentation in ASP.NET is managed mainly through a series of new server controls that are specially designed to work with a whole range of types of data- not just relational or XML data. This means that the techniques for working with these controls are akin to the techniques for creating ASP.NET pages that we've examined in previous chapters.



What's more, we don't need a deep understanding of where the data comes from, or how it is extracted from a data store, to be able to use the new data presentation controls. The fundamentally disconnected design of the data management features within the .NET Framework means that we can easily separate the business rules that create and expose data from the code that creates the display.



So, in this chapter, we'll deal with the way that the controls work, and how we use them. In later chapters we'll be free to examine relational and XML data management techniques, without getting bogged down in presentation issues. The topics we'll cover here are:



ƒ



What data binding actually is, and how it works



ƒ



How we can bind controls to single data values



ƒ



How we can bind list controls to sets of data values



ƒ



How we can change the appearance of data-bound controls



ƒ



How we can use data-bound controls to edit and update the source data



Obtaining the Sample Files



All the examples used in this chapter are included with the sample files available for this book from



http://www.wrox.com/Books/Book_Details.asp?isbn=1861007035. You can also run many of them on-line at http://www.daveandal.com/profaspnet/. You'll find a default.htm menu page in a folder named data-binding:



Some of the examples require a connection to a database. We've provided a Microsoft Access .mdb database file and two SQL scripts to create the database in SQL Server. These files, and instructions on creating the database, are included in the data-binding/database folder.



You must edit the file named connect-strings.ascx (found in the data-binding/global folder of the samples) to specify the path to the .mdb file and/or the name of your database server.



Data Binding - The Concepts



The exact meaning of data-binding can be quite difficult to pin down. In programming languages such as Visual Basic, and applications such as Microsoft Access, the term data binding describes the way that values from a collection of data, such as a recordset, are connected to controls on a form. As the form is used to navigate through the records, the values of each of the columns are automatically displayed in the controls. The controls are bound to the columns in the recordset, and we don't have to write any code to display the values or update the original data source.



However, the disconnected nature of the HTTP protocol means that the traditional client/server data binding used in Visual Basic and Access cannot be used over an HTTP-based network connection. When Internet Explorer 4 appeared, it included some clever client-side and server-side COM components that allowed a similar technique to be used over HTTP. This was referred to as client-side data binding, and worked well. However, the browser-specific requirements of this technology, combined with suspicions about security that it raised, meant that it didn't really catch on in a big way.



Doing It All on the Server The continuing diversification of client devices means that any browser-specific technology is unlikely to have long term appeal. Accordingly, the .NET Framework vision is to provide support for all types of client. Ultimately, this means that either we have to build applications that detect the client device type and change their behavior accordingly, or implement all the functionality on the server.



In many cases doing it all on the server is a good plan, as it allows us to exert control over output and security within our applications. Developments in server and Web farm technologies make it much easier to provide scalable and reliable sites, and ASP.NET is designed to create fast responses to client requests through pre-compilation and caching.



So how does this relate to the topics of this chapter? The answer is that in .NET we are moving towards the concept of server-side data binding. We can take advantage of the time saving and code saving features of data binding - just as we would with Visual Basic and Access - but use it across HTTP in a disconnected environment like the Web.



With data binding in ASP.NET, we simply tell the controls or the page where to find the data. It extracts the values and builds the page with this data in it. We'll see how next.



Displaying Data - ASP versus ASP.NET



With ASP 3.0 and earlier, we can use components, or a technology such as ADO, to create a Recordset object that contains rows of data for display. To get them into the page, we would usually iterate through the rows- extracting values,



formatting them, and inserting them into the outputsomething like this:



...' assuming we've got a Recordset object containing the data ...



Response.Write "
"



Response.Write "	Date

"



Response.Write "	Subject

"



Response.Write "	User Name

"



Response.Write "	Content

"



Do While Not objRecs.EOF



strDate = FormatDateTime(objRecs("dtDate").value, vbLongDate)



Response.Write "	" & strDate & "

"



Response.Write "	" & objRecs("tSubject").value & "

"



Response.Write "	" & objRecs("tUserName").value & "

"



Response.Write "	" & objRecs("tContent").value & "

"



objRecs.MoveNext



Loop



Response.Write ""



objRecs.Close



We have to do all this just to get a simple unformatted table containing values from the rows in the recordset. In ASP.NET we can do the same in only two lines of code by using a server control:











...' assuming we've got a DataView object containing the data ...



MyDataGrid.DataSource = objDataView



MyDataGrid.DataBind()



Data access objects such as DataView are covered in detail in the following chapters.



The server control does much the same as the ASP 3.0 code we saw.It automatically creates an HTML table with the column names in the first row, followed by a series of rows that contain the values from each of the source data rows. What's more, we can now change the appearance of the table by just setting a few properties of the ASP:DataGrid control; we can add automatic sorting with only a two-line subroutine; we can add automatic paging, with each page showing the number of rows we require and with links to the other pages, by just setting one property and writing two lines of code.



And this only scratches the surface. This control can be used in ways that will cater for almost any dataset presentation requirement. What's more, there are several other controls that are designed to display repeated data such as this, and even more that work with a single item of data at a time through server-side data binding.



Data Binding Syntax We actually used data binding in a couple of the examples in Chapters 5 and 6, but we didn't discuss how it worked in any depth. We'll concentrate on the theory here, and then move on to look at how we can use the new ASP.NET server controls to really get the benefits of server-side data binding.



The principle behind server-side data binding is to get ASP.NET to insert one or more values from a data source into the page, or into a control on the page. The basic syntax uses a construct that looks like a server-side script block, with a '#' character as an indicator that this is actually a data-binding statement:







We cannot place code that we want to be executed within this block as although it looks like a server-side script block, it isn't. Only specific data-binding syntax expressions can be used within the block.



There are two basic scenarios in which we would want to bind a control:



ƒ



Single-value data binding- when we have a single value that we want to bind to a control. For example we might want to set one of the properties (or attributes) of that control. In this case, the bound value is often used to set the displayed content of the control (the Text or Value property), and is suited to controls that only display a single value, such as the , ASP:TextBox, and ASP:Hyperlink controls.



ƒ



Repeated-value data binding- when the data source contains more than one value. For example, we might want to bind a list, a collection, or a rowset to a control that can display more than one value. Examples include the various types of list controls such as , ASP:ListBox, and ASP:CheckBoxList.



Although the techniques for both these types of binding are fundamentally similar we'll examine the concepts of each separately. We'll start with single-value data binding.



Single-Value Data Binding When we bind controls to single values such as properties, methods, or expressions, we use one of the following simple types of syntax:







or:







or:







We can see from this that there are several possible sources for the value that will be bound to the control, and we'll look at these next.



Sources of Data for Single-Value Binding



The source of the value that we can use with single-value data binding includes:



ƒ



The value of a property declared in either the page, or in another control or object



ƒ



The result returned from a method declared in either the page or in another control or object



ƒ



The result of evaluating an expression



All of these must return a single value that can be bound to a control or placed directly within a page. For example, if we declare a property named ImageURL within the code of the page like this:



ReadOnly Property ImageURL() As String



Get



'read-only property for the Page



Dim strURL As String



'some code would be here to calculate the value



'we just set it to a fixed value for illustration



strURL = "myimage.gif"



Return strURL



End Get



End Property



We can insert the value directly into the page itself, or as the value of an attribute for a control, using:







Our only remaining task is to activate the binding when the page is loaded. This is done using the DataBind method- we'll look at this in detail shortly:



Sub Page_Load()



DataBind()



End Sub



Using Controls with Bound Values



The real advantage in using bound values is that the data binding statement block can be used within other controls, and the value of one control can come from another control. For example, we can link a label to a textbox by specifying the



Text property of the TextBox control as the Text property of the Label control:























<script language="VB" runat="server">



Sub Page_Load()



DataBind()



End Sub







Now, each time the page is submitted, the value in the Label control named MyLabel will be the value that was present in the TextBox control named MyTextBox - and to accomplish this we don't need to write any code other than to call the



DataBind method. This technique isn't limited to just setting the Text property of a control. We can use it to insert a value into almost any



control. For example, to specify the Src property of an ASP:Image control we would use:







To specify the text caption of an ASP:CheckBox control we would use:







To specify the text and target URL for an ASP:Hyperlink control we would use:







This technique works in the same way for those HTML controls and elements that aren't actually server controls. For example, to specify the text that appears in an HTML text control element we would use:







To specify the caption of an HTML Submit button we would use:







Or to specify the target URL and hotlink text in an HTML  element we would use:







If required, we can concatenate explicit values with the bound value. For example, we can use it to specify just the file name part of a complete URL:







View the file named ''



Activating the Binding



As we noted earlier, once we've specified the data-binding statement blocks in a page we must activate the binding when some other event occurs (usually when the page is loaded) to get the appropriate values inserted. If we don't, the ASP engine ignores the data-binding blocks when the page is compiled, and they won't be replaced by the intended value.



We activate the binding process using the DataBind method, which is available at several places within the hierarchy of the page:



ƒ



To bind all the controls on the page we call the DataBind method of the Page object (As Page is the default object we can use Page.DataBind or just DataBind as we've done in the examples so far). This is the only way to activate the binding for the controls that are not specifically designed for use with data binding (which includes the examples we've looked at so far). It also binds any values that are inserted directly into a page, rather than into a control of some kind.



ƒ



To bind just a single control, we call the DataBind method of that control. This only applies to those list controls that are designed specifically for use with data binding (we'll meet these shortly).



ƒ



To bind just one row or item object from the data source within a control, we call the DataBind method of that object. Again, this only applies to those list controls that are designed specifically for use with data binding.



A Single-Value Data-Binding Example



As an example of some of the ways that we can use data binding with single values, we've provided a sample page, Simple



Single-Value Data Binding (simple-single-binding.aspx):



This example page shows how single-value data binding can be used with a whole range of controls. Click the [view source] link at the bottom of the page if you want to see the complete sourcecode for the page. It uses the code we saw earlier to expose a simple property named ImageURL. Each of the controls in the page then uses this property value to set one or more of their properties. Finally, the code in the Page_Load event handler calls the DataBind method of the Page object to bind all the controls on the page to the property value:



Sub Page_Load()



Page.DataBind() 'bind all the controls on the page



End Sub



We've also provided a very similar example page that binds to the result of a method rather than a property value. This page, Single-Value Data Binding to a Method Result (method-single-binding.aspx) looks identical to the previous example when it's displayed in a browser. However, it differs in its definition of a method named ImageURL, which returns



the value "myimage.gif":



Function ImageURL() As String



Return "myimage.gif"



End Function



The only other difference is that now the expressions in the data-binding blocks include parentheses, because the data source is a method (although in Visual Basic it works just as well without them):







Repeated Value Data Binding Single-value data binding is a useful technique, but data binding becomes a lot more valuable when we have repeating sets of values that we want to display - for example a rowset from a relational database, or an array of values.



ASP.NET provides eight list controls that are designed to work with repeated-value data binding. They have a set of properties and methods that allow them to be connected to a data source. Then, they automatically create a display row or display item for each row or item in the data source. For example, a list control will automatically create an appropriate set of elements to display all the rows or items in the data source.



One obvious advantage with these controls is that we don't have to provide any of the HTML ourselves. The control does it all automatically (although we can add HTML elements to the output to customize it if required).



The List Controls Designed for Repeated Binding



The eight controls specifically designed for use with server-side data binding are:



ƒ



The HTML element, implemented by the .NET class



System.Web.UI.HtmlControls.HtmlSelect. When presented with a suitable source of repeating data values it creates a standard HTML list with repeating elements.



ƒ



The ASP:ListBox control, implemented by the .NET class System.Web.UI.WebControls.ListBox. This control also creates a standard HTML list with repeating elements. By default, it creates a list-box rather than a drop-down list like the element - though the appearance of both can be changed by setting the number of items to display.



ƒ



The ASP:DropDownList control, implemented by the .NET class



System.Web.UI.WebControls.DropDownList. Again, this control creates a standard HTML list with repeating elements. However, by default, it creates a drop-down list rather than a list-box.



ƒ



The ASP:CheckBoxList control, implemented by the .NET class



System.Web.UI.WebControls.CheckBoxList. This control creates a list of standard HTML elements - one for each row or item in the data source.



ƒ



The ASP:RadioButtonList control, implemented by the .NET class



System.Web.UI.WebControls.RadioButtonList. This control creates a list of standard HTML elements - one for each row or item in the data source. It also sets the HTML name attribute (represented by the GroupName property of the control) to the same value so that the radio buttons in the list are mutually exclusive.



ƒ



The ASP:Repeater control, implemented by the .NET class System.Web.UI.WebControls.Repeater. By default this control generates no visible interface or formatting, and no HTML content. It simply repeats the content defined within the control once for each row or item in the data source.



ƒ



The ASP:DataList control, implemented by the .NET class System.Web.UI.WebControls.DataList. This control repeats the content defined within the control once for each row or item in the data source, either enclosing each item in an HTML table row, or delimiting the items using an HTML 
 element to create a list. It can also lay out the content in more than one column, and process items vertically or horizontally within the columns.



ƒ



The ASP:DataGrid control, implemented by the .NET class System.Web.UI.WebControls.DataGrid. This is a fully-featured grid control designed for use with data contained in a DataView, DataSet or DataReader object, or a collection. It generates a visible interface by way of an HTML table, automatically adding the column or item names to the header row. There are also many other useful features built in to make it easy to customize the display (which we'll look at later on).



The next screenshot (taken from the example page we'll look at shortly) shows the physical appearance of these controls:



The Properties of a Repeated Binding Control



All the controls designed for use with server-side data binding expose properties and methods that we use to manage the binding. The properties are:



Property



Description



DataTextField



Specifies which field or column in the data source contains the values to be used for display. For



example, the values used as the text for elements in a list box, or the captions of the checkboxes in a CheckBoxList control. Specifies which field or column in the data source contains the values to be used as the Value



DataValueField property of the control elements. For example, the values used as the value attribute for elements in a list-box. Table continued on following page



Property



Description The format string to be used for the values from the column or field specified in the



DataTextField property when displaying these values in the control. For example, DataTextFormatString



"{0:C}" for formatting currency values, or "{0:dddd MMMM dd, yyyy}" for formatting dates. (We'll look at this topic in more detail later on.) Specifies the set of rows to bind to when the data source contains more than one rowset. For



DataMember



example the name of the table when binding to a DataSet object.



There are many other properties that are specific to individual controls, and which govern how the content is displayed. We'll be looking at most of these as we see some example pages that use the controls later in this chapter.



The Methods of a Repeated Binding Control



All of the controls designed for use with repeated-value data binding expose at least two methods that we use when working with bound data. They are:



Method



Description Causes the control to populate itself with the data from the data source- in effect activating the bindings



DataBind



that we specify within the declaration of the control. Used to get a reference to a child control within the container (that is, within the bound control). This is useful when we want to check the value in another child control (such as a table cell) within the same row



FindControl



as the current control. It is normally used within event handlers that are executed once for each row or item- for example the DataBinding event.



The Events of a Repeated Binding Control



There is a wide range of events raised by the list controls, of which many are specific to the control type. However, there are two that are common across all list controls designed for use with data binding:



Event



Description Occurs for each row or item in the data source as that row or item is created within the control during the execution of the DataBind method. The row or item is passed to the event within



DataBinding



the event parameters, and code can examine and modify the content of that row or item as the container control is populated.



Occurs when the currently selected item changes and the page is posted back to the server.



SelectedIndexChanged



It allows code to change the display to reflect the user's selection.



Sources of Data for Repeated-Value Binding



So, having looked at the controls, the next question to ask is what kind of data source can we bind to them? In technical terms, the list controls can be bound to any data source that implements the IEnumerable, ICollection, or



IListSource interface. In practical terms this means that the list controls can be bound to:



ƒ



A Collection, such as the collection of values in Request.Form, the collection of tables in a DataSet object's Tables collection, or a collection we create and populate ourselves.



ƒ



An ArrayList, which contains a simple list of values. This is a good way to create a list of items for display in, for example, a list-box.



ƒ



A HashTable, which contains items that are identified by a key, rather like a Dictionary object. Each item has a Key and a Value property, which makes this type of data source ideal for things like list-boxes, in which the text to be displayed and the value to be returned when that item is selected are different.



ƒ



An ADO.NET DataView object, which contains rows from a DataTable that is populated from a database, or is manually created and populated using code. (We'll discuss the whole topic of creating and manipulating relational data in later chapters.)



ƒ



An ADO.NET DataSet object, which contains one or more DataTable objects that are populated from a database, or which are manually created and populated using code. This is a disconnected object that is easy to pass between the tiers of an application. The actual table to which the control is bound is specified in the



DataMember property of the control.



ƒ



An ADO.NET DataReader object, which provides connected forward-only and read-only access to a database for extracting data. It can expose one or more rows of data, and essentially behaves in the same way as a



DataView object for binding. For performance reasons we should aim to use a DataReader rather than a DataView or DataSet when possible. We'll explore the scenarios that do require the use of a DataView or DataSet later in the chapter. Chapter 15 provides a full examination of the various types of collection in the .NET Framework. Chapters 8, 9, and 10 contain a full examination of how we can work with relational data and the DataView, DataSet, and DataReader objects.



The Syntax for Repeated-Value Data Binding



When we bind controls to single values, such as properties, methods, or expressions (as we saw earlier), we use this simple syntax:







However, data sources used for repeated-value binding often have more than one "field" (that is, more than one value in each row or "list item"). Examples include the HashTable, which contains a Key and a Value, and the DataView or



DataReader object where each item is itself a DataRow object. In this case, we have to be able to specify which field or column (that is, which value from each row or list item) we want to bind to the control.



Many of the list controls are also capable of displaying or using more than one value for each item in the list. For example, a element can use one value for the content of an element, and one value for that element's value attribute:







Text1



Text2



...







Mapping Fields in the Data Source to Control Properties



There are two ways that we can map (or connect) specific fields in each row of the data source to the properties or attributes of a control. Which method we use depends on the type of control we are binding to:



ƒ



If the control supports templates, we can declaratively create a template that defines the content of each 'row' or item that the control will display



ƒ



If the control does not support templates, we can dynamically assign the fields in the data source to the attributes of the control by setting the properties of the control at runtime



The controls in ASP.NET that do support templates are Repeater, DataList, and DataGrid. So, for one of these controls, we can declare a template within the control element and place our data binding instructions within it. We reference the row or list item as a DataItem object within the control's Container, and specify the field or column that we want to connect to. For example, when binding to a HashTable we specify either the Key property or the Value property:



Key: 



or:



Value: 



When binding to a Collection, DataView, or DataReader object, we specify the property, field, or column name itself:



Value from DataView/DataReader: 



or:



Value from Collection: 



So, for example, we could use a Repeater control to display the Key and Value in each row of a HashTable like this:











=
















Then, in our Page_Load event handler, we simply assign the data source to the control and call its DataBind method:



MyRepeater.DataSource = tabValues



MyRepeater.DataBind()



Mapping Fields Dynamically at Runtime



For controls that don't support templates, we must set the properties (listed earlier) at runtime. These properties specify the field from the data source that will provide the visible output for the control (the DataTextField property) and the field that will provide the non-displayed values for the control (the DataValueField property).



So, using our previous example of a list populated from a HashTable, we could use one 'column' (probably the Key) as the value attribute of each element and the other 'column' (the Value) as the text of the



element. We declare the control like this:







Then we set the properties of the control in the Page_Load event to display the appropriate fields from the data source:



MySelectList.DataSource = tabValues



MySelectList.DataValueField = "Key"



MySelectList.DataTextField = "Value"



MySelectList.DataBind()



The DataGrid control is clever enough to be able to figure out fields in the data source automatically, and display all the values. This works when the data source is an Array, a DataView, a DataSet or a DataReader, but not when the data source is a HashTable. We'll look at the DataGrid control in detail towards the end of this chapter.



Evaluating Expressions with the Eval Method



The data-binding statement block in a control that uses templates (such as the Repeater, DataList and DataGrid) can contain instances of only the following expression and derivatives of it. In its simplest form, this expression is:







A common derivative is the use of the Eval method of the DataBinder object to specify a value within a data source (where it contains more than one value per row), and optionally format the value for display. In fact there are three ways that we can use the Eval method:



ƒ



When each row or list item in the data source contains more than one value (more than one column or field), for example a row from a DataView based on a database table, or a HashTable object



ƒ



When we want to use a different object than the one the control is bound to as the source of the value



ƒ



When we want to format the value for display, for example by taking a numeric value and formatting it as currency



The first of these is just an extension of the syntax we used in the previous section, and adds nothing to the process other than a performance hit. In general it should be avoided. Here is an example, however, in which the value we want is in the column named BookTitle within a row in a DataView object:







The DataBinder.Eval method uses a technique called late-bound reflection to evaluate the expression. Therefore it carries a noticeable performance overhead compared to the standard data-binding syntax in which just the value name is specified.



Another important point is that we have to include a line-continuation character in Visual Basic when we use the Eval statement if we need to break the statement over more than one line. This shouldn't really be necessary, but bear it in mind when you are reading published code listings in which the code could wrap to the next line.



The second way we can use the Eval method is when we want to bind to an object that is not defined in the DataSource for the control. This allows us to reference specific values in that object, which are then used in every row that is displayed. For example, if we have a DataView named objCityData that contains information about cities, we can specify the value of the CityName column in the fourth row (rows are indexed from zero) of the DataView with:







However, the most common and useful application of the Eval method is to format values for display. We'll look at this topic next.



Formatting Values and Expressions with the Eval Method



The Eval method takes three parameters, the last of which is optional. This third parameter, which we didn't use in the previous examples, is a "format string" that defines the format of the output. For example, we can specify that the content of the PublicationDate field in our data source should be displayed in standard date format using:







The result from this example is something like "10 March 2001" (it depends on the regional settings of the server). When we use the Eval method we can only have one value in each expression, so the first number in the curly braces (a placeholder for the variable containing the value to be formatted) must always be zero. The character(s) after the colon



(in this case "D") denote the format itself.



The common format strings we use with numeric values are:



Format character Description



Example (US English culture)



C or c



Currency format



$1,234.60, ($28.15),



D or d



Decimal format



205, 17534, -65



E or e



Scientific (exponential) format 3.46E+21, -1.2e+3, 3.003E-15



Format character Description



Example (US English culture)



F or f



Fixed-point format



34.300, -0.230



G or g



General format



Depends on actual value



N or n



Number format



3,456.23, 12.65, -1.534



P or p



Percent format



45.6%, -10%



X or x



Hexadecimal format &H5f76, 0x4528 (depends on actual value)



The common format strings we use with dates are:



Format character Description



Example (US English culture)



d



Short date



M/d/yyyy



D



Long date



dddd, MMMM dd, yyyy



f



Full (long date and short time)



dddd, MMMM dd, yyyy HH:mm aa



F



Full (long date and long time)



dddd, MMMM dd, yyyy HH:mm:ss aa



g



General (short date and short time)



M/d/yyyy HH:mm aa



G



General (short date and long time)



M/d/yyyy HH:mm:ss aa



M or m



Month and day



MMMM dd



R or r



RFC1123 format



ddd, dd MMM yyyy HH:mm:ssGMT



s



ISO 8601 sortable using local time



yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss



t



Short time



HH:mm aa



T



Long time



HH:mm:ss aa



u



ISO 8601 sortable using universal time yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss



U



Universal sortable date/time



dddd, MMMM dd, yyyy HH:mm:ss aa



Y or y



Year and month



MMMM, yyyy



It's also possible to use the characters in the following table to create a "picture" for numeric values. For example the format string "00#.##", when applied to the number 1.2345 would produce "001.23". If we want to specify positive, negative and zero formats, we separate each with semi-colons. So given the format string "00#.##;(00#.##);[0]", we would get "(001.23)" for the number -1.2345 and "[0]" for zero.



The picture format characters for numbers are:



Format character



Description Displays a zero if there is no significant value- that is, it adds a zero in front of a number, or at the end of



0



the number after the decimal point. Digit placeholder, replaced only with significant digits. Other occurrences of this symbol are ignored if



# .



there is no significant digit. Displays the decimal point character used by the current culture. Separates number groups with the character used by the current culture, such as "1,000" in the US



,



English culture. Can also be used to divide the value of a number, for example, the format string "0,," will display the number 100,000,000 as just 100 in the US English culture.



% E+0, E-0, e+0 or e-0



Displays the percent character used by the current culture. Formats the output as scientific or exponential notation.



\



Displays the following character as a literal - it is not interpreted as a format character.



" or '



Any characters enclosed in single or double quotes are interpreted as a literal string.



{ and } ;



Double curly brackets are used to display a single literal curly brace. For example "{{" displays "{" and



"}}" displays "}". Separates the two or three sections for positive, negative, and zero values in the format string.



All other characters are copied directly to the output, so the format string "My value is: #.00" would, with the number 42, produce "My value is: 42.00".



Remember that the DataBinder.Eval method carries a noticeable performance overhead compared to the standard data-binding syntax of specifying just the value name, and you should use it only when necessary. In particular, avoid it when formatting of the value is not actually required. You can often format values as you extract them from a database, or within the definition of the property or method that provides the bound values.



Simple Repeated-Value Data Binding Examples We've provided five example pages that are fundamentally similar, but demonstrate the different types of data source we can use with repeated-value data binding. There are examples of binding to an ArrayList, a HashTable, a DataView, a DataSet and a DataReader. We'll start with the ArrayList example, and then show you the particular differences between this and each of the other examples in turn.



Repeated-Value Binding to an ArrayList Object



The simplest example of repeated-value data binding uses a one-dimensional ArrayList that is created and populated with values in the Page_Load event handler. This example page, Simple Repeated-Value Data Binding (simple-repeated-binding.aspx) includes one of each of the eight list controls bound to our ArrayList:



How It Works



The HTML section of the page contains the definition of the eight list controls. You can see that, with the exception of the



Repeater and DataList controls, all we do is declare the control itself:



HTML element:









control:









control:









control:









control:

























control:

























control:









control:









However, the Repeater and DataList controls require that we specify the output we want for each repeated item, and so for these we've included an specification as well. Whatever we put inside the is executed once for each repeated item. In our code, we're just specifying the DataItem itself - the value of that item within the ArrayList.



The Page_Load Event Handler



The remainder of the page is the event handler that runs when the page is loaded. It simply creates a new ArrayList and fills it with five string values. Then it sets the DataSource property of each of the eight list controls to this



ArrayList and calls the DataBind method of the Page object to bind all the controls:



Sub Page_Load()



'create an ArrayList of values to bind to



Dim arrValues As New ArrayList(4)



arrValues.Add("Microsoft")



arrValues.Add("Sun")



arrValues.Add("IBM")



arrValues.Add("Compaq")



arrValues.Add("Oracle")



'set the DataSource propert of the controls to the array



MySelectList.DataSource = arrValues



MyDropDown.DataSource = arrValues



MyASPList.DataSource = arrValues



MyDataGrid.DataSource = arrValues



MyRepeater.DataSource = arrValues



MyDataList.DataSource = arrValues



MyCheckList.DataSource = arrValues



MyRadioList.DataSource = arrValues



'bind all the controls on the page



Page.DataBind()



End Sub



How the Controls Are Bound



To understand what the controls are doing when data binding takes place, it's worth taking a look at the actual HTML that is created. You can do this by viewing the source of the page in your browser (if you're using Internet Explorer right-click the page and select View Source). The simple list controls (the HTML , ASP:DropDownList, and



ASP:ListBox controls) are all persisted to the client as elements. Each element within the list has the values from the ArrayList items as both the value attribute and the text of the element:







Microsoft



Sun



IBM



Compaq



Oracle







The DataList control creates an HTML 
 and populates it with rows and cells containing the values from the



ArrayList. The DataGrid control does the same, but adds a row containing the column name (in this case Item) as well:








	Item





	Microsoft





	Sun





	IBM





	Compaq





	Oracle









The CheckBoxList and RadioButtonList also both produce a table, but this time each cell contains either a checkbox control or a radio button control. The CheckBoxList control simply uses the values from the ArrayList as the captions for each checkbox - it doesn't set the attribute of each one:



	











Microsoft













However, the RadioButtonList does set the value as well as the caption for each radio button, and all the radio buttons have the same name attribute (the name we gave to the control), so they operate as a radio button group:



	











Microsoft













Finally, the output from the Repeater control is just a list of the values with no formatting:



Microsoft



Sun



IBM



Compaq



Oracle



Repeated-Value Binding to a HashTable Object



To demonstrate the differences in the way we handle other types of data source, the next example page binds the eight types of list control to a HashTable object rather than an ArrayList. Run the example page, Repeated-Value Data



Binding to a HashTable (hashtable-binding.aspx) to see the difference. One thing you'll notice immediately is that two of each of the first three controls are included, and they contain different sets of values:



How It Works



In this case, the data source is not a simple array of values, but a Dictionary-style object known as a HashTable. Each of the repeated items in the HashTable contains a Key and a Value. So, in this case, we have to specify which of these we want to bind each control to. In the case of the first three list controls (the HTML , ASP:DropDownList, and ASP:ListBox controls), we've bound one control to the Key of the HashTable and the other to the Value.



So, the HTML section of the page looks like this:



HTML elements:




 








controls:




 








controls:




 








control:





























control:












=

















control:












''- value:
















control:









control:









The declaration of the HTML , ASP:DropDownList, and ASP:ListBox controls at the top of the page, and the ASP:CheckBoxList and ASP:RadioButtonList controls at the bottom of the page, is no different to the previous



example - we just define the control itself. However, the definition of the other three list controls has to take into account the new structure of the data source.



Binding a DataGrid Control To a HashTable



The DataGrid control cannot figure out by itself how to handle a HashTable, and needs us to provide some help. As you'll see in more detail later in this chapter, we do this by setting the AutoGenerateColumns property of the control to False, and then using a element and ASP:BoundColumn controls to specify where the values should come from.



The two columns are bound to the Key and Value fields in each item using the following syntax. We also specify a



DataFormatString for the Value column so that it is displayed in currency format:



























Binding a Repeater and a DataList Control To a HashTable



The Repeater and the DataList controls contain an entry as in the previous example where we used an ArrayList. However, now we can include two values in each template - the Key property and the Value property. We refer to these as properties of the DataItem object.



We're adding some extra layout information in these two controls. In the Repeater control we're adding the equals sign between the Key and the Value, and a line break after each Key/Value pair. In the DataList control, we wrap the output for each Key in single quotes, adding the word "value:" and formatting the Value property in scientific notation using the format string "{0:E}":



control:












=

















control:












''- value:
















The Page_Load Event Handler



When the page loads, we first create the HashTable and fill in some values:



Sub Page_Load()



'create a HashTable of values to bind to



Dim tabValues As New HashTable(5)



tabValues.Add("Microsoft", 49.56)



tabValues.Add("Sun", 28.33)



tabValues.Add("IBM", 55)



tabValues.Add("Compaq", 20.74)



tabValues.Add("Oracle", 41.1)



Then we can set the DataSource property of each of the controls on the page. In this case, we have to set at least the



DataSource and DataTextField properties of the HTML , ASP:DropDownList, and ASP:ListBox controls so that they know which field in the data source contains the values to display. In fact we've exploited this by having the first control in each pair display the Key values from the HashTable, and the second display the actual values of each item in the HashTable. We can also provide different values for the value attribute of the control if requiredwe've done this for the second one of each control listed next:



'first displays the Keys in the HashTable



MySelectList1.DataSource = tabValues



MySelectList1.DataTextField = "Key"



'second one displays the Values in the HashTable



'and uses the Keys as the values



MySelectList2.DataSource = tabValues



MySelectList2.DataValueField = "Key"



MySelectList2.DataTextField = "Value"



'same applies to ASP: controls, except here



'we can also specify the format of the Key



MyDropDown1.DataSource = tabValues



MyDropDown1.DataTextField = "Key"



MyDropDown2.DataSource = tabValues



MyDropDown2.DataValueField = "Key"



MyDropDown2.DataTextField = "Value"



MyDropDown2.DataTextFormatString = "{0:F}"



MyASPList1.DataSource = tabValues



MyASPList1.DataTextField = "Key"



MyASPList2.DataSource = tabValues



MyASPList2.DataValueField = "Key"



MyASPList2.DataTextField = "Value"



MyASPList2.DataTextFormatString = "{0:C}"



If you look back at the earlier screenshot, you can also see the results of setting the DataTextFormatString property of the ASP:DropDownList and ASP:ListBox controls. For example, in the last four lines of the preceding code we bound the second ASP:ListBox control to the HashTable so that the text of each element is automatically formatted as a currency value.



Binding the DataGrid, Repeater, and DataList controls is easy because we specified how the columns should be mapped to the data source in the control definitions. We just need to set the DataSource property of each one:



MyDataGrid.DataSource = tabValues



MyRepeater.DataSource = tabValues



MyDataList.DataSource = tabValues



For the final two list controls, the CheckBoxList and RadioButtonList, we can specify both the DataValueField and the DataTextField properties. This is like the simple list controls such as the list, and allows us to use different fields from the HashTable for the value attribute and the text for the control's caption:



'in the CheckboxList we'll display the Title and



'use the Value as the control value



MyCheckList.DataSource = tabValues



MyCheckList.DataValueField = "Value"



MyCheckList.DataTextField = "Key"



'in the RadioList we'll display and format the



'Value and use the Key as the control value



MyRadioList.DataSource = tabValues



MyRadioList.DataValueField = "Key"



MyRadioList.DataTextField = "Value"



MyRadioList.DataTextFormatString = "Percentage rate {0:F}%"



The final part of the code in the Page_Load event simply calls the DataBind method of the page to perform the data binding:



Page.DataBind() 'bind all the controls on the page



End Sub



How the Controls Are Bound



If you view the output that this page creates in the browser, you'll see that (unlike in the previous ArrayList example where the value and text were the same) the second of the two lists in each group has the Key from each item in the



HashTable as the value attribute of the elements, and the Value from each item in the HashTable as the text of each element:







28.33



55



41.1



49.56



20.74







In the RadioButtonList, this technique also gives an output that specifies the Key from each item in the HashTable as the value attribute. The Value of each item in the HashTable is formatted and used as the text caption of the checkbox or radio button:











Percentage rate 49.56%







Repeated-Value Binding to a DataView Object



Our third example of data binding is to a DataView object. For this example we're using a custom user control that returns a DataView object from a database. We've provided the scripts and instructions for creating this database with the sample files, as well as a Microsoft Access database that you can use instead.



We're putting off discussion of data access techniques until later in the book- it's not a vital topic here as long as you appreciate that basically each of the objects provides us with a set of data rows (a rowset) to which we can bind our controls. In the next chapter we'll discuss in detail how we can use these objects to extract data from a relational database.



The example page, Repeated-Value Data Binding to a DataView Object (dataview-binding.aspx) contains the same eight list controls as we've used in the previous two examples. However, now we are displaying information drawn from our database of Wrox books:



How It Works



The HTML section of this page is basically the same as the first ArrayList example. The difference is the definition of the



Repeater and the DataList controls. In each case, we need to specify the way we want to generate the content of the control from the values that are available in each "list item" (that is, each data row) within our source DataView.



The Repeater control generates no layout information by default, so we have to create a template using an



element. We specify a  element to get each item on a separate line, because the Repeater does not provide any intrinsic formatting. Inside the  element we place the text, HTML, and definitions of the fields in the data source that we want to display. We're displaying the contents of three columns from the DataView - the



Title, ISBN, and PublicationDate. We also format the PublicationDate column using the DataBinder.Eval method:




















ISBN:  



Published: 
















The DataList control creates an HTML table by default, so in this case we just need to specify the column and formatting information, along with any text and HTML we want to include in the table cells in each row:
















ISBN:  



Published: 











As we saw earlier, the DataGrid control is primarily designed to work with objects that are returned as the result of a database query, such as a DataView object- and so it will figure out what the column names and content are from the data source object automatically. Therefore, we don't need to provide column information, we only need to place the



DataGrid control in the page:







The Page_Load Event Handler



In this example, we're using two separate custom user controls that return a database connection string and a DataView object populated with details about some Wrox books. All the code in this page has to do is call functions in the user controls to get back the DataView object:



'get connection string from ..\global\connect-strings.ascx user control



Dim strConnect As String = ctlConnectStrings.OLEDBConnectionString



'create a SQL statement to select some rows from the database



Dim strSelect As String



strSelect = "SELECT * FROM BookList WHERE ISBN LIKE '18610053%'"



'create a variable to hold an instance of a DataView object



Dim objDataView As DataView



'get dataset from get-dataset-control.ascx user control



objDataView = ctlDataView.GetDataView(strConnect, strSelect)



If IsNothing(objDataView) Then Exit Sub



The details of how the control is inserted into the page, and how it gets the data from the database and creates the



DataView object are covered in Chapter 8. The next step is to set the DataSource and other properties of the controls in the page. The HTML list,



ASP:DropDownList and ASP:ListBox controls are mapped to the ISBN and Title columns in the DataView using the DataValueField and DataTextField properties of the controls:



' list displays values from the Title column



'and uses the ISBN as the values



MySelectList.DataSource = objDataView



MySelectList.DataValueField = "ISBN"



MySelectList.DataTextField = "Title"



'do same with ASP: list controls



MyDropDown.DataSource = objDataView



MyDropDown.DataValueField = "ISBN"



MyDropDown.DataTextField = "Title"



MyASPList.DataSource = objDataView



MyASPList.DataValueField = "ISBN"



MyASPList.DataTextField = "Title"



As we mentioned earlier, the DataGrid control can figure out what the DataView contains, so we just set the



DataSource property:



MyDataGrid.DataSource = objDataView



Because we specified the column information in the definition of the Repeater and DataList controls, we just set their



DataSource properties:



MyRepeater.DataSource = objDataView



MyDataList.DataSource = objDataView



For the CheckBoxList control, we're using the ISBN as the value attribute, and the Title as the text to be displayed for each checkbox caption:



MyCheckList.DataSource = objDataView



MyCheckList.DataValueField = "ISBN"



MyCheckList.DataTextField = "Title"



We specify that the value property of each radio button in the RadioButtonList control should be the ISBN, but this time we're displaying the content of the PublicationDate as the caption. We also format it using a custom format string to display a "long" date:



MyRadioList.DataSource = objDataView



MyRadioList.DataValueField = "ISBN"



MyRadioList.DataTextField = "PublicationDate"



MyRadioList.DataTextFormatString = "Published on {0:dddd, MMMM dd, yyyy}"



All that's left is to activate the binding for all the controls on the page by calling the DataBind method of the Page object:



Page.DataBind()



Repeated-Value Binding to a DataSet Object



Our next example of data sources is the DataSet, and this is used in the page Repeated-Value Data Binding to a DataSet



Object (dataset-binding.aspx). This page creates exactly the same result as the previous example. The only difference is the creation of the data source, and how we actually perform the binding. The page includes some code that creates a DataSet object, and we're leaving discussion of how this works until the next chapter. What we want to focus on here is the use of an object that has (or can have) multiple members as a data source.



As we'll see in the next chapter, a DataSet object can contain several tables of data (in DataTable objects). When we bind to a DataSet, therefore, we have to specify which table we want the values for the control to come from. This is done with the DataMember property of each control. For example, to set the binding for the list with the id of



MySelectList we use:



MySelectList.DataSource = objDataSet 'specify the DataSet as the source



MySelectList.DataMember = "Books" 'use values from the table named "Books"



MySelectList.DataValueField = "ISBN" 'specify column to use for control values



MySelectList.DataTextField = "Title" 'specify column containing text to display



And, of course, the same technique is used for the rest of the controls on the page.



Repeated-Value Binding to a DataReader Object



The example page Repeated-Value Data Binding to a DataReader Object (datareader-binding.aspx) uses a



DataReader as the data source for the bound controls. In general, using a DataReader is the preferred source of data for server-side data binding. However, there is one important difference between this and the other data sources we've



used. A DataReader is really just a "pipe" to the result of executing a query in a database. Once the database has processed the query and built up the result set, the DataReader gives us a forward-only connection to that result set. We can only read the rows once.



This means that we can't create a DataReader and bind it to multiple controls as we've done in the previous examples. They worked because all of the other data sources (an ArrayList, HashTable, DataView, and DataSet) are "disconnected" from the database. Unlike the DataReader, they are objects that actually hold the data, which allows us to read the contents as many times as we like.



So, the DataReader example page only contains one data-bound control- a DataGrid. This is what the page looks like:



All we do is create our DataReader object in a variable named objDataReader, and bind it to the DataGrid control. The control can figure out what columns are in the rowset, and it displays the column names and the data automatically



when we call the DataBind method:



'create a DataReader object



Dim objDataReader As OleDbDataReader



...



'code here to connect to the database and build the rowset



...



'set the DataSource property of the control



MyDataGrid.DataSource = objDataReader



MyDataGrid.DataBind() 'and bind the control



We are calling the DataBind method of the control, rather than the DataBind method of the Page object as we did in previous examples (as we've only got this one control).



Adding Styles and Templates



We've seen how easy data binding is to use, and how much code and effort it saves. Next, we'll look at how we can change the appearance of the data-bound controls. This can be done in three ways:



ƒ



Add CSS styles to the control - either directly using a element in the page, or by setting the specific style properties of the controls



ƒ



Create templates that specify the appearance of individual sections of the control's output



ƒ



Use a combination of the two techniques



All of our example pages include a standard HTML element in the section, which specifies the font name and font size for the page. The controls are generating ordinary HTML, so their output is automatically formatted in line with these styles by the browser:







body, td {font-family:Tahoma,Arial,sans-serif; font-size:10pt}



input {font-family:Tahoma,Arial,sans-serif; font-size:9pt}







So, all of our elements (including those that are created by the ASP:ListBox control, ASP:DropDownList control, and so on) are formatted with the style specified within our element. We also include specific CSS style definitions for the 	 elements in the section, so that the HTML tables that some of the list controls create will be formatted as well.



Using the Style Properties The list controls designed for use with data binding have a set of style properties that override the CSS styles defined in the page. These can be used to change the appearance of the control. The one exception is the Repeater control, which provides no visible interface elements (it simply repeats the content of the templates we define within it). Some of the properties that can be set are shown in the table below (a full list for each control is included in the .NET SDK Documentation):



Properties



Description



BackColor, BackImageUrl



Sets the appearance of the control's background



BorderStyle, BorderColor, BorderWidth



Sets the appearance of the control's border



GridLines, CellPadding, CellSpacing



Specifies the appearance of each cell



Font-Name, Font-Size, Font-Bold



Specifies the text style within the control



HeaderStyle, ItemStyle, FooterStyle



Specifies the style for various parts of the control's output, such



AlternatingItemStyle



as the header or the content items



Adding Style to a DataGrid Control



If you run the example page Using CSS to Add Style to a DataGrid (css-style-datagrid.aspx), you will see how these style properties can be used, and what effect they have on the appearance of a DataGrid control. You can edit the code to experiment with the different styles:



How It Works



All of the work of formatting the output of this (rather garish) example is done using the style properties of the DataGrid object. This is the definition of the DataGrid within the HTML section of the page:























We're specifying that the grid should display a header but not a footer row (although, in fact, these are the defaults). We're also specifying the background color and an image to be used to fill the grid, a tool-tip that is displayed when the mouse hovers over the grid, as well as turning off display of the grid lines.



Next come the properties that define a 3-pixel wide black border for the control, and the padding within and spacing between the cells. We also specify the font name and size, and make it bold. Then, finally, come the style definitions for the header, each item (row) in the grid, and each alternating item. All we're doing here is specifying a color for the



ForeColor property (via the ForeColor attribute), though in fact we can include values for the other properties such as BackColor, BorderWidth, Font, and so on.



In the Page_Load event, all we have to do now is create a DataReader object, set it as the DataSource property of the grid, and then call the DataBind method. In this case, as we only have the one control to deal with, we've called the



DataBind method for our DataGrid control rather than calling it at Page level:



...



'create a suitable DataReader object here



...



'set the DataSource property of the DataGrid



MyDataGrid.DataSource = objDataReader



'and bind the control to the data



MyDataGrid.DataBind()



Using Templates with Data-bound Controls The second way to manage the appearance of the ASP list controls designed for use with data binding is through the addition of templates to the control definition. In fact (as we've seen in earlier examples), templates can do a lot more than just change the appearance of a control - we can use them to specify which columns are displayed in a control, and how the values appear.



Three of the ASP list controls, the Repeater, DataList, and DataGrid, accept a series of templates that define the appearance and content of specific parts of the output. All the templates are optional (depending on the control and the data source, as we'll see shortly), but the full list is demonstrated in the following diagram:



The names of each template are self-explanatory: we can optionally specify a different appearance for the header row (usually where the names of each field or column appear), the item rows, the alternating item rows, the separator used between each item row, and the footer row (often used to display navigation controls if there is more than one 'page' of rows available).



The other two templates require a little more explanation:



ƒ



The DataList and DataGrid controls allow us to specify one item or row that is "selected" (by setting the



SelectedIndex property). The SelectedItemTemplate is then used to specify the appearance of this item or row.



ƒ



The DataList and DataGrid controls also allow us to switch them into "edit mode" (by setting the



EditItemIndex property). The EditItemTemplate is used to specify the appearance of this item or row (for example, by changing the controls used to display the values in the row from labels to input controls).



Specifying Style and Content in a Repeater Control



You'll recall that a Repeater control is the simplest of all list controls, and is designed to repeat the content of the item or row without adding any formatting or layout information. To specify the content of each item when using a Repeater control (as we saw in earlier examples), we have to add at least an element to the control declaration. For example, to bind to an ArrayList we used the following code:























This specifies that the value in each row of the one-dimensional ArrayList should be displayed within the control. The



is used to define the content of the output. The example page Using a Simple Template with a Repeater Control (simple-repeater-template.aspx) demonstrates how we can use templates to specify both the content and the appearance of a Repeater control. In this case we're displaying an image, a subheading, and some text for each item. We're also displaying a header (Some of the



Latest Wrox Press Books), a footer (that contains a hyperlink to the Wrox web site), and separating each row with a dark red "horizontal rule" image:



How It Works



This example applies style to a Repeater control through the use of four templates - one each for the header, item, separator, and footer of the control - and through a set of CSS styles defined within a element in the section of the page. Each template specifies the formatting, layout, and content of that section of the control's output - it has to do so as the Repeater control produces no layout information of its own.



The control definition starts with the opening tag, and then contains the first template definition. This is the (although template definitions don't have to be placed in any particular order within the control definition). It uses a  element to place the heading text and a ruler-style image on the page. This 



element uses the CSS style class named rHead to format the appearance of the text in the header:















Some of the Latest Wrox Press Books

















This is followed by the definition, which again is a  element. However, this time it takes its style from the CSS style class named rItem. Inside the  element is an  element that contains the cover image it uses the value of the column ImageURL as the src attribute of the image. This is followed by definitions of the text and bound values - similar to those we've used in earlier examples - that display the book title, the ISBN, the publication date, and a short description obtained from a column named Precis. After all this comes a 
 element that prevents the next item from wrapping to the cover image in this row:




















ISBN:  



Published: 


















Note that we've included a line-continuation character in the Eval statement for the "Published" value. As this is code that is executed within the control at run-time to obtain the values, you can't have line breaks within it when using Visual Basic unless you include the line-continuation character.



Next comes the definition. This is simply the red "horizontal rule" image:















Finally, we have the definition. This also contains the red "horizontal rule" image (the



SeparatorItem template is only rendered between items in the control and not before the first one or after the last one). After the image comes the "more information" link, and then the closing tag:















For more information visit



http://www.wrox.com
















The Page_Load Event Handler



In this example, we provide our Repeater control with a DataView object that we create in code within the Page_Load event handler, rather than using a separate user control as we have in some of the earlier examples. The first part of the



Page_Load event handler is responsible for creating a DataTable object from which we can obtain a DataView. The code follows in abridged form - we'll discuss the concepts of relational data access in depth in the following chapters:



Sub Page_Load()



'create a new empty DataTable object



Dim objTable As New DataTable("NewTable")



'define four columns (fields) within the table



objTable.Columns.Add("ISBN", System.Type.GetType("System.String"))



objTable.Columns.Add("Title", System.Type.GetType("System.String"))



objTable.Columns.Add("PublicationDate", System.Type.GetType("System.DateTime"))



objTable.Columns.Add("ImageURL", System.Type.GetType("System.String"))



objTable.Columns.Add("Precis", System.Type.GetType("System.String"))



'declare a variable to hold a DataRow object



Dim objDataRow As DataRow



'create a new DataRow object instance in this table



objDataRow = objTable.NewRow()



'and fill in the values



objDataRow("ISBN") = "1861004478"



objDataRow("Title") = "Professional Application Center 2000"



objDataRow("PublicationDate") = "2001-03-01"



objDataRow("ImageURL") = "appcenter.gif"



objDataRow("Precis") = "This book takes you through ... etc."



objTable.Rows.Add(objDataRow)



...



'repeat process for other rows



...



'assign the DataTable's DefaultView object to the Repeater control



MyRepeater.DataSource = objTable.DefaultView



MyRepeater.DataBind() 'and bind (display) the data



End Sub



In the penultimate line of code, we simply assign the DataView object that is returned from the DefaultView property of the table to the DataSource property of the Repeater control. Then we execute the DataBind method of the control to display the contents of the DataView.



Loading Templates Dynamically at Run-time



The templates we used in the previous example were hard-coded into the source of the page. But what happens if we want to change the template we use at run-time? The next example page, Loading Templates Dynamically with a DataList



Control (datalist-load-template.aspx) demonstrates how we can do this by dynamically loading templates using code. The page includes a drop-down list from which we can select a color scheme for the output, and it loads the appropriate set of header, footer, item, and alternating item templates from disk each time:



How It Works



The HTML section of the page defines a element containing the drop-down list that is used to select the color scheme we want. By setting the AutoPostback property to True (as we described in Chapter 6) we avoid the need for a separate button, as the form will be posted to the server automatically whenever the selection in the list is changed. The remainder of the HTML defines our DataList control with minimal formatting, and a Label control where we'll display the names of the template files currently in use:







Select your Template:








































The Dynamic Template Files



Dynamically loaded templates must be disk files stored within the same application - that is within the same folder or a subfolder of the page that uses them. We've provided four templates for each color scheme (one each for the header, item, alternating item, and footer), placed in a folder named templates below the folder that contains our example page.



These template files contain just the contents of each of the templates, and omit the enclosing element. For example, this is the template for items when the "bright" color scheme is selected:












* ISBN:



 



Published:












The Page_Load Event Handler



When the page loads, we create a DataReader object that will return some data rows from our sample database. Then we can create the filenames of the four templates we want for the selected color scheme. If this is the first time the page has been loaded (meaning it's not a postback, so no color scheme has been selected yet) we use the default templates:



Sub Page_Load()



'create a suitable DataReader object here



Dim strFileName As String



If Page.IsPostBack Then



strFileName = TemplateList.SelectedItem.Value & ".ascx"



Else



strFileName = "default.ascx"



End If



Dim strHeadFile As String = "templates/head-" & strFileName



Dim strItemFile As String = "templates/item-" & strFileName



Dim strAltIFile As String = "templates/alt-" & strFileName



Dim strFootFile As String = "templates/foot-" & strFileName



Now that we have the filenames, we can load the templates by calling the LoadTemplate method of the Page object. The reference returned by this method is assigned to the appropriate property of the DataList control:



MyDataList.HeaderTemplate = Page.LoadTemplate(strHeadFile)



MyDataList.ItemTemplate = Page.LoadTemplate(strItemFile)



MyDataList.AlternatingItemTemplate = Page.LoadTemplate(strAltIFile)



MyDataList.FooterTemplate = Page.LoadTemplate(strFootFile)



The final tasks are to display the names of the templates in our Label control, and then to bind the DataReader object containing our data rows to the DataList control:



lblFileNames.Text = "Loaded Templates from Disk:
" _



& strHeadFile & "
" & strItemFile & "
" _



& strAltIFile & "
" & strFootFile & "
"



MyDataList.DataSource = objDataReader



MyDataList.DataBind()



End Sub



Multiple Column Layouts with a DataList Control



The DataList control we used in the previous example creates output that is, by default, an HTML table containing the items we bind it to. One very useful aspect of this control is the ability to change the layout of the table content by specifying the number of columns to use, and the order in which the columns are filled from the data source (that is, from top to bottom or from left to right).



The example page Using Multiple Display Columns with a DataList Control (columns-datalist-template.aspx) shows this technique in use. It displays six book cover images in two columns of three when the page is opened. However, we can use the controls in the page to change the number of columns and the layout direction, as shown in the following screenshot:



How It Works



The HTML section of this page contains a element with the five radio buttons that control how the DataList should lay out the content. We use the AutoPostback feature (as in the previous example) so that any change to the current settings automatically posts the values to the server, which regenerates the page with the new layout:







Number of Columns:



One  



Two  



Three




Layout Direction:



Horizontally  



Vertically








The DataList control lays out its content using an HTML 
. If you include a definition of a 
 and the corresponding 






 and 	 elements within a DataList control's template, the contents of this table are ignored by default. To display the content for each data item in a nested table, you must set the ExtractTemplateRows attribute to True for the DataList control, and use the , , and server controls within the templates to create the nested table.



Next comes the definition of the DataList control. We've specified three templates to control the appearance of the header, footer, and each item - in this case using an  element in the to display the cover images:















Some of the Latest Wrox Press Books
















































For more information visit



http://www.wrox.com
















The Page_Load Event Handler



The layout styles for the DataList are set in the Page_Load event handler code. We start by checking if this is a postback, or if it's the first time the page has been loaded. If it's a postback, we will already have the data source (an



ArrayList in this case) available, so we only need to check what values were selected in the radio buttons and set the



appropriate values for the RepeatColumns and RepeatDirection properties of the DataGrid. This automatically lays out the contents in the required way, without the need to rebind the data source:



Sub Page_Load()



If Page.IsPostBack Then



'set the number of columns to display



If Cols1.Checked = True Then MyDataList.RepeatColumns = 1



If Cols2.Checked = True Then MyDataList.RepeatColumns = 2



If Cols3.Checked = True Then MyDataList.RepeatColumns = 3



'set the repeat direction of the items in the columns



If Horiz.Checked = True Then



MyDataList.RepeatDirection = RepeatDirection.Horizontal



End If



If Vert.Checked = True Then



MyDataList.RepeatDirection = RepeatDirection.Vertical



End If



However, if this is the first time that the page has been loaded (that is, it's not a postback), we must create and populate the ArrayList and bind it to our DataList control. We also have to set the default values for our radio buttons, and set appropriate initial values for the properties of our DataList control:



Else



'create an ArrayList of values to bind to



Dim arrValues As New ArrayList(6)



arrValues.Add("appcenter.gif")



arrValues.Add("aspplus.gif")



arrValues.Add("aspxml.gif")



arrValues.Add("components.gif")



arrValues.Add("webmaster.gif")



arrValues.Add("asp3.gif")



'bind the ArrayList to the DataList control



MyDataList.DataSource = arrValues



MyDataList.DataBind()



'set default columns and direction when page first loads



Cols2.Checked = True



MyDataList.RepeatColumns = 2



Horiz.Checked = True



MyDataList.RepeatDirection = RepeatDirection.Horizontal



End If



End Sub



We only have to create the data source once- when the page is first loaded, and not every time the user changes the layout. The values from the ArrayList are persisted through the ViewState of the page. However, you should be aware of issues that can arise from this. We'll look at the whole concept of managing the ViewState later in this chapter, when we examine how we can sort and filter the rows displayed in a list control.



Custom and Hidden Columns in a DataGrid



Templates are immensely powerful when used with the Repeater, DataList, and DataGrid controls. In fact when we come to use a DataGrid control, they become almost indispensable.



The DataGrid control is very clever. It automatically figures out how many columns are needed to display the contents of a data source such as a DataView or DataReader object, and adds the column names to the header row. This means that, unlike the Repeater and DataList controls, we aren't required to include templates that define the content. In other words we can just use:







...



MyDataGrid.DataSource = objDataView



MyDataGrid.DataBind()



But what happens if we don't want to display all of the columns in the data source, or if we want to add custom columns to the output? It would be a shame to have to abandon the DataGrid, with all the extra features it provides, and go back to using a DataList or Repeater control.



Specifying a Custom Column Layout



Instead, we can use templates to specify the column layout of the DataGrid control. We set the



AutoGenerateColumns property to False, and then use a element to specify the columns to be displayed. Within the element, we can place a series of ASP:BoundColumn controls that define the column properties:



























So, the code above specifies that our control should display only the ISBN and Title columns from our data source, and that the columns should have the names Book Code and Book Title in the header row of the final output rather than the column name.



Adding Unbound Columns



We can also add extra columns that are not part of the original rowset by using an ASP:TemplateColumn control and an



ItemTemplate element. For example, the following definition of a DataGrid control includes a column with the heading Information. In each row of this column is an (unbound) ASP:Button control with the caption More Info:











...































Formatting the Column Contents



We can also change the appearance of each of the custom columns, and format the values they contain. The following code defines a DataGrid like that we described earlier, but now it has a column with the heading Released that displays the value of the PublicationDate column in the source dataset. The value is formatted as a date using the format string "{0:D}", and right-aligned in the column on a yellow background:



















































There is also a column with the heading Buy Now in bold text. It has a silver background with the content aligned centrally in the column, and each row contains an unbound checkbox control. You can see all of the effects we've just been describing, plus one or two more, by running the example page Specifying the Columns in a DataGrid Control (columns-datagrid.aspx):



Clicking the More Info buttons produces some text at the foot of the page (it's displayed in a Label control). This text would probably be extracted from the same database table (or another table). However, we haven't implemented that in our example, as we're more interested in the way that the DataGrid control is used.



How It Works



The first part of the HTML is the definition of the two radio buttons that control the display of the "Released" column. As in previous examples, we use automatic postback to make it more intuitive to use:







'Release Date' Column:



Visible  



Hidden




Next comes the DataGrid control definition. It's on our because it contains controls that we want to use to post the page back to our server (that is, the More Info buttons). It uses the techniques we've just been discussing to create a custom column layout (including columns that contain only a non-breaking space and are simply there to give the required appearance for the control):















 



































































The penultimate ASP:TemplateColumn control contains an element that specifies that each row will contain an ASP:Button control with the caption More Info. It also specifies that the CommandName property of the button is "Info". We'll see how we use this when we look at the code in the page shortly.



The only other control is the Label named lblInfo that we use to display information about each book in the table:











Binding the DataGrid



The code in this page is divided into three subroutines:



ƒ



Page_Load is executed each time the page is loaded. It sets the visibility of the Released column and then calls the BindDataGrid routine.



ƒ



BindDataGrid fetches the data from the database and returns it as a DataReader object. Then it binds this to the DataGrid control to display the values.



ƒ



ShowInfo runs when any of the command buttons in the grid is clicked. It retrieves the ISBN and title of the book from the row and displays it in the Label control at the foot of the page.



Showing and Hiding Columns



When we click the relevant radio button at the top of the page, the Released column is hidden or shown in the grid. Compare this next screenshot with the previous one to see the difference:



The radio buttons have their AutoPostback property set to True so that the page is reloaded each time the selection is changed. In the Page_Load event, we check to see if this is the first time the page has been loaded. If not (that is, if it's a postback) we just set the Visible property of the appropriate column using its index within the Columns collection of the DataGrid control. If it's not a postback, we have to set the default value for the radio buttons and bind the grid to the data source. In this case, the Released column will be displayed, because the default is to show all columns:



Sub Page_Load()



If Page.IsPostBack Then



'display or hide the "Released" column



'have to use the index of the column not the column name



MyDataGrid.Columns(3).Visible = (chkVisible.Checked = True)



Else



chkVisible.Checked = True 'set default value



BindDataGrid() 'create dataset and bind grid



End If



End Sub



Reacting to the ItemCommand Event



The other interesting feature of the example page is how it displays information about each book in response to a click on the More Info button. In the definition of the DataGrid control, we specified the name of an event handler for the



ItemCommand event by setting the OnItemCommand property of the DataGrid:



OnItemCommand="ShowInfo"



When any control within the grid is activated - in our case the ASP:Button control with the caption More Info - this event handler is executed. The parameters sent to the event handler contain a reference to the control that initiated the event, and a DataGridCommandEventArgs object that contains details of the event as well as references to the current row in the control (the row containing the control that was activated).



Within our event handler, we access the CommandName of the CommandSource object (our More Info button) to see which control it was that activated the event (there could be more than one in each row). Our button has a CommandName property value of Info, so we can choose the action to take based on this:



Sub ShowInfo(objSender As Object, objArgs As DataGridCommandEventArgs)



'runs when any command button in the grid is clicked



'see if the CommandName of the clicked button was "Info"



If objArgs.CommandSource.CommandName = "Info" Then



...



Now we've identified that it was the More Info button that was clicked, we can access the values in that particular row of our control. The DataGridCommandEventArgs object (here named objArgs) exposes the items in the current row of a DataGrid control as a Cells collection. We access the cell we want by specifying its index within the row (starting at



zero), and get the value from the Text property. Then we can use these values to create the output and place it in the



Label control located below the grid on our page:



...



'get values of ISBN and Title from Text property of the table cells



'for the current row returned in the objArgs parameter values



Dim strISBN As String = objArgs.Item.Cells(1).Text



Dim strTitle As String = objArgs.Item.Cells(2).Text



'display the information in the page- possibly extract from database?



lblInfo.Text = "More information about the book:
" & strTitle _



& "
(ISBN " &strISBN & ") goes here..."



End If



End Sub



Using this technique we could extract the ISBN and use it to look up information about the book in another table. Or we could even use it to access another web site or a Web Service to get information to display to the user.



Handling Data Binding Events The content of each cell or item in a list control is created as that control is being executed, as part of the overall page creation process. This means that the content of each cell is controlled only by the value in the data source and the formatting applied by the template or style properties in the control definition. However, it's often useful to be able to access and modify the content at runtime, based on the actual value that occurs in the source dataset.



We can do this by reacting to events that the control raises. The most useful in this scenario is the DataBinding event, which occurs after the values for the column have been determined, but before they are output to the client. This event is supported in all the list controls designed for data binding, including the ASP:DataGrid, ASP:DataList,



ASP:Repeater, and HtmlSelect controls. In essence we just have to create a handler for the event, and tell the control where to find this event handler. It is then



called for each row in the data source as the binding takes place. Within the event handler, we can access the entire row of data, and modify the content of any of the controls within that row.



The example page Handling Data Binding Events in a DataList Object (datalist-bind-events.aspx) demonstrates this technique by adding the slogan "Great for ASP Programmers!" to any book title that contains the words "Active Server Pages" or "ADO":



How It Works



The definition of the DataList control we use in this example is much the same as in previous examples. We have



, , and elements along with some CSS styles to specify how to format the output from the control. What's important here is that we also set the OnItemDataBound property of the DataList object to the name of an event handler that we want to be executed as each row in the list is bound to the data source:







...







We use the same Page_Load event handler as in previous examples to get a DataView object that contains our source data from the separate custom user control, and bind it to the grid for display. What makes this example different is the event handler that we have specified for the ItemDataBound event.



Reacting to the ItemDataBound Event



Our event handler, named CheckTitle, is shown next. When it's called by the control, as each row is bound to the source data, it is passed two parameters. The first is the usual reference to the object that caused the event, and the second is a DataListItemEventArgs object that contains information about the event, and the row that was being bound.



The first thing we do in our event handler is to check what type of row was being bound - whether it's a header row, footer row, item row, alternating item row, and so on (the type of template used to create the row determines this). We're only interested in item and alternating item rows. We obtain the row type from the ItemType property of the current row in the DataListItemEventArgs object:



Sub CheckTitle(objSender As Object, objArgs As DataListItemEventArgs)



'see what type of row (header, footer, item, etc.) caused the event



Dim objItemType As ListItemType = CType(objArgs.Item.ItemType, ListItemType)



'only format the results if it's an Item or AlternatingItem event



If objItemType = ListItemType.Item _



Or objItemType = ListItemType.AlternatingItem Then



...



Once we know that this is a row we want to process, we can get the values from the DataItem property of this row. This returns a DataRowView object - basically a collection of the columns within this row. We can access the value of the column we want (in this case the Title column) by specifying the column name:



...



'objArgs.Item.DataItem returns the data for this row of items



Dim objRowVals As DataRowView = CType(objArgs.Item.DataItem, DataRowView)



'get the value of the Title column



Dim strTitle As String = objRowVals("Title")



Now we can test the value to see if it's one that we want to modify. We're looking for book titles that contain the words "Active Server Pages" or "ADO". If we find one that matches, we use the FindControl method of the row to get a reference to the control with an ID value of TitleLabel. This is the control that we bound to the Title column within the definition of the DataList control earlier in our page. Once we get our reference to this control, we can append the extra text (Great for ASP Programmers!), putting it in a  element that specifies the large red font style:



If strTitle.IndexOf("Active Server Pages") >= 0 _



Or strTitle.IndexOf("ADO") >= 0 Then



'get a reference to the "Title" ASP:Label control in this row



Dim objLabel As Label = _



CType(objArgs.Item.FindControl("TitleLabel"), Label)



'add a message to this Label control



objLabel.Text += "   " _



& "Great for ASP Programmers!"



End If



End If



End Sub



If you look back at the screenshot, you'll see that this text appears only for the two books that contain our search text within their title. This gives us a useful technique for dynamically modifying the contents of a list control based on the



current values of the data - something we can't always do by hard-coding logic into the page.



This technique isn't limited to just adding text to a Label control. We could place other controls (such as  elements) in the output of a DataList that are not visible, and then change their properties in the ItemDataBound event handler based on the values in the bound data. Or we could just change the formatting of existing bound content based on the current value. The possibilities are almost endless.



Sorting and Filtering Rows in a DataGrid When we need to display more than a few rows of data, it's helpful for users to be able to sort the rows based on values in a specific column, and filter the rows based on the values in any column. Both techniques make it much easier for users to find what they are looking for. It means extra round-trips to the server using the current generation of controls, but it's a useful feature to add to your applications nonetheless.



We can provide both these facilities easily when using a DataGrid control. The DataGrid can do most of the work required to provide a "sort by column" facility. And if the data source for the control is a DataView object, we can take advantage of the sorting and filtering features that it includes:



ƒ



To sort the rows within a DataView, we just have to set the Sort property to a string containing the name of the column, and optionally the keyword DESC to sort in descending order. We can sort by more than one column by separating the column names with a comma.



ƒ



To filter the rows that appear in the DataView, we set the RowFilter property to an expression that specifies the rows to be displayed. A simple example is "TitleLIKE'ASP'". More details on the Sort and RowFilter properties are provided in the upcoming data access chapters.



The big advantage in using a DataGrid control is that it has a property named AllowSorting, and it exposes an event named SortCommand. When we set the AllowSorting property to True (usually done within the definition of the control), each column heading automatically becomes a hyperlink. When these are clicked, a postback occurs and the event handler specified for the SortCommand property is executed.



You can see the way that we implement both sorting and filtering in the example page Sorting Rows and Finding Data in



a DataGrid Control (sort-find-datagrid.aspx):



How It Works



The HTML section of this page contains the textbox and button used to filter the rows based on the title of the book. These controls are followed by the definition of the DataGrid that we use to display the matching titles:







Select only Titles containing the text:




















Other than some minimal styling information, the two properties we set for the DataGrid that are of interest here are the



AllowSorting and OnSortCommand properties. These properties specify the appearance of the LinkButton controls that make up the column names in the header row, as well as the name of the event handler that is executed when one of the column names is clicked.



The code section of the page contains three subroutines. As well as the Page_Load event handler, we have a



BindDataGrid routine that is responsible for fetching the data sorted and filtered as required. The third routine, named SortRows, is executed when the column headings are clicked. You can see that it is attached to the DataGrid in the previous code listing as the OnSortCommand property. The page also defines two global (Page-level) variables that will hold the current sort order and filter expression:



Dim gstrSortOrder As String 'to hold the sort order



Dim gstrFindText As String 'to hold the filter expression



Binding the DataGrid



The first of the subroutines, named BindDataGrid, uses the same custom user control as some of the earlier examples to fetch a DataView object containing some book details from our data store. It then binds this DataView to our



DataGrid control. However, it has a couple of other tasks to perform as well. It uses the two global variables to set the sort order of the rows in the DataView (by setting the Sort property) and it applies a filter to the rows to control which ones will be displayed (by setting the RowFilter property):



Sub BindDataGrid()



...



'get dataset from get-dataset-control.ascx user control



...



'sort the rows in the DataView into the specified order



objDataView.Sort = gstrSortOrder



'select the rows in the DataView that match the filter



objDataView.RowFilter = gstrFindText



'set the DataSource property of the DataList and bind it



MyDataGrid.DataSource = objDataView



MyDataGrid.DataBind()



End Sub



The Page_Load Event Handler



The second subroutine is the Page_Load event handler. This is executed when the page first loads, when the user clicks a column heading to change the sort order, or clicks the Find button to filter the rows that are displayed. In the event handler, if this is a postback, we change the global filter expression variable to reflect the value in the textbox. If it's the first time that the page has been loaded, we set default values for the textbox and the global string that specifies the sort order of the rows.



The result is that we start out with the value "ASP" in the textbox when we first load the page, and from then on the global string variable will always hold the expression used to filter the rows. We also call our BindDataGrid subroutine (the one we just examined) each time the page is loaded, so that the DataView object and the grid are recreated with the current sort order and row filter:



Sub Page_Load()



If Page.IsPostBack Then



'set the value to be used for the RowFilter on the DataView



gstrFindText = "Title LIKE '*" & txtFindText.Text & "*'"



Else



'set the default values for the sort string and filter textbox



gstrSortOrder = "ISBN"



txtFindText.Text = "ASP"



End If



'create the data set and bind to the DataGrid control



BindDataGrid()



End Sub



Sorting the Rows in the DataGrid



When our page is first loaded, the Page_Load event handler sets the Page-level variable holding the sort order to the value "ISBN", so the rows will be sorted in the order of the ISBN column values. But how do we change the sort order? Easy - the DataGrid control raises the SortCommand event whenever the user clicks on a column heading LinkButton. We specified our subroutine named SortRows as the handler for this event:



Sub SortRows(objSender As Object, objArgs As DataGridSortCommandEventArgs)



'runs when the column headings in the DataGrid are clicked



'get the sort expression (name of the column heading that was clicked)



gstrSortOrder = objArgs.SortExpression.ToString()



'recreate the data set and bind to the DataGrid control



BindDataGrid()



End Sub



As you can see, the code required is minimal. The DataGridSortCommandEventArgs object that is automatically passed to our event handler when a column heading is clicked exposes a SortExpression property, which contains the name of the column. All we do is ensure that it's converted to a string and assign it to the Page-level "sort order" variable, then call the routine that recreates the DataView and binds it to our grid.



Controlling the Size of the Viewstate



One issue that we really must be aware of when using the ASP.NET list controls is the effect that they have on the amount of data being transmitted across the wire- with each postback and with each newly generated page. As we briefly discussed in the previous chapter, an ASP.NET page containing a server-side control automatically generates ViewState. This is an encoded representation of all the values in all the controls on the page, and it is persisted across page loads using a HIDDEN-type control. If you view the source of the page in your browser, you'll see something like this:



...











...



If we place a list control on a page and fill it with data, all that data is encoded into the ViewState and passed across the wire with each page load and postback. In fact, it's even worse than that because, when the user loads the page, we're actually sending all the values twice - once as the visible output of the list control and once as the content of the ViewState.



Of course, we might want this to occur as a feature of the way that the page works. If we create the output for the list control and bind it only during the first page load (and not during each postback) we depend on the ViewState to maintain



the values in the list control. If getting the values from the data source is an expensive process in terms of resources or time, then persisting them in the ViewState is a good idea.



However, if we are limited in bandwidth, or perhaps serving devices such as mobile phones that can't cope with large volumes of form content, then we might instead decide to recreate the values on each postback, and not include them in the ViewState. Bear in mind that this option requires a deliberate decision - if we take no action then the values will be included in the ViewState.



Persisting List Control Values Automatically Across Postbacks



If we are persisting values across postbacks, we can use the IsPostback property of the Page object so that the values are only created when the page is being executed for the first time. For example:



Sub Page_Load()



If Not Page.IsPostback Then



objDataView = GetDataView(.....) 'get or build a DataView object



MyDataGrid.DataSource = objDataView 'specify the data source



MyDataGrid.DataBind() 'bind data to grid control



End If



End Sub



Now, when the page is reloaded, the values that are automatically included in the ViewState will be used to populate the control.



Preventing List Control Values from Being Persisted Across Postbacks



There are occasions when we don't want to persist the values in a list control across postbacks. As well as the concern over bandwidth, we might have other reasons for recreating the data set or rebinding the list control each time we load the page. The simplest scenario is when the page does not actually include a element. Many of our previous examples were like this. They are not interactive pages, and so there is no requirement to post values back to the server - we just load the page and view it. In this case, there is no ViewState, but no user interaction either.



However, if the page does contain a section, the values from the list control are automatically included in the ViewState. If the list control contains any interactive elements (such as buttons or edit controls where the value must be posted back to the server) the control has to be on an HTML . This is the case with the sorting and filtering example we've just been looking at, in which the column headings are automatically rendered as LinkButton controls.



However, to sort and filter the rows, we have to rebind the data grid to the DataView object each time. We're actually recreating the whole DataSet and DataView with each postback, so we have no need to maintain the values in the ViewState. For this reason, we set the EnableViewState property of the DataGrid object to False in the control definition so that the contents of this control are not included in the ViewState:



0 Then



'iterate through the attributes by moving to the next one



'could use MoveToFirstAttribute but MoveToNextAttribute does



'the same when the current node is an element-type node



Do While objXMLReader.MoveToNextAttribute()



'get the attribute name and value



strNodeResult += "- Attribute: " & objXMLReader.Name _



& " Value: " & objXMLReader.Value & "
"



Loop



End If



That has finished the current node, so we can now go back and handle the next one. After the Do loop is complete (we've processed all the nodes returned by successive Read method calls) we close the XmlTextReader object and display the results in a  element elsewhere in the page:



Loop 'and read the next node



'finished with the reader so close it



objXMLReader.Close()



'and display the results in the page



outResults.innerHTML = strNodeResult



An XSL Transform Object Example Our final example shows one other task that is regularly required when working with XML data, and which .NET makes easy. We can use XML stylesheets written in XSL or XSLT to transform an XML document into another format, or to change its structure or content.



The example page "Transforming an XML document using the XSLTransform object" (xsl-transform.aspx) demonstrates a simple transformation using the booklist.xml file from the previous example and an XSLT stylesheet named booklist.xsl. The results of the transformation are written to disk as booklist.html. You can use the links in the page to open the XML document, the stylesheet, and the final HTML page:



Note that you must run this page in a browser running on the same machine as the web server to be able to open the linked files using the absolute physical paths.



The XSLTransform Example Code



There is surprisingly little code required to perform the transformation (you can view the code in the example using the



[view source] link at the bottom of the page). First, we create an XslTransform object and load the XSL stylesheet into it from disk:



'create a new XslTransform object



Dim objTransform As New XslTransform()



'load the XSL stylesheet into the XslTransform object



objTransform.Load(strXSLPath)



Then we can perform the transformation directly using the XSL file in the XslTransform object and the XML file path held in a variable named strXMLPath. The result is sent to the disk file specified by the variable named strHTMLPath:



'perform the transformation



objTransform.Transform(strXMLPath, strHTMLPath)



The next screenshot shows the resulting HTML page. However, this is just one way to use the XslTransform object (in fact, the simplest way) and we'll see a more complex example at the end of Chapter 11 where we look at XML data management techniques in more depth:



What We've Seen So Far



What we've seen in this section is a basic introduction to working with XML in the .NET environment. The next two chapters return to looking at relational data management, but we'll start to see how the relational and XML data models are quite thoroughly integrated under .NET. Then, in Chapter 11, we'll come back to XML and look in more depth at some of the other techniques that .NET provides to make even the most complex tasks much easier that ever before. But, to finish this chapter, we'll try to make some sense of the whole "relational versus XML" issue.



Choosing a Data Storage Methodology



Having seen both relational and XML data access in action within the .NET Framework (albeit in a fairly basic way so far), how do we decide on a data storage methodology? The simple answer is that, with the advent of .NET, we really don't need to worry about this anymore.



Years ago, one of the main directions in data storage and access was the construction of huge data depositaries or data warehouses where all the data your organization required was stored in a massive central database. While this might still suit some situations, such as a government tax office, it has become clear that it is not a generally practical approach in today's distributed and disconnected computing world.



In fact, there has been even less centralization of data over recent years, and the drive now is far more towards the provision of access through common methods to all kinds of remote and non-centralized data. As an example, the Internet contains vast quantities of data in myriad different formats, but more and more we need to be able to get at this data in a structured and standard way.



Likewise, in an office environment, the promised takeover of thin client computing has not really happened yet. People like to store information locally as they work, and use it when disconnected from the corporate network. In some cases, such as the traveling salesperson with a laptop computer, this is the prime requirement when working with corporate data.



Access and Manipulation is the Key In fact, it's obvious that what's important is not where we store data, and not (to some extent) how we store data. What's really at the crux of the matter is how we can access and manipulate that data - in whatever format it's stored and wherever it resides. As we saw at the start of this chapter, this is what has been the driving force behind the adoption of XML, and the design of the .NET data access libraries.



So, what issues should we consider when we come to implement a data store, and which data access technique is most appropriate for that data? The answer lies more in the nature of our data, and the way we need to use it. For example, highly structured data, such as stock lists or customer details, is well suited to storage in a relational database such as SQL Server or Oracle, or MS Access on the desktop. However, unstructured data, such as reports, data sheets, e-mail messages, family trees, and other common everyday scenarios, is more suited to storage using the tree-like metaphor of XML.



Likewise, if we regularly need to access parts of the data in specific ways, or on a very regular basis, the relational database is probably the most efficient. It is optimized to provide indexing and other features to give the best performance. But if we usually access the entire data entity in one go, or access it only rarely, an XML-based approach is probably the best choice. And, being basically just text files, XML documents are easy to archive and retrieve.



Of course, in some cases, we don't actually get to choose the data storage format. For example, your e-mail server and your fax server probably have dedicated storage mechanisms that can't be changed. In this case, we have to make do with what's there, or change to another product.



Transport Protocols are the Future Once we've decided on the storage mechanism for our data, the next important decision comes when we consider how we will transport our data from one place to another. Here, there is probably only one good solution that matches the requirements of the future. There's no doubt that we'll face increasing needs to interface with other systems and other



organizations as time goes by, and for this a standard data interchange format is going to be an absolute necessity.



The only obvious choice today is XML (and the associated standards such as SOAP and other industry-specific implementations of XML). XML is platform, application, and operating system independent, so it provides the best chance for interoperability.



In fact, Microsoft BizTalk Server and similar systems can handle the transmission and guaranteed delivery of data in XML format over almost any kind of network, as well as the conversion to and from other formats. Using the tools available today and in the near future, we can transform an XML document into almost any other document type on demand - and often transform any non-XML document or data into XML as well.



And .NET is a Great Solution So, if the transport protocol and transmission format for data are going to be XML-based, and the data storage and manipulation could be through any existing or new technology, what we really need is a solid, reliable, and wide-ranging technique to connect to any kind of data store, and work with any kind of data.



This is where the combination of the relational and XML data access techniques provided by the .NET Framework comes in. As we've seen in this chapter, and will see elsewhere throughout this book, we will be able to use the .NET data access classes to connect to almost any kind of data store - be it a mail server, a relational database, an office application document, an XML document, or whatever. Then, once we have extracted data, we can convert it between XML and traditional relational rowsets at will - and update the data store or save it to disk in almost any format we need.



Summary



In this chapter, we've started to explore the possibilities for working with data within the .NET Framework, based on ASP.NET, the .NET data access classes, and the extended XML technologies that they provide. We overviewed the two main topic areas, relational and XML data access, then examined in more depth the core objects that are provided within these topic areas.



One of the problems with learning to use the new techniques is the complexity that can arise from the huge number of properties, methods, and events that these new objects expose. Many are rarely used, and so we've tried to make it easier by just concentrating on the commonly used techniques rather than trying to document each one in minute detail.



An excellent reference to all the properties, methods, and events of all the .NET framework objects is included within the SDK that is provided with the framework. Simply open the "Class Library" within the section "Reference", or search for the object/class name using the Index or Search feature of the SDK.



What you should have gained by now is an understanding of the core objects and the basic techniques we use when



working with them. We'll continue this in the next three chapters as well.



The topics for this chapter were:



ƒ



The various types of data storage we use today, and will use in the future



ƒ



Why do we need another data access technology?



ƒ



An overview of the new relational data access techniques in .NET



ƒ



An overview of the new techniques for working with XML in .NET



ƒ



How we choose an appropriate data access technology and a data format



The next chapter looks specifically at relational data access within .NET, and how we use more advanced techniques - in particular working with relational data sets and tables, editing them, and displaying the data they contain.



Working with Relational Data In the previous chapter, we saw how easy it is to access both relational and XML data using the .NET data access libraries. In this and the next chapter, we will concentrate on what has traditionally been the major use of data access in ASP working with relational data - and will be seeing some of the more advanced features that .NET provides. This chapter is mainly concerned with the ways we use the DataReader, DataSet, and DataTable objects that we introduced in the previous chapter. In the next chapter, we'll move on to look at how we can update data sources using .NET.



While simple data access through a DataReader object will fulfill many of the tasks previously accomplished with ADO



Connection and Recordset objects in earlier versions of ASP, we regularly want to build more complex data structures. Plus, the fundamentally disconnected nature of the .NET data access techniques means that we will often decide to use a



DataSet to implement a selection of information as a "package" that can be easily stored and transported between application tiers - including across the network.



We saw how the DataSet object is at the heart of the .NET disconnected data access strategy in the previous chapter, and we'll look at all the important aspects of using one in this chapter. The overall set of topics that we'll be covering is:



ƒ



Accessing complex data with DataReader and DataSet objects



ƒ



Using stored procedures with DataReader and DataSet objects



ƒ



Building and editing data in a DataTable object



ƒ



Sorting and filtering data with DataTable and DataView objects



Obtaining the Sample Files



All the examples used in this chapter are available for you to run on your own server. The download file can be obtained from http://www.wrox.com/Books/Book_Details.asp?isbn=1861007035. It includes SQL scripts and instructions for creating the database that the examples use. You can also run some of the examples online at



http://www.daveandal.com/profaspnet/. The main menu page (default.htm) contains links to all the sample files and was shown in Chapter 8. The third link,



"Advanced Relational Data Management in .NET" leads to another menu page that contains links to all the examples for this chapter:



Accessing Complex Data



The relational data access examples in the previous chapter were fairly simple, concentrating on extracting data from a single table and multiple tables into the DataSet and DataReader objects. However, often the results we want are not



just rows from a single table. They may require a more complex SQL query that joins several tables, or they might be the result of running a stored procedure within the database.



In this section, we'll look at some examples that use both complex SQL statements and stored procedures to return sets of rows or just individual values from a data source. The first shows how we can use a DataReader object to efficiently extract the data for display, and the second uses the DataSet object.



Accessing Complex Data with a DataReader We saw in the previous chapter how the DataReader object can be used to quickly and efficiently extract a rowset from a data store. We simply create a Connection object, use it to create a Command object for this connection, and then call the ExecuteReader method of the Command object. It returns the new DataReader object.



The example code, like many of the relational data access examples in the previous and in this chapter, uses a separate user control that exposes the specific connection strings for our database server. We described this control in the previous chapter, and we insert it into our page using:



1000" 'numbers are not in quotes



"PublicationDate > #10/10/99#" 'special syntax for date/time



The supported comparison operators are: , =, , =, IN and LIKE.



For numeric column values, the operators that can be used are: +, -, *, /, % (modulus).



String concatenation is always with the '+' character. Case-sensitivity during string comparisons depends on the current setting of the parent DataSet object's CaseSensitive property. This property value can be changed in code as required.



The LIKE operator supports wildcards for string comparisons. The '*' or '%' character (these characters are equivalent) can be used to represent any series of characters, and can be used at the start, at the end, or at both the start and end of other literal text. They cannot be used within the text of a search string:



"Lastname LIKE 'Peter%'" is the same as "Lastname LIKE 'Peter*'"



"Lastname LIKE '%Peter'" is the same as "Lastname LIKE '*Peter'"



"Lastname LIKE '%Peter%'" is the same as "Lastname LIKE '*Peter*'"



To include the wildcards where they are part of the literal text in the search string, they must be escaped with a preceding backslash:



"WebWord LIKE '\*BOLD\*'" 'filters on the string "*BOLD*"



The AND, OR, and NOT operators are supported, with AND having precedence unless you use parentheses to force a different evaluation order:



"Title LIKE '*ASP*' AND StockQty > 1000"



"(LastName = 'Smith' OR LastName = 'Jones') AND FirstName = 'John'"



The following characters cannot be used directly in a column name within a filter expression:



~ ( ) # \ / = > < + - * % & | ^ ' " [ ] If a column name contains one of these characters or a space, it must be enclosed in square brackets:



"[Stock#] > 1000" 'column named "Stock#"



If a column name contains a closing square bracket this must be escaped with a preceding backslash:



"[Number[\]Cols] > 1000" 'column named "Number[]Cols"



There is also a range of functions supported in filter expressions, including:



Sum, Avg, Min, Max, Count, StDev, Var, Convert, Len, IsNull, IIF, SubString For more information, search the .NET SDK for "column and filter expressions".



The Code for the DataTable Sorting and Filtering Example



We can now look at the code for the example page we saw a little earlier. It contains a that holds the command buttons and text box for the filter expression, and this is followed by a  where the results are displayed:







Sort records:



 



 








Search within titles:




















The code then goes off and collects a subset of rows from the original data store - our SQL Server database. It places them in a table named Books within a DataSet. This table contains all the books you saw in the first screenshot for this example. Then we can create the filter and/or sort expressions provided by the user. In the case of a filter expression, we add a preceding and trailing asterisk wildcard character so that it will match column values containing this text:



'create the Sorting expression



Dim strSortString As String = ""



If Len(Request.Form("cmdTitle")) > 0 Then strSortString = "Title"



If Len(Request.Form("cmdISBN")) > 0 Then strSortString = "ISBN"



If Len(Request.Form("cmdDate")) > 0 Then strSortString = _



"PublicationDate DESC, Title"



'or create the Filter expression



Dim strFilterExpr As String = ""



If Len(Request.Form("cmdFind")) > 0 Then



strFilterExpr = "Title LIKE '*" & txtFind.Value & "*'"



End If



If this is the first time that page has been loaded, there will be no values from the in the request, and so no filter or sort expression will be created. Otherwise, after the code above has been executed, we'll have one or the other in the strings strSortString and strFilterExpr. We display these values in another  element placed before the



section of the page:



'display the parameters we're using



outMessage.innerHTML = "Called DataTable.Select(""" _



& strFilterExpr & """, """ & strSortString & """)"



Now we can apply the filter or sort to the table. We first get a reference to the DataTable object:



Dim objTable As DataTable = objDataSet.Tables("Books")



Executing the Select Method



The Select method returns an array of DataRow objects that match the filter and sort we apply, so the next step is to create a suitable array variable. Then we can execute the Select method and assign the result to this variable:



'create an array to hold the results then call the Select method



Dim objResults() As DataRow



objResults = objTable.Select(strFilterExpr, strSortString)



Displaying the Results



To display the results, we have to iterate through the array of DataRow objects that is returned by the Select method - we can't just bind it to a DataGrid as we've done in earlier examples. In our example, we build an HTML table containing the column values for each DataRow in the array and then display this table in the  element named



outResult:



'the result is an array of DataRow objects not a DataTable object



'so we have to iterate through to get the row contents



Dim objRow As DataRow



Dim strResult As String = "
"



For Each objRow In objResults



strResult += "




	" & objRow(0) & "	  " & objRow(1) _



& "	  " & objRow(2) & "

"



Next



strResult += ""



outResult.InnerHtml = strResult 'and display the results



Sorting and Filtering in a DataView Object Another opportunity for sorting and filtering rows for display is within a DataView object. It's common to create a



DataView based on a DataTable when using server-side data binding - as we've been doing throughout these chapters with a DataGrid server control. The example page "Sorting and Filtering Records in a DataView object" (sort-find-in-dataview.aspx) demonstrates how easy it is to sort and filter the rows in a DataView.



The page looks similar to the previous example of sorting and filtering a DataTable. However, notice the code that has been executed after we clicked the "By Date" button this time:



Rather than using a Select method, as we did with the DataTable, we specify the filter and sort order for a DataView by setting its properties. We set the Sort property to change the sorting order of the rows, and the RowFilter property to apply a filter. The next screenshot shows the result of entering the search text ASP and clicking the Find button:



As we saw earlier in the example of using the RowUpdated event, the DataView object also has a RowStateFilter property. This works just the same as with the DataTable object, and we can also use this to filter the rows.



The Code for the DataView Sorting and Filtering Example



As you'll expect, most of the code for this example is the same as we used in the previous example. It uses the same HTML form and the same code to create and fill a DataSet with some book details. However, the next step is to get a reference to the DataView object that we'll be working with. In our example, we're creating a new DataView based on the Books table in the DataSet:



'create a DataView object for the Books table in the DataSet



Dim objDataView As New DataView(objDataSet.Tables("Books"))



Of course, if you already have a DataTable object available, perhaps as the result of some other code you've used to create it specifically, you can simply access the DefaultView property of the table to get back a DataView object.



Collecting the User's Values and Applying the Sort and Filter



Now we can check for user input and build the appropriate string for the Sort and RowFilter properties of the



DataView. If the user clicked a 'sort' button, we simply build the sort expression as one or more column names (including "DESC" for a descending sort order) and set the Sort property of the DataView object. We also display the code we're using:



'sort the records into the correct order



If Len(Request.Form("cmdTitle")) > 0 Then



objDataView.Sort = "Title"



outMessage.innerHTML = "DataView.Sort = " & objDataView.Sort



End If



If Len(Request.Form("cmdISBN")) > 0 Then



objDataView.Sort = "ISBN"



outMessage.innerHTML = "DataView.Sort = " & objDataView.Sort



End If



If Len(Request.Form("cmdDate")) > 0 Then



objDataView.Sort = "PublicationDate DESC, Title"



outMessage.innerHTML = "DataView.Sort = " & objDataView.Sort



End If



If the user clicked the Find button, we build a filter expression (using the same syntax as the previous example), and assign it to the RowFilter property of the DataView object. As in the previous example, we add a preceding and trailing asterisk wildcard character so that it will match column values containing this text. We also display the expression we're using in the page:



'or find matching records



If Len(Request.Form("cmdFind")) > 0 Then



objDataView.RowFilter = "Title LIKE '*" & txtFind.value & "*'"



outMessage.innerHTML = "DataView.RowFilter = " & objDataView.RowFilter



End If



Finally, we can assign our sorted or filtered DataView object to the DataSource property of an ASP.NET DataGrid control declared elsewhere in the page to display the contents:



'assign the DataView object to the DataGrid control



dgrResult.DataSource = objDataView



dgrResult.DataBind() 'and bind (display) the data



Summary



In this chapter, we've looked at all the important topics regarding working with data within the three fundamental .NET data access objects - the DataReader, the DataTable, and the DataSet objects. We've seen how we can extract data from a data store using complex SQL statements and different types of stored procedures. We've also seen how we can build DataSet and DataTable objects from scratch using code, and then set a range of properties on each data column to accurately specify their behavior.



Then we moved on to look at how we can add, delete, edit, and completely remove rows in a table. We examined the various properties that indicate the state of each row and each column in that row, and saw how we can cancel changes to a row, a table, and a complete DataSet object.



Finally, we looked at a couple of ways that we can filter and sort data - in a DataTable object and in a DataView object. The topics we covered as a whole were:



ƒ



Accessing complex data with DataReader and DataSet objects



ƒ



Using stored procedures with DataReader and DataSet objects



ƒ



Building and editing data in a DataTable object



ƒ



Sorting and filtering data with DataTable and DataView objects



Now that you are comfortable with the way that .NET data access works, and the fundamental objects, their common properties and methods, it's time to look at the final major relational data topic. How do we go about updating the original data in our database or other data store? This is the core topic of the next chapter.



Updating Relational Data Sources In the previous two chapters, we've explored how we use the major objects within the .NET framework for relational data access. This includes the DataReader, Connection, Command, DataAdapter, DataTable, and DataSet objects. We also explored the use of subsidiary objects such as the DataRelation, DataRow, Parameter, and others. We've seen how we can use these objects in a range of combinations to extract data from a relational data store and work with that data.



The techniques we demonstrated included examination of the ways we can update the data that we hold within the confines of the disconnected DataSet objects that we created. What we haven't looked at is how we perform that final step required in any application used fundamentally for updating a data store - how we push our changes back into the data store.



Even in a connected environment, such as a traditional client-server application, the process of managing updates to the source data is not without its own problems, in particular the managing of concurrent updates to the source data. While .NET does not introduce any new problems, the concept of working with data in a fundamentally disconnected way (such as .NET provides) means that you need to be fully aware of the issues and know how to handle them. This is the core topic of this chapter. We'll be looking at:



ƒ



Updating data sources with a Command object



ƒ



Using transactions when updating data sources



ƒ



Updating data sources from a DataSet object



ƒ



A detailed look inside the DataAdapter.Update method



ƒ



Managing concurrent updates to a data source



Obtaining the Sample Files



All the examples used in this chapter are available for you to run on your own server. The download file can be obtained from http://www.wrox.com/Books/Book_Details.asp?isbn=1861007035, and it includes SQL scripts and instructions for creating the database that the examples use. You can also run some of the examples on-line at



http://www.daveandal.com/profaspnet/. The main menu page (default.htm) contains links to all the data access sample files. The fourth link, "Updating



Relational Data Sources in .NET" leads to another menu page that contains links to the examples for this chapter:



Updating Data with a Command Object



For simple single or multiple row updates to a data store, we traditionally used an ADO Connection or Command object with a SQL statement or a stored procedure. This technique is particularly useful for tasks like inserting a new row into a database, perhaps in response to a user submitting feedback to your web site or registering for your monthly e-mail bulletin. It's also useful for the equivalent 'delete' operation to remove one or more rows, or for updating row values.



Under the .NET framework, we can do the same thing using one of the new Command objects. The SqlCommand object is used only with Microsoft SQL Server (via TDS), while the OleDbCommand object can be used for any type of data store for which an OLEDB provider is available.



We provide two pages that demonstrate the technique - one that uses a SQL UPDATE statement to modify a row in the



database, and one that uses a stored procedure within the database to add a new row or delete an existing row. Like all the examples, they develop on the techniques that we've covered in the previous data access chapters, and so we'll be concentrating on the new features that the examples introduce, and the code we use to implement these features.



Using a Command Object with a SQL Statement The simplest way to perform a quick update to a data source is to create a suitable SQL statement and then execute it against that data source using a Command object. The example page Updating Data with a Command Object (update-with-command.aspx) does just that. When you open the page, code in the Page_Load event handler creates a SQL UPDATE statement that changes the title of a book with a specified ISBN code in our BookList table:



Remember that all the example pages have a [view source] link that you can use to view the sourcecode of the page.



The SQL statement we use is visible in the screenshot, and you can see that one row was affected by the execution of that statement. The code in the page then uses a DataReader object with the same connection to read back the newly updated row from the source table and display the values.



The Code for the SQL Statement Update Example



As with most of the examples in previous chapters, the pages in this chapter work with a database named WroxBooks and the connection string specified in the user control named connect-strings.ascx (in the global folder of the data access samples). See the previous chapters for more details.



The first section of code that interests us here is how we create the SQL statement that will update the book title. We've included the current date and time in the title so that it changes every time you run the page:



'specify the SQL statement to update the data



Dim datNow As DateTime = Now()



Dim strNow As String = datNow.ToString("dd-M-yy \a\t hh:mm:ss")



Dim strSQL As String



strSQL = "UPDATE BookList SET Title = 'New Book Written on " _



& strNow & "' WHERE ISBN='1861009999'"



outSQL.InnerText = strSQL 'and display it



After displaying the SQL statement in a  element named outSQL (elsewhere in the page), we create a new



Connection object using our previously obtained connection string. Then we specify this Connection and our SQL statement in the constructor for a new Command object. We also declare an Integer variable to hold the number of rows that are updated:



Dim objConnect As New OleDbConnection(strConnect)



Dim objCommand As New OleDbCommand(strSQL, objConnect)



Dim intRowsAffected As Integer



Executing the SQL Statement



Now we can execute the command. We open the connection to the database, and then call the ExecuteNonQuery method of the Command object. This method is used whenever we don't expect to get a rowset back. It returns the number of rows affected by the execution of the statement, and we capture this in our intRowsAffected variable:



Try



objConnect.Open()



intRowsAffected = objCommand.ExecuteNonQuery()



Catch objError As Exception



'display error details



outError.InnerHtml = "* Error while updating original data.
" _



& objError.Message & "
" & objError.Source



Exit Sub ' and stop execution



End Try



Provided that we didn't get an execution error (if we do, the Try..Catch construct will display the error and stop execution of the code), we can display the number of rows that were updated:



'declare a string to display the results



Dim strResult As String



'show the number of rows affected



strResult = "Executed SQL statement, " & intRowsAffected.ToString() _



& " record(s) affected
Reading back from the database..."



Displaying the Updated Row



Now we can read the updated row back from the database to prove that the process worked. We create a suitable SQL



SELECT statement and assign it to the CommandText property of our existing Command object. Then we declare a variable to hold a DataReader object, and execute the SELECT statement. The result is obtained by reading the rows returned by the DataReader (we demonstrated this technique several times in previous chapters):



objCommand.CommandText = "SELECT * FROM BookList WHERE ISBN='1861009999'"



Try



Dim objDataReader As OleDbDataReader



objDataReader = objCommand.ExecuteReader()



Do While objDataReader.Read()



strResult += "ISBN=""" & objDataReader("ISBN") _



& """   Title=""" & objDataReader("Title") & """"



Loop



objDataReader.Close()



objConnect.Close()



Catch objError As Exception



'display error details



outError.InnerHtml = "* Error while accessing updated data.
" _



& objError.Message & "
" & objError.Source



Exit Sub ' and stop execution



End Try



Finally, we display the contents of the updated row that we captured in the 'result' string in another  element named outResult:



outResult.InnerHtml = strResult 'display the result



So, using a SQL statement and Command object to modify the contents of a data store is very similar to the way we would



have carried out the operation in previous versions of ADO. And we can use INSERT and DELETE statements in exactly the same way as we used an UPDATE statement in this example.



However, it's often preferable to use a stored procedure defined within the data store to perform data updates. Stored procedures can provide a useful increase in performance, hide the structure of a database table from inquisitive users, and allow finer control over security permissions. The next example demonstrates how we can use a similar technique to that above with a stored procedure instead of a SQL statement.



Using a Stored Procedure with a Command Object Using a stored procedure with a Command object is a fundamentally similar process to using a SQL statement, as we discovered in the previous chapter when we were extracting data from a data store. The example Updating Data with a



Stored Procedure (update-with-storedproc.aspx) shows how we can use a Command object to execute a stored procedure that updates the source data.



The stored procedure named AddNewBook is created within the WroxBooks database by the SQL script we provide in the samples. It inserts a new row into the BookList table using values provided in parameters to the stored procedure, and returns zero (0) if it succeeds in inserting the new row:



However, to make the process repeatable when you are experimenting with the samples, we've added a rather unusual twist to the procedure (one which is unlikely to be found in a real-world application). If we hadn't done this, you would only be able to run the procedure once unless you manually deleted the row in the database, or edited the procedure to insert a different row.



What the procedure does is to first check to see if a book with the specified ISBN (the primary key of the table) already exists. If it does exist, it deletes this row from the table instead - and returns minus one (-1) as the result. This way, you can run the page as many times as you wish:



The AddNewBook Stored Procedure



The stored procedure takes as input parameters the ISBN code, title, and publication date of the book to be inserted, and it has a fourth Integer-type output parameter to hold the result. This is what it looks like:



CREATE PROCEDURE AddNewBook



@ISBN varchar(12), @Title varchar(100), @Date datetime,



@Result integer output AS



SELECT ISBN FROM BookList WHERE ISBN=@ISBN



IF @@ROWCOUNT = 0



BEGIN



INSERT INTO BookList(ISBN, Title, PublicationDate)



VALUES (@ISBN, @Title, @Date)



SELECT @Result = 0



END



ELSE



BEGIN



DELETE FROM BookList WHERE ISBN=@ISBN



SELECT @Result = -1



END



The Code for the Stored Procedure Update Example



In this example we're executing a stored procedure, so our command text is just the name of the stored procedure -



AddNewBook. We start by specifying this and displaying it in the page:



'specify the stored procedure name



Dim strSQL As String = "AddNewBook"



outSQL.InnerText = strSQL 'and display it



Now we create our connection and command objects as before. However, for maximum execution efficiency, we need to specify this time that the command text is the name of a stored procedure:



Dim objConnect As New OleDbConnection(strConnect)



Dim objCommand As New OleDbCommand(strSQL, objConnect)



objCommand.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure



Creating the Parameters



Next we create the parameters we'll need within the Parameters collection of the Command object. The first is for the



ISBN code and is of type OleDbType.VarChar and length 12 characters. We also specify that it's an input parameter, and set the value:



'create a variable to hold a Parameter object



Dim objParam As OleDbParameter



'create a new Parameter object named 'ISBN' with the correct data



'type to match a SQL database 'varchar' field of 12 characters



objParam = objCommand.Parameters.Add("ISBN", OleDbType.VarChar, 12)



'specify that it's an Input parameter and set the value



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input



objParam.Value = "1999999999"



The process is repeated for the next two input parameters, the book title and publication date. Note that the publication date parameter (named Date) is of type OleDbType.DBDate, and we have to specify the value in a format that corresponds to the column in the database. In the case of a SQL datetime column, the format "yyyy-mm-dd" will work:



'create a new Parameter object named 'Title' with the correct data



'type to match a SQL database 'varchar' field of 50 characters



'specify that it's an Input parameter and set the value



objParam = objCommand.Parameters.Add("Title", OleDbType.VarChar, 50)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input



objParam.Value = "Programming in the Virtual World"



'create another input Parameter object named 'Date' with the correct



'data type to match a SQL database 'datetime' field



'specify that it's an Input parameter and set the value



objParam = objCommand.Parameters.Add("Date", OleDbType.DBDate)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input



objParam.Value = "2001-05-01"



The final parameter is named Result, and is an output parameter that will return the result of executing the stored procedure. It returns an integer value, and so we specify OleDbType.Integer in this case:



'create an output Parameter object named 'Result' with the correct



'data type to match a SQL database 'integer' field



'specify that it's an Output parameter so no value required



objParam = objCommand.Parameters.Add("Result", OleDbType.Integer)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Output



Before executing the stored procedure, we display the input parameter values in the page - within a  element named outInParams. We can read their current values directly from the Parameters collection by specifying the name of each one:



'display the value of the input parameters



outInParams.InnerText = "ISBN='" & objCommand.Parameters("ISBN").Value _



& "' Title='" & objCommand.Parameters("Title").Value _



& "' Date='" & objCommand.Parameters("Date").Value & "'"



Executing the Stored Procedure



The next step is to execute the stored procedure. In this case, we don't have any returned value for the number of rows affected, so we don't need to capture the result of the ExecuteNonQuery method:



Try



objConnect.Open()



objCommand.ExecuteNonQuery()



objConnect.Close()



Catch objError As Exception



outError.InnerHtml = "* Error while updating original data.
" _



& objError.Message & "
" & objError.Source



Exit Sub



End Try



Once the stored procedure has been executed, the parameter named Result will contain the result of the process. We collect its value from the Parameters collection of the Command object. In our example, we also display the value - plus an accompanying explanation message - in a  element named outOutParams within the page:



'collect and display the value of the output parameter



Dim intResult As Integer = objCommand.Parameters("Result").Value



Dim strResult As String = "Result='" & CStr(intResult) & "'
"



If intResult = 0 Then



strResult += "Successfully inserted new book details"



Else



strResult += "Failed to insert new book details and instead " _



& "deleted existing record with this ISBN"



End If



outOutParams.InnerHtml = strResult



Updating Data Sources with Transactions



One of the features of most database systems, and some other types of data store, is the ability to use transactions. Simply put, a transaction is a series of events that are all completed, or of which none are completed - there is never an intermediate result where some but not all of the events within the transaction occur.



The name 'transaction' comes from real-world scenarios such as purchasing an item in a store where you give the seller money in exchange for goods. Unless one of you gets cheated, the transaction will either succeed with both parties happy at the outcome (you pay your money and get your goods), or fail where neither action occurs. There should never be an outcome where you pay money and don't get the goods, or where you get goods but don't pay the money.



In this section, we'll look at two types of transactions:



ƒ



Database transactions, where database-specific statements control the transaction, and it is carried out within the database itself. Usually the stored procedure within the database contains the transaction statements.



ƒ



Connection-based transactions, where the statements that control the transaction, and the execution and management of that transaction, are outside the database. Usually these are a feature of the Connection object that executes a SQL statement or stored procedure.



While it is possible to write stored procedures that perform transactions across different databases on the same server, this is outside the scope of this chapter. It is also possible to use the services of another application, such as Windows 2000 Component Services (or MTS in Windows NT4) to perform a distributed transaction, where a series of events spread across different databases and applications on different servers are managed as a single transaction. Chapter 17 (".NET Components") briefly looks at this topic.



Database Transactions In a database system such as SQL Server, we specify transaction operations within a stored procedure using vendor-specific statements like BEGIN TRANSACTION to start a new transaction, COMMIT TRANSACTION to accept all the updates and permanently commit the changes to the data, and ROLLBACK TRANSACTION to cancel all the changes made within the current transaction.



We've provided an example page that uses a transacted stored procedure. The stored procedure, named



DoBookArchive, is created within the WroxBooks database by the SQL script we provide with the samples.



The DoBookArchive Stored Procedure



The DoBookArchive stored procedure moves a row from the BookList table into another table named ArchiveBooks, within the same database. If the process succeeds, the transaction is committed and the updates are permanently applied to the database tables. If there is an error when writing to the ArchiveBooks table, or when deleting the book from the



BookList table, both actions are rolled back and the tables are left in exactly the same state as before - neither is affected by the procedure.



However, to make it repeatable while you are experimenting with the example, the stored procedure always starts by deleting any existing book with the same ISBN (the primary key) in the ArchiveBooks table. This action will also be rolled back if the complete transaction fails, so if a book has been archived (and hence deleted from the BookList table) it will not be deleted from the ArchiveBooks table if you run the stored procedure again with the same ISBN. In this case, the INSERT statement will fail because the book is not in the BookList table, and so the entire transaction is rolled back undoing the DELETE operation on the ArchiveBooks table.



This is the code for the stored procedure:



CREATE PROCEDURE DoBookArchive



@ISBN varchar(12), @Result integer output AS



DECLARE @verror int



BEGIN TRANSACTION



DELETE FROM ArchiveBooks WHERE ISBN=@ISBN



INSERT INTO ArchiveBooks (ISBN, Title, PublicationDate)



SELECT * FROM BookList WHERE ISBN LIKE @ISBN



SELECT @verror = @@ERROR, @Result = @@ROWCOUNT



IF @verror 0 GOTO on_error



IF @Result > 0



BEGIN



DELETE FROM BookList WHERE ISBN=@ISBN



IF @@ERROR 0 GOTO on_error



COMMIT TRANSACTION



END



ELSE



ROLLBACK TRANSACTION



RETURN



on_error:



SELECT @Result = -1



ROLLBACK TRANSACTION



RETURN



The Transacted Stored Procedure Example



The example page Updating Data with a Transacted Stored Procedure (transacted-storedproc.aspx) uses the stored procedure we've just described. We've arranged for it to use the same ISBN code as the previous example that



inserts and deletes a book in the BookList table, so that you can see the results of this example by running it after inserting the new book and after deleting it. Providing that you have run the previous example to insert the new book row, the stored procedure in this example will succeed:



If you then run the page again, it will show that the stored procedure failed to find the book in the BookList table (because, of course, it's just been moved to the ArchiveBooks table):



The Code for the Transacted Stored Procedure Example



As in our earlier examples, we start by specifying the name of the stored procedure and displaying it in the page, and then create the Connection and Command objects we'll need to execute it. We also set the CommandType of the Command



object to indicate that we'll be executing a stored procedure:



'specify the stored procedure name



Dim strSQL As String = "DoBookArchive"



outSQL.InnerText = strSQL 'and display it



Dim objConnect As New OleDbConnection(strConnect)



Dim objCommand As New OleDbCommand(strSQL, objConnect)



objCommand.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure



Now we create the parameters for the command. This time there are only two - an input parameter to hold the ISBN of the book we want to archive, and an output parameter to hold the result:



Dim objParam As OleDbParameter



'create an input Parameter object named 'ISBN' with the correct data



'type to match a SQL database 'varchar' field of 12 characters



objParam = objCommand.Parameters.Add("ISBN", OleDbType.VarChar, 12)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input



objParam.Value = "199999999"



'create an output Parameter object named 'Result' with the correct



'data type to match a SQL database 'integer' field



'specify that it's an Output parameter so no value required



objParam = objCommand.Parameters.Add("Result", OleDbType.Integer)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Output



'display the value of the input parameter



outInParams.InnerText = "ISBN='" & objCommand.Parameters("ISBN").Value & "'"



The next step is to open our connection and execute the stored procedure:



Try



objConnect.Open()



objCommand.ExecuteNonQuery()



objConnect.Close()



Catch objError As Exception



outError.InnerHtml = "* Error while updating original data.
" _



& objError.Message & "
" & objError.Source



Exit Sub 'stop execution



End Try



Then we can collect the result from the output parameter and display it, along with some accompanying explanatory text:



'collect and display the value of the output parameter



Dim intResult As Integer = objCommand.Parameters("Result").Value



Dim strResult As String = "Result='" & CStr(intResult) & "'
"



Select Case intResult



Case -1: strResult += "Error occurred while attempting archive"



Case 0: strResult += "Failed to archive book -no matching book found"



Case > 0: strResult += "Successfully archived the specified book"



End Select



outOutParams.InnerHtml = strResult



Notice that we didn't have to do anything extra to benefit from the transaction within the stored procedure - we just executed it and checked the result to see what actually happened. This is not the case, however, when we use the other type of transaction, a connection-based transaction. We'll see how different working with this type of transaction is next.



Connection-based Transactions The previous example demonstrates how we can use a transaction within a stored procedure (a database transaction) to ensure that a series of operations on our data either all succeed or are all rolled back. A second way of using a transaction is through the capabilities of the Connection object.



Both the SqlConnection and the OleDbConnection objects can be used to perform transacted data updates. While the way we actually apply a transaction is different from the stored-procedure transaction we used in the previous example, the terminology is broadly the same:



Starts a new transaction on this connection and all subsequent changes to the data



Connection.BeginTransaction



become part of the transaction until it is committed or rolled back. Commits all changes made to the data within this transaction since it was started.



Transaction.Commit



The changes are made permanent in the target data store. Abandons all changes made to the data within this transaction since it was started.



Transaction.Rollback



The changes are removed from the target data store.



The Transaction Object



In ADO.NET, we have two objects that implement transactions - SqlTransaction for use with Microsoft SQL Server via TDS, and OleDbTransaction for use with an OLE-DB provider (there is also an equivalent OdbcTransaction object currently under development). To start a transaction we call the BeginTransaction method of the current



Connection object. This returns a Transaction object that we must then assign to any Command objects that we want



to enroll into that transaction.



To end a transaction and commit all the changes to the database, we call the Commit method of the Transaction object (note that it's not a method of the Connection object as you might at first have expected). To abandon all changes to the data, we call the Transaction object's Rollback method instead.



Notice also that we have to manually enroll any Command objects into the transaction. While this might seem odd, it does allow us to have multiple transactions in progress, and use whichever is appropriate for each command we carry out on the database. We can also create a nested transaction (that is a transaction that executes within another transaction) by creating a new Transaction object and calling the Begin method.



A Connection-based Transaction Example



To see the transaction methods in action, open the example Transactional Data Updates with a Command Object (update-with-transaction.aspx). This page creates three SQL statements that are used to update the titles of three books in the BookList table to reflect the current date and time, and then it executes these statements. Afterwards, it reads the rows back from the database and displays the details to confirm that the updates were successful:



You can see in the previous screenshot that the transaction was committed, and the three rows were updated. However, this is only because the page contains logic that uses the current time in seconds to decide whether to commit or roll back the transaction. While not a real-world scenario, it is done so that you can see the result of rolling back a transaction as well as committing it. After running the page again where the time has an even number of seconds, the transaction is rolled back and so the titles are not updated:



The Code for the Connection-based Transaction Example



The only real differences in the way that this page works, when compared to the other examples that use SQL statements to update the data source, is that we have to call the transaction methods at the appropriate times - effectively managing the transaction ourselves. Instead of a stored procedure within the database itself deciding whether to commit or rollback the changes (usually dependent on the outcome of one of the statements in the stored procedure), we decide within our ASP code if the transaction should be committed or rolled back.



As usual, we start by creating the SQL statements we'll be executing against the BookList table to update the book titles:



'specify the SQL statements to update the data



Dim strNow, strSQL1, strSQL2, strSQL3 As String



Dim datNow As DateTime = Now()



strNow = datNow.ToString("dd-M-yy \a\t hh:mm:ss")



strSQL1 = "UPDATE BookList SET Title = 'Book One Written on " _



& strNow & "' WHERE ISBN='1861009901'"



outSQL1.InnerText = strSQL1 'and display it



strSQL2 = "UPDATE BookList SET Title = 'Book Two Written on " _



& strNow & "' WHERE ISBN='1861009902'"



outSQL2.InnerText = strSQL2 'and display it



strSQL3 = "UPDATE BookList SET Title = 'Book Three Written on " _



& strNow & "' WHERE ISBN='1861009903'"



outSQL3.InnerText = strSQL3 'and display it



Then we create our Connection and Command objects, and declare a variable to hold the number of rows affected by our updates. We've set the initial value to zero here, though this is not actually required (zero is the default value), but it helps to illustrate how the code works, and ensures that we can safely add on the result each time we execute a SQL statement:



Dim objConnect As New OleDbConnection(strConnect)



Dim objCommand As New OleDbCommand()



Dim intRowsAffected As Integer = 0



Starting a Transaction



We need a variable to hold the Transaction object that will be returned when we start a transaction, and so we declare this next:



'declare a variable to hold a Transaction object



Dim objTransaction As OleDbTransaction



Next we open our connection, and execute the BeginTransaction method to start a new connection-based transaction. We assign the Transaction object that is returned to our objTransaction variable:



Try



objConnect.Open()



'start a transaction for this connection



objTransaction = objConnect.BeginTransaction()



Now we are ready to execute our three SQL UPDATE statements using the Command object we created earlier on. We created it without providing any values for the constructor parameters, so we have to assign our Connection object to its Connection property. We also set the CommandType to indicate that we're using a SQL statement (though this is the default if not specified). Once we've set up our Command object, we also have to enroll it into the current transaction:



'specify the Connection object and command type for the Command



objCommand.Connection = objConnect



objCommand.CommandType = CommandType.Text



'attach the current transaction to the Command object



'must be done after setting Connection property



objCommand.Transaction = objTransaction



Notice that we can only do so after we've set the Connection property, and if we want to change the Connection property afterwards we first have to un-enrol it by setting the Transaction property of the Command to Nothing.



Then we can assign each SQL statement to the CommandText property in turn and execute it:



'specify the select statement to use for the first update



objCommand.CommandText = strSQL1



'execute the SQL statement against the command to fill the DataReader



'keep track of number of records originally updated



intRowsAffected += objCommand.ExecuteNonQuery()



'repeat using the select statement for the second update



objCommand.CommandText = strSQL2



intRowsAffected += objCommand.ExecuteNonQuery()



'repeat using the select statement for the third update



objCommand.CommandText = strSQL3



intRowsAffected += objCommand.ExecuteNonQuery()



The next place where we need to consider how we handle the transaction that we've started is if an error occurs while executing the SQL statements. In an error situation, we will usually want to call the Rollback method of the



Transaction object to cancel any changes that have been applied to the source data:



Catch objError As Exception



'error encountered so roll back all the updates



objTransaction.Rollback()



'display error details



outError.InnerHtml = "* Error while updating original data.
" _



& objError.Message & "
" & objError.Source



Exit Sub ' and stop execution



End Try



After successfully executing all three statements without an error, we would normally call the Commit method of the



Transaction object to permanently apply the changes to the data store. However, in our example, we check the number of seconds in the current time and only call Commit if this is an odd number. If it's an even number, we call the



Rollback method to abandon all updates:



'all seems OK so can now commit all the updates. However as an



'illustration of the technique only do so if the current time



'has an odd number of seconds. If not, rollback all changes



Dim strCommit As String



If Second(datNow) Mod 2 = 0



objTransaction.Rollback()



strCommit = "rolled back"



Else



objTransaction.Commit()



strCommit = "committed"



End If



Afterwards we can read the values of the rows using a DataReader object and display them in the page. This is identical to the way we did it in the first example in this chapter, so we aren't repeating the code here.



Having looked briefly at how we can use transactions to ensure multiple data updates all succeed, or all fail, we'll move on to a different topic. The DataSet object we introduced in previous chapters has the facility to automatically update the source data from which it was created - or in fact any data store for which the structure and contents of the tables within



the DataSet are of the appropriate format. This is the focus of the next section.



Updating Data from a DataSet Object



In previous chapters we've regularly used a DataSet object to store data extracted from a database, or to hold data that we've created dynamically using code. We also looked at the ways we can edit and modify the data that the DataSet contains. In this section of the chapter, we'll look in detail at how we get those changes back into a data source such as a relational database.



ADO.NET includes the DataAdapter object, which is used to provide the connection between a data store and a disconnected DataSet. We saw this object in action in Chapter 8, but only so far as collecting rows from a database and pushing them into a DataSet. To understand how the update process works for a DataSet, we need to examine the



DataAdapter object in more depth.



Inside the DataAdapter Object In order to understand and take advantage of many of the features of the .NET disconnected data model, especially when we come to look at concurrent data update issues later in this chapter, you must be comfortable with what's going on behind the scenes when you use the DataSet and DataAdapter objects to push changes made to the data back into a data source.



The full chain of objects that are required to pull data from a data store into a DataSet, and push the changes back into the data store after updating, is shown in the next schematic. You can see the four main objects that are involved in the process - the Connection, Command, DataAdapter, and DataSet:



The DataSet Object Chain



The four objects in the schematic were discussed in outline in Chapter 8. However, we'll be going into more detail here as we discover how the whole process works:



ƒ



The Connection object defines the way that the data store will communicate with Command objects, using a connection string and the appropriate data store provider such as SQL TDS, OLE-DB, or the ODBC driver.



ƒ



The Command object performs the task of executing the SQL statement, query, or stored procedure, etc. against the data store via the Connection object. It contains details about that SQL statement, query or stored procedure, and the way that it should be processed.



ƒ



The DataAdapter object is the bridge between the DataSet and the Command objects. It specifies the organization of the tables within the DataSet through table and column mappings, and is responsible for managing the whole process of fetching data from the data source and pushing it back to the data source.



ƒ



The DataSet is the disconnected data storage and processing unit that actually holds the data. It does so using one or more tables, and (optionally) relationships between these tables.



Notice in the schematic that there are four Command objects involved in the process. Why? We only need one to fill a



DataSet from a data store - a suitable SelectCommand such as a SQL SELECT statement or the equivalent stored procedure (or table name). However, to be able to update the original data, we need the other three - an



UpdateCommand, an InsertCommand, and a DeleteCommand. All four commands share the same Connection object; they all have a reference to it in their Connection property. This technique consumes far fewer resources (and hence is more efficient) than using four different ones, and works because the DataAdapter only processes one command at a time. Connections to a data store are limited, and using the same one reduces the demands of the application considerably.



Creating the Necessary Objects



Of course, in most of our examples, we don't explicitly create all these objects every time we want to access a data store. But that doesn't mean they don't exist. In fact many are automatically created in the background when required, as we perform various data access processes. Allowing the system to create them on demand also reduces the code we have to write, and can provide marginally better performance.



For example, when simply extracting data we usually create a Connection object, a DataAdapter object, and a



DataSet object - and then use the Fill method of the DataAdapter to get the data into the DataSet:



Dim objConnect As New OleDbConnection(strConnectString)



Dim objDataAdapter As New OleDbDataAdapter(strSQLStatement, objConnect)



Dim objDataSet As New DataSet()



objDataAdapter.Fill(objDataSet, "table-name")



However, behind the scenes, when the constructor for the DataAdapter is executed, a Command object is created using the SQL statement and the connection object. This new Command object is then assigned to the SelectCommand property of the DataAdapter object.



We can even dispense with creating a Connection object ourselves. We just pass the connection string itself into the constructor for the DataAdapter object:



Dim objDataAdapter As New OleDbDataAdapter(strSQLStatement, strConnectString)



Again, behind the scenes, the DataAdapter constructor is creating a new Command object by calling its constructor with the SQL statement and (this time) the connection string. Then the Command object constructor creates a new



Connection object using the connection string. The whole process still takes place to create the chain of four objects, even if we don't specifically code this.



Specifying the SelectCommand



At minimum, when creating a DataAdapter object, to Fill a Dataset, only the SelectCommand is required and this must always be provided. As you've seen, we usually specify this as a string (the SQL statement, query string, table name, or stored procedure name) in the constructor for the object. Of course, there's nothing to stop us creating a Command object directly and assigning this to the SelectCommand property of the DataAdapter:



Dim objConnect As New OleDbConnection(strConnectString)



Dim objCommand As New OleDbCommand(strSQLStatement, objConnect)



Dim objDataAdapter As New OleDbDataAdapter(objCommand)



Or, in an even more verbose way:



Dim objConnect As New OleDbConnection(strConnectString)



Dim objCommand As New OleDbCommand(strSQLStatement, objConnect)



Dim objDataAdapter As New OleDbDataAdapter()



objDataAdapter.SelectCommand = objCommand



While it's hard to see when we might use the last of these, it could be a useful technique when we already have a



DataAdapter that we want to reuse by just changing the SelectCommand to reference a different Command object.



Specifying the Other Commands



We only need a SelectCommand to be able to fill a DataSet, but when we come to push the changes back to the data store we must provide the appropriate Command objects for the UpdateCommand, DeleteCommand, and



InsertCommand properties of the DataAdapter. We don't always need all three, for example if we are only changing existing rows within the data source (if our DataSet object only contains modified rows, and no added or deleted rows), we only need to specify a suitable Command object for the UpdateCommand property of the DataAdapter. The same logic applies if we are only deleting rows or inserting new



rows. However, if the DataSet contains modified, deleted, and added rows, we have to specify suitable Command objects for all the matching DataAdapter properties.



What is a suitable Command object? It's pretty obvious that this is a Command with a connection specified to the appropriate data store (via its associated Connection object), and which specifies a suitable SQL statement or stored procedure that will add, delete or update the rows. We'll see some examples later in this section that show this in more detail. However, ADO.NET can also help out by generating suitable SQL statements automatically for us.



Command Builder Objects and Auto-generated Commands



ADO.NET tries to make our life easier when we use a DataSet to update a data store by providing two CommandBuilder objects - the SqlCommandBuilder for use with SQL TDS and the OleDbCommandBuilder for use with an OLE-DB provider. These objects can create suitable "auto-generated commands" for use when pushing changes back to a data store via a DataAdapter object.



All we have to do is create a CommandBuilder object, specifying as the parameter to its constructor the DataAdapter we want to use it with. Then we call the methods of the CommandBuilder to create and return Command objects that specify the appropriate SQL statements (it can figure these out by looking at the SelectCommand and the table and column mappings and structure of the DataSet). We can then assign the returned Command object directly to the



DataAdapter:



Dim objCommandBuilder As New OleDbCommandBuilder(objDataAdapter)



'set the update, insert and delete commands for the DataAdapter



objDataAdapter.DeleteCommand = objCommandBuilder.GetDeleteCommand()



objDataAdapter.InsertCommand = objCommandBuilder.GetInsertCommand()



objDataAdapter.UpdateCommand = objCommandBuilder.GetUpdateCommand()



We'll see what the SQL statements that these methods create look like in the next example in this chapter. In the meantime, however, you should be aware of a few limitations of the auto-generated command feature:



ƒ



The rows in a table in the DataSet must have originally come from a single table, and can be used only to update a table of the same format (generally the same source table).



ƒ



The source table must have a primary key defined (it can be a multiple-column primary key), or it must have at least one column that contains unique values. This column (or columns) must be included in the rows that are returned by the SELECT statement or query that is used for the SelectCommand.



ƒ



Table names that include special characters such as spaces, periods, quotation marks, or other non-alphanumeric characters cannot be used (even if delimited by square brackets). However, fully qualified table names that do include the period character (such as dbo.BookList) can be used.



Of course, we can create our own command strings if required, rather than using the auto-generated commands provided by the CommandBuilder, and have the DataAdapter use these instead of the auto-generated ones. In a later example, we'll see how this is useful when we are working with stored procedures that perform the updates to the data store, rather than with SQL statements.



The DeriveParameters Method



One other useful feature that the CommandBuilder provides is the ability to automatically create appropriate



Parameter objects. This includes both the situation when we are using stored procedures to update the data source, as well as when we are using them to extract data from a data store.



The DeriveParameters method of the CommandBuilder object takes as its single parameter a reference to a



Command object, and returns this Command object with its Parameters collection populated with the appropriate Parameter objects. All that's required then is to fill in the values:



Dim objConnect As New OleDbConnection(ConnectionString)



Dim objCommand As New OleDbCommand(SQLStatement, objConnect)



Dim objDataAdapter As New OleDbDataAdapter(objCommand)



Dim objCommandBuilder As New OleDbCommandBuilder(objDataAdapter)



objCommandBuilder.DeriveParameters(objCommand)



objCommand.Parameters("param-name").Value = thevalue



However, be aware that the DeriveParameters method requires an extra call to the data store to get information about the parameters, and so is generally inefficient. You might use it during development to find out what parameters are required (you can iterate through the Parameters collection examining them after calling DeriveParameters), but you should avoid using it in release code unless absolutely necessary.



Using the DataAdapter.Update Method The example page Updating Data with a DataAdapter and DataSet Object (update-with-dataset.aspx) demonstrates the simplest way to use a DataAdapter object to update the source data with changes made to the rows



stored in a DataSet object. This example simply reads in a rowset from the BookList table in our WroxBooks sample database, changes some of the rows, then pushes the changes back into the data store.



The code in the page deletes or removes four rows from the original table, modifies values in three other rows, and adds a new row. You can see this by comparing the contents of the table in the two DataGrid controls on the page:



As you can see from the note at the bottom of the page, the code uses a connection-based transaction to prevent the changes being permanently applied to the source data. If they were, the example page would fail to work the next time, as some of the rows would have been deleted and primary key violations would occur due to the new row already being present in the source table. However, you can change the code to commit the transaction if you wish - to see that it actually works and does update the original data.



You can also see the auto-generated commands that are used by the DataAdapter to update the source data. It's obvious that these are SQL statements - with question-mark characters as placeholders for the values used to update the table in our target data source. We'll look at them in more detail shortly.



The Code for the 'Updating with a DataAdapter' Example



The SELECT statement that we use is simple enough - it just selects a subset of the rows in our BookList table:



strSelect = "SELECT * FROM BookList WHERE ISBN LIKE '18610049%'"



Then we can use the now familiar technique to create and fill the DataSet with our source data. We covered all this in detail in previous chapters, so we're simply listing the code here:



Dim objDataSet As New DataSet()



Dim objConnect As New OleDbConnection(strConnect)



Dim objDataAdapter As New OleDbDataAdapter(strSelect, objConnect)



Try



objDataAdapter.Fill(objDataSet, "Books")



Catch objError As Exception



outError.innerHTML = "* Error while accessing data.
" _



& objError.Message & "
" & objError.Source



Exit Sub



End Try



In our example, we want to be able to see which rows have been changed, and the Update method also depends on this information to be able to correctly update the original data in our database. One way to "fix" the current state of all the rows in all the tables in a DataSet (as we saw in the previous chapter) is to call the AcceptChanges method to accept all the changes that have been made to the DataSet.



In fact, in our example, it's not strictly necessary because the Fill method automatically sets the status of all the rows to "Unchanged". However it illustrates the process, and would be necessary if we had made any changes since we originally filled the DataSet that we don't want to flush back into the database. In later examples, we'll be taking advantage of this:



'accept the changes to "fix" the current state of the DataSet contents



objDataSet.AcceptChanges()



We'll also need to refer to the Books table in our DataSet in several places within our code, so we create this reference next:



'declare a variable to reference the Books table



Dim objTable As DataTable = objDataSet.Tables("Books")



And then we can display the contents of the Books table that is currently held in our DataSet. We simply bind the default view of the table to a DataGrid control named dgrResult1 that is declared elsewhere in the HTML section of the page:



'display the contents of the Books table before changing data



dgrResult1.DataSource = objTable.DefaultView



dgrResult1.DataBind() 'and bind (display) the data



Changing the Rows in the DataSet



Now we're ready to make some changes to the data. This is exactly the same technique as we used in the previous chapter. After making these changes to the Books table in our DataSet we display the contents again:



'now change some records in the Books table



objTable.Rows(0).Delete()



objTable.Rows(1)("Title") = "Amateur Theatricals for Windows 2000"



objTable.Rows(2).Delete()



objTable.Rows(3).Delete()



objTable.Rows(4)("PublicationDate") = "01-01-2002" 'see note below



objTable.Rows.Remove(5)



'notice that using the Remove method on row 5 (rather than marking



'it as deleted) means that the next row then becomes row 5



objTable.Rows(5)("ISBN") = "200000000"



'add a new row using an array of values



Dim objValsArray(2) As Object



objValsArray(0) = "200000001"



objValsArray(1) = "Impressionist Guide to Painting Computers"



objValsArray(2) = "05-02-2002" 'see note below



objTable.Rows.Add(objValsArray)



'display the contents of the Books table after changing the data



dgrResult2.DataSource = objTable.DefaultView



dgrResult2.DataBind() 'and bind (display) the data



Notice that we have to use a date string that is in the correct format for the column in our table. In the example where we set the value of a parameter object, we used the format "yyyy-mm-dd" as this is a suitable format for the SQL DateTime field. Here we're using the format "mm-dd-yyyy" as this is the format of the ADO.NET table column.



Creating the Auto-Generated Commands



OK, so now we can update our data source. The first step in this part of the process is to create the commands that the



DataAdapter will use to push the changes into the database. We use the OleDbCommandBuilder object to create the three Command objects it requires, and we assign these to the appropriate properties of the DataAdapter:



'create an auto-generated command builder to create the commands



'for updating, inserting and deleting rows in the database



Dim objCommandBuilder As New OleDbCommandBuilder(objDataAdapter)



'set the update, insert and delete commands for the DataAdapter



objDataAdapter.DeleteCommand = objCommandBuilder.GetDeleteCommand()



objDataAdapter.InsertCommand = objCommandBuilder.GetInsertCommand()



objDataAdapter.UpdateCommand = objCommandBuilder.GetUpdateCommand()



Pushing the Changes Back into the Data Source



As we are using a transaction in our example (so that you can re-run the page) we have to explicitly open the connection to the database. If we weren't using a transaction, we could remove the Open method call as well (the DataAdapter automatically opens the connection when we call the Update method, then closes it afterwards). We follow this with a call to the BeginTransaction method of the connection:



'start a transaction so we can roll back changes if required



objConnect.Open()



objConnect.BeginTransaction()



Next (only because we're using a transaction in our example) we have to explicitly enroll all the Command objects into the transaction. Then we can call the Update method of the DataAdapter to push all the changes we've made to the rows in the DataSet back into the data source automatically. Notice that we specify the name of the table that contains the changes we want to push back into the data source:



'attach the current transaction to all the Command objects



'must be done after setting Connection property



objDataAdapter.DeleteCommand.Transaction = objTransaction



objDataAdapter.InsertCommand.Transaction = objTransaction



objDataAdapter.UpdateCommand.Transaction = objTransaction



'perform the update on the original data



objDataAdapter.Update(objDataSet, "Books")



Normally that's all we would need to do. However, we are performing the update within a transaction so that we can roll it back again afterwards - allowing you to run the same page again without getting the errors that would occur from inserting and deleting the same rows again. So we finish off by rolling back this transaction:



objTransaction.Rollback()



Viewing the Auto-generated Commands



Our example page displays the auto-generated commands that were created by the CommandBuilder object so that you can see what they look like. At the end of the page is the following code:



'display the SQL statements that the DataSet used



'these are created by the CommandBuilder object



outInsert.InnerText = objDataAdapter.InsertCommand.CommandText



outDelete.InnerText = objDataAdapter.DeleteCommand.CommandText



outUpdate.InnerText = objDataAdapter.UpdateCommand.CommandText



The SQL statement (the CommandText) for each of the commands is displayed in a  near the top of the page. You can see that these are "outline" or "pseudo" SQL statements containing question-mark placeholders where the values from each row are placed when the statements are executed. Notice how they only perform the action on the source table if the row has not been changed by another process in the meantime (that is, while the DataSet was holding the rows). The DataSet is a disconnected data repository, and so the original data could have been updated, existing rows deleted, or new rows added with the same primary key by another user or process.



Later in this chapter we'll be looking in detail at how ADO.NET manages concurrent updates to a data store, and how you can manage them yourself. In the meantime, there are a few other issues that we need to look at when using the Update method of the DataAdapter object.



Checking How Many Rows Were Updated



The Update method returns the number of rows that were updated in the source table. While we didn't take advantage of this in our examples, it's pretty easy to do. We simply declare an Integer variable and assign the result of the Update method to it:



Dim intRowsUpdated As Integer



intRowsUpdated = objDataAdapter.Update(objDataSet, "table-name")



Specifying the Tables When Updating Data



As we've seen, the DataAdapter object's Update method provides a really easy and efficient way to update the source data. If we have more than one table in the DataSet, we simply call the method once for each table to automatically update the source data with all the changes to rows in that table. The changes are applied in the order that the rows exist within the table in the DataSet.



There is one point to watch out for, however. If the source data tables contain foreign keys, in other words there are enforceable relationships between the tables, then the order that the tables are processed can cause errors to occur. It all depends on the type of updates you're carrying out, and the rules or triggers you have inside the source database.



For example, if our DataSet contained rows that originally came from the BookList, AuthorList, and BookPrices tables, we could add a new book to the Books table in the DataSet and add matching rows (based in the ISBN that acts as the primary and foreign keys) to the Authors and Prices tables in the DataSet.



When we come to execute the Update method, however, it will only work if the Books table is the first one to be processed. If we try to process the Authors or Prices table first, the database will report an error because there will be no parent row with an ISBN value to match the newly inserted child rows. We are trying to insert orphan rows into the database table, and thus breaking referential integrity rules.



In other words, to insert a new book in our example, we would have to use:



objDataAdapter.Update(objDataSet, "Books")



objDataAdapter.Update(objDataSet, "Authors")



objDataAdapter.Update(objDataSet, "Prices")



However, if we have deleted a book and all its child rows from the Authors and Prices tables in the DataSet, the opposite applies. We can't delete the parent row while there are child rows in the database table, unless the database contains rules or triggers that cascade the deletes to remove the child rows. And if it does, the delete operations carried out for the child tables would fail, because the rows would have already been deleted. This means that we probably want to process the Books table in our DataSet last rather than first:



objDataAdapter.Update(objDataSet, "Authors")



objDataAdapter.Update(objDataSet, "Prices")



objDataAdapter.Update(objDataSet, "Books")



But if we have carried out both insert and delete operations on the tables, neither method will work correctly. In this case, we need to process the updates in a more strictly controlled order. We'll look at what this involves when we examine concurrency issues later on in this chapter (in the subsection "Marshalling the Changed Rows in a DataSet"). First, we'll briefly examine some of the other ways that we can use the Update method.



Automatically Updating the Default Table in a DataSet



If we have created a table mapping in the DataSet for the default table, we can execute the Update method without specifying the table name. We discussed how we create table mappings in the previous chapter. Basically, we create a variable to hold a TableMapping object and then call the Add method of the DataAdapter object's TableMappings collection to create the new table mapping. We specify the string "Table" to indicate that we are creating a default table mapping, and the name of the table:



Dim objTableMapping As DataTableMapping



objTableMapping = objDataAdapter.TableMappings.Add("Table", "DefaultBookList")



Now we can call the Update method without specifying the name of the table:



objDataAdapter.Update(objDataSet)



An error occurs if this mapping does not exist when the Update method is called without specifying the name of a table.



Updating Subsets of Rows from a Table



The DataAdapter object's Update method can also be used to push changes from a collection or array of DataRow objects into the data source. All the rows must come from the same source table, and there must be a default table mapping set up as described in the previous section. The updates are then processed in the order that they exist in the array.



To create an array of DataRow objects we can use the All property of a table's Rows collection:



Dim arrRows() As DataRow



arrRows = objDataSet.Tables(0).Rows.All



Then we can push the changes in this array of rows into the data source using the Update method and specifying this array:



objDataAdapter.Update(arrRows)



This technique is useful if we have an array of rows that contain our changed records, rather than one that contains all the rows in the original table (as shown above).



Updating from a DataSet using Stored Procedures Near the start of the chapter, we showed you how we can use stored procedures within a database to update the source data. In that example, we used a Command object to execute the stored procedures. Meanwhile, the previous example showed how we use the auto-generated commands with a DataSet to update data automatically.



Of course, we don't have to use auto-generated commands with a DataSet. Instead we can use our own custom SQL statements or stored procedures to do the same thing. We just create the appropriate Command objects for the



InsertCommand, DeleteCommand, and UpdateCommand properties of the DataAdapter, and call the Update method as before. Then our custom SQL statements or stored procedures are used to push the changes back into the data store.



The previous example also updated only a single table (a pre-requisite when using the auto-generated commands). However, often we have a more complex task to accomplish when updating the source data. For example, the rows in the table in our DataSet might have originally been created from several source tables, perhaps by using a JOIN statement in the SQL query or some clever stored procedure.



This was demonstrated at the beginning of the previous chapter, where we had a table containing data drawn from both the BookList and the BookAuthors tables in our sample database. When we come to push changes to data like this back into our database, we need to use some process that can disentangle the values in each row and perform a series of staged updates to the original tables, thereby maintaining integrity within the database.



The example page Updating Complex Data with a DataSet and Stored Procedures (complex-dataset-update.aspx) demonstrates all of these techniques and features. It extracts some data from our sample database using a SQL JOIN statement and displays it. It then changes some of the rows in the original table and displays the data again. Finally, it pushes the changes back into the data source using stored procedures that we've provided within the database:



At the top of the page you can see the values of the four Command objects' CommandText properties. Notice that, while the SelectCommand is a SQL statement (one we specified to extract the data from the database), the other three are obviously not auto-generated SQL statements. They don't contain the question-mark placeholders. In fact they are the names of three stored procedures within our sample database (our code adds the names of the parameters to the display as well - these are not actually part of the command strings).



At the bottom of the page (not visible in the screenshot) is a note about the transaction that we use to prevent the updates



being permanently committed to the data store so that you can re-run the page (without this the updates to the source data would prevent the page from working next time).



The Stored Procedures for the 'Updating Complex Data' Example



Our DataSet table holds rows that are created from two different tables in the database via a SQL JOIN statement, and so we need to update these two tables to persist any inserts, deletes, or updates that are made to rows in the table in the



DataSet. To do this, we use three stored procedures. The BookAuthorUpdate stored procedure takes as parameters the ISBN of the book (which is the primary key in the



BookList table and the foreign key in the Authors table), the book title, publication date, and the author's first and last names. It uses these values to update the matching row in the BookAuthors table and the matching row in the



BookList table:



CREATE PROCEDURE BookAuthorUpdate



@ISBN varchar(12), @Title varchar(100), @PublicationDate datetime,



@FirstName varchar(50), @LastName varchar(50)



AS



UPDATE BookList SET Title=@Title, PublicationDate=@PublicationDate



WHERE ISBN=@ISBN



UPDATE BookAuthors SET FirstName=@FirstName, LastName=@LastName



WHERE ISBN=@ISBN



In fact this is only a simple example, and won't work if there is more than one author for the book we are updating. While we could have created more complex procedures to handle all the scenarios, that isn't the focus of this example. As it stands, it will suffice to demonstrate the techniques of using custom commands with a DataAdapter object that we're exploring here.



The BookAuthorInsert stored procedure takes the same parameters as the previous one. It inserts a new row into the



BookList table and then inserts a new row into the BookAuthors table using the parameter values:



CREATE PROCEDURE BookAuthorInsert



@ISBN varchar(12), @Title varchar(100), @PublicationDate datetime,



@FirstName varchar(50), @LastName varchar(50)



AS



SELECT ISBN FROM BookList WHERE ISBN=@ISBN



IF @@ROWCOUNT = 0



BEGIN



INSERT INTO BookList(ISBN, Title, PublicationDate)



VALUES (@ISBN, @Title, @PublicationDate)



END



INSERT INTO BookAuthors(ISBN, FirstName, LastName)



VALUES (@ISBN, @FirstName, @LastName)



Finally, the BookAuthorDelete stored procedure takes only three parameters - the ISBN of the book, and the first and last name of the author (these last two values act as the key for the BookAuthors table). It deletes the matching child row in the BookAuthors table and then deletes the matching parent row in the BookList table:



CREATE PROCEDURE BookAuthorDelete



@ISBN varchar(12), @FirstName varchar(50), @LastName varchar(50)



AS



DELETE FROM BookAuthors



WHERE ISBN=@ISBN AND FirstName=@FirstName AND LastName=@LastName



SELECT ISBN FROM BookAuthors WHERE ISBN=@ISBN



IF @@ROWCOUNT = 0



BEGIN



DELETE FROM BookList WHERE ISBN=@ISBN



END



Again, this won't work if there is more than one author for the book we are deleting. However, it will suffice to demonstrate the techniques of using custom commands with a DataAdapter object that we're exploring here.



The Code for the 'Updating with Stored Procedures' Example



So, all we need to do now is use these three stored procedures as the command text for the Command objects in the



DataAdapter object's UpdateCommand, InsertCommand, and DeleteCommand properties. The first part of the code in the page simply fills the DataSet from the database using the same techniques as we did in earlier examples and earlier chapters, so we aren't repeating that here.



Creating the Command Objects



Once we've created and filled our DataSet, changed some rows and displayed the changes, we can set to building the



Command objects we need. We start with the one for the UpdateCommand. We create a new Command object and specify that the CommandType is a stored procedure:



Dim objUpdateCommand As New OleDbCommand("BookAuthorUpdate", objConnect)



objUpdateCommand.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure



Creating the UpdateCommand Dynamic Parameters



Next we create the parameters that we'll use with this Command object. Notice that, in this example, we are specifying which column will provide the value for the parameter when the Command is executed rather than specifying actual values



for the parameters. We are creating a dynamic parameter that is the equivalent to the question-mark placeholder you saw in the SQL statement for the update command in the previous example. Remember that this command will be executed once for each row in the DataSet table that has been modified (in other words has a RowState property value of



DataRowState.Modified). To specify a dynamic parameter, we set the SourceColumn property of the Parameter object to the name of the column from which the value for the parameter will come. However, you'll recall that each column can expose four different values (the DataRowVersion): Original, Current, Default, and Proposed. We specify which of these values we want the parameter to use by setting the SourceVersion property of the Parameter object as well.



This means that we can specify the Original value of the column as the parameter value (useful if it is being used to look up or match a value with the original value of that column in the source table), or the Current value of the column if we are updating that column in the table. In other words, we would specify that the parameter should use the Original value of this column from each row when it's part of the SQL WHERE clause (and so should match the existing value in the database tables) or the Current value when it's part of the SET clause.



Our first parameter is used to match the ISBN code, and so it uses the Original value of that column:



Dim objParam As OleDbParameter



objParam = objUpdateCommand.Parameters.Add("ISBN", OleDbType.VarChar, 12)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input



objParam.SourceColumn = "ISBN"



objParam.SourceVersion = DataRowVersion.Original



The code is similar for the remaining four parameters. However, this time we want to use the Current version of the data for each column in the rows, because this value will be used to update the original rows in the database tables. It will become part of the SET clause in the SQL statement that is executed by the stored procedure:



objParam = objUpdateCommand.Parameters.Add("Title", OleDbType.VarChar, 100)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input



objParam.SourceColumn = "Title"



objParam.SourceVersion = DataRowVersion.Current



objParam = objUpdateCommand.Parameters.Add("PublicationDate", OleDbType.DBDate)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input



objParam.SourceColumn = "PublicationDate"



objParam.SourceVersion = DataRowVersion.Current



objParam = objUpdateCommand.Parameters.Add("FirstName", OleDbType.VarChar, 50)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input



objParam.SourceColumn = "FirstName"



objParam.SourceVersion = DataRowVersion.Current



objParam = objUpdateCommand.Parameters.Add("LastName", OleDbType.VarChar, 50)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input



objParam.SourceColumn = "LastName"



objParam.SourceVersion = DataRowVersion.Current



The parameters are now ready, and we can specify that this Command object be used as the update command by assigning it to the DataAdapter object's UpdateCommand property:



objDataAdapter.UpdateCommand = objUpdateCommand



Creating the InsertCommand Parameters



The InsertCommand uses basically the same parameters as the UpdateCommand. We use the name of the "insert" stored procedure in the constructor for the Command object, and then create the parameters as before. The only other difference is that the InsertCommand stored procedure uses the ISBN value in the SET clause of the SQL statement rather than the WHERE clause to set the value of the newly inserted rows. In other words it needs to use the Current



value of the column and not the Original value:



Dim objInsertCommand As New OleDbCommand("BookAuthorInsert", objConnect)



objInsertCommand.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure



objParam = objInsertCommand.Parameters.Add("ISBN", OleDbType.VarChar, 12)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input



objParam.SourceColumn = "ISBN"



objParam.SourceVersion = DataRowVersion.Current



objParam = objInsertCommand.Parameters.Add("Title", OleDbType.VarChar, 100)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input



objParam.SourceColumn = "Title"



objParam.SourceVersion = DataRowVersion.Current



objParam = objInsertCommand.Parameters.Add("PublicationDate", OleDbType.DBDate)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input



objParam.SourceColumn = "PublicationDate"



objParam.SourceVersion = DataRowVersion.Current



objParam = objInsertCommand.Parameters.Add("FirstName", OleDbType.VarChar, 50)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input



objParam.SourceColumn = "FirstName"



objParam.SourceVersion = DataRowVersion.Current



objParam = objInsertCommand.Parameters.Add("LastName", OleDbType.VarChar, 50)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input



objParam.SourceColumn = "LastName"



objParam.SourceVersion = DataRowVersion.Current



And finally we can specify that this Command object is the insert command by assigning it to the DataAdapter object's



InsertCommand property:



objDataAdapter.InsertCommand = objInsertCommand



Creating the DeleteCommand Parameters



The third and final stored procedure is used to delete rows from the source table. It requires three parameters that specify the Original row values, and the code to create them is very similar to that we've just been using with the other



Command objects:



Dim objDeleteCommand As New OleDbCommand("BookAuthorDelete", objConnect)



objDeleteCommand.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure



objParam = objDeleteCommand.Parameters.Add("ISBN", OleDbType.VarChar, 12)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input



objParam.SourceColumn = "ISBN"



objParam.SourceVersion = DataRowVersion.Original



objParam = objDeleteCommand.Parameters.Add("FirstName", OleDbType.VarChar, 50)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input



objParam.SourceColumn = "FirstName"



objParam.SourceVersion = DataRowVersion.Original



objParam = objDeleteCommand.Parameters.Add("LastName", OleDbType.VarChar, 50)



objParam.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input



objParam.SourceColumn = "LastName"



objParam.SourceVersion = DataRowVersion.Original



objDataAdapter.DeleteCommand = objDeleteCommand



Displaying the Command Properties



Now that the three new Command objects are ready, we display the CommandText and the parameters for each one in the page. Notice that we can iterate through the Parameters collection with a For Each construct to get the values:



Dim strSQL As String 'create a new string to store vales



'get stored procedure name and source column names for each parameter



strSQL = objDataAdapter.UpdateCommand.CommandText



For Each objParam In objDataAdapter.UpdateCommand.Parameters



strSQL += " @" & objParam.SourceColumn & ","



Next



strSQL = Left(strSQL, Len(strSQL) -1) 'remove trailing comma



outUpdate.InnerText = strSQL 'and display it



'repeat the process for the Insert command



...



'repeat the process for the Delete command



...



Executing the Update



Then we simply call the Update method of the DataAdapter to push our changes into the database via the stored procedures in exactly the same way as we did in previous examples. As in earlier examples, this page uses a transaction to make it repeatable, so the code is a little more complex than is actually required simply to push those changes into the database. Basically, all we need is:



objDataAdapter.Update(objDataSet, "Books")



The code to create the transaction is the same as we used in the previous example, and you can use the [view source] link at the bottom of the page to see it. To prove that the updates do actually get carried out, you can also change the code so that the transaction is committed, or remove the transaction code altogether.



Using the NOCOUNT Statement in Stored Procedures



One point to be aware of when using stored procedures with the Update method is that the DataAdapter decides whether the update succeeded or failed based on the number of rows that are actually changed by the SQL statement(s) within the stored procedure.



When a SQL INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statement is executed (directly or inside a stored procedure) the database returns the number of rows that were affected. If there are several SQL statements within a stored procedure, it adds up the number of affected rows for all the statements and returns this value.



If the returned value for the number of rows affected is zero, the DataAdapter will assume that the process (INSERT,



UPDATE, or DELETE) failed. However, if any other value (positive or negative) is returned, the DataAdapter assumes that the process was successful.



In most cases this is fine and it works well, especially when we use CommandBuilder-created SQL statements rather



than stored procedure to perform the updates. But if a stored procedure executes more than one statement, it may not always produce the result we expect. For example, if the stored procedure deletes child rows from one table and then deletes the parent row in a different table, the "rows affected" value will be the sum of all the deletes in both tables. However, if the delete succeeds in the child table but fails in the parent table, the "rows affected" value will still be greater than zero. So, in this case, the DataAdapter will still report success, when in actual fact it should report a failure.



To get round this problem, we can use the NOCOUNT statement within a stored procedure. When NOCOUNT is "ON", the number of rows affected is not added to the return value. So, in our hypothetical example, we could use it to prevent the deletes to the child rows from being included in our "affected rows" return value:



...



SET NOCOUNT ON



DELETE FROM ChildTable WHERE KeyValue = @param-value



SET NOCOUNT OFF



DELETE FROM ParentTable WHERE KeyValue = @param-value



...



Update Events in the DataAdapter In the previous chapter we saw how we can write event handlers for several events that occur for a row in a table when that row is updated. In the examples we used, the row was held in a DataTable object within a DataSet, and the events occurred when we updated the row. There is another useful series of events that we can handle, but this time they occur when we come to push the changes back into the original data store using a DataAdapter object.



The DataAdapter exposes two events: the RowUpdating event occurs before an attempt is made to update the row in the data source, and the RowUpdated event occurs after the row has been updated (or after an error has been detected - a topic we'll look at later). This means that we can monitor the updates as they take place for each row when we use the



Update method of the DataAdapter.



Handling the RowUpdating and RowUpdated Events



The example page Handling the DataAdapter's RowUpdating and RowUpdated Events (rowupdated-event.aspx) demonstrates how we can use these events to monitor the update process in a DataAdapter object. When you open the



page, you see the now familiar DataGrid objects containing the data before and after it has been updated by code within the page:



You can also see the SQL SELECT statement that we used to extract the data, and the three auto-generated statements that are used to perform the updates. This page uses exactly the same code as the earlier DataAdapter.Update example to extract and edit the data, and to push the changes back into the database.



However, you can see the extra features of this page if your scroll down beyond the DataGrid controls. The remainder of the page contains output that is generated by the handlers we've provided for the RowUpdating and RowUpdated events (not all are visible in the screenshot):



Attaching the Event Handlers



The only difference between this and the code we used in the earlier example is the addition of two event handlers. We have to attach these event handlers, which we've named OnRowUpdating and OnRowUpdated, to the DataAdapter object's RowUpdating and RowUpdated properties. In VB .NET, we use the AddHandler statement for this:



'set up event handlers to react to update events



AddHandler objDataAdapter.RowUpdating, _



New OleDbRowUpdatingEventHandler(AddressOf OnRowUpdating)



AddHandler objDataAdapter.RowUpdated, _



New OleDbRowUpdatedEventHandler(AddressOf OnRowUpdated)



In C# we can do the same using:



objDataAdapter.RowUpdating += new OleDbRowUpdatingEventHandler(OnRowUpdating);



objDataAdapter.RowUpdated += new OleDbRowUpdatedEventHandler(OnRowUpdated);



The OnRowUpdating Event Handler



When the DataAdapter comes to push the changes to a row into the data store, it first raises the RowUpdating event, which will now execute our event handler named OnRowUpdating. Our code receives two parameters, a reference to the object that raised the event, and a reference to a RowUpdatingEventArgs object.



As we're using the objects from the System.Data.OleDb namespace in this example, we actually get an



OleDbRowUpdatingEventArgs object. If we were using the objects from the System.Data.SqlClient namespace, we would, of course, get a reference to a SqlDbRowUpdatingEventArgs object.



The RowUpdatingEventArgs object provides a series of "fields" or properties that contain useful information about the event:



A value from the StatementType enumeration indicating the type of SQL statement that will be



StatementType Row



executed to update the data. Can be Insert, Update, or Delete. This is a reference to the DataRow object that contains the data being used to update the data source. A value from the UpdateStatus enumeration that reports the current status of the update and allows



Status



it and subsequent updates to be cancelled. Possible values are: Continue, SkipCurrentRow,



SkipAllRemainingRows, and ErrorsOccurred. Command



This is a reference to the Command object that will execute the update.



TableMapping



A reference to the DataTableMapping that will be used for the update.



Our event handler collects the statement type (by querying the StatementType enumeration), and uses this value to decide where to get the row values for display. If it's an Insert statement, the Current value of the ISBN column in the row will contain the new primary key for that row, and the Original value will be empty. However, if it's an Update or



Delete statement, the Original value will be the primary key of the original row in the database that corresponds to the row in our DataSet.



So, we can extract the primary key of the row that is about to be pushed into the database and display it, along with the statement type, in our page:



Sub OnRowUpdating(objSender As Object, _



objArgs As OleDbRowUpdatingEventArgs)



'get the text description of the StatementType



Dim strType = System.Enum.GetName(objArgs.StatementType.GetType(), _



objArgs.StatementType)



'get the value of the primary key column "ISBN"



Dim strISBNValue As String



Select Case strType



Case "Insert"



strISBNValue = objArgs.Row("ISBN", DataRowVersion.Current)



Case Else



strISBNValue = objArgs.Row("ISBN", DataRowVersion.Original)



End Select



'add result to display string



gstrResult += strType & " action in RowUpdating event " _



& "for row with ISBN='" & strISBNValue & "'
"



End Sub



The OnRowUpdated Event Handler



After the row has been updated in the database, or when an error occurs, our OnRowUpdated event handler will be executed. In this case, we get a reference to a RowUpdatedEventArgs object instead of a RowUpdatingEventArgs object. It provides two more useful fields:



Errors



An Error object containing details of any error that was generated by the data provider when



executing the update. The number of rows that were changed, inserted, or deleted by execution of the SQL statement.



RecordsAffected



Expect 1 on success and zero or -1 if there is an error.



So, in our OnRowUpdated event handler, we can provide information about what happened after the update. Again we collect the statement type, but this time we also collect all the Original and Current values from the columns in the row. Of course, if it is an Insert statement there won't be any Original values, as the row has been added to the table in the DataSet since the DataSet was originally filled. Likewise, there won't be any Current values if this row has been deleted in the DataSet:



'event handler for the RowUpdated event



Sub OnRowUpdated(objSender As Object, objArgs As OleDbRowUpdatedEventArgs)



'get the text description of the StatementType



Dim strType = System.Enum.GetName(objArgs.StatementType.GetType(), _



objArgs.StatementType)



'get the value of the columns



Dim strISBNCurrent, strISBNOriginal, strTitleCurrent As String



Dim strTitleOriginal, strPubDateCurrent, strPubDateOriginal As String



Select Case strType



Case "Insert"



strISBNCurrent = objArgs.Row("ISBN", DataRowVersion.Current)



strTitleCurrent = objArgs.Row("Title", DataRowVersion.Current)



strPubDateCurrent = objArgs.Row("PublicationDate", _



DataRowVersion.Current)



Case "Delete"



strISBNOriginal = objArgs.Row("ISBN", DataRowVersion.Original)



strTitleOriginal = objArgs.Row("Title", DataRowVersion.Original)



strPubDateOriginal = objArgs.Row("PublicationDate", _



DataRowVersion.Original)



Case "Update"



strISBNCurrent = objArgs.Row("ISBN", DataRowVersion.Current)



strTitleCurrent = objArgs.Row("Title", DataRowVersion.Current)



strPubDateCurrent = objArgs.Row("PublicationDate", _



DataRowVersion.Current)



strISBNOriginal = objArgs.Row("ISBN", DataRowVersion.Original)



strTitleOriginal = objArgs.Row("Title", DataRowVersion.Original)



strPubDateOriginal = objArgs.Row("PublicationDate", _



DataRowVersion.Original)



End Select



'add result to display string



gstrResult += strType & " action in RowUpdated event:
" _



& "* Original values: ISBN='" & strISBNOriginal & "' " _



& "Title='" & strTitleOriginal & "' " _



& "PublicationDate='" & strPubDateOriginal & "'
" _



& "* Current values: ISBN='" & strISBNCurrent & "' " _



& "Title='" & strTitleCurrent & "' " _



& "PublicationDate='" & strPubDateCurrent & "'
"



This time we can also include details about the result of the update. We query the RecordsAffected value to see if a row was updated (as we expect), and if not we include the error message from the Errors field:



'see if the update was successful



Dim intRows = objArgs.RecordsAffected



If intRows > 0 Then



gstrResult += "* Successfully updated " & intRows.ToString() _



& " row
"



Else



gstrResult += "* Failed to update row 
" _



& objArgs.Errors.Message & "
"



End If



End Sub



AcceptChanges and the Update Process



One important point to bear in mind is how the update process affects the Original and Current values of the rows in the tables in a DataSet. Once the DataAdapter.Update process is complete (in other words all the updates for all the rows have been applied), the AcceptChanges method is called for those rows automatically. So, after an update, the



Current values in all the rows are moved to the Original values. However, during the update process (as you can see from our example), the Current and Original values are available in both the RowUpdating and the RowUpdated events. Therefore we can use these events to monitor changes and report errors (we'll see more in a later example).



The techniques we've used in this section of the chapter (and in earlier examples) work fine in circumstances where there are no concurrent updates taking place on the source data. In other words, there is only ever one user reading from and writing to any particular row in the tables at any one time. However, concurrency rears its ugly head in many applications and can cause all kinds of problems if you aren't prepared for it. It's also the topic of the next section.



Managing Concurrent Data Updates



To finish off our look at relational data handling in .NET, we'll examine some of the issues that arise when we have multiple users updating our data - a problem area normally referred to as concurrency. It's easy enough to see how such a problem could arise:



ƒ



Alice in accounts receives a fax from a customer indicating that their address has changed. She opens the customer record in her browser and starts to change the address column values.



ƒ



Just at this moment, Dave in dispatch (who received a copy of the fax) decides to update the customer's delivery route code. He also opens the customer record in his browser and changes the routing code column value.



ƒ



While Dave is doing this, Alice finishes editing the address and saves the record back to the database.



ƒ



Shortly afterwards, Dave saves his updated record back to the database.



What's happened is that Dave's record, which was opened before Alice saved her changes, contains the old address details. So when he saves it back to the database, the changes made by Alice are lost. And while concurrency issues aren't solely confined to databases (they can be a problem in all kinds of multi-user environments) it is obviously something that we can't just ignore when we build data access applications.



Avoiding Concurrency Errors Various database systems and applications use different approaches to control the concurrent updates problem. One solution is the use of pessimistic record locking. When a user wants to update a record, they open it with pessimistic locking, preventing any other user opening the same record in update mode. Other users can only open the record in 'read' mode until the first user saves their copy and releases their lock on the record.



For maximum run time efficiency, many database systems actually lock a 'page' containing several contiguous records rather than just a single one - but the principle is the same.



However, in a disconnected environment (particularly one with occasionally unreliable network links such as the Internet) pessimistic locking is not really feasible. If a user opens a record and then goes away, or the network connection fails, it will not be released. It requires some other process to monitor record locks and take decisions about when and if the user will come back to update the record so that the lock can be released.



Instead, within .NET, all data access is through optimistic record locking, which allows multiple users to open the same record for updating - possibly leading to the scenario we described at the start of this section. It means that we have to use some kind of code that can prevent errors occurring when we need to support concurrent updates. There are a few options:



ƒ



We can write stored procedures that do lock records and themselves manage the updates to prevent concurrency errors. For example, we could add a column called "Locked" and set this when a user fetches a row for updating. While it's set, no other user could open the row for updating, only for reading. This is not, however, a favored approach in .NET as it takes away the advantages of the disconnected model.



ƒ



We can arrange for our code to only update the actual columns that it changes the value of, minimizing the risk of (but not guaranteeing to prevent) concurrency errors. For example, in the previous scenario, if Dave in dispatch had only updated the route code column that he changed the value of, Alice's changes to the address columns would not have been lost.



ƒ



We can compare the existing values in the records with the values that were there when we created our disconnected copy of the record. This way we can see if another user has changed any values in the database while we were working on our disconnected copy. This is the preferred solution in .NET, and there are built-in features that help us to implement it.



A Concurrency Error Example To illustrate how concurrency error can be detected, try the example page Catching Concurrency Errors When Updating



the Source Data (concurrency-error.aspx). This page extracts a row from the source data table and displays the values in it. Then it executes a SQL statement directly against the original table in the database to change the Title column of the row while the disconnected DataSet is holding the original version of the row. You can see this in the screenshot after the first DataGrid control.



Next the code changes a couple of columns in the disconnected DataSet table row, then calls the Update method of the



DataAdapter to push this change back into the original source table. We're using a CommandBuilder object to create the SQL statement that performs the update, and you can see this statement displayed in the page below the SELECT statement that originally fetched the row. Notice that it uses a WHERE clause that tests all the values of the row in the database against the values held in the DataSet.



This means, of course, that (because the concurrent process has changed the row) the update fails and an error is



returned. What's happened is that the Update process expects a single row to be updated, and when this didn't happen it reports an error. The error message is displayed at the bottom of the page:



At this point, the developer would usually indicate to the user that this error had occurred, and give them the chance to reconcile the changes. Exactly how this is done, and what options the user has, depends on the application requirements. The usual process is to provide the user with the values that currently exist in the row as well as the values they entered, and allow them to specify which should be persisted into the data store.



The Code for the 'Catching Concurrency Errors' Example



The only section of the code for this example that we haven't seen before is that which performs a concurrent update to the source table in the database while the DataSet is holding a disconnected copy of the rows. It's simply a matter of creating a suitable SQL statement, a new Connection and Command object, and executing the SQL statement. We collect the number of rows affected by the update and display this in the page along with the SQL statement:



'change one of the rows concurrently - i.e. while the



'DataSet is holding a disconnected copy of the data



Dim strUpdate As String



Dim datNow As DateTime = Now()



Dim strNow As String = datNow.ToString("dd-M-yy \a\t hh:mm:ss")



strUpdate = "UPDATE BookList SET Title = 'Book Written on " _



& strNow & "' WHERE ISBN = '1861001622'"



Dim intRowsAffected As Integer



Dim objNewConnect As New OleDbConnection(strConnect)



Dim objNewCommand As New OleDbCommand(strUpdate, objNewConnect)



...



objNewConnect.Open()



intRowsAffected = objNewCommand.ExecuteNonQuery()



objNewConnect.Close()



...



outUpdate.InnerHtml = "Command object concurrently updated " _



& CStr(intRowsAffected) & " record(s)
" & strUpdate



Then the code changes the disconnected copy of the row in the DataSet table:



'change the same row in the table in the DataSet



objTable.Rows(0)("Title") = "Amateur Theatricals for Windows 2000"



objTable.Rows(0)("PublicationDate") = Now()



Finally, all we have to do is execute the Update method of the DataAdapter object. The error is trapped by the



Try..Catch construct (like that we've used in all the examples) and details are displayed in the page:



Try



'create an auto-generated command builder and set UPDATE command



Dim objCommandBuilder As New OleDbCommandBuilder(objDataAdapter)



objDataAdapter.UpdateCommand = objCommandBuilder.GetUpdateCommand()



'display the auto-generated UPDATE command statement



outUpdate.InnerText = objDataAdapter.UpdateCommand.CommandText



'now do the update - in this case we know it will fail



intRowsAffected = objDataAdapter.Update(objDataSet, "Books")



outResult.InnerHtml = "* DataSet.Update affected " _



& CStr(intRowsAffected) & " row."



Catch objError As Exception



'display error details



outError.innerHTML = "* Error updating original data.
" _



& objError.Message & "
" & objError.Source



End Try



Updating Just the Changed Columns



In general, it is the process of modifying existing rows in a data store that is most likely to create a concurrency error. The process of deleting rows is usually less error-prone, and less likely to cause data inconsistencies in your database. Likewise, providing data entry programs are reasonably clever about how they create the values for unique columns, the process of inserting new rows is generally less of a problem.



One of the ways that we can reduce the likelihood of a concurrency error during row modification, as we suggested right at the start of this section of the chapter, is to push only the modified column values (the ones that have been changed by this user or process) into the original data store, rather than blindly updating all of the columns. Of course, this means that we can't use the Update method - we have to build and execute each SQL statement ourselves.



An Example of Updating Individual Columns



The example page Managing Concurrent Updates to Individual Columns (concurrency-columns.aspx) demonstrates the process we've just been discussing. Rather than updating all the columns in every row that has been modified, it only attempts to update the column values that have actually changed. The code extracts a series of rows from the BookList table and displays them, then changes some of the column values and displays the rows again:



At the bottom of the page, you can see that the code concurrently updates two of the rows in the source database table while the DataSet is holding a disconnected copy of the data. And, scrolling further down the page, you can see that after the concurrent updates have taken place - we attempt to push our changes in the DataSet back into the data store. However, in this case, we're processing each of the modified rows individually by executing a custom SQL statement for each one. This statement only updates the columns that have been changed within the table in the DataSet:



What you should be able to see here is that the first update fails because we are attempting to change the title while the concurrent process has already changed this column (look back at the previous screenshot to see the original values of the rows). Following this, the second update succeeds because the concurrent process has not changed the original row.



However, the third update also succeeds - even though the same row in the original table has been concurrently updated. The concurrent process changed only the title column while our disconnected copy contains an updated value for only the publication date. Hence, because our update code is clever enough to only update the changed columns, both updates can occur concurrently without the risk of inconsistencies arising.



The Code for the 'Updating Individual Columns' Example



There are several things going on in this example page that we need to look at in more depth. For example, we need to be able to get at just the modified rows in the table within our DataSet so that we can iterate through these rows processing the update for each one. Secondly, we need to look in more detail at how we create the values that we use in the WHERE clause of our SQL statements to compare to a DateTime column in SQL server.



Marshalling the Changed Rows in a DataSet



As we saw in the previous chapter, every row in a table within a DataSet has a RowState property that indicates whether that row has changed since the table was filled, or since the last time the AcceptChanges or RejectChanges method was called. So, to get a list of the changed rows we could iterate through the table looking at this property in each row, and extract just the ones we want into an array - or into another table.



This would allow us to take a table that contained updated, deleted, and inserted rows and extract these into separate arrays of rows - one each for changed rows, deleted rows, and updated rows. We could then use the Update method of the DataAdapter with each table or array of rows in turn (as discussed earlier in this section of the chapter) - in the correct order to avoid any errors due to parent/child relationships within the source data tables.



The general process of collecting together data and transferring it to another location is often referred to as marshalling. In our case, we want to marshal the changed rows from one table into another table, and the .NET data access classes make it easy through the GetChanges method of the DataSet object. It returns a DataSet object containing just the changed rows. We can use the GetChanges method in two ways:



ƒ



With no parameters, whereupon it returns a DataSet object with the default table (at index zero) filled with all the changed rows - e.g. all the rows that have been modified, deleted, or inserted.



ƒ



With a DataRowState value as the single parameter, whereupon it returns a DataSet object with the default table (at index zero) filled with just the changed rows having that value for their RowState property - e.g. just the rows that have been modified, or just the rows that have been deleted, or just the rows that have been inserted.



Getting the Modified Rows into a New DataSet



The code in our page creates a variable to hold a DataSet object, and then executes the GetChanges method with the value DataRowState.Modified as the single parameter. The new DataSet object is returned and assigned to our variable objChangeDS, and we can display the contents in the usual way using a DataGrid control defined elsewhere in the page:



'declare a variable to hold another DataSet object



Dim objChangeDS As DataSet



'get *changed* records into the new DataSet



'copy only rows with a RowState property of "Modified"



objChangeDS = objDataSet.GetChanges(DataRowState.Modified)



'display the modified records from the table in the new DataSet



dgrResult3.DataSource = objChangeDS.Tables(0).DefaultView



dgrResult3.DataBind() 'and bind (display) the data



As an aside (we don't actually do it in our example here) we can use the same technique to get the inserted, deleted, or unchanged rows as well. To get the inserted rows into a DataSet we just need to specify the value



DataRowState.Added in the parameter to the GetChanges method:



objChangeDS = objDataSet.GetChanges(DataRowState.Added)



The same applies to the deleted rows, we specify DataRowState.Deleted in the parameter to the GetChanges method:



objChangeDS = objDataSet.GetChanges(DataRowState.Deleted)



However, if we then want to bind this data to a DataGrid object, we don't actually get anything displayed - after all the rows have been deleted so we can't really expect to see them. To get round this we have to create a DataView object explicitly for the table and then set the RowStateFilter property to DataViewRowState.Deleted as well (we covered this topic in the previous chapters). Then it will show the deleted rows:



Dim objDataView As DataView = objChangeDS.Tables(0).DefaultView



objDataView.RowStateFilter = DataViewRowState.Deleted



dgrResult.DataSource = objDataView



dgrResult.DataBind()



Finally, to get the unchanged rows we specify DataRowState.Unchanged in the parameter to the GetChanges method:



objChangeDS = objDataSet.GetChanges(DataRowState.Unchanged)



Getting Back to our Example



After that short aside, let's get back to the code for our example page. While there is quite a lot of code in this page, most of it is stuff that we've seen several times before. Basically, we extract the rowset from the data store and display it, execute a couple of SQL UPDATE statements to change the original data store contents, then change some values in the same rows in the disconnected copy held within the DataSet object. All these steps can be seen in the page.



What we want to concentrate on here is how we create and execute the SQL statements that we'll use to perform the updates to the original data.



Building the SQL Statements



The plan is to create the two 'root' parts of the SQL statement (the SET clause and the WHERE clause) separately as we iterate through each column in the row, then assemble the complete statement afterwards. We've already marshaled the modified rows into a new DataSet named objChangeDS, so we can iterate through the single table in that DataSet processing each modified row using a For Each construct. As we process each row, we create our two sections of SQL statement. For the WHERE clause we include the test for the Original value of the ISBN (the primary key):



'iterate through all the modified rows in the table



For Each objRow in objChangeDS.Tables(0).Rows



'create the two root parts of the SQL statement



strSQL = "UPDATE BookList SET "



strWhere = " WHERE ISBN='" & objRow("ISBN", DataRowVersion.Original) & "'"



Now we start the nested For Each construct that will iterate through each column in this row, and we collect the column name in a string variable. Then we can see if the value of the column has been changed since we loaded our DataSet by comparing the Original and the Current values:



'iterate through all the columns in this row



For Each objColumn In objChangeDS.Tables(0).Columns



strColName = objColumn.ColumnName



'see if this column has been changed since the DataSet was



'originally created by comparing Original and Current values



If objRow(strColName, DataRowVersion.Current) _



objRow(strColName, DataRowVersion.Original) Then



Note that this is nothing to do with checking the original values in the source table in the database. We're disconnected from the database, and so we can't see any concurrent updates going on. What we're checking for here is if the contents of the disconnected row have been changed within the DataSet - since it was originally extracted from the source database.



If the column has been changed, we need to add it to both sections of the SQL statement we're constructing. However, if the value is a DateTime, we have to format the Original value (which will be used in the WHERE clause) to match the column in the source table in the database.



Matching a SQL Server DateTime Column



To perform a match against a SQL DateTime column, we have to specify the value in our disconnected row in a suitable format so that it can be compared properly. The next part of the code extracts the original value of the



PublicationDate column from the row and formats it if it is a date/time - if not it just extracts the value:



'have to get format of DateTime exactly right for a comparison



If objColumn.DataType.ToString() = "System.DateTime" Then



datRowDateValue = objRow(strColName, DataRowVersion.Original)



strRowValue = datRowDateValue.Format("yyyy-MM-dd\ HH:mm:ss", Nothing)



Else



strRowValue = objRow(strColName, DataRowVersion.Original)



End If



Now we add the column name and values to the two sections of the SQL statement. We use the Current value in the SET clause and the Original value in the WHERE clause. Then we can go round and process the next column:



strSQL += strColName & "='" _



& objRow(strColName, DataRowVersion.Current) & "', "



strWhere += " AND " & strColName & "='" & strRowValue & "'"



End If



Next 'go to next column



Once all the changed columns have been processed, we tidy up the SQL statement by stripping off the extra comma and space we added and assemble it into one string. Then we can display it in the page:



'strip off extra comma and space from end of string



strSQL = Left(strSQL, Len(strSQL) -2) & strWhere



'display the SQL statement



strResults += "* " & strSQL & " ... "



objCommand.CommandText = strSQL



Executing the SQL Statement



Now we can execute this SQL statement and check the number of rows affected. If it is less than 1, we know that there was a concurrency error - the original row in the source table has changed while we were holding the disconnected copy:



Try



intRowsAffected = objCommand.ExecuteNonQuery()



If intRowsAffected > 0 Then



strResults += "... updated " & intRowsAffected & " row(s)"



Else



strResults += "Error: Row was changed by another user"



End If



Catch objError As Exception



'display error details



strResults += "Error: " & objError.Message & " -" _



& objError.Source & "
"



End Try



After processing this row, we go back and do the next one in our modified rows table. When all the rows have been processed, we display the result in a  element located in the HTML of the page:



Next 'repeat for next row if any



outUpdates.InnerHtml = strResults 'then display the results



Handling Any Concurrency Errors



Our example simply displays the errors that were encountered due to concurrent updates in the page. It doesn't provide any way to reconcile these errors. In fact, the .NET data access objects don't provide any features for this, as there is no fixed way to do it. It all depends on what your application is doing, how the updates are being carried out, and what business rules you want to apply.



Capturing Errors with the RowUpdated Event The previous example attempted to reduce the likelihood of concurrency errors occurring by taking over the "update" process and replacing it with a custom system of SQL statements. This allows updates to be monitored individually. However, this kind of process is going to produce a performance hit when compared to the Update method exposed by the DataAdapter.



We saw in an earlier section of this chapter that the DataAdapter raises two events for each row as the Update method is being executed. These events allow us to examine each row before it is pushed into the original table (the



RowUpdating event) and after the update has been processed for that row (the RowUpdated event). By writing handlers for these events, we can deal with many concurrency issues.



Of course, we don't usually detect a concurrency error until we actually perform the update to a row against the original data source. We could use the RowUpdating event to fetch the data again from the database before we attempted to perform our update, and see if it had changed, but this is an inefficient approach unless we really need to actually prevent update attempts that might result in a concurrency error.



Generally, a better solution is to trap any errors that occur during the update process and report these back so that the user (or some other process) can reconcile them. Our next example demonstrates how we can do this, and also introduces a couple more features of ADO.NET.



Concurrent Updates and the RowUpdated Event



The example page Managing Concurrent Updates with the RowUpdated Event (concurrency-rowupdated.aspx) demonstrates how we can capture information about concurrency errors while updating a data source. It handles the



RowUpdated event, and creates a DataSet object containing a single table that details all the errors that occurred. This DataSet could be returned to the user, or passed to another process that will decide what to do next. In our example, we simply display the contents in the page.



So, when you open the example page, you see the rowset with its original values when we fetched it from the database, and then the contents after we've made a couple of changes to this disconnected data. Next the page shows two SQL



UPDATE statements that we execute directly against the database to change the values in two of the rows that we are also holding in the DataSet:



At the bottom of the page you can see a third DataGrid control. This displays the content of the new "errors" table that we've dynamically created in response to errors that occurred during the update process. You can see that we've got two errors, and for each one the table provides information about the type of operation that was being executed (the "statement type"), the primary key of the row, the name of the column that was modified in the DataSet, and three values for this column.



These values indicate the value when the DataSet was first filled (that is the value that was in the database at that point), the current value after the updates we made in the DataSet, and the value of this column at the present moment within the database (the value set by the concurrently executed SQL UPDATE statements).



If you look at the result, you can see that the first error row indicates that we modified the Title column in our DataSet, while the concurrent process changed the same column as well - the value in the database is different from the Original value. In the second error row, however, the update failed because the concurrent process had changed a different column than was changed in the DataSet within that row. The database value and the Original value are the same for this column.



If you intend to use a page like this to extract data that will be presented to a user so that they can manually reconcile the data, you may prefer to include all the columns from rows where a concurrency error occurred in the "errors" table. We'll discuss this at the appropriate point as we work through the code.



The Code for the 'RowUpdated Event' Example



The majority of the code in this example is the same as in our earlier "concurrency" examples. One difference you will see if you examine the whole page, however, is that we declare some of the variables we use as being global to the page, rather than within the Page_Load event handler as we've done before. This is because we want to be able to access these variables within our RowUpdated event handler:



<script language="vb" runat="server">



Dim gstrResult As String 'to hold the result messages



Dim gstrConnect As String 'to hold connection string



Dim gobjDataSet As DataSet 'to hold rows from database



Dim gobjErrorTable As DataTable 'to hold a list of errors



Dim gobjErrorDS As DataSet 'to hold the Errors table



Sub Page_Load()



... page load event handler is here



In the Page_Load event, we fill a table in the DataSet with some rows from the BookList table in our example database and display these rows in the first DataGrid control. Then we change two of the rows in the DataSet in exactly the same way as we did in the previous examples, and display the rowset in the second DataGrid control.



Next we create a new connection to the source database, and through it we execute a couple of SQL UPDATE statements that change two of the rows. These statements are displayed in the page below the second DataGrid control. At this point, we are ready to push the updates back to the database. But before we do so, we add our OnRowUpdated event handler to the DataAdapter so that it will be executed each time a row is updated in the original data source:



AddHandler objDataAdapter.RowUpdated, _



New OleDbRowUpdatedEventHandler(AddressOf OnRowUpdated)



Creating and Displaying the 'Errors' DataSet



Before we start the update process, we need to create the new DataSet that will contain details of errors that occur during the process. We create a DataTable object named Errors, and define the columns for this table (we saw how this works in the previous chapter):



'create a new empty Table object to hold error rows



gobjErrorTable = New DataTable("Errors")



'define the columns for the Errors table



gobjErrorTable.Columns.Add("Action", System.Type.GetType("System.String"))



gobjErrorTable.Columns.Add("RowKey", System.Type.GetType("System.String"))



gobjErrorTable.Columns.Add("ColumnName", System.Type.GetType("System.String"))



gobjErrorTable.Columns.Add("OriginalValue", System.Type.GetType("System.String"))



gobjErrorTable.Columns.Add("CurrentValue", System.Type.GetType("System.String"))



gobjErrorTable.Columns.Add("DatabaseValue", System.Type.GetType("System.String"))



Now we can create a new DataSet object and add the table we've just defined to it. Notice that all these objects are referenced by global variables that we declared outside the Page_Load event handler so that we can access them from other event handlers:



'create a new empty DataSet object to hold Errors table



gobjErrorDS = New DataSet()



gobjErrorDS.Tables.Add(gobjErrorTable)



Now we can carry on as in other examples by creating the auto-generated commands for the update and executing them by calling the DataAdapter object's Update method. Once the update is complete, we display the contents of our "errors" DataSet in the third DataGrid control at the bottom of the page:



'display the contents of the Errors table



dgrResult3.DataSource = gobjErrorDS



dgrResult3.DataMember = "Errors"



dgrResult3.DataBind() 'and bind (display) the data



You can see that, in this case, we've bound the DataGrid to the DataSet object itself (using the DataSource property) and then specified that it should display the contents of the table named Errors within that DataSet by setting the



DataMember property.



Getting the Current Value from the Database Table



Of course, the code shown so far won't actually put any rows into the "errors" DataSet. These rows are created within the RowUpdated event handler whenever a concurrency error is detected. We know that we want to include in each row the current value of the column in the original database table at the point that the update process was executed - it will be different from the Original value of that column in the DataSet if that column in the row was changed by a concurrent process.



So, we have written a short function within the page that - given a connection string, primary key (ISBN) value, and a column name - will return the value of that column for that row from the source database. The function is named



GetCurrentColumnValue and looks like this:



Function GetCurrentColumnValue(strConnect As String, strISBN As String, _



strColumnName As String) As String



'select existing column value from underlying table in the database



Dim strSQL = "SELECT " & strColumnName _



& " FROM BookList WHERE ISBN='" & strISBN & "'"



Dim objConnect As New OleDbConnection(strConnect)



Dim objCommand As New OleDbCommand(strSQL, objConnect)



Try



objConnect.Open()



'use ExecuteScalar for efficiency, it returns only one item



'get the value direct from it and convert to a String



GetCurrentColumnValue = objCommand.ExecuteScalar().ToString()



objConnect.Close()



Catch objError As Exception



GetCurrentColumnValue = "*Error*"



End Try



End Function



One interesting point here is that we use the ExecuteScalar method of the Command object to get the value. The



ExecuteScalar method returns just a single value from a query (rather than a rowset, for which we'd have to use a DataReader object). This means it is extremely efficient when compared to a DataReader, where we have to call the Read method to load the first row of results, and then access the column by name or ordinal index.



The ExecuteScalar method is especially appropriate for queries that calculate a value, such as summing values or working out the average value in a column for some or all of the rows. In our case, it's useful because our SQL statement also only returns a single value (sometimes referred to as a singleton).



So, this simple function will return the value of a specified column in a specified row, or the string value "*Error*" if it



can't access it (for example if it has been deleted).



The OnRowUpdated Event Handler



Finally, the page contains the OnRowUpdated event handler itself. Remember that this is called after each row has been updated in the source database whether or not there was an error. So the first thing we do is check the



RecordsAffected field of the RowUpdatedEventArgs object to see if the update for this row failed. If it did, we need to add details of the error to our "errors" DataSet:



'event handler for the RowUpdated event



Sub OnRowUpdated(objSender As Object, objArgs As OleDbRowUpdatedEventArgs)



'see if the update failed - value will be less than 1 if it did



If objArgs.RecordsAffected < 1 Then



We want to know what type of update this is, so we extract the StatementType and store this in a local variable for use later. We also extract the Original value of the ISBN column from the row, as this is the primary key we'll need to locate the row later:



'get the text description of the StatementType



Dim strType = System.Enum.GetName(objArgs.StatementType.GetType(), _



objArgs.StatementType)



'get the primary key of the row (the ISBN)



Dim strRowKey As String



strRowKey = objArgs.Row("ISBN", DataRowVersion.Original)



Finding the Modified Columns



Now we can check which column(s) caused the concurrency error to occur. We start by getting a reference to the table in



our original DataSet - the one we filled with rows from the database, and we declare a couple of other variables that we'll need as well:



'get a reference to the original table in the DataSet



Dim objTable As DataTable = gobjDataSet.Tables(0)



Dim objColumn As DataColumn 'to hold a DataColumn object



Dim strColumnName As String 'to hold the column name



The next step is to iterate through the Columns collection of this DataSet comparing the Current and Original values. If they are different we know that this column in the current row has been modified within the DataSet since it was filled from the database table:



'iterate through the columns in the current row



For Each objColumn In objTable.Columns



'get the column name as a string



strColumnName = objColumn.ColumnName



'see if this column has been modified



If objArgs.Row(strColumnName, DataRowVersion.Current) _



objArgs.Row(strColumnName, DataRowVersion.Original) Then



Notice that this is why we only get the modified columns in our "errors" table. If the concurrent process changes a different column to the one(s) that are modified in the DataSet, a row will not appear in the "errors" table. We could simply remove this If..Then construct, which will then cause the three values from all the columns in a row that caused a concurrency error to be included in the "errors" table. However, in that case we would probably also want to change the way we extract the current values from the database, as using a separate function call for each column would certainly not be the most efficient technique.



Filling in the Column Values



Since we know that this row caused a concurrency error, and that this column has been changed since the DataSet was filled, we add details about the values in this column to our table named Errors within the new "errors" DataSet we created earlier. We create a new DataRow based on that table, and then we can start filling in the values:



'create a new DataRow object instance in this table



Dim objDataRow As DataRow = gobjErrorTable.NewRow()



'and fill in the values



objDataRow("Action") = strType



objDataRow("RowKey") = strRowKey



objDataRow("ColumnName") = strColumnName



objDataRow("OriginalValue") = objArgs.Row(strColumnName, _



DataRowVersion.Original)



objDataRow("CurrentValue") = objArgs.Row(strColumnName, _



DataRowVersion.Current)



objDataRow("DatabaseValue") = GetCurrentColumnValue(gstrConnect, _



strRowKey, strColumnName)



We saved the values for the first three columns of our Errors table as strings earlier on in our event handler. The next two values come from the row referenced by the RowUpdatedEventArgs object that is passed to our event handler. The final value comes from the custom GetCurrentColumnValue function we described earlier, and contains the current value of this column in this row within the source database.



After we've filled in the row we add it to the Errors table, then go round and look at the next column:



'add new row to the Errors table



gobjErrorTable.Rows.Add(objDataRow)



End If



Next



Returning an UpdateStatus Value



The other important point when using the RowUpdating and RowUpdated event handlers that we haven't mentioned so far is how we manage the status value that is exposed by the Status field of the RowUpdatingEventArgs and



RowUpdatedEventArgs objects. In our earlier example of using the RowUpdating and RowUpdated events (rowupdated-event.aspx) we just ignored these values, but that was really only acceptable because we didn't get any concurrency errors during the update process.



When the DataAdapter object's Update method is executing, each call to the RowUpdating and RowUpdated event handler includes a status "flag" value. We can set this to a specific value from the UpdateStatus enumeration to tell the



Update method what to do next: Default. The DataAdapter will continue to process rows (including this one if this is a



Continue



RowUpdating event) as part of the Update method call. The DataAdapter will stop processing rows and treat the RowUpdating or RowUpdated



ErrorsOccurred



event as raising an error. The DataAdapter will stop processing rows and end the Update method, but it will not treat



SkipAllRemainingRows



the RowUpdating or RowUpdated event as an error. The DataAdapter will not process this row (if this is a RowUpdating event), but will



SkipCurrentRow



continue to process all remaining rows as part of the Update method call.



Because the default is Continue, the Update process will actually stop executing and report a runtime error when the first concurrency error occurs if we just ignore this status flag. So, as we're handling the concurrency errors ourselves, we must set the value to UpdateStatus.SkipCurrentRow so that the concurrency error doesn't cause the Update process to be terminated. This is the last step in our event handler:



'set Status property of row to skip current row update



objArgs.Status = UpdateStatus.SkipCurrentRow



End If



End Sub



In this example, you've seen how we can capture information on concurrency errors, allowing the user or another process to take a reasoned decision on how to reconcile the values. Because we've placed the information in a disconnected



DataSet object, it could easily be remoted to a client via HTTP or a Web Service, or passed directly to another tier of the application.



Locating Errors After an Update is Complete There is one final approach to managing concurrent updates that we can take advantage of in ADO.NET when using the



Update method of the DataAdapter object. Instead of reacting to each RowUpdated event, we can force the DataAdapter to continue processing the updates for each row even if it encounters an error (rather than terminating the Update process when the first concurrency or other error occurs). All we need to do is set the ContinueUpdateOnError property of the DataAdapter object that is performing the



Update to True. Then, whenever an error is encountered, the DataAdapter will simply insert the error message that it receives into the RowError property of the relevant row within the DataSet, and continue with the next updated row.



The RowError property is a String value. We saw how we can use this in the example from the previous chapter where we used the RowUpdated event of the DataTable object (rather than the event of the same name exposed by the



DataAdapter object that we've been using in this chapter). So, if we can wait until after the Update process has finished to review and fix errors, we have what is probably an easier option for managing concurrency errors. The process is:



ƒ



Once the appropriate DataAdapter is created and ready to perform the Update, set the



ContinueUpdateOnError property of the DataAdapter object to True



ƒ



Call the Update method of the DataAdapter object to push the changes into the data source



ƒ



After the Update process completes, check the HasErrors property of the DataSet object to see if any of the rows contain an error (e.g. have a non-empty value for their RowError property)



ƒ



If there are (one or more) errors, check the HasErrors property of each DataTable object in the DataSet to see which ones contain errors



ƒ



Iterate through the rows of each DataTable that does contain errors, checking the RowError property of each row - or use the GetErrors method of the DataTable to get an array of the rows with errors in them



ƒ



Display or feed back to the user the error details and column values so that they can retry the updates as required



Using the 'ContinueUpdateOnError' Property



We've provided an example that carries out this series of steps while attempting to update a data source. The page



Locating Concurrency Errors After Updating the Source Data (concurrency-continue.aspx) displays the rows that it extracts from our sample database, edits some of the rows, then displays the rowset again to show the changes:



After that, the same process as we used in earlier examples changes two rows in the source database using a separate connection, while we are holding a disconnected copy of the data in our DataSet. Then, as you can see at the bottom of the page, it displays the errors found in the DataSet after the update process has completed. It shows the error message (the value of the RowError property for that row), and the original, current, and underlying (database) values for the row.



The Code for the 'ContinueUpdateOnError' Example



Most of the code we use in this example is identical to the previous example. The only real differences are in the preparation for the Update process, and in the way that we extract and display the row values afterwards. We don't set up any event handlers of course, because we're not going to be reacting to the RowUpdated event in this case. However, at the point where we're ready to call the Update method of the DataAdapter, we set the DataAdapter object's



ContinueUpdateOnError property to True:



'prevent exceptions being thrown due to concurrency errors



objDataAdapter.ContinueUpdateOnError = True



'perform the update on the original data



objDataAdapter.Update(objDataSet, "Books")



Checking for Row Errors



After the Update process has finished, we must check for row errors. The process is the same as we used in the previous chapter when we were looking at the RowError property in general, and as we described in the introduction to the current example. Here's the complete code for this part of the process:



'see if there are any update errors anywhere in the DataSet



If objDataSet.HasErrors Then



Dim objThisRow As DataRow



Dim intIndex As Integer



'check each table for errors in that table



Dim objThisTable As DataTable



For Each objThisTable In objDataSet.Tables



If objThisTable.HasErrors Then



strResult += "One or more errors found in table '" _



& objThisTable.TableName & ":'
"



'get collection containing only rows with errors



'using the GetErrors method of the DataTable object



'check each row in this table for errors



For Each objThisRow In objThisTable.GetErrors()



'display the error details and column values



strResult += "* Row with ISBN=" _



& objThisRow("ISBN") _



& " has error " _



& objThisRow.RowError & "
" _



& "Original Values: "



'iterate through row collecting original and current values



For intIndex = 0 To objThisTable.Columns.Count - 1



strResult += objThisRow(intIndex, DataRowVersion.Original) & ", "



Next



strResult = Left(strResult, Len(strResult) - 2)



strResult += "
Current Values: "



For intIndex = 0 To objThisTable.Columns.Count - 1



strResult += objThisRow(intIndex, DataRowVersion.Current) & ", "



Next



strResult = Left(strResult, Len(strResult) - 2)



'use function declared later in page to get underlying values



strResult += "
Underlying (database) Values: " _



& GetUnderlyingValues(strConnect, objThisRow("ISBN")) _



& "
"



Next



End If



Next 'table



End If



'display the results of the Update in  elsewhere on page



outResult.InnerHtml = strResult



The only other "new" code in this page is the GetUnderlyingValues function that extracts the underlying database values, so that they can be displayed along with the Original and Current values from the row in the DataSet:



Function GetUnderlyingValues(strConnect As String, strRowKey As String) _



As String



'select existing column values from underlying table in database



Dim strSQL = "SELECT * FROM BookList WHERE ISBN='" & strRowKey & "'"



'create connection and command to access database



Dim objConnect As New OleDbConnection(strConnect)



Dim objCommand As New OleDbCommand(strSQL, objConnect)



'declare the variables we'll need



Dim objReader As OleDbDataReader



Dim strValues As String = ""



Dim intIndex As Integer



Try



'get a DataReader containing the specified row data



objConnect.Open()



objReader = objCommand.ExecuteReader()



'put values from row into a string to return



If objReader.Read() Then



For intIndex = 0 To objReader.FieldCount - 1



strValues += objReader.GetValue(intIndex) & ", "



Next



End If



'close connection and return result



objConnect.Close()



GetUnderlyingValues = Left(strValues, Len(strValues) - 2)



Catch objError As Exception



GetUnderlyingValues = "*Error*"



End Try



End Function



Summary



This chapter has been devoted entirely to the often-thorny problems we encounter when updating a relational data source such as a SQL database from within our applications. While the techniques have focused on using the .NET data access classes with a relational database, bear in mind that the connection between our code and the data store is via standard methods such as OLE-DB and ODBC. This means that, as new managed providers become available, we can use the same techniques to work with other data stores such as mail servers, active directory, indexing services, etc.



The chapter began with a look at the techniques we often use to perform single operations against a data store - such as inserting a user's name and e-mail address into a database, or deleting rows in response to a user's input. We demonstrated how to do this with both SQL statements and with stored procedures. We also looked at how we can use transactions to provide better data integrity. We used both database transactions and .NET connection-based transactions.



However, the main focus of the chapter was on how we use the new DataSet object to store and then update data in a disconnected environment. We saw how we can use the Update method of the DataAdapter to push updates into a data store automatically, and how we can carry out the task ourselves in a staged and more controllable manner.



We finished up with a look at a major issue in all multi-user environments - concurrent data updates. We saw how we can work round the problem using our own custom methods, and how the .NET data access classes provide other techniques that make it much easier than the data access technologies we used in previous versions of ASP.



Overall, the topics we examined were:



ƒ



Updating data sources with a Command object



ƒ



Using transactions when updating data sources



ƒ



Updating data sources from a DataSet object



ƒ



A detailed look inside the DataAdapter.Update method



ƒ



Managing concurrent updates to a data source



This chapter completes our look at how we can work with relational data within .NET using the new data-access classes that the framework provides. However, the ceaseless advance of XML into our daily data-handling lives requires us to be competent in handling this new type of data format, as well as being proficient in handling relational data. And, to help us out, the .NET classes provide useful integration between relational and XML data. In the next chapter we'll explore this topic, and see other ways that we can access and manipulate XML.



XML Data Management in .NET The previous three chapters have largely been concerned with working with relational data in ASP.NET. Even though XML is gradually spreading into most areas of computing, databases such as Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, DB2, and Sybase still form the backbone of most commercial environments. However, to conclude our study of data management techniques within ASP.NET, we'll devote this chapter to looking in more detail at how we can work with XML documents.



Unlike the previous situation with ASP 3.0 and earlier, we don't need to use add-ons such as an XML parser or other specialist components to be able to work with XML formatted data. All the tools we need are built into the .NET Framework as a set of useful and extensible classes. We can use these to read, write, and edit XML in its native format, and convert from relational data to XML and back again.



So, in this chapter, we'll look at:



ƒ



Accessing relational data as XML and vice versa



ƒ



Synchronization between an XML document and the DataSet object



ƒ



Validating XML documents using a schema



ƒ



Creating and editing XML documents in a range of different ways



ƒ



Some alternatives available when transforming XML using style sheets



We spent some time in Chapter 8 exploring the whole object model for XML under .NET, and the way this changes how we work with XML. We also demonstrated many of the more simple techniques. Here, we'll dive straight in with a detailed look at the major topic of the interchangeability of XML and relational data.



Obtaining the Sample Files



All the examples used in this chapter are available for you to run on your own server. The download file can be obtained from http://www.wrox.com/Books/Book_Details.asp?isbn=1861007035, and it includes SQL scripts and instructions for creating the database that the examples use. You can also run some of the examples online at



http://www.daveandal.com/profaspnet/. The main menu page (default.htm) contains links to all the sample files. The fifth link, "Advanced Relational Data



Management in .NET" leads to another menu page (in the data05 folder) that contains links to all the examples for this chapter:



XML and the DataSet Object



Despite the ubiquitous presence of relational databases as the powerhouses of most commercial environments today, the use of XML as a data format is growing steadily. The ease of transmission and storage of XML as a text document (or within a database table as text), and its inherent cross-platform nature make it ideal for many situations. In fact, within the .NET Framework, XML is actually the foundation for all data storage and serialization. There are no more MIME-encoded



Recordset objects or COM objects that hold data in their own specific formats. A good example is the DataSet object we've been using throughout the previous chapters. We've viewed it as a container for one or more data tables (rather like some wrapper around multiple Recordset objects). This is a reasonable approach when we need to access the data using relational techniques. However, the DataSet can persist its contents as



a disk file, or into another object such as a Stream. The format of the data at this point is XML.



The XML-based Methods of the DataSet The DataSet object exposes the following methods for working with an XML representation of the data it contains or will contain:



Returns a string containing the XML representation of the data stored in the DataSet. No schema



GetXml GetXmlSchema



information is output. Returns just the schema for an XML representation of the data stored in the DataSet. Uses a schema that is referenced by a TextReader, XmlReader, or Stream object, or in a specified



InferXmlSchema



disk file, to infer the structure for the data in a DataSet. Reads XML data (including a schema if present) into the DataSet from a TextReader, XmlReader,



ReadXml



or Stream object, or from a specified disk file. Reads an XML schema (only) into the DataSet from a TextReader, XmlReader, or Stream object,



ReadXmlSchema



or from a specified disk file. Writes the contents of the DataSet object to an XML document via a TextWriter, XmlWriter, or



WriteXml



Stream object, or directly to a specified disk file. May include a schema - see the notes following the next example. Writes a schema describing the contents of the DataSet object to a TextWriter, XmlWriter, or



WriteXmlSchema



Stream object, or directly to a specified disk file.



In general, when extracting XML from a DataSet (unless you actually need a string representation of the data) the



GetXml and GetXmlSchema methods should be avoided. It's much more efficient to create a Stream or disk file directly, or take advantage of a TextWriter or XmlWriter when using the WriteXml and WriteXmlSchema methods. We'll demonstrate these two methods, and the ReadXml and ReadXmlSchema methods, in the next two examples.



Some of the example files in this chapter require Write access to the server's wwwroot folder and subfolders below this. You will get an "Access Denied" message for these examples when running under the default configuration of ASP.NET. See the section "Setting Up the Samples" in Chapter 8 for details of how to configure the relevant permissions.



Writing Data from a DataSet to an XML File Our first example demonstrates the way we can write data from a DataSet directly to a disk file as an XML document. As we're filling the DataSet from a relational database, we need to include the relevant .NET namespaces in our page, and we also include the custom user control that returns the correct connection string for our machine:















" & strNewPath & ""



Viewing the Results



If you open both documents, the original and the edited version, you can see the effects of our editing process. The first contains the ; node with the ; value 1861003234, while it is not present in the second one (they are in order by ISBN code). You can also see the updated ; elements in the second document:



In this example, we've demonstrated several techniques for working with an XML document using the System.Xml classes provided in .NET. Some of the techniques use the XML DOM methods as defined by W3C, and some are specific "extensions" available with the XmlDocument (and other) objects. In general, these extensions make common tasks a lot easier, for example the ability to access the InnerText, InnerXml, and OuterXml of a node makes it remarkably easy to edit or insert content and markup.



We have by no means covered all the possibilities for accessing XML documents, as you'll see if you examine the list of properties, methods, and events for each of the relevant objects in the SDK. However, by now, you should have a flavor for what is possible, and how easy it is to achieve.



Using XSL and XSLT Transformations



To finish this chapter, we need to come back to a topic that we first looked at in the data management introduction chapter.



There, we saw how easy it is to perform an XSL or XSLT transformation against an XML document using the new



XslTransform object. However, we only used the very basic approach of applying it to two disk files (an XML document and a style sheet) by specifying the paths to these files.



We can use the XslTransform object to perform transformations when the document is not actually a disk file. This could well be the case in an application that processes XML. For example it could be referenced by an XmlTextReader, or stored in the XmlDocument object returned by a Web Service or business component, or even pointed to by an existing



XPathNavigator. And you might not want the results to be written to disk as a file - you might need them as a String or a



StringBuilder object. Our example attempts to demonstrate several of these scenarios.



An XSL Transformation Example The example page, 'Different ways to use the XslTransform object' (multi-xsl-transform.aspx) is shown next. It loads the XML document and the stylesheet from disk at the start of the page, but then references the XML document in a range of ways to demonstrate the possibilities. It also performs a transformation to a String, and displays this in the page before writing it to disk separately - rather than directly through the XslTransform object:



Again, you must run this page in a browser on the web server itself to be able to open the transformed file using the physical path in the hyperlink at the bottom of the page.



The next screenshot shows the simple stylesheet we're using. All it does is extract the ; elements from the XML source document and generate a new XML document containing these - within a root element named



;:



The Code for the XslTransform Example



After creating the paths to the XML document and XSL stylesheet we're using, the code displays hyperlinks to these documents. We haven't repeated the code for this again here. What we're interested in is the way that we load the documents and execute the transformation itself.



We start by creating a new XslTransform object and loading the stylesheet into it, using the Load method with the path and filename of the stylesheet:



'create a new XslTransform object to do the transformation



Dim objTransform As New XslTransform()



'load the XSL stylesheet into the XslTransform object



objTransform.Load(strXSLPath)



To load the XML document in this example, we use an XmlTextReader. What we're demonstrating here isn't the quickest or shortest way to do it, but instead it aims to give you some ideas about how you can use the various objects in your own projects. For example, by loading the XML document with an XmlTextReader, we have the opportunity to validate it at the same time if this is a requirement. We would just need to assign an XmlValidatingReader to the XmlTextReader.



So, our code creates the XmlTextReader for the XML document and then creates a new XPathDocument from this



XmlTextReader. The constructor for the XPathDocument automatically loads the XML from disk into the new XPathDocument:



'create a new XmlTextReader object to fetch XML document



Dim objXTReader As New XmlTextReader(strXMLPath)



'create a new XPathDocument object from the XmlTextReader



Dim objXPDoc As New XPathDocument(objXTReader)



Now we can create a new XPathNavigator based on the XPathDocument by calling the CreateNavigator method:



'create a new XPathNavigator object from the XPathDocument



Dim objXPNav As XPathNavigator



objXPNav = objXPDoc.CreateNavigator()



Displaying the Transformed Result with an XmlReader



The Transform method of the XslTransform object can output the result of a transformation to an XmlReader object, a TextReader object, or an XmlWriter object. If we want the result to be available as a string, for use elsewhere in our applications, we use an XmlReader or a TextReader object (depending on whether the result is XML that we want to parse as we use it or some other format that we can't use with an XmlReader).



Our example transforms the XML into an XmlReader object. We declare a variable to hold the object, and call the



Transform method of the XslTransform object, passing it the XPathNavigator we created for the XML document. The second argument allows us to pass in an XsltArgumentList object that can contain the parameters or arguments used by the stylesheet. As we don't have any parameters in our stylesheet, we use the value Nothing for this argument:



'create a variable to hold the XmlReader object that is



'returned from the Transform method



Dim objReader As XmlReader



'perform the transformation using the XSL file in the



'XslTransform and the XML document referenced by the



'XPathNavigator. The result is in the XmlReader object



objReader = objTransform.Transform(objXPNav, Nothing)



Once we get back our XmlReader object we can display the contents - the result of the transformation. The easiest way is to use the ReadOuterXML method of the reader:



'display the contents of the XmlReader object



objReader.MoveToContent()



outResults.InnerText = objReader.ReadOuterXml()



Writing the Transformed Result to Disk



The alternative "output device" for the Transform method of the XslTransform object is an XmlWriter object. This is ideal for piping the output back to a disk file. In our example page, we create an XmlTextWriter object (a public class that inherits from XmlWriter), using a path and filename that we created earlier in the page. The second parameter to the constructor is the encoding to use - if we specify Nothing it sets the encoding to the default "UTF-8":



'create an XmlTextWriter object to write result to disk



Dim objWriter As New XmlTextWriter(strOutPath, Nothing)



Now we can use our XmlTextWriter to create the disk file. We start with an XML declaration (by simply calling the



WriteStartDocument method) and add a comment element:



'write the opening declaration and a comment



objWriter.WriteStartDocument()



objWriter.WriteComment("List of authors created " & Now())



Then we can perform the transformation, sending the results directly to our XmlTextWriter - which writes them straight to the disk file. We finish by calling the WriteEndDocument method, to close any open elements and finalize the document, then close it and display a hyperlink so that you can examine the results:



'transform the XML into the XmlTextWriter



objTransform.Transform(objXPNav, Nothing, objWriter)



'ensure that all open elements are closed and end the document



objWriter.WriteEndDocument()



'flush the buffer to disk and close the file



objWriter.Close()



outFile.InnerHtml = "" & strOutPath & ""



If you open the hyperlink at the bottom of the example page, you see the transformed result:



Summary



This chapter ends our voyage of exploration through the exciting new techniques available for accessing data under the .NET Framework. Over the previous four chapters, we've examined the main objects we use for both relational data and XML document access, seen how we can program with them, and showed you how these two traditionally opposing data-handling technologies are now integrated together.



This chapter completed the tour by concentrating on the ways we can work with objects drawn mainly from the



System.Xml namespaces - in particular we looked at how we can read, write, validate, and edit XML documents using a variety of methods. We also explored in more depth the way that integration between XML and relational data is achieved through the XmlDataDocument and DataSet objects.



Then, after looking at some of the options available for creating and editing XML documents, we finished up with a more detailed look at the capabilities of the XslTransform object. This object makes it easy to perform server-side XSL and XSLT transformations using stylesheets.



Although we couldn't possibly cover all the topics of XML handling in .NET, you should now be familiar with the basics, the objects that are available, and how they can be used within your applications. To summarize, in this chapter we introduced:



ƒ



Accessing relational data as XML and vice versa



ƒ



Synchronization between an XML document and the DataSet object



ƒ



Validating XML documents using a schema



ƒ



Creating and editing XML documents in a range of different ways



ƒ



Some alternatives available when transforming XML using stylesheets



We now leave data management behind and move on to pastures new. In the next two chapters you'll see how we go about configuring our ASP.NET applications.



Web Applications and global.asax Classic ASP supported the concept of a web application. This was primarily a collection of .asp files plus the global.asa file. ASP.NET expands upon this concept, but includes additional resources such as ASP.NET pages, web services, user controls, configuration data, global.asax, and several other files (both user-defined and defined by ASP.NET).



This chapter has two key themes. First we will look at how to create an ASP.NET web application, before going on to look at how we can use global.asax. Here is a breakdown of what we will cover:



ƒ



IIS Web Roots and Applications - In the first section, we will look at what a web application is, and how we can create new web applications using the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager. The steps covered in this section do not discuss ASP.NET features in their own right, but are relevant for using IIS as a host for ASP.NET.



ƒ



ASP.NET Web Applications - In this section, we will focus on two aspects of ASP.NET web applications; the \bin directory for compiled code deployment and the global.asax file format.



ƒ



Application State Management - Here, we will look at the three options in ASP.NET for maintaining application state: Application, Session, and Cache.



ƒ



Application Events - After discussing our choices for managing state in ASP.NET we will look at the supported application-level events, such as Application_OnStart and Application_Error. Then, we will discuss the ordering of the events as well as some code examples showing their use.



ƒ



Advanced Topics - In this last section of the chapter, we will cover some advanced topics. These topics include asynchronous application events, and using static variables.



Note that in the following chapter, we will look at specific details of how we can configure our application - for example, how to set the Session state timeout using ASP.NET's new configuration system.



IIS Web Roots and Applications



An ASP.NET application consists of a collection of resources such as configuration information, global application files, compiled components, and other ASP.NET resources (pages, web services, and so on). These applications are defined using IIS application roots in the same manner as classic ASP. By default, the root directory of a web site in IIS is an



application root. This is the root level of a particular web site. For example, on a default Windows 2000 IIS 5.0 installation, the root directory of the default web site is http://localhost/ or http://, while the physical path of the root directory is C:\Inetpub\wwwroot.



An application root is the starting point of an ASP.NET application and contains resources such as the global.asax file and the \bin directory. We will discuss these in detail later in this chapter.



We can create applications in IIS by using the IIS Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-in. Alternatively, both Visual Studio .NET and the command line scripts included with IIS can be used to create web applications.



Let's look at two of the most common ways of creating an application:



ƒ



Create a new web site - By default, the root directory of the web site will be an application root.



ƒ



Mark a folder (virtual or physical) as an application - The root of the folder will then be defined as an application root.



The IIS MMC displays both physical directories and virtual directories:



ƒ



A physical directory lives within the web site, for example, C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\Wrox\, where



C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\ is the physical directory and Wrox is a directory beneath it. This appears through the web server as http://localhost/Wrox/.



ƒ



A virtual directory appears as a directory in the web site, but it exists in a separate physical path. For example,



C:\Wrox\ appears to be a directory available through the server as http://localhost/Wrox/. This is in fact a virtual directory since C:\Wrox\'s physical path is obviously not part of the root directory of our web site. For this reason, virtual directories are very useful, since multiple virtual directories can point to a common set of files, or live on the same file share. Although we will go through the steps of creating both virtual directories and IIS applications, this is only necessary if we want to create ASP.NET applications in directories other than the web root directory, (usually C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\), as the web root is, by default, an application root. Most likely, we will be creating applications that are part of an existing site. For example, if we were hosting the HR site for our company, we'd have separate applications defined for Benefits, Claims, Hiring, and so on.



Let's walk through creating a virtual directory and an IIS application.



Creating IIS Virtual Directories and Applications Let's say we have a physical directory, C:\Wrox\, and we want to expose that directory as a virtual directory in the web root of our web site, for example http://localhost/Wrox.



Creating a Virtual Directory



To create a virtual directory we need to use the IIS MMC, which is available from Start | Programs | Administrative Tools



| Internet Services Manager, or by selecting Start | Run and then typing inetmgr:



To create the Wrox virtual directory in the Default Web Site (highlighted) we simply rightclick on Default Web Site and select New | Virtual Directory. This opens the Virtual Directory Creation Wizard, where we go through the following steps:



ƒ



Once the wizard is open, select Next to get past the opening screen. We will then be asked for the alias to use for the virtual directory. For this example, we will enter Wrox, but this can be anything you like - you are not restricted to using the same name as the physical directory.



ƒ



We are then asked for the path to an existing directory we want to use as a virtual directory. We'll enter C:\Wrox (assuming we have already created it).



ƒ



Next, we're asked for the access permissions for the directory. The only required selections are Read and Run



scripts (such as ASP). These are the defaults and are already selected.



ƒ



Finally, we are told that the virtual directory has been created and we press the Finish button to exit the wizard.



If we now view the available folders in our Default Web Site, we will find a folder named Wrox. There are three types of icons next to folders in the root of this web site:



ƒ



Normal explorer-style folders - For example, if FrontPage server extensions are installed, we will see folders named _vti_cnf, _vti_log, and so on. These folders exist as physical directories in the web server.



ƒ



Normal explorer-style folders with small globes in the bottom right corner - These are virtual directories. Some common virtual directories include Scripts and _vti_bin.



ƒ



Web application folders - These folders are represented by a package icon. Any virtual or physical directory on our server can be converted into a web application. By default, the virtual directories we create are web application folders.



So, the virtual directory Wrox that we just created is both a virtual directory and a web application. The fact that it is a web application takes precedence over its being a virtual directory, so it is represented by a package icon (as shown in the next figure):



Marking a Folder as an Application



Instead of creating the Wrox directory as C:\Wrox and marking it as a virtual directory, we could have created a directory C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\Wrox. Wrox is then a physical directory for the DefaultWebSite.



The default directory of the Default Web Site is C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\.



Since C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\Wrox is a physical directory, we will have to manually mark it as an application to use it as an ASP.NET application root.



We can do this by right clicking on any virtual or physical folder in any IIS web site and selecting Properties. This brings up a properties dialog for that folder. For example, here is our Wrox folder:



In the above dialog box, we can see the settings for the current folder, the Local Path value, and the permissions that folder allows. In this case, the default permissions of Read, Logvisits, and Index this resource are set.



In the lower half of the Wrox Properties dialog box is a section defined as ApplicationSettings. This is of interest to us, because here we can enable the physical directory as a web application. To do this, we simply press the Create button. This changes some of the settings in the Application Settings section, as shown in the following screenshot:



The Application name value has changed from Default Application (the name of the parent web application for this folder) to Wrox. The Starting point value has changed from to \Wrox, again noting that the application has changed. For simplicity, we will skip over the smaller, unimportant changes, except to note that the Create button has now become a Remove button.



For more detailed information on what the remaining options within the Properties dialog do, please see the Internet Information Server documentation, as they do not relate to further discussions of ASP.NET in this chapter. The only exception is mapping custom extensions to ASP.NET, which is covered later in the Advanced Topics section.



Users familiar with the Application Protection settings should note that these do not affect ASP.NET, since that runs in its own process, which is separate from IIS. Please see the IIS documentation for more information on this option.



Finally, click Apply and then OK. The Wrox folder is now an application root, just as it was when we created it as a virtual directory.



Removing the Application



Removing a web application is just as simple as, if not easier than, creating it. Right-click on a folder marked as an application and select Properties. Within the Application Settings section of the dialog, click the Remove button, then select Apply and OK. In the Tree view of our Default Web Site, we will now see the standard virtual or physical folder icon



for Wrox.



Keep in mind that when we remove the application, we are simply changing a configuration option in IIS. Removing the application does not delete any associated files.



Now that we have had a quick overview of creating a web application in IIS, let's relate this back to ASP.NET.



ASP.NET Web Applications



ASP.NET makes use of IIS web applications to identify distinct application domains. Application domains are a feature of the Common Language Runtime (CLR). Each application domain is separate, secure, and does not share memory with other domains. For example, the three web applications Wrox1, Wrox2, and Wrox3 will each be treated separately, so



Wrox1 will not share data such as Session or Application state with either of the others, and likewise for Wrox2 and Wrox3. Many applications domains may be hosted within a single process - this is completely transparent to us thanks to the CLR.



You can think of an application domain as a logical process. When it fails, it doesn't take down the host process, so one failure won't crash all our ASP.NET applications. This is one of many new features provided by the CLR that ASP.NET takes advantage of.



An ASP.NET web application typically consists of three types of (user-created) resources, in addition to standard ASP.NET pages or web services. These resource types are always found in the root of the application, and include:



ƒ



bin - This directory lies immediately below the root of the application, and is used to hold .NET assemblies for use by the application. (An assembly is the technical term used to describe a component built with .NET. It is compiled reusable code, an example of which is System.Data.dll).



ƒ



global.asax - This file is ASP.NET's logical replacement for the ASP file global.asa. It allows us to execute code for ASP.NET application-level events, and to set application-level variables.



ƒ



web.config - Each web application can have its own ASP.NET configuration settings. These settings, depending upon the security configuration of the system, can override settings found in ASP.NET's machine.config.



The machine.config file applies global default settings for all ASP.NET applications. We will cover ASP.NET configuration in more detail in the next chapter.



Let's start by briefly looking at the ASP.NET bin directory as it relates to ASP.NET web applications.



Registering Components Rather than relying upon the system registry, ASP.NET uses a special directory, bin, to register components as part of an



application.



The next section will illustrate the differences between classic ASP/COM component registration and the new ASP.NET/Assembly registration.



Prior to .NET



If we wanted to use COM (reusable compiled code) in ASP, we always had to register the components on the server. For example, if we developed a simple data access component using Visual Basic 6 and wished to use that component in an ASP application, we would need to explicitly register it before we could make use of it.



Registering components was done either through a command line tool, regsvr32.exe, or with COM+ Services (found in



Start|Programs|AdministrativeTools|ComponentServices). In either case, an entry was made in the Windows registry describing the component, its threading model, and the location of the .dll file.



We could then write code in our ASP application using the Server.CreateObject()method:







Beneath the covers, the ProgID (in this case Example.DataAccess) would be used to find the entry for the required component in the registry. Once found, an instance of the component would be created and a reference set to the local variable myObject.



This is all well and good and many successful applications were (and still are!) built using this model. However, there are some caveats associated with using COM in ASP:



ƒ



Deployment and update - Deploying the component to multiple servers and replacing running components requires local server access to perform the registration/un-registration.



ƒ



Global registration and versioning - In addition to requiring local server access to manage the components, registered components are available to all applications on the server on which the component is registered. Versioning the component can be rather difficult since the components are global to the server, and thus are most often versioned by ProgID, which in turn means changes must be made to the software using those newly versioned instances.



Probably one of the most common problems that ASP developers ran into when using COM was the 'locking' of components by IIS when they attempted to replace an existing DLL with a new version.



You will be pleased to know that these kinds of ASP/COM issues - deployment, updates, global registration, and versioning - are no longer a problem in ASP.NET.



.NET Components



As we mentioned earlier, in .NET the term 'assemblies' is used to describe components - packaged units of reusable, compiled code - built with .NET. Unlike ASP, ASP.NET does not require local server access to register a component. Instead, we can simply copy our assemblies to an ASP.NET bin directory using FTP, DAV, XCOPY, and so on, collectively referred to as 'XCOPY' deployment. Assemblies found in the bin directory are then automatically loaded by ASP.NET, and the components made available to our application.



There can only be one bin directory per ASP.NET application.



Local Server Access Not Required



Deploying components in ASP.NET is simple. As described above, local server access is not required and all we need is the ability to copy the compiled assembly to the bin directory. Once it is there, ASP.NET and the CLR take care of everything else, and we can start using the component in our code right away.



So how does this type of registration work? Well, unlike a COM component, whose location and internal architecture need to be explicitly logged in the registry, a .NET assembly is self-describing. That is to say, the assembly's contents include meta data that describes exactly what the compiled component can and cannot do. All information required to successfully use that component is held in one place, and no extra configuration is required.



Components are Application-Specific



Again, unlike ASP, the .NET components we register in a specific application's bin directory are only available to that application - by contrast, classic ASP COM components were registered for the entire server.



Note that it is possible to register an assembly to be global for all applications using the Global Assembly Cache (GAC), which we will cover in more detail in Chapter 23, but this is not the default behavior.



Component Updates



In ASP, when we wanted to replace a component, we needed to stop and start IIS since the component was loaded in the



IIS process. ASP.NET never locks the file, and thus, we can simply delete, or copy over, the assembly when we remove or change the application - a procedure also done without local server access.



This dynamic loading and unloading of the components in the bin directory works because ASP.NET specifically listens for file change notification events within the bin directory. When a change is detected - such as the addition or deletion of a component - ASP.NET will create a new application domain to begin servicing the new requests. As soon as the original application domain has completed servicing any outstanding requests it is removed.



As far as the client is concerned, this process is completely transparent, and for the developer, it means that updates can be implemented very simply without incurring any application downtime.



An Example Use



Let's look at a simple example using our Wrox web application. We will first need to create a bin directory, for example, C:\Wrox\bin. Then we will write a simple ASP.NET page, such as this in Visual Basic .NET:



















Public Sub Page_Load()



Dim simpleComponent As New Simple()



Dim dataSet As New DataSet()



dataSet = simpleComponent.LoadDataSet()



datagrid1.DataSource = dataSet



datagrid1.DataBind()



End Sub



















We will look shortly at implementing the Component.Simple assembly used above.



This simple page creates a new instance, simpleComponent, of an assembly named Simple. It then uses the



LoadDataSet() method of the simpleComponent to populate a DataSet, which is eventually used to data bind an ASP.NET datagrid server control.



At this point, if we requested the page in our browser, we would receive an error message in the detailed compiler output telling us:



error BC30466: Namespace or type 'Component' for the Imports 'Component' cannot be found.



This is because we have identified a namespace Component that doesn't exist yet - we will create it now.



Using either Visual Studio .NET or the command line compiler, we can create and compile a simple Visual Basic .NET component named Component.Simple, which will be responsible for implementing the LoadDataSet() method - here, we are going to build it using Visual Studio .NET.



Open Visual Studio .NET, and select File | New | Project. Select the Visual Basic Projects type and Class Library for the template. Name the project Component, and, finally, implement the following code in the Class1.vb file created as part of the project:



Imports System.Data



Imports System.Data.SqlClient



Public Class Simple



Public Function LoadDataSet() As DataSet



Dim myConnection As SqlConnection



Dim myCommand As SqlDataAdapter



Dim products As New DataSet()



Dim sql As String



Dim dsn As String



sql = "select address, city, state from Authors"



dsn = "server=localhost;uid=sa;pwd=;database=pubs"



myCommand = New SqlDataAdapter(sql, myConnection)



myConnection = New SqlConnection(dsn)



myCommand.Fill(products, "myAuthors")



Return products



End Function



End Class



This Visual Basic .NET class, named Simple, implements the LoadDataSet() method required by our ASP.NET page. We compile our Visual Basic .NET project by selecting Build | Build Component. Now open Windows Explorer and navigate to the location where the project was created. Within this location is a bin directory, and we should find a .dll named Component.dll.



We will simply copy the Component.dll file from this location to C:\Wrox\bin. That's all there is to it. The act of copying the file into an application's bin directory registers the component. Yes it's that easy!



If we now request our simple ASP.NET page again, rather than throwing an error, it finds and uses the component, and returns an HTML table showing the address, city, and state (the columns selected in our Simple component).



So what if we now want to change the component? Perhaps we decide that we only want to return the address and state?



Well, first we need to change our component's sql text (as below), and then we must re-compile it with Visual Studio .NET.



sql = "select address, state from Authors"



Once again, we copy the newly compiled component to the C:\Wrox\bin directory, and immediately request the ASP.NET page again. The response we see is an HTML table that only shows address and state. Behind the scenes, ASP.NET noticed that we had replaced the old component, and restarted the application using the new one.



The bin directory dramatically changes the way we build ASP.NET web applications. We no longer require local server access to register components and ASP.NET never locks those components. We can make updates and changes, and ASP.NET will simply restart the application using the new version, without requiring us to do anything.



Now that we are somewhat familiar with the bin directory, we will move on to another part of the ASP.NET web application, global.asax.



Application Code - global.asax Like ASP, ASP.NET supports a global file for each web application. This file is used as an implementation point for global events, objects, and variables. If you are familiar with classic ASP, you will recognize this file as global.asa. ASP.NET supports a similar file, called global.asax.



The code contained in global.asax constitutes part of our application. It does not contain application configuration information - the web.config file deals with this, and is covered in the next chapter.



Running ASP.NET and ASP Together



ASP.NET's global.asax file uses a separate extension distinct from ASP's global.asa file. The extension .asax is used so as not to interfere with ASP's global.asa. This means that both a global.asa and global.asax can reside in the same web application root.



Microsoft worked very hard to ensure that installing ASP.NET would not break any existing ASP applications. A caveat of this, however, is that although existing ASP applications will not break when ASP and ASP.NET are installed together, they also won't share any resources. This applies to all ASP.NET and ASP resources, not just the global.asax/global.asa files. ASP.NET maintains its Application, Session, global events, and so on, in complete isolation from ASP. Additionally, in a manner similar to ASP, there can only be one global.asax file per web application, and it must be called global.asax.



Let's take a look at the global.asax file format.



File Format of global.asax



The global.asax file follows a similar format to ASP.NET pages. Below is a simple template of what a global.asax file looks like:











[Application Event Prototypes]







A global.asax file typically includes directives, events, and user code.



Directives



Similar to ASP.NET pages and web services, global.asax supports directives that provide ASP.NET with special instructions used in compilation of the global.asax file. Below is the prototype for directives - note that multiple attribute/value pairs are supported:







global.asax supports three directives, each with its own settings:



ƒ



Application - This allows us to define the base class global.asax will use, and additionally supports a simple documentation option. These features are implemented through two attributes, Inherits and



Description:



ƒ



The Inherits attribute allows us to name a .NET class that global.asax will use as the base class for all compiled instances of global.asax. This is useful if we want to add our own methods or properties to global.asax. This is quite a powerful feature and one that we will discuss in more detail in the Advanced Topics section later in this chapter.



ƒ



The Description attribute of the Application directive provides a simple way to add some descriptive text about our global.asax:The value of Description is discarded when global.asax is compiled.



ƒ



Import - This directive allows us to import .NET namespaces for use in global.asax, so giving us a shortcut to full qualification of classes within global.asax. This directive is similar in function to the Imports keyword



in Visual Basic .NET or Usingin C#. It simply provides a reference to a namespace that contains classes we wish to make use of. To use the Import directive, we must guarantee that the assembly in which the namespace exists is also available. If it is not, an ASP.NET exception will occur when the application is run. Support for adding the assembly is done either through the Assembly directive or the section of our configuration file (configuration is covered in the next chapter). To reference assemblies that are not available, we can use the Assembly directive, outlined next.



The Import directive requires a single attribute:



ƒ



The Namespace attribute of Import is used to identify an assembly namespace for use in global.asax. For example, we could use the Import directive specifying the namespace attribute for the System.Data namespace:If we include this directive in the global.asax file for our web application, we can use classes in System.Data without the need to fully qualify the class name.



For example, if we use the DataSet class, we can refer to it as System.Data.DataSet (fully qualified class name), or use the Import directive naming the System.Data namespace and refer to the class simply as DataSet.



Using the Import directive and its Namespace attribute saves us from having to fully qualify the name of the class. However, in the event that two namespaces share a common class name (such as Math) we can't use the Import directive. Instead, we would have to fully qualify the names, such as Simple.Math and Complex.Math, when we used them.



ƒ



Assembly - This directive is used to name assemblies containing classes we wish to use within our ASP.NET application. An assembly, which is a compiled unit of code in .NET with the extension .dll, exists either in the global assembly cache (covered in Chapter 23) or the bin directory of the ASP.NET application.



The Import and Assembly directives are very different. Import assumes that the assembly (for example



System.Data.dll) is already available to our application and allows us to use abbreviated class names for classes within that namespace. Assembly, on the other hand, is used to tell ASP.NET that there is an assembly that needs to be loaded. Remember, assemblies located in the bin directory are automatically loaded.



Using the Assembly directive is simple. It has one attribute:



ƒ



The Name attribute of Assembly identifies the assembly we wish to reference as part of our application. As mentioned above, some assemblies are available by default:



ƒ



mscorlib.dll - Base classes, such as the definition of Object, String, and so on.



ƒ



System.dll - Additional base classes, such as the network class libraries



ƒ



System.Web.dll - Classes for ASP.NET



ƒ



System.Data.dll - Classes for ADO.NET



ƒ



System.Web.Services.dll - Classes for ASP.NET web services



ƒ



System.Xml.dll - Classes for XML



ƒ



System.Drawing.dll - Classes for graphics and drawing



ƒ



(Additionally, all assemblies within an application's bin directory)



Included in this list are several System assemblies (for example, the assemblies provided as part of the .NET Framework), and those found in application bin directories. We would use the Assembly directive when an assembly is registered in the global assembly cache, or when we need System assemblies not already loaded.



For example, the assembly System.DirectoryServices.dll contains classes for working with directory services, such as Microsoft's Active Directory. This assembly is not one of the default assemblies loaded. If we wished to use the classes provided within it in global.asax, we would need to use the Assembly directive:Note that the extension of the assembly (.dll) is not included.



We can now write code in our global.asax file that uses classes found within this assembly, such as



DirectorySearcher. The directives for global.asax are straightforward to use. Later, in the Advanced Topics section, we will take a deeper look at one of these directives. For now, let's turn our focus to the code we can write within global.asax.



Code Declaration



Code is declared in global.asax using blocks. These are identical to the script blocks defined in ASP.NET pages, so we won't explain their syntax in detail again.



Later in the chapter, when we discuss global events, we will implant the events created within these script blocks.



There are two additional ways of declaring code in global.asax:



ƒ



Server-side includes - global.asax supports the use of server-side #include statements using both File and Virtual as the path type to the filename. Server-side includes are declared using the following syntax:File identifies the path as being on the file system, while



Virtual identifies a virtual directory provided through the web server. The contents of the file included will be added to the global.asax file before it is compiled. Include files, especially those created using the Virtual option, can be quite useful as they allow us to define a common directory that can be shared among many applications, which may make our application more portable. If an include file is used within a global.asax, the application will automatically be restarted whenever the include file changes.



ƒ



Declarative object tags - tags enable us to declare and instantiate Application and Session objects in global.asax using a declarative tag-based syntax. These tags can be used to create .NET assemblies, or COM objects specified by either ProgID or CLSID.



The type of object to create is identified using one of three different tag attributes:



ƒ



class



ƒ



progid



ƒ



classid



Only one of these tag attributes can be used per tag declaration.



Using Object Tag Declarations



Here is a sample of how object tag declarations are used:







We have declared an Application-scoped variable named appData that is of class type System.Data.DataSet. However, the object is not actually created until it is first used. The object then exists for the lifetime of the context in which it is created. In the above example, this is the lifetime of the application. Likewise, if the scope were set to Session, the object would be valid for the life of the current user session, and once that session terminated, the object would be destroyed.



The attributes used in this declaration are:



Attributes



Description



id



Unique name to use when referring to the object within the application.



runat



Must be set to server for the object to execute within ASP.NET. Determines where the object lives. The choices are Application for application state, Session



scope [class, progid,



for session state, or Appinstance allowing each application to receive its own object instance. Identifies either the assembly, or the COM ProgID or ClassID to create an instance of.



classid] We have three options for adding code to a global.asax file. The first, and most common option, will be to use the <script runat="server"> blocks to define application code. We can also define code from an include file and use the



tag syntax to declaratively create an object. Now that we are familiar with how we code our global.asax file, let's take a quick diversion and discuss application state management before moving on to the supported application



events.



Application State Management



State management is the persistence of objects or values throughout the lifetime of a web application or for the duration of a user's interaction with the application. ASP.NET provides four ways to manage state for our application (we will cover each in more detail later in the chapter):



ƒ



User State (Session) - User state is controlled through the Session object. Session allows us to maintain data for a limited duration of time (the default is 20 minutes), for a particular user and isolate that data from other users. For example, if we wanted to track the ad banners we have shown a particular user, we could do so using



Session state. If the user doesn't interact with the site within the configurable Session time limit, their data expires and is deleted.



ƒ



Application State - Application state is controlled through the Application object. Application allows us to maintain data for a given ASP.NET application. Settings made in Application are accessible to all resources (ASP.NET page, web services, and so on) within our web application. For example, if we wanted to retrieve some expensive records out of a database and needed to share this data throughout our application, storing the data in Application state would be very useful.



ƒ



Transient Application State (Cache) - Transient Application state is controlled through the Cache object. Cache is similar in functionality to Application, in that it is accessible (shared memory) for our entire web application.



Cache, however, adds some functionality not available to Application, in the form of dependencies, callbacks, and expiration. For example, when our ASP.NET application started we might populate an object used by all ASP.NET pages from an XML file. We could store this object in the Cache and could also create a dependency for that item on the XML file the data originated from. If the XML file changed, ASP.NET will detect the file change and notify the Cache to invalidate the entry. Caching is a very powerful feature of ASP. NET. We'll summarize the key differences between Application and Cache later in the chapter.



ƒ



Static Variables - In addition to using Application or Cache to share data within our application, we can also use one of the object-oriented facilities of ASP.NET - static variables. We can declare static variables and only one copy of the variable is created no matter how many instances of the class are created. The static variable is accessible throughout our application and in some cases is more efficient than Application. This is a more advanced option and we will discuss it at the end of the chapter.



The use of Application and Session (and now Cache) in ASP.NET is identical to the use of Application and



Session in ASP. We simply use a string key and set a value:



' Set an Application value



Application("SomeValue") = "my value"



' Read an Application value



Dim someString As String



someString = Application("SomeValue")



These familiar semantics are carried forward and used for the Cache, too:



' Set a Cache value



Cache("SomeValue") = "my value"



' Read a Cache value



Dim someString As String



someString = Cache("SomeValue")



Let's take a deeper look at Session, Application, and Cache and how they relate to building web applications.



Session - Managing User State Classic ASP's familiar Session object is new and improved for ASP.NET. The major caveats for Session use in classic ASP are:



ƒ



Web farm challenges - Session data is stored in memory on the server it is created upon. In a web farm scenario, where there are multiple web servers, a problem could arise if a user was redirected to a server other than the server upon which they stored their Session state. Normally, this can be managed by an IP routing solution where the IP address of the client is used to route that client to a particular server. However, some ISPs use farms of reverse proxies, and, therefore, the client request may come through a different IP on each request. When a user is redirected to a server other than the server that contains their Session data, poorly designed applications can break.



ƒ



Supporting clients that don't accept HTTP cookies - Since the Web is inherently a stateless environment, to use



Session state the client and web server need to share a key that the client can present to identify its Session data on subsequent requests. Classic ASP shared this key with the client through the use of an HTTP cookie. While this scenario worked well for clients that accept HTTP cookies, it broke for the 1 percent of users that rejected HTTP cookies.



Both of these issues have been addressed in ASP.NET's Session state, which supports several new features to remedy these problems:



ƒ



Web farm support - ASP.NET Session now supports storing the Session data in-process (in the same memory that ASP.NET uses), out-of-process using Windows NT Service (in separate memory from ASP.NET), and in SQL Server (persistent storage). Both the Windows Service and SQL Server solutions support a web farm scenario where all the web servers can be configured to share a common Session store. Thus, as users get routed to different servers each server is able to access that user's Session data. To the developer using Session, this is completely transparent and does not require any changes in the application code. Rather, we must configure ASP.NET to support one of these out-of-process options. We will discuss configuring Session state in the next chapter.



ƒ



Cookieless mode - Although somewhat supported in ASP through the use of an ISAPI filter (available as part of the IIS 4.0 SDK), ASP.NET makes cookieless support for Session a first class feature. However, by default,



Session still uses HTTP cookies. When cookieless mode is enabled (details in the next chapter), ASP.NET will munge the URL that it sends back to the client with a Session ID (rather than storing the Session ID in an HTTP cookie). When the client makes a request using the munged URL containing the Session ID, ASP.NET is able to extract it and map the request to the appropriate Session data. We will cover how to configure both of these options in the next chapter when we discuss ASP.NET configuration. From our perspective, as a developer coding and using Session, the above features are completely transparent.



Programming with Session State



Session is dedicated data storage for each user within an ASP.NET application. It is implemented as a Hashtable and stores data based on key/value pair combinations.



Setting and Reading Session Value



Use of Session in ASP.NET follows the same usage pattern as classic ASP. To set a Session value in Visual Basic .NET, we simply state:



Session("[String key]") = Object



This is the equivalent in C#:



Session["[String key]"] = Object;



We provide Session with a key that identifies the item we are storing. This Session stores items of type Object. Since all types in .NET inherit from Object this allows us to store anything in Session. However, objects that contain live references, such as a DataReader containing an open connection to a database, should not be stored in Session.



For example, if we wished to store the string Hello World using a key of SimpleSession, we would write the following code in Visual Basic .NET:



Session("SimpleSession") = "Hello World"



and in C#:



Session["SimpleSession"] = "Hello World";



Underneath the covers, the CLR knows that the type String originated from type Object, and is then able to store that value correctly in memory.



Since Session is available throughout our web application, we can set values in global.asax code and access a



Session value from ASP.NET pages. For example to retrieve our Hello World value from Session, we need only to provide Session with our key for it to return the value. This is the Visual Basic .NET code:



Dim sessionValue As String



sessionValue = Session("SimpleSession")



and in C#:



string sessionValue;



sessionValue = Session["SimpleSession"];



For types other than String, the semantics of accessing the value stored in Session are a bit more explicit. Since



Session stores its data as an Object type, giving it the flexibility to store any .NET item, when we wish to retrieve data (other than type String) we have to cast the return value to the correct type.



For example, if we stored a custom class we defined called PurchaseOrder in Session, here is how we would need to retrieve it in Visual Basic .NET:



Note that for a class instance to be stored in out-of-process Session state, the class must be marked with the



[Serializable] attribute.



Dim po As PurchaseOrder



po = CType(Session("po"), PurchaseOrder)



and in C#:



PurchaseOrder po;



po = (PurchaseOrder) Session["po"];



In both examples, we are casting the Object returned by the key po to type PurchaseOrder.



The Session API provides additional properties that we can use in code to determine what mode Session is in:



ƒ



IsCookieless - Returns True or False indicating whether or not Session is using cookieless mode to maintain the Session ID. By default, this is False, meaning that Session is using cookies.



ƒ



IsReadOnly - Returns True or False indicating whether or not Session is in read-only mode. Read-only mode is an optimization that allows ASP.NET to not update Session data. This can be particularly useful for outofprocess modes on pages that only read Session state and don't need write access. When a Session is read-only, a lock does not have to be maintained and the round-trip back to an out-of-process Session store for an update can be skipped. By default, this value is False, and Session is read/write. We will discuss how to enable ReadOnly for Session in the next chapter.



ƒ



Mode - Returns the value of an enumeration, SessionStateMode, (found in System.Web.SessionState) which indicates the storage mode that Session is configured for. Values include InProc, Off, SQLServer, and StateServer.



ASP.NET session state is quite different from ASP session state. The new capability of session state that is not bound to the ASP.NET process means that developers can begin to use session state in server farm environments without worrying about whether the client is coming through a proxy server. Additionally, with the cookieless state functionality, it is even easier to use session state and guarantee that all clients can take advantage of the session state feature. In the next chapter, we will learn how we can configure Session to support a read-only mode as well the other 'mode' options (inprocess, Windows Service, and SQL Server).



Application - Managing Application State Unlike Session, which is basically dedicated storage for each user, Application is shared application storage. This shared storage is quite useful, especially if there are resources that all users share, such as an XML representation of a site's shopping catalog. Similar to Session, Application state is simply a Hashtable that stores key/value pair combinations.



Unlike Session, however, Application does not support the concept of storing data separate from the ASP.NET process. Instead, Application stores its data in process with ASP.NET. If the ASP.NET process is recycled (covered in the next chapter) Application data is lost. The trade-off is that storing the data in-process is faster than going to another process, or possibly across the network, to retrieve data.



Setting and Accessing Values



The syntax used for setting and accessing values with Application is identical to that of Session, with one exception.



Since Application is accessible in a multi-user environment, updates to Application values should be synchronized. This simply means that whenever Application data is being updated, we should prevent other users or applications from updating the data simultaneously. Luckily for us, Application provides us with the capability through a simple set of locking methods. Note these are the same locking methods Lock() and UnLock()supported in ASP.



Reading and Writing Application Data



We read and write data in Application in a similar manner to Session using key/value pairs, such as the following in Visual Basic .NET:



Application("HitCounter") = 10



or in C#:



Application["HitCounter"] = 10;



Similarly, if we wish to read the value back we simply use our key, like this in Visual Basic .NET:



Dim HitCount As Integer



HitCount = Application("HitCounter")



or in C#:



int HitCount = Application["HitCounter"];



However, to update HitCounter we must synchronize access using the Lock() and UnLock() methods of



Application. Otherwise, the potential exists for two requests to attempt to update HitCounter simultaneously, causing a potential deadlock or update failure.



Although this is an illustrative example, when we Lock, we are effectively blocking other applications that may be attempting to update the HitCounter value, causing them to serialize - that is, perform operations one after another.We definitely don't want to Lock/UnLock on each request, as this would negatively affect performance.If the data stored in



Application must be updated frequently, it is probably not a good candidate for Application state, unless recreating the data is more costly than the time spent serializing the updates.



Let's look at an illustrative example using Application.Lock and Application.UnLock, firstly in Visual Basic .NET:



Public Sub Application_OnStart()



Application("HitCount") = 0



End Sub



Public Sub Application_OnBeginRequest()



Application.Lock()



Application("HitCounter") = Application("HitCounter") + 1



Application.UnLock()



End Sub



and now in C#:



public void Application_OnStart() {



Application["HitCounter"] = 0;



}



public void Application_OnBeginRequest(){



Application.Lock();



int tmpInt = (int)Application["HitCounter"];



Application["HitCounter"] = tmpInt + 1;



Application.UnLock();



}



In the above code, we call Application.Lock() to ensure that while we update HitCounter, some other thread can't also update the value simultaneously.



When the ASP.NET process is stopped or recycled, Application state is lost. However, when the process is recycled, the



Application_OnEnd event (discussed later) is raised and values can be persisted to a database or file. Since ASP.NET is a multi-threaded system, this means that multiple threads can access Application memory simultaneously. When we use Application and we wish to set values we must either:



ƒ



Know that the object stored in Application is doing its own thread management (not shown) or



ƒ



Perform our own synchronization using Application.Lock() and Application.UnLock()



Calling Lock() instructs ASP.NET to block any other threads from modifying this resource until UnLock() is called, giving your code exclusive access. However, if we don't explicitly call UnLock(), ASP.NET will call it when the application completes the request, the request times out, or an unhandled error occurs. Although this is done for us, we should always aim to write code that explicitly calls UnLock().



Storing Objects in Application



Classic ASP VB objects could not be hosted in Application state due to the default threading model these components supported (Apartment Model threading). In effect, accessing an instance of a VB component stored in Application would cause ASP to serialize (execute one request after another) access to that component. .NET components, by default,



are free threaded and don't have this thread affinity problem. Thus there are no performance penalties for storing a Visual Basic .NET object in Application and accessing it across multiple requests.



Next, let's look at a new object, Cache, used to store transient application data.



Cache - Managing Transient State Lots of developers use Application as a cache for frequently used resources. For example, reading an XML file that represents a product catalog and storing the object representing that XML file in Application memory.



However, what happens when this XML file representing the product catalog changes? In most cases, developers who use



Application to manage this data simply force the web application to restart, thus forcing Application to get refreshed.



The design goal of the Cache was to give developers the benefits of Application, but with additional features that went above and beyond those provided by Application, such as the ability to evict an item from the Cache when a file changes, it is then our responsibility through code to add the item back to the Cache if we desire.



Cache Overview



Cache is an instance of the Cache class found in the namespace System.Web.Cache. In addition to being a simple key/value pair Hashtable like Application, the Cache also supports:



ƒ



Dependency-based expiration - Dependencies can be other Cache keys, files, or a timestamp. When one of the dependencies changes or expires (timestamp) the Cache item is invalidated and removed from the Cache.



ƒ



Lock management - Similar to Application, concurrent requests can attempt to modify the Cache.



Application solves this by providing the Lock() and UnLock() methods. Unlike Application though, the Cache class does its own internal lock management. Therefore, while Application required us to explicitly Lock() and UnLock() when updating Application, we don't need to do this with Cache.



Keep in mind that we do still need to manage concurrency for objects stored in the Cache just as we do with objects stored in Application.



ƒ



Resource management - When the Cache detects memory pressure, a least recently used algorithm walks the



Cache and automatically evicts items used less frequently. Therefore, before we request an item, we always need to check if the item exists.



ƒ



Callbacks - The Cache supports a capability allowing us to run code when items are removed from the Cache.



The Cache supports two methods of inserting items:



ƒ



Implicit - This is the syntax familiar to us from working with Session or Application using the key/value pairs:



In Visual Basic .NET:



Dim productDataSet As New DataSet()



' Populate DataSet



Cache("products") = productDataSet



and in C#:



DataSet productDataSet = new DataSet();



// Populate DataSet



Cache["products"] = productDataSet;



ƒ



Explicit - Using the Insert() method. This allows us to set up special relationships such as dependencies:



Dim productDataSet As New DataSet()



' Populate DataSet



Cache.Insert("products", productDataSet, Nothing)



in Visual Basic .NET and in C#:



DataSet productDataSet = new DataSet();



// Populate DataSet



Cache.Insert("products", productDataSet, null)



When using the Cache, we will most likely use the explicit Insert(). Let's look at some examples.



Dependency-Based Expiration



Dependency-based expiration is very powerful. It allows us to create a relationship between an item in the Cache and either a file, another Cache key, or a defined point in time. For example, if our site used XML and XSL transforms to control aspects of content we could load the XML into an XmlDocument class and store the value within the Cache. We could also establish a relationship between the cached XmlDocument and the file that it is reading, using the file-based dependency feature of the Cache. Let's build this sample.



Below is the XML file:















Professional ASP.NET 2nd Edition



1861007035



Wrox Press







































ASP.NET is a unified web development



platform that provides the services necessary



for developers to build enterprise-class web



applications.















The file is saved as 1861007035.xml, which is the ISBN number of this book. We also have an XSL transform for this file, called book.xsl:



































body { font-family: Arial; font-size: 18; color:white; }



li { list-style: square outside; }

























































ISBN: 












Publisher: 












Below is the ASP.NET page, SingleFilevb.aspx, that uses the Cache and creates a file dependency on the XML file only - in this particular example we are not caching the XSL file:















Public Sub Page_Load(sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



Dim dom As XmlDocument



Dim xsl As New XslTransform()



' Do we have the Wrox Pro ASP.NET 2nd Ed book in the Cache?



If (IsNothing(Cache("1861007035.xml"))) Then



CacheStatus.Text = "Item not present, updating the Cache..."



UpdateCache("1861007035.xml")



Else



CacheStatus.Text = "Retrieving from Cache"



End If



' Load the transform



xsl.Load(Server.MapPath("book.xsl"))



dom = CType(Cache("1861007035.xml"), XmlDocument)



BookDisplay.Document = dom



BookDisplay.Transform = xsl



End Sub



Public Sub UpdateCache(strItem As String)



Dim strPath As String



Dim dom As New XmlDocument()



' Determine the file path of the file to monitor



strPath = Server.MapPath(strItem)



' Load the file into an Xml Dom



dom.Load(strPath)



' Create a CacheDependency on the file



Dim dependency as New CacheDependency(strPath)



' Cache the XML document



Cache.Insert(strItem, dom, dependency)



End Sub







Status: 












The interesting code happens in the UpdateCache subroutine, which is called if the Cache key 1861007035.xml is not present. We first map the path to the XML file, which is in the same directory, and load that XML file into an XmlDocument class. Then, we create a new CacheDependency class passing in the path to the XML file. Finally, we use the Cache's



Insert() method and create a new Cache entry using the name of the file (1861007035.xml), the XmlDocument instance, dom, and the CacheDependency class instance, dependency.



On the first request to this page, we would see:



On subsequent requests we would see a Status of Retrieving from Cache.



If we open the 1861007035.xml file and modify the name from Professional ASP.NET 1.0 Special Edition to



Pro ASP.NET 1.0, our file change notification would be enforced and the XmlDocument storing the XML from our file would be removed from the Cache. Requesting our ASP.NET page would then yield:



What if we didn't need to monitor a file, but instead wanted to remove an entry (or series of entries) from the Cache when another item in the Cache changed? This option is supported through a key-based dependency.



The syntax for supporting key-based dependencies is very similar to that for filebased dependencies. For example, we can easily change the above code to support a keybased dependency by modifying only a couple of lines.



If we cached multiple XML documents for each Wrox book on .NET, we could set up a dependency relationship where the



Cache entries for the books could be invalidated (and reloaded) whenever a master key, for example booksDependencyKey, changed. Below is a code example, called KeyBasedvb.aspx, that creates such a relationship:











Public Sub Create(sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



' Create the Cache entry for the dependency relationship



' the value of the key doesn't matter



Cache("booksDependencyKey") = "Book Dependency"



' Create a string array with the key names for the



' dependencies to be created upon



Dim dependencyKey(0) As String



dependencyKey(0) = "booksDependencyKey"



' Create a CacheDependency on this key



Dim dependency as New CacheDependency(nothing, dependencyKey)



' Cache the XML document



Cache.Insert("1861007035.xml", Load("1861007035.xml"), dependency)



Status()



End Sub



Private Function Load(xmlFile As String) As XmlDocument



Dim dom As New XmlDocument()



dom.Load(Server.MapPath(xmlFile))



Return dom



End Function



Public Sub Invalidate(sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



Cache.Remove("booksDependencyKey")



Status()



End Sub



Public Sub Status()



If (IsNothing(Cache("1861007035.xml"))) Then



lblStatus1.Text = "No value..."



Else



lblStatus1.Text = "Cache entry exists..."



End If



End Sub























Status for cache key: 1861007035.xml: 



When we run this code, we need to press the Create Cache Entries button to create the Cache entry for the XML file as well as the dependency relationship. We can then press Invalidate Key, which raises the Invalidate event. Within this event we explicitly remove the Cache key booksDependencyKey. This enforces the dependency and also removes the



Cache entry for our XML document. Finally, in addition to file and key-based dependencies, we can also create dependencies on time values. For example, if Wrox were to store all of its book titles in a single table in the database and we knew that this data was only updated once a week, we could Cache a DataSet that represents this data with an explicit expiration of 60 minutes. This will save us



going to the database for every request, but in case an update occurs, we can still guarantee that the data will be fresh within the following hour.



Here's the code, in a file named TimeBasedvb.aspx, that can do this:











<script runat=server>



Private DSN As String



Public Sub Page_Load(sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



Dim strCacheKey As String



Dim titlesDataSet As DataSet



strCacheKey = "Titles"



If (IsNothing(Cache(strCacheKey))) Then



lblStatus.Text = "Getting data from database..."



LoadTitles(strCacheKey)



Else



lblStatus.Text = "Getting data from Cache..."



End If



titlesDataSet = CType(Cache(strCacheKey), DataSet)



TitleList.DataSource = titlesDataSet



TitleList.DataBind()



End Sub



Public Sub LoadTitles(strCacheKey As String)



Dim connection As SqlConnection



Dim command As SqlDataAdapter



Dim sqlSelect As String



Dim strDsn As String



Dim dataset As New DataSet()



sqlSelect = "Select title, pub_id, price, notes, pubdate FROM titles"



strDsn = "server=localhost;uid=sa;pwd=;database=pubs"



connection = New SqlConnection(strDsn)



command = New SqlDataAdapter(sqlSelect, connection)



command.Fill(dataset, "Author-Titles")



Cache.Insert(strCacheKey, dataset, nothing, _



DateTime.Now.AddMinutes(60), TimeSpan.Zero)



End Sub



























In the code example above, we have some logic at the beginning that checks for an entry in the Cache named Titles. If the Cache entry doesn't exist, we then call the subroutine LoadTitles(), which connects to a database, performs a select on the titles table, fills a DataSet, and finally inserts the DataSet into the Cache. We are using the explicit



Insert() method of the Cache:



Cache.Insert(strCacheKey, dataset, nothing, _



DateTime.Now.AddMinutes(60), TimeSpan.Zero)



This adds a Cache entry with the key titles, the populated dataset, and also instructs the Cache to expire the item after 60 minutes.



The Cache additionally supports a very useful callback capability. The callback allows us to run our code when an item is removed from the Cache giving us the opportunity to add it back.



We could make the following modification to the above code (highlighted), which would guarantee that our item is always served from the Cache:



...



If (loadedFromCallback) Then



lblStatus.Text = lblStatus.Text + "loaded from callback"



loadedFromCallback = false



End If



sqlSelect = "Select title, pub_id, price, notes, pubdate FROM titles"



connection = New



SqlConnection("server=localhost;uid=sa;pwd=00password;database=pubs")



command = New SqlDataAdapter(sqlSelect, connection)



command.Fill(dataset, "Author-Titles")



' Create the a CacheItemRemovedCallback



Dim onRemove As New CacheItemRemovedCallback(AddressOf _



Me.RemovedCallback)



Cache.Insert(strCacheKey, dataset, nothing,



DateTime.Now.AddMinutes(60), TimeSpan.Zero, _



CacheItemPriority.High, onRemove)



End Sub



' This method represents the callback



Public Sub RemovedCallback(key As String, value As Object,



reason As CacheItemRemovedReason)



' Let's always re-add the item if removed



LoadTitles(key)



End Sub




























Caching adds a lot of powerful new features to managing data that we ordinarily would have stored in Application state. Dependencies allow us to set up relationships with items that can invalidate the Cache, and callbacks allow us to execute our own code whenever an item is removed from the Cache.



State management in ASP.NET should be very familiar to developers who have worked with ASP. Both Session and



Application state remain identical in use, and we also now have a new option, Cache. Understanding state management and when to use each option is very important. Here are some basic guidelines:



ƒ



Session - Used to store data that you want available to the user on each request. Be efficient about what you store in Session, since each Session will get its own individual copy of the data. Remember that class instances stored in out of process session state must be attributed with the [Serializable] attribute at the class level.



ƒ



Application - Used to store data that needs to be available to the entire application. A good candidate for Application is data that remains fairly static and must be available on each request. Remember to use the Lock() and Unlock() methods to control access to Application when updating data.



ƒ



Cache - Use Cache to store data that may be used on each request, or data where a dependency relationship needs to be established. In many cases, Cache should be used in place of Application.



Application Events



Although we don't have to take advantage of events to use ASP.NET, they do make our lives easier. Events provide great ways to organize and control execution of code. Examples here include creating instances of objects that we assign to



Application, Cache, or Session when our application starts, validating custom user credentials before we allow the user to access the requested resource, or perhaps implementing a billing feature that will charge the user for each access



to a page. The options are endless. The point is application events allow us to execute our own code during ASP.NET processing of the request.



We can use application events in one of two ways:



ƒ



Implement event prototypes in global.asax - We will simply add event prototypes file. Note this is similar to events we captured in ASP's global.asa file such as Application_OnStart or Session_OnEnd. We will use global.asax to demonstrate application events in this chapter.



ƒ



Author custom HTTP modules - An HTTP module is an advanced feature of ASP.NET. It is the equivalent of IIS's ISAPI filter concept. An HTTP module gives us an opportunity to work with the request before it is serviced by an ASP.NET page or web service (or custom HTTP Handler), and again, before the response is sent to the client. For example, we can use HTTP modules to author custom solutions for our ASP.NET applications, such as an authentication system that authenticates users against a Netscape LDAP.



ASP.NET application events are multi-cast events. This means that we can have both an HTTP module and global.asax respond to the same event.



ASP.NET supports 18 application events, and also allows us to add our own custom events. ASP.NET also introduces support for asynchronous events. We will discuss these at the end of the chapter in the Advanced Topics section.



Event Syntax and Prototypes When implementing the event code in global.asax, it is considered good practice to use sender as the Object parameter, and e as the EventArgs parameter. Below is the syntax in both Visual Basic .NET:



Public Sub Application_OnStart(sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



End Sub



and C#:



public void Application_OnStart(Object sender, EventArgs e) {



}



The argument provided to our event prototype tells us who raised the event (sender), as well as providing a mechanism for the sender to provide additional event details through an EventArgs parameter (e).



In addition to using the prototypes above, we can also use a shorthand event prototype (shorthand since we're not



naming the event parameters):



Public Sub Application_OnStart()



End Sub



This is the equivalent in C#:



public void Application_OnStart() {



}



In the above event prototypes, we do not have access to the EventArgs or the sender. It is considered best practice to include the parameters. However, you should be aware that the shorthand syntax is supported if you see it.



Supported Events The 18 supported events can be divided into two categories:



ƒ



Events that are raised on each request



ƒ



Conditional events, such as when an error occurs



Below, we have listed the two categories of events and provided a brief description of each event. For the per-request events we have also provided a figure that shows the ordering of the events. We will implement some example uses for several of the events momentarily.



Per-Request Application Events



Per-request application events are those events raised during each and every request made to an ASP.NET application, such as the beginning or end of the request events:



ƒ



Application_OnBeginRequest - The Application_OnBeginRequest event is raised on each request that ASP.NET handles, for example, a page or web service. This is unlike the familiar ASP



Application_OnStart event, which is only raised once when the application is started. We can use the Application_OnBeginRequest event to execute code before a page, web service, or any other HTTP Handler gets the opportunity to process the request.



ƒ



Application_OnAuthenticateRequest - This event is raised when ASP.NET is ready to perform authentication on the request (see Chapter 14 for more detail on authentication). Events such as this allow us to easily build in custom authentication systems to ASP.NET. Within this event, we can examine the request and



execute our own code to determine whether or not the request is authenticated. When enabled, ASP.NET authentication modes such as Windows Forms or Passport use this event.



ƒ



Application_OnAuthorizeRequest - Similar to OnAuthenticateRequest, this event is raised when ASP.NET is ready to authorize a request for a resource. We can use this event to examine the request and execute our own code that determines what privileges we grant or deny the request. Similar to the previous event, when enabled, the ASP.NET authorization system relies on this event for its authorization support.



ƒ



Application_OnResolveRequestCache - Although not yet discussed, ASP.NET has a rich page and web service output caching feature that utilizes the Cache that we covered in this chapter. For example, rather than executing a page on each request, the page can be executed once and served statically for future requests. This event is raised when ASP.NET is ready to determine if the request should be served from the Cache. Internally, ASP.NET's output cache relies upon this event. We can use it to run application code independently of whether or not the actual response is served from the output cache.



ƒ



Application_OnAcquireRequestState - This event is raised when ASP.NET is ready to acquire Session state data from in-process, out-of-process Windows Service, or SQL Server. If we decided that we wanted to provide our own 'custom' Session, such as an XmlSession object, we could populate the values of that object using this event. Then, when the request was handed to the page or web service, the XmlSession would already have its values populated.



ƒ



Application_OnPreRequestHandlerExecute - This event is the one raised before the handler servicing the request is called. In most cases the handler will be the Page Handler.



After the Application_OnPreRequestHandlerExecute event is raised the HTTP Handler receives the request. The next application event is raised when the handler is finished with the request.



ƒ



Application_OnPostRequestHandlerExecute - This event is the first raised after the handler has completed servicing the request. The Response object now has data to be sent back to the client.



ƒ



Application_OnReleaseRequestState - This releases the Session data and updates storage if necessary. After this event is raised, we can no longer update Session data. In the corresponding



Application_OnRequestState event, we mentioned populating an XmlSession object. In this corresponding ReleaseState event, we could write the value of XmlSession back to the XML file that represented the session data for a particular user.



ƒ



Application_OnUpdateRequestCache - This event is raised when ASP.NET updates the output cache with the current request (if it is to be output cached).



ƒ



Application_OnEndRequest - The request is complete, this is the last event raised that allows us to affect the application response before we send the HTTP Headers and Body.



Below is a flow-chart showing the processing of a request by ASP.NET using the ten events detailed above:



As shown above, IIS first receives the request, and then hands it to ASP.NET. The ASP.NET Application Events are then raised starting with Application_OnBeginRequest. Immediately before an HTTP Handler (such as default.aspx) is called, the Application_OnPreRequestHandlerExecute event is raised. Immediately after the HTTP Handler has executed the Application_OnPostRequestHandlerExecute is raised. Finally, before the response is handed back to IIS to be sent back to the requestor, the Application_OnEndRequest event is raised.



These ten per-request events are raised in a known order. However, there are two other per-request events that are raised during the processing of the request.



Per-Request Indeterminate Order



Unlike the other per-request events, the following two are raised as soon as data is ready to be sent back to the client. By default, ASP.NET enables response buffering - this simply means the server will not begin sending data to the requestor until all the data is ready. When buffering is enabled, the following two events are raised after



Application_OnEndRequest. However, if buffering is disabled, the response can be sent as data becomes available. In that case, the following two events will be raised when the data is sent to the client.



ƒ



Application_OnPreSendRequestHeaders - OnPreSendRequestHeaders is raised before the HTTP headers are sent to the client making the request. Once the headers are sent, we cannot modify the content of the response - we have already sent the content size of the response to the client.



ƒ



Application_OnPreSendRequestContent - OnPreSendRequestHeaders is raised before the HTTP body is sent to the client making the request.



Conditional Application Events



Conditional application events are events that may or may not be raised during the processing of a request. For example, when the application is first starting, we raise the Application_OnStart event or when an error occurs within our application we raise the Application_Error event. These events are just as useful as our per-request events, sometimes even more so:



ƒ



Application_OnStart - This event is raised when an ASP.NET application first starts. This event is raised once when the application starts, unlike the Application_OnBeginRequest raised on each request. We can use this event to do any work to prepare our application to service requests. Examples include opening a connection to the database and retrieving some shared data, adding items to the cache, or simply setting



Application or static variables to default values. If this event has not yet been raised when a request comes in, it will be raised before the per-request Application_OnBeginRequest event.



ƒ



Application_OnEnd - This event is another single occurrence event. It is the reciprocal event to Application_OnStart in that it is raised when the ASP.NET web application is shutting down. We can use this event for cleaning up code. For example closing connections to the database, evicting items from the cache, or resetting Application and static variables.



Most of these tasks won't be necessary, however, since once the application ends, the CLR will eventually release the application's memory. However, it is still good practice to do the cleanup ourselves.



ƒ



Session_OnStart - This event is raised when a user's Session begins within an ASP.NET application. We can use this event to execute code that is user specific, such as assigning values to Session.



ƒ



Session_OnEnd - This is the reciprocal event to Session_OnStart, being raised when a user's Session ends. If we wish to save the Session data, we can use this to walk the object and save interesting information to a SQL database, or other permanent storage medium.



ƒ



Application_Error - This event is raised whenever an unhandled application error occurs. This is a very powerful event, and we will call it in one of our later examples. Just as an ASP.NET page supports a Page_Error for unhandled page exceptions, the Application_Error allows us to catch all unhandled exceptions for the entire application, such as logging an exception to the Windows event log, or sending the administrator an e-mail with details of the error.



ƒ



Application_OnDisposed - This event is raised when the ASP.NET application is eventually shut down and the CLR removes the ASP.NET application from memory. This event gives us the opportunity to clean up or close any outstanding connections or write any last data back to a database or file system. In most scenarios, this event will not be used.



Although ASP.NET supports 18 events, this doesn't necessarily mean that we need to use all of them. Now, we will look



at some examples of the more common events that we will want to use most often in building ASP.NET applications.



Event Examples Below are some code samples that demonstrate application events.



Adding a Footer to all Pages



The Application_OnEndRequest event is raised at the end of the request immediately before the response is sent to the requestor. Since this event is the last called, we can use it to run some code before the response is sent, or to modify the response. For example, an ISP running ASP.NET could use the Application_OnEndRequest event to add a footer to the bottom of all pages served by ASP.NET.



Here is the global.asax code in Visual Basic .NET:







Public Sub Application_OnEndRequest(sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



Response.Write("

")



Response.Write("This page was " _



& "served by ASP.NET")



End Sub







In the above global.asax code, we implemented the Application_OnEndRequest event and within the event used



Response.Write() to output a simple statement that says This page was served by ASP.NET. We can then author an ASP.NET page in Visual Basic .NET:















Public Sub Page_Load(sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



Dim connection As SqlConnection



Dim command As SqlCommand



Dim reader As SqlDataReader



Dim sqlSelect As String



Dim dsn As String



' Name dsn and sql select



dsn="server=localhost;uid=sa;pwd=;database=pubs"



sqlSelect="Select * From stores"



' Connect to the database



connection = New SqlConnection(dsn)



command = New SqlCommand(sqlSelect, connection)



' Open the connection



connection.Open()



' Create the reader



reader = command.ExecuteReader()



' Populate the datagrid



datagrid1.DataSource = reader



datagrid1.DataBind()



' Close the connection



connection.Close()



End Sub











The above code connects to a database and populates an ASP.NET datagrid with the results. If we save these two files into a web application, the result is that the code executed in Application_OnEndRequest will be added to the bottom of the requested page:



When we enable page tracing (which we'll learn more about in the following chapter on configuration), we output trace details at the end of the request. Internally, tracing is using the Application_OnEndRequest to ensure that the output details are the final addition to the request.



In the above example, we are using an event to output code, so as to better illustrate how the event is executed. This works well for ASP.NET pages, since the Response.Write() statements are appended to the end of the page results and simply add additional HTML. However, you would be well advised to remember that ASP.NET is no longer simply about



displaying HTML pages. Good examples here include the rich set of server controls that can output WML, or ASP.NET web services, which return XML to the caller. The global.asax file is global for the ASP.NET application, and if we want to add logic into our global.asax file that outputs HTML, we should probably not serve ASP.NET web services out of that same application, unless we add additional code that checks the request type to see if HTML content can be returned.



Loading Custom User Data



ASP.NET provides some great facilities for storing per-request user state, Session, and per-application state,



Application and Cache. However, what if we wanted to also support a scenario that fell somewhere in-between these, such as per-request group data?



Many sites personalize themselves based on the identity of the requestor. What if we didn't want to personalize for an individual user, but instead wanted to group a common set of users together and personalize our site based on group settings? For example, what if we divided our users into groups such as Gold, Silver, and Bronze. We want Gold customers to have access to common state for Gold customers, but not for Silver and Bronze customers. Similarly, we would want our Silver customers to only see their data.



We can build our own 'state manager' easily using ASP.NET, and use the Application_OnAcquireRequestState event to determine who the request is for and then to fetch the appropriate data. Let's look at a simple example that identifies the customer category from the URL; default.aspx?customerType=Gold, default.aspx?customerType=Silver, and so on.



First, let's write the Visual Basic .NET global.asax file:











Public Sub Application_OnAcquireRequestState( _



sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



Dim dom As New XmlDocument()



Dim customerType As String



' Grab the customerType from the QueryString



customerType = Request.QueryString("customerType")



' Check for values



If (IsNothing(customerType)) Then



customerType = "Bronze"



End If



' Load the appropriate XML file



Select Case customerType



Case "Gold"



dom.Load(Server.MapPath("Gold.xml"))



Case "Silver"



dom.Load(Server.MapPath("Silver.xml"))



Case Else



dom.Load(Server.MapPath("Bronze.xml"))



End Select



Session("WelcomeMsg") = _



dom.SelectSingleNode("/customer/welcome").InnerText



End Sub







The above file's Application_OnAcquireRequestState event begins by executing some logic to determine the bucket that the current request fits in - we are simply passing a customerType value on the QueryString - and if no



customerType is provided, we default to Bronze. The code then loads up an XML file for the appropriate customer type, for example Gold.xml, and loads the welcome message from that file. Here are the Gold.xml, Silver.xml, and Bronze.xml files:















You're a Gold customer -- you get a free product sample!























You're a Silver customer -- thanks for your business!























You're a Bronze customer -- can we interest you in 30 days no interest?











Finally, a session value is set for the current request, Session("WelcomeMsg"), with the appropriate welcome message for the customer type.



We can then write an ASP.NET page that extracts this session value and displays the welcome message for the correct group:







Public Sub Page_Load(sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



WelcomeMsg.Text = Session("WelcomeMsg")



End Sub











Although this is a simple example of using the Application_AcquireRequestState event (we could have written all of this code into our ASP.NET page), it shows how nicely we can encapsulate this work inside global.asax and not repeat it on each and every application file that wants to use the associated XML file for the customer type. Additionally, when users access the ASP.NET page the values are already populated.



Finally, let's look at the Application_Error event that we can use to catch unhandled exceptions from our ASP.NET application.



Handling Application Errors



Since ASP.NET uses the CLR, we can use any CLR language to build our web application. One of the CLR's features is structured, try/catch exception handling (no more of VB6's On Error Resume Next!). As great as this new structured error handling model is, it doesn't prevent us from still writing buggy code. For example, we might write some code in our



ASP.NET application that connects to and reads from a database. We also might then wrap that code in a try/catch block so that if we can't connect to the database we can handle the error appropriately.



However, what happens if an exception occurs outside of a try/catch block? If it is not handled, ASP.NET will throw a run-time error (providing us with a detailed overview of where the error occurred and what the application was doing). For ASP.NET pages, we can optionally implement a Page_Error event to catch all unhandled page errors. However, if we decide we would rather catch all unhandled ASP.NET errors at the application level, we have that option too, with the



Application_Error event. We can use this event as a catch-all whenever an unhandled exception occurs, and log the exception to the Windows event log:







<script language="VB" runat=server>



Public Sub Application_Error(Sender as Object, E as EventArgs)



Dim LogName As String = "Web_Errors"



Dim Message As String



Message = "Url: " & Request.Path



Message = Message + " Error: " & Server.GetLastError.ToString



' Create event log if it doesn't exist



If (Not EventLog.SourceExists(LogName)) Then



EventLog.CreateEventSource(LogName, LogName)



End if



' Fire off to event log



Dim Log as New EventLog



Log.Source = LogName



Log.WriteEntry(Message, EventLogEntryType.Error)



End Sub







In the above example, we first Import the namespace System.Diagnostics since we will be using some of the classes found in this namespace to write to the event log. We then implement our Application_Error event handler and create some local variables, before using the EventLog class's static method SourceExists() to determine if the event log we're going to write to already exists - if it doesn't we create it. Finally, we create a new EventLog instance named Log and use the WriteEntry() method to enter our Message into the Windows Event Log.



Whenever an error occurs within our application, that error is now logged into a custom event log named Web_Errors. It should be noted here that we wrote little more than 10 lines of code to accomplish a task that could potentially be 50 to 60 lines in VB/ASP.



Now that we have covered each of the application events, let's look at some advanced topics. These are areas that are left to the more advanced ASP.NET developer and the understanding of these topics is not required to build great ASP.NET applications, but they do help!



Advanced Topics



In this Advanced Topics section, we will cover four advanced topics related to building superior ASP.NET applications:



ƒ



Using static variables - It is not necessary in all cases to use Application to store persistent values in memory. Since ASP.NET is compiled, and the application is represented in an object-oriented manner, we can use global static variables in addition to Application.



ƒ



Using our own base class for global.asax - The earlier discussion of the Application directive for



global.asax mentioned the Inherits attribute. We will examine how we can use this to create our own class for global.asax to instantiate.



ƒ



Mapping file extensions - If we want ASP.NET to support file extensions other than the defaults, such as the file extension .wrox, we must map the extension in IIS first. This is because IIS gets the first look at the request and acts as the router determining where to send requests.



ƒ



Asynchronous application events - Earlier in the chapter, we discussed the application events that ASP.NET supports. What we didn't discuss in detail is the fact that ASP.NET also supports some asynchronous representations of these events too.



Let's start with using static variables.



Static Variables Although not covered in our earlier discussion of global.asax, another supported attribute of the Application directive is Classname. This attribute allows us to control the name of the class generated for our global.asax code when it is compiled. If we provide a Classname value, we can access the instance of global.asax. Since we now have access to the global.asax instance, this also means that public methods, properties, or variables declared within it are accessible anywhere in our application. An advanced design choice we can elect to make is to take advantage of one of the object-oriented features of ASP.NET, static members.



When a class is created, such as an instance of global.asax, each instance of the class also uses its own methods, properties, and variables to perform work. We can declare a method, property, or variable static and all instances of the class will share the one instance of that method, property, or variable. These static members can be used to store commonly accessed data, for instance, a string array containing the 50 states of the USA.



Using static members, in some cases, can be faster than accessing Application state. Application is an object, and loading Application requires memory allocations, and so on. A simple example is the discount rate applied to all products for a one-time sale. Below is a sample global.asax file in C#:











// Set discount to 10%



public static float discountRate = .1F;







and in Visual Basic .NET:











' Set discount to 10%



Public Shared discountRate As Single = .1F







In the above code sample we first identify the name of the global.asax's class using the Classname attribute of the



Application directive. Then we declare a static member variable, discountRate. We can now write code that accesses this class and its static member, discountRate. Below is a sample ASP.NET page, default.aspx:







Public Sub Page_Load(sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



' Calculate the discount rate



Dim discountRate As Single



Dim productCost As Single



' Determine productCost value



productCost = 19.99F



' Calculate discount rate and apply to product cost



discountRate = CommerceApplication.discountRate



productCost = productCost - (productCost * discountRate)



' Display calculation



lblCost.Text = productCost.ToString()



End Sub







The cost of the product is: $



In the above example we have a simple Visual Basic ASP.NET page that calculates a product's cost with the applied discount rate. The value for discountRate is obtained from the static member defined in our global.asax file



CommerceApplication.discountRate.



Using our own Base Class for global.asax The Inherits attribute of the global.asax Application directive allows us to name a .NET class that global.asax will use as the base class for all compiled instances of global.asax. This is useful if we want to add our own methods or properties as part of global.asax. It allows us to create a global.asax file that is customized to a particular application. For example, a commerce solution may provide a commerce-oriented global.asax that exposes properties or methods that are specific to its application, for example, a global.asax property such as AdTargetingEnabled. Developers who use this commerce framework don't see the implementation of this property, instead it's encapsulated within global.asax and they just need to know what happens when they set AdTargetingEnabled = true.



Inherits



To use Inherits, we first need to create our own custom class that inherits from the HttpApplication class.



HttpApplication is the default base class used by global.asax, and it is what exposes the application and session events as well as any default properties. After creating a new class that inherits from HttpApplication, and adding the new functionality we desire, we can then use the global.asax Inherits directive to instruct ASP.NET to use our base class instead of HttpApplication. Let's illustrate this with an example.



An Example



Below is a simple class, MyApplication, that inherits from HttpApplication. The MyApplication class implements a CurrentTime() method that simply returns the current date/time. Using the Inherits keyword, we have told the compiler that the MyApplication class inherits all the methods, properties, events, and so on, that



HttpApplication implements. Essentially, all this class does is add one more method:



Imports System



Imports System.Web



' To compile: vbc /t:library /r:system.web.dll /r:system.dll Inherits.vb



Public Class MyApplication



Inherits HttpApplication



Public Function CurrentTime() As String



' Use ToString("r") to show seconds in Now output



Return DateTime.Now.ToString("r")



End Function



End Class



Next, we need to compile and deploy the generated assembly to our web application's bin directory. To compile, we can either create a new Visual Basic .NET Class project in Visual Studio .NET, or we can use the command line compilers. Either will work equally well. Here is the command line compiler commands to compile this in case you don't have Visual Studio .NET:



> vbc /t:library /r:system.web.dll /r:system.dll Inherits.vb



Next, we need to copy the resulting .dll to our web application's bin directory. Remember, deploying it to the bin directory makes it available to our application.



We can then write a global.asax file that uses the Application directive's Inherits attribute to inherit from our custom base class. Then, within our global.asax code we have access to our new method:











Public Sub Application_OnBeginRequest()



Dim TimeStamp As String



TimeStamp = CurrentTime()



Response.Write("Request Beginning TimeStamp: " + TimeStamp)



Response.Write("
")



End Sub







Since we inherited from the MyApplication base class (which itself inherits from HttpApplication), we have all of the standard behaviors of global.asax provided with the addition of a new CurrentTime() method.



In the above code example, we created a simple local variable of type String named TimeStamp, then set TimeStamp using the inherited CurrentTime() method, before returning the result with Response.Write().



Mapping File Extensions to ASP. NET A more advanced (but no more difficult) option that ASP.NET supports is mapping custom file extensions to ASP.NET resources. If for example, instead of using the extension .aspx for ASP.NET pages we decided to use the extension .wrox, we would need to make two changes to enable ASP.NET to serve default.wrox:



ƒ



First, we must create the following new entry in the section of either our web.config or machine.config files - more about these two files and the settings in the next chapter:































ƒ



Second, we must tell IIS to send requests with the extension .wrox to ASP.NET. This is accomplished through the IIS Microsoft Management Console:



Open the IIS MMC, and right-click on either a web root or a web application folder (if we want to limit the mapping to a single application) and select the Properties option. Once the dialog is open, press the Configuration button, and select the



App Mappings tab:



This tab lists all the extensions that IIS maps to ISAPI extensions. ISAPI is a low-level API that lets custom applications plug in to IIS. ASP used an ISAPI named asp.dll, and ASP.NET uses an ISAPI named aspnet_isapi.dll. The ASP.NET ISAPI simply takes the entire request from IIS and hands it to ASP.NET. If we want ASP.NET to handle the .wrox extension, we need to map it onto the aspnet_isapi.dll so that IIS sends the request to ASP.NET.



To add this application mapping press the Add button. This brings up the Add/Edit Application Extension Mapping dialog. We can then name the ASP.NET ISAPI (aspnet_isapi.dll), found in the directory:



C:\[WINNT]\Microsoft.NET\Framework\[version]\. We can then also name our extension .wrox. Our completed entry should look similar to this:



In the next chapter, we will look at how we can map the .wrox extension to ASP.NET resources through the ASP.NET configuration system.



Asynchronous Application Events This is a more advanced discussion than the previous topics. Understanding asynchronous application events is not necessary to build good ASP.NET applications. It is, however, an advanced feature that can prove very useful in some cases.



As we have mentioned earlier, ASP.NET code is executed in an ASP.NET worker process, not in the IIS process. Within this worker process, threads are used to execute code.



A thread is a resource, and there are a finite number of threads that ASP.NET will be able to use, otherwise the processor would spend all its time context switching (that is, switching threads of execution in the processor) rather than executing user code.



ASP.NET creates and manages a threadpool expanding and contracting the number of threads as required throughout the life of the application. This is in contrast to ASP, which used a fixed number of threads.



In some cases application code, such as network I/O, can potentially stall threads in the ASP.NET process. This is because the ASP.NET thread has to wait (it is blocked) until this slow operation is complete.



When a thread is blocked, it can't be used to service requests, resulting in queuing of requests and degraded application performance. The ASP.NET team took this into consideration, and has added support for asynchronous events in addition to the existing synchronous ones we discussed earlier.



The only reason for using these asynchronous events in global.asax is in application code, within an event, that performs operations over the network where the network class supports I/O completion ports, such as a web service proxy.



Supported Events



There are ten supported asynchronous events, which are raised in the following order:



ƒ



AddOnBeginRequestAsync



ƒ



AddOnAuthenticateRequestAsync



ƒ



AddOnAuthorizeRequestAsync



ƒ



AddOnResolveRequestCacheAsync



ƒ



AddOnAcquireRequestStateAsync



ƒ



AddOnPreRequestHandlerExecuteAsync



ƒ



AddOnPostRequestHandlerExecuteAsync



ƒ



AddOnReleaseRequestStateAsync



ƒ



AddOnUpdateRequestCacheAsync



ƒ



AddOnEndRequestAsync



No descriptions are given, as these events are synonymous with their synchronous counterparts described earlier.



When to Use Asynchronous Events



In Chapter 19, we will start looking at ASP.NET web services. In a nutshell, ASP.NET allows us to easily build XML interfaces for application code. All we need to do is write the application logic and mark the methods with the WebMethod attribute.



Web services are very powerful, and easy to use. However, since they make calls over the network, and are subject to all the limitations of that network, we don't want to make a lot of web service calls within a web application (this is applicable to any web application, not just ASP.NET) because those network calls can potentially stall the threads used to process ASP.NET requests. For example, if our application gets twenty simultaneous requests and the application code that services each request makes a call to a web service, we will potentially stall and queue subsequent requests as we wait for the threads making the web service calls to return.



However, by using asynchronous events, we could at least free up the threads that ASP.NET isn't using for the web service calls. Let's look at a sample of this.



The Web Service



First we need a sample web service. Below I have created a simple StockQuote web service, in a file named



StockQuote.asmx:







Imports System.Web.Services



Public Class QuoteService



Public Function GetQuotes() As QuoteDetails()



' Create an array of 3 Quote objects for our return



Dim quotes(3) As QuoteDetails



quotes(0) = New QuoteDetails()



quotes(0).Symbol = "MSFT"



quotes(0).Price = 89.34F



quotes(1) = New QuoteDetails()



quotes(1).Symbol = "SUNW"



quotes(1).Price = 11.13F



quotes(2) = New QuoteDetails()



quotes(2).Symbol = "ORCL"



quotes(2).Price = 22.93F



Return quotes



End Function



End Class



Public Class QuoteDetails



Public Symbol As String



Public Price As Single



End Class



This particular web service, written in Visual Basic .NET, simply returns an array of QuoteDetails with some pre-populated values. We can then write an ASP.NET application that uses this web service, and calls it asynchronously. When we build the proxy, ASP.NET automatically creates asynchronous implementations of our web service's methods.



Asynchronous Event Prototypes



Implementing asynchronous events is not trivial. Not only do you need to know whether or not the application code you're writing can benefit from asynchronous events, you also need to understand the asynchronous programming model supported by .NET.



To use these events within global.asax, we need to wire up the provided event prototype ourselves. This is done by overriding the Init() method, which is marked as virtual in HttpApplication, and replacing it with our wire-up code. Unlike synchronous events, asynchronous event wire-up is not done for us.



Below is the code that calls the QuoteService web service asynchronously, written in Visual Basic .NET:















Dim asyncResult As MyAsyncResult



Public Overrides Sub Init()



Dim beginEvent As New BeginEventHandler(AddressOf _Begin)



Dim endEvent As New EndEventHandler(AddressOf _End)



AddOnBeginRequestAsync(beginEvent, endEvent)



End Sub



First, we override the Init() method of HttpApplication so we can execute our code when global.asax is initialized. The code that we execute is an implementation of AddOnBeginRequestAsync(). We provide this event with both a begin and an end event handler. It is a code path within the begin event where we execute our code. Below is an implementation for both the BeginEventHandler and the EndEventHandler:



' Begin Event Handler



Public Function _Begin(source As Object, e As EventArgs, _



callback As AsyncCallBack, _



extraData As Object) As IAsyncResult



asyncResult = New MyAsyncResult(Context, callback, extraData)



Return asyncResult



End Function



' End Event Handler



Public Sub _End(ar As IAsyncResult)



End Sub



The BeginEventHandler, _Begin, is raised when the OnBeginRequest is called. Within this event handler, we create a new instance of a class called MyAsyncResult. It is within this class (defined further in the code) that we implement our code to call the web service.



The EndEventHandler, which can be used to clean up resources when the BeginEventHandler completes, is not used in this example.



Next, we find the implementation of MyAsyncResult. This class is an implementation of the IAsyncResult interface. The IAsyncResult interface is part of the asynchronous programming pattern defined by the CLR. We provide an implementation (see the product documentation for a description of the implemented properties) that contains the code we want executed:



' Async implementation class



Private Class MyAsyncResult



Implements IAsyncResult



Dim _asyncState As Object



Dim _callback As AsyncCallback



Dim _thread As Thread



Dim _context As HttpContext



Dim _isCompleted As Boolean = False



Public Sub New(context As HttpContext, _



callback As AsyncCallback, asyncState As Object)



_callback = callback



_asyncState = asyncState



_context = context



_thread = New Thread(New ThreadStart( _



AddressOf CallStockQuoteWebService))



_thread.Start()



End Sub



Public ReadOnly Property AsyncState As Object _



Implements IAsyncResult.AsyncState



Get



Return _asyncState



End Get



End Property



Public ReadOnly Property AsyncWaitHandle As WaitHandle _



Implements IAsyncResult.AsyncWaitHandle



Get



Return Nothing



End Get



End Property



Public ReadOnly Property CompletedSynchronously As Boolean _



Implements IAsyncResult.CompletedSynchronously



Get



Return False



End Get



End Property



Public ReadOnly Property IsCompleted As Boolean _



Implements IAsyncResult.IsCompleted



Get



Return _isCompleted



End Get



End Property



The constructor for MyAsyncResult creates a new thread and calls the CallStockQuoteWebService on that thread. This subroutine, below, creates a new instance of the proxy to our QuoteService ASP.NET web service, and uses the asynchronous implementation of the GetQuotes() method. It identifies a callback, QuoteCallBack, which is called when the I/O completion port is reactivated. Within this callback we again create a new instance of the proxy class and then call its EndGetQuotes method. Finally, we save the proxy's QuoteDetails return to Application state memory so we can access it from anywhere within ASP.NET:



Public Sub CallStockQuoteWebService()



Dim quote As New QuoteService()



quote.BeginGetQuotes(New AsyncCallback( _



AddressOf QuoteCallBack), Nothing)



End Sub



Public Sub QuoteCallBack(ar As IAsyncResult)



Dim quote As New QuoteService()



Dim d() As QuoteDetails



d = quote.EndGetQuotes(ar)



_context.Application("QuoteDetails") = d



_isCompleted = true



_callback(Me)



End Sub



End Class







Finally, we can write a simple ASP.NET page that retrieves the values from Application("QuoteDetails"):







Dim quotes() As QuoteDetails



Public Sub Page_Load(Sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



quotes = CType(Application("QuoteDetails"), QuoteDetails())



End Sub











Executing this code provides the following result:



Since ASP.NET supports both synchronous and asynchronous application events, we can have more options for how we build our application. Coding the event to be asynchronous will free the ASP.NET worker thread to service other requests until the code executed on the asynchronous thread completes. The result is better scalability, since we're not blocking the threads ASP.NET uses to service requests.



Summary



We have covered a lot of material in this chapter. We started with a discussion of what a web application is, and how we create a new web application using Internet Information Services (IIS). We moved on to the important topic of developing an understanding of web applications, before we looked at the bin directory and the global.asax file. We learned that the



bin directory is where we deploy compiled code in ASP.NET and that global.asax allows us to run application-level code. We additionally looked at the file format of global.asax.



Next, we discussed application state management and looked at three areas in detail: Application, Session, and



Cache. We compared and contrasted Application versus Cache and gave some code examples showing the implicit and explicit methods used to add items to the Cache. We then looked at a Cache file dependency example.



Application events were covered next and in this section we looked at the eighteen events supported by ASP.NET. We gave brief overviews of each, covering their naming and syntax, before looking at specific examples of some of the more important events. One of the examples we gave showed how to use the Application_Error event to write to the Windows Event Log.



Finally, we wrapped up the chapter with an Advanced Topics section covering some of the more advanced areas of ASP.NET including asynchronous events, and mapping custom file extensions.



In the next chapter we are going to learn more about how we configure ASP.NET. We will explore such topics as configuring Session to support the various modes discussed in this chapter.



Configuration Whenever we build an application, we also usually require the storage of details describing the behaviors and settings for the application, also known as configuration information. As it relates to web applications, configuration information includes details such as database connection strings, timeout values, and various other 'behaviors' such as how errors should be logged, or how state is to be maintained.



For those of us with a background in ASP pages, you'll no doubt recall that all of our application configuration information is stored in a binary repository called the Internet Information Services (IIS) metabase. When we want to configure an ASP application, such as changing the Session timeout - an example we'll use throughout the chapter - we need to modify the metabase, either through script or more commonly through the IIS Microsoft Management Console snap-in.



ASP.NET, unlike ASP, does not require extensive use of the IIS metabase. Instead, ASP.NET uses an XML-based configuration system. As we will see in this chapter, ASP.NET's configuration system is much more flexible, accessible, and easier to use.



Below is a breakdown of what we'll cover:



ƒ



Configuration Overview - We will start with a high-level overview of configuration, discussing both what's new in ASP.NET and how configuration has changed from ASP. We will look at a common example, configuring Session state, to better frame the discussion. We will also discuss the new configuration file format in detail.



ƒ



Common Configuration Settings - Here, we will look at several of the most common configuration settings that we will use when working with ASP.NET. These settings include options for Session state, security, and management of the ASP.NET worker process. The bulk of this chapter will be spent in this section.



ƒ



Advanced Topics - Finally in this section of the chapter, we will discuss some more advanced topics such as the creation of our own configuration section handler and settings.



Let's get started with an overview of configuration.



Configuration Overview



ASP.NET configuration can be summarized in a single statement: a simple, but powerful, XML-based configuration system.



Rather than relying upon the IIS metabase, as we have to for ASP applications, ASP.NET uses an XML-based configuration system. XML is used to describe the properties and behaviors for various aspects of ASP.NET applications.



The ASP.NET configuration system supports two types of configuration file:



ƒ



Server configuration - Server configuration information is stored in a file named machine.config. This file represents the default settings used by all ASP.NET web applications. ASP.NET will install a single



machine.config file on the server. We can find machine.config in [WinNT\Windows]\Microsoft.NET\Framework\[version]\CONFIG\. We will have a single machine.config file installed for each version of ASP.NET installed. The CLR, and thus ASP.NET, supports the concept of sidebyside execution. Future versions of ASP.NET can run sidebyside with ASP.NET version 1.0 code. Each version provides its own machine.config file.



ƒ



Application configuration - Application configuration information is stored in a file named web.config. This application configuration file represents the settings for an individual ASP.NET application. A server can have multiple web.config files, each existing in application roots or directories within our application. Settings made in a web.config file will override, or add new, settings to the default configuration information provided by



machine.config. Later in the chapter, we will learn how the administrator can control which settings a web.config file is allowed to override. We will come back to these two configuration files and talk more about how to use them soon. Let's start our discussion of ASP.NET configuration with a brief discussion of ASP configuration (for those of us that used ASP).



ASP Configuration Prior to ASP.NET, ASP web application configuration was either accomplished by a script that modified the IIS metabase or through the IIS Manager.



The metabase is a binary data store that IIS uses for configuration settings.



Let's use a common task to illustrate ASP configuration. We will use the example of setting Session state timeout from 20 minutes to 10 minutes.



Session State Example



To configure session timeout in ASP, we go through the following steps (it should be noted that these steps need to be repeated for each server in your server farm):



•



Open the Internet Services Manager



•



Right-click on a web application and select Properties



•



Select the Home Directory tab



•



Select Configuration



•



Select the App Options tab



Finally, we are presented with the following dialog box in which we can configure session settings:



We can now change the session timeout value from 20 minutes to 10 minutes, press OK, and back out of all the menus. These settings are then applied to the metabase, but they don't apply to our application just yet. To apply these changes to our web application, we need to stop and start the web server by either using the IIS Manager (stop and start buttons), or open to a command prompt and run iisreset. Once these changes have been applied, and IIS is restarted, our application has the desired behavior of 10 minute Session timeout. If we maintained a web server farm, we would need to manually perform these steps for each server. Ideally we could replicate the IIS metabase to all the servers in our farm, but due to security reasons, the metabase uses a unique machine key to encrypt some of the stored values. Even if we could manage to copy our updated metabase to another server, that server would most likely not be able to use it. The above is obviously not ideal, especially when running a web server farm!



Application Center can replicate IIS settings to other IIS servers in our farm. Additionally, it includes other web farm manageability tools.



Let's look at ASP.NET configuration.



ASP.NET Configuration For completeness, we need to show the same configuration example of setting Session timeout from 20 minutes to 10 minutes for an ASP.NET application.



Session State Example



Fire up your favorite text editor and type the following XML into a file:























Next, save this file, naming it web.config, in a web application root (see the previous chapter for details on creating a web application).



While ASP.NET does not use the IIS metabase for application settings, the administrator is still required to mark folders as web applications.



That's all there is to it - the ASP.NET application will now timeout the Session after 10 minutes of inactivity. Similar to ASP, ASP.NET default session timeout is set to 20 minutes. Although not shown, this default value is set in the server's



machine.config file. However, our web.config has overridden that setting to 10 minutes.



Settings such as session timeout made in the IIS metabase via the IIS MMC, as done for the ASP example, do not effect our ASP.NET applications.



To update servers in our farm with these new settings, we simply copy this web.config file to the appropriate application directory. ASP.NET takes care of the rest-no server restarts and no local server access is required-and our application continues to function normally, except now with the new settings.



As you can clearly see, this new configuration system is very simple and straightforward to use. We simply write a configuration file and save that file to a web application, and ASP.NET will automatically apply the changes. More on how all this works later.



Benefits of ASP.NET Configuration



As demonstrated above, instead of relying on the metabase for application configuration information, ASP.NET uses XML configuration files. The benefits of this include:



ƒ



Human readable configuration settings - It is very easy for us to open an XML file and read (or change) the settings. Tools that work with XML, such as Visual Studio .NET can be used to open the file and settings can easily be identified and updated.



ƒ



Updates are immediate - Unlike ASP, application configuration changes are immediate and do not require the web server to be stopped and restarted for the settings to take affect. Instead, the settings immediately affect a running system and are completely transparent to the end user.



ƒ



Local server access is not required - ASP.NET automatically detects when updates are made to the configuration system, and then creates a new instance of the application. End users are then redirected to the new application and the configuration changes are applied without the need for the administrator to stop and start the web server. Note that this is completely transparent to the end user. Although not covered in great detail, this is done through a feature of the CLR known as application domains, mentioned in the previous chapter.



ƒ



Easily replicated - Unlike the metabase, which could not easily be replicated since the instance of the metabase is bound to the server it resides upon, ASP.NET configuration files can simply be copied to the appropriate location - they are simply XML files.



The ASP.NET configuration system eliminates 99 percent of the work of the metabase. However, there are two exceptions:



ƒ



Creating web applications - As discussed in the previous chapter, marking a folder, either virtual or physical, through the Internet Service Management Console as an application allows ASP.NET to treat components, files, and configuration information as a web application. This process must still be accomplished either by using script that modifies the IIS metabase, through the IIS Manager snap-in, or automatically when we create a new ASP.NET project with Visual Studio .NET. The task of marking a web application forces the administrator to decide what is or is not an ASP.NET application.



ƒ



Custom file extension mappings - Again, as discussed in the previous chapter, if we wish to use file extensions other than those already supported by ASP.NET, we need to add an entry in the application settings for IIS. For



example, if we decide that we want to write applications that use the extension .wrox, we have to tell IIS that requests for resources ending with the extension .wrox should be handled by ASP.NET. Both of the above exceptions are configuration decisions made when building the server. For all other application and server configuration options, such as configuring Session timeout, the execution timeout (how long an ASP.NET application executes before being timed out), or new settings such as timing out the worker process, we will use the ASP.NET configuration exclusively.



How Configuration is Applied



When ASP.NET applies configuration settings for a given request, a union of the machine.config as well as any web.config files are applied for a given application. Configuration settings are inherited from parent web applications; machine.config being the root parent. This is best explained through the use of a diagram:



The previous screenshot is of the IIS MMC. On the left-hand side of the diagram, machine.config is applied to all web applications on this server. We then see callouts, labeled web.config that identify locations where a web.config file might exist within this server. The three configuration files apply to:



ƒ



The root of the web, for example http://localhost/



ƒ



A sub-application, for example http://localhost/7035/



ƒ



A folder within the Wrox application, for example http://localhost/7035/configuration/Session/



The configuration for each of these applications is unique, but settings are inherited. For example, if the web.config file in the root of our web site defines session timeout as 10 minutes (overriding the server's default settings inherited from



machine.config) and the web.config files in /7035/ and /7035/configuration/Session/ do not override these settings, both /7035/ and /7035/configuration/Session/ will inherit the settings of 10 minute session timeout, in addition to applying their own settings for their respective application.



Detecting Configuration File Changes



ASP.NET detects when files, such as machine.config or web.config, are changed by listening for file change notification events provided by the operating system. Behind the scenes, when an ASP.NET application is started, the configuration settings are read and stored in the ASP.NET Cache. A file dependency is then placed upon the entry within the Cache upon the machine.config and/or web.config configuration files. When a change is detected, such as an update to machine.config, ASP.NET creates a new application domain to service new requests. When the old application domain has completed servicing its outstanding requests, it is destroyed.



An application domain is a feature provided by the CLR, and was discussed in the previous chapter.



There is no longer any need to stop and start IIS to apply configuration settings as we did with ASP. Instead, changes to ASP.NET configuration are immediate, and are handled behind the scenes through the use of application domains.



Configuration is Extensible



What happens if our application has configuration data we'd like to store? This wasn't a feasible option in ASP (using the metabase), but with ASP.NET configuration we have got a couple of choices:



ƒ



High-level extension - We can use the application settings section of ASP.NET configuration (which we will look at a bit later in the chapter) to store key/value pairs representing our configuration settings.



ƒ



Low-level extension - A more advanced option, which we will discuss at the end of the chapter, is to create a custom configuration handler. A custom configuration handler allows us to extend the ASP.NET configuration system and process our own configuration settings.



We have discussed ASP.NET configuration at a high-level - let's dig into the technical details. We will start with the XML configuration file format.



Configuration File Format As previously mentioned, there are two types of XML configuration files used by ASP.NET: machine.config and



web.config. These two configuration files differ only in file name, where they live on the file system, and support of some settings. Both use the same XML format (pseudo schema below):



Items in brackets [ ] have unique values within the real configuration file.















































































Note the camel-casing, the first letter of the first word is always lowercase and the first letter of subsequent words is uppercase, for example thisIsAnExample. Understanding the casing is very important since the ASP.NET configuration system is case sensitive.



The root element of the configuration file is always . Within there are two important sections:



ƒ



 - Referred to as a configuration section handler, this defines a class used to interpret the meaning of configuration data. It is important to note that configuration section handlers only need to be declared once for all applications if declared in machine.config (this is because applications inherit the settings in machine.config). Web applications that wish to change the settings for a particular configuration option, such as the Session example shown earlier, do not need to re-declare the configuration section handler.



ƒ



- Referred to as configuration section settings, this defines the actual settings for a particular option. The sample web.config file shown earlier defines a configuration section setting for



sessionState overriding the default of 20 minutes inherited from machine.config. These two sections are intimately related. Whereas section settings, such as configuring the timeout value for Session state, define options for a particular feature, section handlers define the code that implements the desired behaviors. In a moment we will look at some examples that clarify this.



Each of the section handlers and settings are optionally wrapped in a . A provides an organizational function within the configuration file. It allows us to organize configuration into unique groups - for instance, the section group is used to identify areas within the configuration file specific to ASP.NET.



Let's go a bit deeper here and look at some examples.



Configuration Handlers



Section handlers identify .NET classes, which are loaded when the configuration system is loaded. These classes are responsible for reading the settings for their respective features from the configuration section settings.



The name attribute of the  tag defines the tag name, sessionState here, of the configuration section settings element, (). Let's use our Session state example to better illustrate how this works.



Session State Example



Within the machine.config file, we can find the base definition for the sessionState section handler. Remember, since this section handler is defined in machine.config, we don't need to re-declare it on each use in web.config files.



Below is the XML that defines the sessionState section handler (highlighted):































...



The type="System.WebSessionState.SessionStateSectionHandler" identifies the class responsible for the configuration settings of ASP.NET session state. The name="sessionState" value defines the name of configuration section settings, here, an element found later in the configuration document, and System.Web identifies the assembly the class resides within.



Once a configuration section handler is declared, it does not need to be re-declared in configuration files that inherit from it. Since all web.config application configuration files inherit from machine.config, any configuration section handlers declared in machine.config are automatically available within web.config, in other words



settings may be declared in any application's web.config file and will be processed using the handler defined in machine.config.



We can enforce settings found in the machine.config so that web.config files can't override settings. For example,



if we are running ASP.NET in a hosted environment, the administrator can restrict the sessionState settings so they can't be changed in web.config files - we'll explore this option later in the chapter in the Advanced Topics section.



Let's take a look at the section settings that actually define our desired behaviors. We will use the same sessionState example.



Configuration Settings



The second section of the configuration file is the configuration session settings. Whereas the handler (described above) names a class, the settings identify properties that affect the behavior of the application. In most cases we only need to understand the settings for the configuration option we wish to modify, such as the settings for sessionState.



Again, this is best explained through revisiting our session state example from earlier.



Session State Example



Below, we have the machine.config section handler and settings for ASP.NET sessionState - the settings are highlighted - we will come back to the values for later:



























...







...



















In the session settings, properties are set. For example, the sessionState properties include mode, cookieless,



timeout, and so on. ASP.NET Session uses these settings and when a request is made, ASP.NET knows where to find the various resources it needs, as well as how to use those resources. For example, if we were to set



cookieless="true", this would instruct ASP.NET to not use HTTP cookies to manage the Session ID and instead, pass a key in the URL.



The above example shows both section handlers and session settings. As I mentioned earlier, we will use the settings



most often as web.config files that we build for our applications to inherit the handlers and settings found in



machine.config. Below is a valid web.config file that enables cookieless session ID management - note we aren't redeclaring the handler:























It is good to understand section handlers, but not absolutely necessary - we will build our own at the end of the chapter. However, it is very important that we understand the settings.



When we build and deploy our applications we will usually create our own web.config files and override the



machine.config settings, without seeing machine.config. It is a recommendation to modify web.config files rather than changing machine.config, since changing machine.config affects all applications on the server.



Now that we have looked at the configuration file, let's discuss the most common configuration settings we'll use for our applications.



Common Configuration Settings



If you have examined machine.config, which I would suggest you do, you will find around 30 configuration settings. Let's look at the 15 most commonly used configuration entries:



ƒ



General configuration settings - How long a given ASP.NET resource, such as a page, is allowed to execute before being considered timed-out.



ƒ



Page configuration - ASP.NET pages have configuration options such as whether buffering or view state is enabled.



ƒ



Application settings - A key/value combination that allows us to store data within the configuration system and access it within our application.



ƒ



Session state - Options for Session state, such as where data is stored, timeout, and support for cookieless state management.



ƒ



Tracing - Provides a trace of what our application is doing. This is configurable both at the page-level and application-level.



ƒ



Custom errors - ASP.NET has several options for handling application errors, as well as common HTTP errors (404 file not found, and so on).



ƒ



Security - Although we will cover security in more detail in Chapter 14, we will discuss some of the basic security configuration options.



ƒ



Web services - The web services section allows us to configure some of the options for ASP.NET web services, such as the name and location of the DefaultWSDLHelpGenerator.aspx template used to generate an HTML view of our web service.



ƒ



Globalization - Application-level options for the request/response character encoding for ASP.NET to use.



ƒ



Compilation - The compilation options allow us to control some of the compilation behaviors of ASP.NET, such as changing the default language from Visual Basic .NET to C#.



ƒ



Identity - ASP.NET allows us to impersonate the user that ASP.NET acts on the behalf of.



ƒ



HTTP Handlers - HTTP Handlers are responsible for servicing requests for a particular extension in ASP.NET, such as .aspx or .asmx. Custom handlers can be added within this section or existing handlers can be removed.



ƒ



HTTP Modules - HTTP Modules are responsible for filtering each request/response in an ASP.NET application, such as determining whether a particular request should be served from the Cache or directed to an HTTP Handler.



ƒ



Process model - By default, ASP.NET runs out-of-process from IIS and has the capability to recycle by itself. The settings found in this section allow us granular control over the behavior of the worker process. We will also discuss the ASP.NET Worker process in this section.



ƒ



Machine key - A key used for encryption or hashing of some values, such as the data in the cookie used for forms authentication. In a server farm environment all the servers must share a common machine key.



Let's get started by discussing General Configuration Settings.



General Configuration Settings For general application configuration settings, such as how long a request is processed before being considered timed-out, the maximum size of a request, or whether to use fully qualified URLs in redirects (a requirement for some mobile applications) we use the configuration settings:























There are six configurable options:



ƒ



executionTimeout



ƒ



maxRequestLength



ƒ



useFullyQualifiedRedirectUrl



ƒ



minFreeThreads



ƒ



minLocalRequestFreeThreads



ƒ



appRequestQueueLimit



Let's discuss how each of these applies to an ASP.NET application.



Application Timeout



The executionTimeout setting is similar to the timeout option for ASP. The value of this attribute is the amount of time in seconds for which a resource can execute before ASP.NET times the request out. The default setting is 90 seconds.



If we have a particular ASP.NET page or web service that takes longer than 90 seconds to execute, we can extend the time limit in the configuration. A good example here is an application that makes a particularly long database request, such as generating a sales report for an application in our company's intranet. If we know the report takes 120 seconds (on average) to execute we could set the timeout="300" and ASP.NET would not timeout our request prematurely. Similarly, we can set the value to less than 90 seconds and this will decrease the time ASP.NET is allowed to process the request before timing out.



Controlling the Maximum Request Length



The maximum request length attribute, maxRequestLength, identifies the maximum size in KB of the request. By default, the maximum request length is 4 MB.



For example, if our site allows customers to upload files, and we expect that content to be larger than 4-MB, we can increase this setting. Good examples here include MP3s, unusually large images, such as an X-ray stored as a large, uncompressed TIFF for a medical site, and so on.



Controlling the maximum request length is important, since common denial of service attacks involve spamming a web site with unusually large requests.



Fully Qualified URLs for Redirects



Some devices that may use ASP.NET applications, such as mobile phones, require that a redirect URL be fully qualified. The default behavior is for ASP.NET to send an unqualified URL for client redirects, (/Wrox/Logon.aspx for example). Setting useFullyQualifiedRedirectUrl="true" will cause the server to send a redirect as http://[server



name]/Wrox/Logon.aspx.



Thread Management



Two of the more advanced attributes, minFreeThreads and minLocalRequestFreeThreads allow us to control how ASP.NET manages threads.



The minFreeThreads attribute indicates the number of threads that ASP.NET guarantees is available within the thread pool, the default of which is 8. For complex applications that require additional threads to complete processing, this simply ensures that the threads are available and that the application does not need to be blocked waiting for a free thread to schedule more work.



The minLocalRequestFreeThreads controls the number of free threads dedicated for local request processing, the default of which is 4.



Managing the Request Queue Limit



The final attribute, appRequestQueueLimit, controls the number of client requests that may be queued, in other words, waiting to be processed. Queuing occurs when the server is receiving requests faster than it can process those requests. When the number of requests in the queue reaches this threshold, the server will begin sending a HTTP status code 503 indicating that the server is too busy to handle any more requests. If this occurs, you should consider adding another server to handle the load, or isolate and improve the performance of poorly performing ASP.NET pages or web services. A good way to do this to take advantage of the caching features.



In addition to configuring the application, we also find settings that are particular to ASP.NET pages.



Page Configuration The page configuration settings allow us to control some of the default behaviors for all ASP.NET pages. These behaviors include options such as whether or not we should buffer the output before sending it, and whether or not Session state is enabled for pages within the application.



Below is a web.config file that mirrors the default settings from machine.config:























Here is what these settings allow us to control:



ƒ



buffer - Whether or not the response to a request is buffered on the server before being sent. If buffer="false", the response to a request is sent as the response is available. In some cases, buffering can be disabled and the end-user will perceive that the application is responding faster. In general, however, buffering should not be disabled and the default setting of true need not be changed.



ƒ



enableSessionState - By default, Session state is enabled for ASP.NET pages. However, if Session is not going to be used for the application, you should disable Session state. Disabling Session state will conserve resources used by the application.



In addition to true and false settings for this attribute, we can also set enableSessionState to readonly. We will cover the readonly option later in the chapter when we discuss the settings.



ƒ



enableViewState - By default, view state, a means of storing server control data on the client, is round-tripped within a hidden form element (__VIEWSTATE) in ASP.NET pages. If our application will not use view state, we can set the value to false in the application's web.config file.



ƒ



autoEventWireup - ASP.NET can automatically wire up common page events such as Load or Error, allowing us to simply author an event prototype such as Page_Load. Setting autoEventWireup="false", the default behavior of Visual Studio .NET, forces us (done automatically with Visual Studio .NET) to override the appropriate Page events.



ƒ



smartNavigation - Smart navigation is a feature that takes advantage of a client's browser (Internet Explorer-only) to prevent the flickering/redrawing seen when a page is posted back to itself. Instead, using smart navigation, the request is sent through an IFRAME on the client and IE only redraws the sections of the page that have changed. By default, this is set to false, and when enabled, is only available to Internet Explorer browsers - all other browsers will get the standard behavior.



ƒ



pageBaseType - An advanced option, this attribute controls the base class that all ASP.NET Pages inherit from. By default, it is set to System.Web.UI.Page. However, if we wish all of our pages to inherit from some other base class, for example ACME.Web.Page, we could configure this option here.



ƒ



userControlBaseType - An advanced option similar to pageBaseType, this attribute allows us to control the base class that all user controls inherit from. The default is System.Web.UI.UserControl.



Note that all of the above settings can be overridden within a given ASP.NET page. For example, we can disable view state at the control-level on individual pages. Please see Chapter 5 for more details.



Application Settings The application settings section, , allows us to store application configuration details within the configuration file without needing to write our own configuration section handler. The use of these key/value pair settings simply populates a hashtable that we can access within our application. Below is a simple example that stores the DSN for a connection to a database and a SQL statement:



























We can then retrieve these settings within our ASP.NET application:











<script runat="server">



Private dsn As String



Private sql As String



Public Sub Page_Load()



dsn = ConfigurationSettings.AppSettings("DSN")



sql = ConfigurationSettings.AppSettings("SQL_PRODUCTS")



Dim myConnection As New SqlConnection(dsn)



Dim myCommand As New SqlCommand(sql, myConnection)



Dim reader As DataReader



myConnection.Open()



If (reader.Read) Then



datagrid1.DataSource = reader



datagrid1.DataBind()



End If



myConnection.Close()



End Sub











Storing this type of commonly used information within the configuration system allows us to manage common application details in a single location, and if the configuration data changes - such as changing the password value of the DSN or the columns in the select statement - the application is automatically restarted and the new values used.



Session State Session state is dedicated data storage for each user within an ASP.NET application. It is implemented as a Hashtable and stores data, based on key/value pair combinations (for details on how to use the Session programmatically, see the previous chapter).



Classic ASP Session state has several short-comings:



ƒ



Web farm challenges - Session data is stored in memory on the server it is created upon. In a web farm scenario, where there are multiple web servers, a problem could arise if a user was redirected to a server other than the server upon which they stored their Session state. Normally this can be managed by an IP routing solution where the IP address of the client is used to route that client to a particular server, in other words 'sticky sessions'. However, some ISPs use farms of reverse proxies, and therefore, the client request may come through a different IP on each request. When a user is redirected to a server other than the server that contains their



Session data, poorly designed applications can break.



ƒ



Supporting clients that do not accept HTTP cookies - Since the Web is inherently a stateless environment, to use



Session state the client and web server need to share a key that the client can present to identify its Session data on subsequent requests. Classic ASP shared this key with the client through the use of an HTTP cookie. While this scenario worked well for clients that accept HTTP cookies, it broke the 1 percent of users that rejected HTTP cookies. Both of these issues are addressed in ASP.NET Session, which supports several new features to remedy these problems:



ƒ



Web farm support - ASP.NET Session supports storing the Session data either in-process (in the same memory that ASP.NET uses), out-of-process using Windows NT Service (in separate memory from ASP.NET), or in SQL Server (persistent storage). Both the Windows Service and SQL Server solutions support a web farm scenario where all the web servers can be configured to share a common Session store. Thus, as users get routed to different servers, each server is able to access that user's Session data. To the developer



programming with Session, this is completely transparent and does not require any changes in the application code. Rather, we simply configure ASP.NET to support one of these out-of-process options.



ƒ



Cookieless mode - Although somewhat supported in ASP through the use of an ISAPI filter (available as part of the IIS 4.0 SDK), ASP.NET makes cookieless support for Session a first class feature. However, by default,



Session still uses HTTP cookies. When cookieless mode is enabled, ASP.NET will embed the session ID, normally stored in the cookie, into the URL that is sent back to the client. When the client makes a request using the URL containing the Session ID, ASP.NET is able to extract the Session ID and map the request to the appropriate Session data. Let's take a look at the configuration settings used to enable these options.



Configuration Settings



The sessionState configuration settings within web.config or machine.config allow us to configure how we take advantage of the Session features previously described. Below is a sample web.config file that mirrors the defaults found in machine.config:























The configuration setting supports six attributes (we will show their use shortly):



ƒ



mode - The mode setting supports four options; Off, InProc, SQLServer, and StateServer. The InProc option, the default, enables in-process state management. In-process state management is identical to the behavior of ASP Session. There are also two options for out-of-process state management: a Windows NT Service (StateServer) and SQL Server (SQLServer).



ƒ



stateConnectionString - Identifies the TCP/IP address and port used to communicate with the Windows NT Service providing state management facilities. We must configure the stateConnectionString when mode is set to StateServer.



ƒ



stateNetworkTimeout - Controls the timeout, in seconds, allowed when attempting to store state in an out-of-process session store.



ƒ



sqlConnectionString - Identifies the database connection string that names the database used for mode="SQLServer". This includes both the TCP/IP address identified by data source as well as a username and password to connect to the SQL Server database.



ƒ



cookieless - Enables support for Session key management without requiring HTTP cookies.



ƒ



timeout - This option controls the life of a user's Session. timeout is a sliding value, and on each request, the timeout period is reset to the current time plus the timeout value.



Next, let's implement some of the common scenarios we'll encounter when building applications using Session state.



Supporting Web Farms



By default, ASP.NET ships with Session state configured to store Session data in the same process as ASP.NET. This is identical to how ASP Session data is stored. The session web farm feature allows several front-end web servers to share a common storage point for Session data, rather than each web server maintaining its own copy. This creates a scenario in which the client making the request can be serviced from any server within the server farm. This additionally allows an individual server's process to recycle and access to Session data to be maintained.



We have two options for out-of-process Session state; a Windows NT Service, which stores the data (in memory) in a separate process from ASP.NET (either on the same server or on a different server), and a SQL Server option, which stores the data in SQL Server. Let's look at how we configure both of these options.



Out-of-Process - Windows Service



To support the out-of-process Windows Service option (mode="StateServer") we need first to decide which server is going to run the Windows Service used for Session state storage. ASP.NET ships with a Windows Service named



aspnet_state that needs to be running in order for Session to function in mode="StateServer". The service can be started by opening a command prompt and entering the following in bold:



> net start aspnet_state



The ASP.NET State Service service is starting.



The ASP.NET State Service service was started successfully.



Alternatively, we can configure the service using the Services and Applications Microsoft Management Console MMC snap-in (available from Start|Settings|ControlPanel|AdministrativeTools|ComputerManagement). If we view the Services item in this tool, we are presented with a list of the available services on the server:



Right-clicking on the ASP.NET State Service item opens up a menu that allows us to configure how this service is to be run. We can select the start-up options (whether or not Windows should automatically start this service for us) as well as using the toolbar Start and Stop buttons to enable or disable this service ourselves.



Once the service has been started, we then need to configure ASP.NET to use this particular service. This is done through our configuration file. We need to tell ASP.NET which server and port to use for communication with our ASP.NET State service, as well as the fact that we want to use the Windows Service state option.



Here is our web.config, with the necessary settings highlighted:























In the above example, ASP.NET Session is directed to use the Windows Service for state management on the local server (address 127.0.0.1 is the TCP/IP loop-back address).



The default port that aspnet_state uses to communicate is port 42424; we can configure this to any other port we wish, but this configuration must be done through the system registry. To configure to the port 100, run RegEdit.exe, expand



HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE|SYSTEM|CurrentControlSet|Services|aspnet_state| Parameters. Within Parameters we will find a Port setting, which allows us to configure the TCP/IP port on which the aspnet_state service uses to communicate:



If we want to enable state for all of our servers in a server farm to point back to a single state server, we need to change the IP address to reflect the IP address of the server running the Windows NT Service and we also need each of the server's machine keys to be identical.



This last point is very, very important. Each server, by default, is set to auto-generate its own machine key. This machine key is used to encrypt data or to create unique serverspecific values for data (known as hashing). The ID used for



Session state is created using the machine key, and thus, for the key to be understood by all the servers in the farm the servers need the same machine key.



The machine key has other applications besides sessionState and we will cover it in more detail later in the chapter.



In addition to supporting an out-of-process Windows Service, ASP.NET additionally supports an out-of-process option that saves Session data to SQL Server.



Out-of-Process - SQL Server



Configuring ASP.NET to support SQL Server for Session state is just as simple as configuring the Windows Service. The only difference is that we will use SQL Server. To configure SQL Server we need to run a T-SQL script that ships with ASP.NET, InstallSqlState.sql.



A T-SQL script to uninstall ASP.NET SQL Server support is also included, called UninstallSqlState.sql.



It should be noted that ASP.NET ships with a lightweight version of SQL Server 2000 that has several limitations (limited connections, throttled transactions, and so on) but is for all practical purposes, a normal working version of SQL Server 2000. We can use this developer version of SQL Server 2000 for development purposes, but if we were to deploy and use SQL Server for state management in a production server farm we would want to use SQL Server 2000 Standard or Enterprise versions for optimal performance.



To run the InstallSqlState.sql script, we will use a tool that ships with SQL Server (and MSDE); OSQL.exe. OSQL allows us to apply a T-SQL script to a SQL Server. Our InstallSqlState.sql T-SQL script creates several stored procedures and creates several temporary databases for ASP.NET Session to use.



The script only needs to be run once on any given SQL Server, and we will need sa (administrator) level access to run the script. To run the script, open a command prompt and navigate to the



\WINNT\Microsoft.NET\Framework\[version]\ directory and type:



> OSQL -S localhost -U sa -P 2> 3> 1> 2> 3> 4> 5> 6> 1> 2> 3> 4> 5> 6> 1> 2> 3> 4> 5> 1> 2> 3> 4> 5> 6> 7> 8> 1> 2> 3> 4> 5> 6> 7> 8> 1> 2> 3> 4> 5> 6> 7> 8> 1> 2> 3> 4> 5> 6> 7> 8> 9> 10> 11> 12> 13> 14> 15> 16> 17> 18> 19> 20> 21> 22> 23> 1> 2> 3> 4> The CREATE DATABASE process is allocating 0.63 MB on disk 'ASPState'.



The CREATE DATABASE process is allocating 0.49 MB on disk 'ASPState_log'.



1> 2> 3> 1> 2> 3> 1> 2> 1> 2> 3> 4> 5> 6> 7> 8> 9> 10> 11> 12> 13> 1> 2> 3> 4> 5> 6> 7> 8> 9> 10> 11> 12> 13> 14> 15> 16> 17> 18> 19> 20> 21> 22> 23> 24> 25> 26> 27> 28> 29> 30> 31> 1> 2> 3> 4> 5> 6> 7> 1> 2> 3> (1 row affected)



Type added.



1> 2> 3> (1 row affected)



Type added.



1> 2> 3> (1 row affected)



Type added.



1> 2> 3> (1 row affected)



Type added.



1> 2> 3> (1 row affected)



Type added.



1> 2> 3> 4> 5> 6> 7> 8> 9> 10> 11> 12> 13> 14> 15> 16> 17> 18> 19> 20> 21> 22> 1> 2> 3> 4> 5> 6> 7> 8> 9> 10> 11> 12> 13> 14> 15> 16> 17> 18> 19> 20> 21> 22> 23> 24> 25> 26> 27> 28> 29> 30> 31> 32> 33> 34> 35> 36> 37> 1> 2> 3> 4> 5> 6> 7> 8> 9> 10> 11> 12> 13> 14> 15> 16> 17> 18> 19> 20> 21> 22> 23> 24> 25> 26> 27> 28> 29> 30> 31> 32> 33> 34> 35> 36> 37> 38> 39> 40> 41> 42>



. . . . . . .



. . . . . . .



. . . . . . .



Next, we need to change our configuration settings to use SQL Server (highlighted):























First, we set mode="SQLServer" and then we configure the sqlConnectionString to point to the server that has the T-SQL script installed.



Session data stored in SQL is inaccessible to other applications. It is serialized as a protected type and should not be read or modified by applications other than ASP.NET.



ASP.NET accesses the data stored in SQL via stored procedures. By default, session data is stored in the TempDB



database. The stored procedures may be modified, for example, if we wished to store to tables other than TempDB. However, this is an option best saved for DBAs.



From the developer's point of view, writing code that uses Session in any of the above modes is completely transparent. However, we should briefly discuss choosing a mode as the mode selection can impact on the performance of the application.



Choosing a Mode



There are three modes from which we can choose when building an application:



ƒ



In-process (default) - In-process will perform best because the Session data is kept within the ASP.NET process and local memory access will always be faster than having to go out-of-process. Additional reasons include web applications hosted on a single server, applications in which the user is guaranteed to be redirected to the correct server, or when Session data is not critical (in the sense that it can be easily re-created).



ƒ



Windows Service - This mode is best used when performance is important and there are multiple web servers servicing requests. With this out-of-process mode, you get the performance of reading from memory and the reliability of a separate process that manages the state for all servers.



ƒ



SQL Server - This mode is best used when the reliability of the data is fundamental to the stability of the application, as the data is stored in SQL Server. The performance isn't as fast as the Windows Service, but the tradeoff is the higher level of reliability.



Now that we have examined the supported options for web farms, let's turn our attention to another one of the great new features of ASP.NET Session: support for clients that don't accept HTTP cookies.



Cookieless Session



Since HTTP is a stateless environment, in order to maintain state across requests through Session, both the client and the server need to maintain a key. This key is used to identify the client's Session across requests. The server can then use the key to access the data stored for that user. By default, the server gives the client a key using an HTTP cookie. On subsequent requests to that server, the client will present the HTTP cookie and the server then has access to the session key.



However, some clients choose not to accept HTTP cookies for a variety of reasons, a common one being the perceived privacy issue. When this happens the site has to either 'adapt' and not support cookies (and Session), or build the application to not require use of Session. A third option, first provided with IIS 4, is an ISAPI filter that can extract the session ID out of the cookie and pass it as part of the URL. This concept is supported by ASP.NET as a first class feature. This feature is known as cookieless Session state, and it works with any of the supported mode options.



Individual applications can be configured to support either cookie or cookieless, but not both.



We can enable cookieless Session support by simply setting a flag in our configuration system (highlighted):























Similar to all configuration changes in ASP.NET, the settings are applied immediately. After changing cookieless from



false (default) to true, the session ID is embedded in the URL of the page:



As you can see from this, the session ID reqe3wvsxfoabvilmkmvq2p is embedded within the URL. Below is the source in Visual Basic .NET for this. You will notice that no special changes have been made to the sourcecode to support embedding the Session ID in the URL:







Public Sub Session_Add(sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



Session("cart") = text1.Value



span1.InnerHtml = "Session data updated! " + _



"Your session contains: " + _



Session("cart") + ""



End Sub



Public Sub CheckSession(sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



If (Session("cart") Is Nothing) Then



span1.InnerHtml = "NOTHING, SESSION DATA LOST!"



Else



span1.InnerHtml = "Your session contains:" + _



"" + Session("cart") + ""



End If



End Sub



























C# Example













Additionally, for relative URLs (as viewed by the browser) within the page, such as:



C# Example



ASP.NET will automatically add the session ID into the URL. Below is the link that the client receives:



C# Example



Note the ID is added directly after the name of the application root. In the above example, you can see that /Session is marked as an application.



The new features for Session state in ASP.NET are very powerful. We can configure Session to be stored in a separate process from the ASP.NET worker process, which allows our Session data to be available in both a server farm and in the rare case that our web server crashes. In addition to the great support for out-of-process Sessions state, support for cookieless Sessions has also been added. Cookieless session allows us to use Session for clients that don't accept HTTP cookies. Next, let's look at a feature of ASP.NET that replaces Response.Write() debugging for ASP pages.



Tracing Tracing is a feature that did not exist in ASP and is a new feature introduced with ASP.NET. Tracing allows us to trace the execution of an application and later view the trace results. Let's illustrate this with an example.



Trace Example



Below is a simple VB example of a page with a simple function:







Public Function Add(a As Integer, b As Integer) As Integer



Return a + b



End Function







Call the Add routine: 4 + 5 = 



The output of this is:



Call the Add routine: 4 + 5 = 9



Classic ASP Tracing



Although a simple example, what if within the Add function, we wished to know the parameters of a and b as the code was executing? A common technique ASP developers use is to add Response.Write() statements in their code to trace the actions of their code as it's executed:







Public Function Add(a As Integer, b As Integer) As Integer



Response.Write("Inside Add() a: " + a.ToString() + "
")



Response.Write("Inside Add() b: " + b.ToString() + "
")



Return a + b



End Function







Call the Add routine: 4 + 5 = 




The output of which is:



Call the Add routine: 4 + 5 = Inside Add() a: 4 Inside Add() b: 5 9 Although this works well, it does introduce unnecessary code into the application. As we all know, unnecessary code usually results in bugs that break deployed applications. Examples of which include SQL statements, configuration flags, or output status details, which are all items that were never intended to be shown. We also couldn't trace a deployed application, since the users would see the Response.Write() trace results!



ASP.NET Tracing



Using ASP.NET's new tracing functionality, we replace the Response.Write() statements with Trace.Write()



statements:







Public Function Add(a As Integer, b As Integer) As Integer



Trace.Write("Inside Add() a: ", a.ToString())



Trace.Write("Inside Add() b: ", b.ToString())



Return a + b



End Function







Call the Add routine: 4 + 5 = 



If we request this page, using the default settings of ASP.NET (by default trace output is not enabled), we would see the following result in our browser:



Call the Add routine: 4 + 5 = 9 We can think of tracing as 'debug mode' for ASP.NET applications, since tracing code can be left in our scripts and when tracing is disabled, the trace statements are simply ignored.



Viewing Trace Output



To view the results of the Trace.Write() statements, we have two options:



ƒ



Enable page tracing



ƒ



Enable application tracing



By default, once tracing is enabled, the results are only presented to local clients - this is configurable, as we will see in a moment.



Enable Page Tracing



We can enable page tracing by adding a directive to the top of our ASP.NET Page:











Public Function Add(a As Integer, b As Integer) As Integer



Trace.Write("Inside Add() a: ", a.ToString())



Trace.Write("Inside Add() b: ", b.ToString())



Return a + b



End Function







Call the Add routine: 4 + 5 = 



This will add a trace output to the bottom of the requested page. Included with this output are our Trace.Write() outputs:



Enable Application Tracing



Adding Trace="true" statements to the top of our ASP.NET pages isn't difficult, but what if we had a larger application consisting of several ASP.NET pages? Or, what if we wanted to trace the output of our application and view the results, but at the same time not output the trace section at the end of each page? Application tracing allows us to accomplish all of this.



We can enable application tracing by creating a web.config file with trace settings in it for our web application:























We can set the enabled flag to true (the inherited machine.config default is false), request our page, and then use a special tool to view our application traces; trace.axd:



trace.axd is a special HTTP Handler used to view trace output for an application. We will discuss this tool, tracing, and the Trace object in more detail in Chapter 22. Let's turn our attention to the configuration settings found in the



web.config file we created.



Trace Configuration Settings



The section within the configuration file provides us with some additional options not available when enabling tracing on a page. These options include:



ƒ



enabled - We can set the enabled option to true or false. Tracing is either enabled at an application-level, or it is disabled at the application-level. If we set enabled="false", page tracing is still supported using the



Trace directive discussed earlier. By default, this value is set to false.



enabled="[true | false]"



ƒ



requestLimit - The total number of trace requests to keep cached in memory on a perapplication basis. Tracing exposes a special resource, trace.axd, used to view trace output when pageOutput is set to false. By default, the value of requestLimit is 10.



requestLimit = "[int]"



ƒ



pageOutput - When tracing is enabled through the configuration file, the administrator is given the option to either enable or disable tracing on each page. pageOutput tracing enables details to be traced for every page within an application. However, pageOutput tracing may be turned off while applicationlevel tracing is still enabled (enabled = "true"). What this does is keep trace requests in memory, such that they are available via



trace.axd but not within the output of a page. By default pageOutput is set to false.



pageOutput = "[true | false]"



ƒ



traceMode - The tracemode setting gives us control over how trace detail information is output. Data may be sorted by time or category, where category is either the settings made by the system or the Trace.Write() settings enabled by the developer. By default traceMode is set to SortByTime.



traceMode = "[SortByTime | SortByCategory]"



ƒ



localOnly - By default, localOnly is set to true. When tracing is enabled, the localOnly flag determines whether or not the trace output is to be displayed only to local requests (those made through http://localhost) or for any request. Since tracing is best used as a debug tool during development, it is suggested that the default setting be left as true.



localOnly = "[true | false]" Tracing is a great tool for debugging applications during development. Tracing should not, however, be enabled for deployed applications. When tracing is enabled, it consumes resources, and we want our applications as lean and mean as possible. This does not mean that we need to remove the Trace.Write() statements from our code. When tracing is not enabled, these statements are ignored and do not affect the performance of our application.



For deployed applications, the recommendation is to use the Windows Event Log for application logging/tracing. A sample use of the Windows Event Log is shown for the Application_OnError event discussed in the previous chapter.



If you did any amount of coding in ASP, you will no doubt remember those helpful error codes, such as 0x800A01A8. ASP.NET makes some dramatic improvements on the level of detail available when errors occur, however, we don't always want that type of rich data displayed to end users. With ASP.NET's custom errors configuration option, we can control how ASP.NET displays application error messages.



Custom Errors When a run-time or design-time error occurs within our application, ASP.NET will display a very helpful error page. For example, a compilation error (such as forgetting to declare that C# is used) generates an error page that describes the error, highlights the line of code, provides detailed compiler output, and the complete source for the page:



While this is unbelievably useful for aiding in debugging the application, we obviously don't want to display this type of error detail to end users. By default, this type of error detail is only available to requests to http://localhost. Requests from other domains will display a helpful error page, without the details, that describes how to enable the ASP.NET application to show richer error messages to remote clients:



What this error page describes is the section of configuration:























The section defines how ASP.NET behaves when an application error occurs, and provides us with a variety of options for how we want to handle these and other types of errors for our application.



Error Modes



When an error occurs, the mode attribute determines whether or not an ASP.NET error message is displayed. By default, the mode value is set to RemoteOnly. Supported values include:



ƒ



RemoteOnly - ASP.NET error page is shown only to users accessing the server on the same machine (that is the localhost or 127.0.0.1). Non-localhost requests will first check the settings, then use the



defaultRedirect, or finally show an IIS error.



ƒ



On - ASP.NET will use user-defined error pages and will not use the rich, developeroriented ASP.NET error page. If a custom error page is not provided, ASP.NET will show the error page describing how to enable remote viewing of errors.



ƒ



Off - ASP.NET will always use ASP.NET's rich error page, with stack traces and compilation issues, when an error occurs.



Always Showing ASP.NET Error Pages



If we want to always show the rich ASP.NET error page, such as when a team of developers are working against a single server, we could enable this mode by adding a web.config file with the following setting:























In a production environment, we want to leave the default setting, mode="RemoteOnly", or mode="On", to ensure that remote users do not see rich error detail. We also want to provide custom error pages.



Custom Error Pages



For production applications, we always want to provide ASP.NET with a custom error page so that the enduser sees a friendly, helpful message rather than a developer-oriented message. There are two ways in which we can support custom error pages:



ƒ



Default redirects - A defined error page that the client is redirected to whenever an error occurs on the system.



ƒ



Custom redirects - A defined error page that the client is redirected to whenever a specific HTTP error occurs, for example the 404 Not Found error.



Let's look at both of these starting with default redirects.



Default Redirects



The defaultRedirect attribute of names the page to redirect to when an error occurs:























In the example above, clients are redirected to the defaultError.aspx page whenever an error occurs. Note that this only applies to ASP.NETspecific requests, so if we requested SomeRandomFile.aspx - an ASP.NET file that doesn't exist on our server-we would be redirected to defaultError.aspx. However, if we requested SomeRandomFile.asp - an ASP file that doesn't exist- we would be redirected to the IIS-defined error page.



What happens if there is an error in the page we direct to when an error occurs, for example in defaultError.aspx? This could possibly lead to a circular reference; the page we are directed to causes an error and we are sent back to the



same page again. ASP.NET detects this and will not cause the browser to continuously request the error page.



Custom Redirects



We can also send users to a custom error page depending upon the type of error that occurred. For instance, if we get a



404 Not Found error or an Access Denied error we can route the client to a specific error page tailored with an appropriate response, for example 'Sorry, but you must be a valid user to access our site.'



We can create that page, and then instruct ASP.NET to redirect HTTP requests that generate the matching statusCode value for the HTTP status code. This is done through a sub-element of ; .



supports two attributes:



ƒ



statusCode - The HTTP status code to match. If a match is found, the request is redirected to the value defined in redirect.



ƒ



redirect - The page that clients are re-directed to.



Let's look at a compound example that sets a defaultRedirect page, leaves mode to the default setting of



RemoteOnly, and defines a element for 404 Page Not Found errors.



Again, keep in mind that the settings only apply to ASP.NET requests, so our earlier example of



SomeRandomFile.aspx will now be redirected to FileNotFound.htm.































Configuring IIS and ASP.NET to Support the Same Error Pages



It is possible to configure ASP.NET and IIS to support the same set of error pages. For example, IIS uses the same error page for 404 errors, located at \WINNT\Help\iisHelp\common\404b.htm.



We could create a virtual folder in our web site called Errors, and set the physical path of this virtual folder to \WINNT\Help\iisHelp\common\. We could then modify our ASP.NET as follows:































We could also do the reverse and set up IIS to support an ASP.NET error page, 404.aspx for example. Please see the IIS documentation for how to configure IIS custom errors to specific URLs.



The ASP.NET error handling system is very rich. We can provide a default custom error page that we direct all errors to, or we can customize the error page depending upon the error case, 404 File Not Found for example. Additionally, we have control over what type of error page we show to what type of request. The default mode, RemoteOnly, shows custom (user-friendly) errors to remote users, but shows rich ASP.NET errors to local clients.



As you can clearly see, ASP.NET is attempting to address many of the shortcomings of ASP. Another of the shortcomings it addresses is authentication and authorization. That is, how we control access to resources served by our web server. Unless we used a custom solution, such as Site Server 3.0 or Commerce Server 2000 (and sometimes with these too), we had to have a good fundamental understanding of Windows security. ASP.NET still has great support for Windows security, but it extends the options to include Microsoft Passport and HTML Forms Based Authentication, as well as providing all the hooks,



allowing



us



to



build



custom



authentication



and



authorization



solutions,



such



as



the



Application_OnAuthenticate event discussed in the previous chapter. Application authentication and authorization is, of course, also configured through the ASP.NET configuration system.



Authentication and Authorization As it relates to ASP.NET, authentication is the process of establishing identity between the server and a request. We want to clearly establish that all the server really has is data sent to it over HTTP. In other words, the server knows nothing about the client other than what the client sends the server. This is important since the application making a request is not always a browser. In fact, we would be wise to get out of the mentality that only web browsers will be making requests against our server.



To establish the identity of a request, the request must follow a protocol that enables a pre-defined set of rules to be adhered to. For example, almost all HTTP servers support clear text/basic authentication, the pop-up dialog box that asks for a username and password. Clear text/basic authentication follows a protocol such that the browser can properly formulate and encode the request in the format that the server expects.



ASP.NET provides four distinct options for assigning identity to a request:



ƒ



Forms authentication - Allows us to authenticate requests using HTTP cookies and HTML forms. We can validate identity against any resource.



ƒ



Passport authentication - Uses Microsoft's single signon Passport identity system.



ƒ



Windows authentication - Allows us to authenticate requests using Windows Challenge/Response semantics. This consists of the server initially denying access to a request (a challenge) and the requestor responding with a hashed value of their Windows username/password, which the server can then choose to authenticate and/or authorize.



ƒ



Custom authentication. - Allows us to roll our own authentication system.



Authentication



ASP.NET's authentication system is very flexible. It supports four modes and various settings for each of these modes. The default mode is Windows, but we can configure support for the other modes using the mode attribute of the



element:



ƒ



mode - This attribute has four acceptable settings; Windows, Forms, Passport, and None. This value determines the authentication mode that ASP.NET will enforce. The default is Windows.



If the mode is set to Forms, we have a child element of called that allows us to define behaviors for forms authentication.



Custom HTML Forms Login



Forms authentication allows us to use HTML forms to request credentials, and then issue an HTTP cookie that the requestor may use for identity on subsequent requests. ASP.NET provides the infrastructure to support this, but also gives us the flexibility to choose how we wish to validate credentials. For example, once we obtain the username and password



that has been sent to our ASP.NET application via HTTP POST (we'd rather not use HTTP GET as it passes the data on the query string), we can validate the credentials against an XML file, a database, an inmemory structure, an LDAP directory, or even through a web service!



The validation of credentials is completely up to us. Once the credentials are validated, we can then call some of the APIs provided by Forms authentication to issue an HTTP cookie to the requestor. On subsequent requests, the cookie is provided along with the request body, and ASP.NET can use the information in the cookie to recreate a valid identity.



The element has the following attributes:



ƒ



name - Forms authentication uses a cookie that contains an ID of the authenticated user. The name of that cookie is defined by the name value of . The default setting is .ASPXAUTH.



ƒ



loginUrl - When a request comes into ASP.NET with forms authentication enabled, and the request doesn't present a cookie (new user) or has an invalid value within the cookie, ASP.NET will redirect the request to an ASP.NET page capable of logging in the user and issuing the cookie. loginUrl allows us to configure this value. By default, it is set to login.aspx and we must provide our own implementation of this file.



ƒ



protection - The value within the cookie can optionally be encrypted or sent in plain text. For sites that simply use forms authentication as a means of identifying the user, we might choose to use no cookie encryption. Valid settings for protection are All, None, Encryption, and Validation.



ƒ



timeout - Specifies the time in minutes that the cookie is valid for. The timeout of the cookie is reset on each request to the current time plus the timeout value. The default value is 30 minutes.



ƒ



path - Specifies the path value of the cookie. By default this is set to /, the root of the server. Cookies are only visible to the path and server that sets the cookie. ASP.NET forms authentication chooses to use the root of the server as the path, since the path value in a cookie is case sensitive.



Within there is also a sub-element, which can optionally be used to define users.



As we will learn in Chapter 14, when we use forms authentication, we can validate users from any data store.



Defining Users for HTML Forms Authentication



Nested within the element we find a element. allows us to define users (identities) and passwords directly within our configuration file, although this is completely optional. We can choose to take advantage of this section, or we can choose to define identities in another location.



Use of the section is not required. Instead, the validation of the username and password can be custom code, such as validation of username/password pairs stored in a database.



The section allows us to define entries. We use this section to optionally store our usernames and passwords in the configuration file. supports a single attribute:



ƒ



passwordFormat - The passwordFormat tells ASP.NET the password format used by the password value of . Supported values include SHA1, MD5, and Clear. You should note, however, that simply setting this value does not automatically encrypt the value of password. It is the responsibility of the developer/administrator to add the value of the SHA1 or MD5 hashed password into the configuration file.



Nested within are entries. The entries are used to define valid usernames and passwords against which to authenticate. A entry contains two attributes: name and password, which together are compared against when we attempt to authenticate requests.



If we choose to store our usernames and passwords in the configuration file, we are provided with several options for password hiding. The tag supports a single attribute: passwordFormat. This attribute can be set to one of three values:



ƒ



Clear - Value of the password for entries is stored in clear text. For example, password="password".



ƒ



SHA1 - Value of the password for entries is stored as a SHA1 hash. For example, password="5B9FEBC2D7429C8F2002721484A71A84C12730C7" (value is password). We will discuss hashing in the next chapter.



ƒ



MD5 - Value of the password for entries is stored as an MD5 hash. For example, password="2BF3023F1259B0C2F607E4302556BD72" (value is password). We will discuss hashing in the next chapter.



Rather than storing clear text values within the section for entries, we can store hashes of the password. If our configuration file is compromised, our users' passwords are safer than if they were stored in clear text.



An example of storing the username and password in the credentials section is shown below. The passwordFormat is set to SHA1 and the value for password represents a SHA1 hash of the user's password:















































Passport Authentication



When Passport is installed on the server, we can utilize ASP.NET's Passport integration to authenticate users, based on whether or not they present a valid Passport with their request. The Passport is a token granted to a given request that enables the request to be authenticated by applications that trust Passport IDs. The token is stored in a sitespecific cookie after authenticating with login.passport.com.



Using the redirectUrl attribute of the authentication option, we can control to where non-authenticated Passport users are directed. For example:







Depending upon how we configure the authorization of our site, discussed next, this may be the only page that Passport users are allowed to access.



We will explore authentication in more detail in the next chapter.



Authorization ()



The configuration settings allow us to set access control permissions, defined as and



settings, used to control access to resources. Both follow the same format for entries:







For example:



















































Note, the ordering of the and . This controls how the authorization is enforced, should follow the .



In the above configuration settings, we define authorization settings that allow the users Stephen, Brian, and Rob as well as the roles Administrator and Customer. However, all anonymous users (identified by ?) will be denied access, as well as those users that belong to the role/group BlackList.



Any users or roles that are denied access will be redirected to the loginUrl specified in the authentication settings, since the server will attempt to re-authenticate the user.



Web Services ASP.NET web services allow us to easily expose programmable application logic over the Web using SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol). Developers who want to use a web service do not need to know a thing about the implementation of our service. Rather, they simply need to know how to call our service using SOAP and know that they will get a SOAP reply in return, if the application is configured to send SOAP replies.



ASP.NET provides a flexible framework for building web services. As part of that framework, we have the ability to configure aspects of ASP.NET web services.



Although there are other configuration options for web services, the only one we will address is changing the ASP.NET page used to create the web service Help page:



The ASP.NET page used to create this view of our web service can be found at WINNT\Microsoft.NET\Framework\[version]\CONFIG\DefaultWSDLHelpGenerator.aspx.



If we wish to customize DefaultWSDLHelpGenerator.aspx, we can instruct ASP.NET to use our custom file:































We could use the above web.config file in our application and instruct ASP.NET to use a custom template page used to describe an ASP.NET web service.



Internationalization and Encoding The settings defined within allow us to configure the culture and encoding options, in other words, the code page used by a request and the code page used by a response for our application. Below is a web.config file that mirrors the default settings found in machine.config:























supports five attributes that allow us to configure various globalization properties for our application:



ƒ



requestEncoding - The requestEncoding attribute allows us to set the assumed encoding of each incoming request; the default is utf-8. The values allowed for requestEncoding can be found within the Encoding class in the System.Text namespace. For example, if we wish to set the encoding to utf-7, we could simply set:







ƒ



responseEncoding - The responseEncoding attribute allows us to set the encoding of outgoing responses. The default is utf-8. The values allowed can be found within the Encoding class in the System.Text namespace.



ƒ



fileEncoding - The fileEncoding attribute lets ASP.NET know the encoding type used for all ASP.NET file resources. The default is utf-8. The values allowed can be found within the Encoding class in the



System.Text namespace.



ƒ



culture - The culture attribute is used to localize content using culture strings. For example, en-US represents United States English, while en-GB represents British English. This setting allows for strings to be formatted in both the appropriate language as well as using the appropriate format for dates, and so on.



ƒ



uiCulture - The uiCulture attribute is used to define the culture string, described above, used to look up resources.



If, for example, we were building a web application that was used in France, we could configure the following globalization and culture settings:























We could then write a simple ASP.NET page using Visual Basic .NET to test our culture settings, such as ensuring that the current date value is formatted correctly:







Public Sub Page_Load(sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



' Use ToString("D") to format display: Week Day, Month Day, Year



lblDateTime.Text = DateTime.Now.ToString("D")



End Sub







Server Date/Time: 



The default settings of culture, en-US, would display:



Server Date/Time: Tuesday, January 08, 2002 While our localized setting, using fr-FR, would display:



Server Date/Time: mardi 8 janvier 2002 Obviously, we would still need to localize the string Server Date/Time:.



Compilation Options The settings defined in the section of machine.config allow us to control some of the settings that ASP.NET uses to compile ASP.NET resources, such as ASP.NET pages. A common setting that we can change if we don't want Visual Basic.NET to be our default language is the defaultLanguage option. This is where we can also add



additional CLR compilers, such as COBOL or Perl. It is within the settings that we also name the assemblies (compiled reusable code libraries) that ASP.NET will link to when compiling ASP.NET application files.



Below is the default configuration from machine.config:























































































The tag supports ten attributes:



ƒ



debug



ƒ



defaultLanguage



ƒ



tempDirectory



ƒ



strict



ƒ



explicit



ƒ



batch



ƒ



batchTimeout



ƒ



maxBatchSize



ƒ



maxBatchGeneratedFileSize



ƒ



numRecompilesBeforeAppRestart



Let's look at debug first:



ƒ



debug - This attribute enables us to debug ASP.NET application files with the command line debugger or Visual Studio .NET. When we build a project with Visual Studio .NET, it creates its own web.config file and sets the



debug to true or false depending on whether or not the project is in debug mode (a compile option). The default setting is false. One of the side benefits of setting debug="true" is that ASP.NET will save the source file it generates, which we can then view! Let's look at an example to show how this is done. ASP.NET takes a source file, such as the ASP.NET page below, compiles it, and saves the resulting .NET .dll file to disk in a directory under



\WINNT\Microsoft.NET\Framework\[version]\Temporary ASP.NET Files\. Directories found within this directory are unique directories that ASP.NET creates automatically.



Let's look at what happens when we set debug="true".



First, set debug="true" in machine.config. Next, we need a simple ASP.NET page. This one is written in Visual Basic .NET:







Public Sub Page_Load(sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



lblHello.Text = "Hello!"



End Sub











We then need to request this page through a browser, here's the URL that I'm using to make the request



http://localhost/Configuration/Compilation/Hello.aspx. We can then navigate to the ...\Temporary ASP.NET Files\ directory. ASP.NET will create the directory based on the name of the web application. In this case, the Configuration folder is marked as a web application. If we do a file search in the Configuration folder for *.vb, we will find a single Visual Basic file. Mine is named ptncshbf.0.vb the name of the file is hashed to create a unique value.



If we open this file in Visual Studio .NET we see the following:



In the above screenshot, we can see our code, lblHello.Text = "Hello!", along with the rest of the code that ASP.NET automatically generated to build our ASP.NET page. If you ever want to know what an ASP.NET page is doing behind the scenes, this is a great resource.



Changing the Default Language



The defaultLanguage attribute of allows us to configure the default language that ASP.NET resources use.



In code samples within this book, we have been using both page directives and script blocks. When we have shown code examples in C#, or other languages, we have used one of three options to override the default language of Visual Basic.NET:















...







If we decide that we would rather code all of our application logic in C#, we would set the defaultLanguage attribute in the tag:







The language value specified for defaultLanguage must be one of the supported languages named in a sub-element of .



Additional Attributes



Here are the additional attributes for the element:



ƒ



tempDirectory - The directory in which ASP.NET stores compiled assemblies. By default this is \WINNT\Microsoft.NET\Framework\[Version]\TemporaryASP.NETFiles\. However, using this option, the temporary directory may be changed.



ƒ



strict - This attribute controls the Option Strict compile option for Visual Basic .NET. By default it is set to false.



ƒ



explicit - This attribute controls the Option Explicit compile option for Visual Basic .NET. By default it is set to true.



ƒ



batch - The batch attribute controls whether batch compilation is supported. By default, it is set to true, indicating that ASP.NET will attempt to compile all resources found in a given application upon the first request.



ƒ



batchTimeout - The period of time, in seconds, for batch compilation to complete. If the compilation cannot complete within the specified time, only the requested resource is compiled. The default value is 15 seconds.



ƒ



maxBatchSize - Controls the maximum number of batch compiled resources, by default this is set to 1000.



ƒ



maxBatchGeneratedFileSize - Controls the maximum size in KB of the file generated during batch compilation. By default, this is set to 3000 KB.



ƒ



numRecompilesBeforeAppRestart - Controls the number of compilations allowed before the application is automatically recycled. The default is 15.



The setting defines two sub-elements:



ƒ



- Section pertaining to the supported .NET language compilers for ASP.NET.



ƒ



- Section that allows us to define .NET assemblies that are added to the compilation of ASP.NET application files.







The element is the parent element for entries. The element, which is a sub-element of the tag, allows us to name and configure the languages supported by ASP.NET. By default, ASP.NET supports the three languages that .NET ships with:



ƒ



Visual Basic .NET



ƒ



C#



ƒ



JScript .NET



The element has four attributes:



ƒ



language - The value used when we name the language from Language=[setting] within our code files.



ƒ



extension - Names the extension for the code files when we are using a codebehind model.



ƒ



type - Both the language and extension settings are used so that ASP.NET knows the class named in the type attribute to use to compile the resource.



ƒ



warningLevel - Controls the compiler warning level setting.



If we wished, for example, to include support for Perl, we would need to make the following entry:







































The final element found within is the element.







The element is used to add, remove, or clear assemblies that should be used in the compile path of our ASP.NET applications. Assemblies are units of compiled application logic, and contain classes and other information necessary for .NET applications to load and use the compiled application logic.



We need some assemblies to be available intrinsically for ASP.NET, since we rely upon classes found in these assemblies in our ASP.NET applications. Below are the assemblies referenced in machine.config (and which are therefore available in all ASP.NET applications):



ƒ



mscorlib.dll - Contains the base classes, such as String, Object, int, and so on, and the Root namespace of System. Additionally, defines other namespaces such as System.IO, and so on.



ƒ



System.dll - Contains the code generators for C#, Visual Basic .NET, and JavaScript. Extends definition of the System namespace, and includes additional namespaces such as Net (the namespace for the network class libraries).



ƒ



System.Web.dll - The classes and namespaces used and required by ASP.NET, such as HttpRequest, Page, and namespaces such as System.Web.UI for ASP.NET server controls.



ƒ



System.Data.dll - Contains the classes and namespaces belonging to ADO.NET.



ƒ



System.Web.Services.dll - Contains the classes and namespaces, such as System.Web.Services used for building ASP.NET web services.



ƒ



System.Xml.dll - Contains the XML classes and namespaces, such as XmlDocument or XmlNode, and namespaces, such as the System.Xml.XPath.



ƒ



System.Drawing.dll - Contains classes and namespaces for working with images, such as Bitmap.



ƒ



System.EnterpriseServices.dll - Contains classes and namespaces for COM+ integration and transactions.



ƒ



* - The special * entry tells ASP.NET also to include all assemblies found within ASP.NET application bin\ directories. bin\ directories, discussed in the previous chapter, are used to register assemblies that are specific to a web application.



The above assemblies are added using an tag within , and the .dll extension of the assembly is not included in the reference.







The tag is used to name .NET assemblies we wish to have available to our ASP.NET applications. For example, if we wished to use the classes found in System.DirectoryServices.dll in our web application, we would need to add a reference for it in our web.config file (alternatively, we could add it to machine.config, and make it available to all applications).



















...







...























Just as we use the tag to add the assemblies we want available within our application, we can use the tag to remove assemblies. This is very useful if machine.config names assemblies using the tag, but we wish to restrict the use of assemblies within our ASP.NET application.



For example, machine.config lists System.Drawing as one of the assemblies to include in the compilation of ASP.NET application files. If we didn't need the classes found in System.Drawing.dll, we could ensure that ASP.NET didn't compile the assembly as part of our application. We could add an entry to a web.config file that used the



tag to remove the System.Drawing assembly for that application only.











































The entry goes one step further than the tag. Whereas the tag removes individual assemblies, removes any and all assembly references. When is used, no inherited assemblies are loaded.



The compilation settings in machine.config give us granular control over many settings that apply to our ASP.NET application files, such as the default language, support for other compilers, and the assemblies (libraries of code) we want available by default within our application.



Although the compilation settings allow us to control how the application is compiled, they do not allow us to control how the application is run. To control the identity of the process that ASP.NET uses for compiling, processing, and servicing requests of our ASP.NET application, we have the identity settings.



Controlling the Identity of Execution We can use the setting of machine.config (note that identity can be set in web.config files as well) to define which Windows user to impersonate when making requests from the operating system.



This is separate from the trust level assigned to a particular application. The trust level, set in the configuration system for an application, determines what a particular application may or may not do. Trust levels are used to sandbox applications.



We have three attributes used with :



ƒ



impersonate - The impersonate attribute of is a Boolean value that determines the Windows NT user the ASP.NET worker process runs under. If impersonate="true", ASP.NET will run under the identity provided by IIS. If set to true, this would be IUSR[server name], or whatever identity that IIS is configured to impersonate. However, if Windows NT authentication is enabled on the web server, ASP.NET will impersonate the authenticated user. Alternatively, we can name a Windows NT user and password for the ASP.NET process to run as. The default setting of impersonate is False.



ƒ



userName - Available when impersonate="true", the name value names a valid Windows NT account to impersonate.



ƒ



password - Complementary to name, the password of the user to impersonate.



As mentioned above, the default setting is impersonate="false". Let's look at some examples where ASP.NET runs with impersonate="true" allowing the impersonation to flow from IIS, as well as configuring the user/password for ASP.NET to run as.



Impersonating the IIS User



To impersonate the user that IIS uses, we first need to set impersonate="true":























To test impersonation, we can use the following ASP.NET page, written in Visual Basic .NET:











Public Sub Page_Load(sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



lblIdentity.Text = WindowsIdentity.GetCurrent().Name



End Sub







Current identity is: 



This code simply uses the WindowsIdentity class's GetCurrent() method to return the name of the Windows user the request is processed as.



On my server, when impersonate="false" the result of a request to this page is:



Current identity is: NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM



When impersonate="true" the result is:



Current identity is: RHOWARD-LAPTOP\IUSR_RHOWARD-LAPTOP



ASP.NET is impersonating the Windows user that IIS is using to process the request. In the above case, this is the



IUSR_[machine name] Windows account that IIS uses for anonymous requests. If we configured IIS to use a different anonymous account, or enabled IIS security to support NTLM authentication, we would see a different result.



For example, if we enable NTLM authentication for the server (see Chapter 14 for details on NTLM authentication), when I run the code I see:



Since NTLM authentication is enabled, as is impersonation with ASP.NET, ASP.NET impersonates the Windows users that



IIS NTLM authenticates. In this case, the user RHOWARD in the domain REDMOND.



The last option we can configure with identity is to explicitly name a username and password. Note that the username and password values are stored in clear text in the configuration system:























In the above example we've identified a user ASPNET_Anonymous as the user for ASP.NET to impersonate.



Keep in mind that the user impersonated needs to have the necessary file access permissions, in other words



ASPNET_Anonymous needs to have access to the necessary ASP.NET files and common directory paths. Please see the next chapter for more details on ASP.NET security.



Controlling the identity of the impersonation account used by ASP.NET allows us to have granular system-level control over what any particular user may or may not do. However, we also have to provide the impersonation account with the appropriate levels of access to be able to accomplish meaningful work in our system.



Extending ASP.NET with HTTP Handlers ASP.NET builds upon an extensible architecture known simply as the HTTP runtime. The runtime is responsible for handling requests and sending responses. It is up to individual handlers, such as an ASP.NET page or web service, to implement the work to be done on a request.



Much as IIS supports a low-level API, known as ISAPI, for letting developers implement custom solutions, such as building a JSP implementation that runs on IIS, ASP.NET implements a similar concept with HTTP Handlers. A request is assigned to ASP.NET from IIS, ASP.NET then examines entries in the section, based on the extension, .aspx for



example, of the request to determine which handler the request should be routed to.



The most common entry used is the .aspx extension. Below is the entry in machine.config for the HTTP Handler used for the .aspx extension (as well as several other familiar extensions):











































In the above configuration code, four common handlers are identified (note, the actual machine.config file identifies about 18 entries). We have the HTTP handlers for pages (.aspx), web services (.asmx), user controls (.ascx), and configuration (.config).



Both page and web services map to actual classes, while user controls and configuration map to a special handler called



HttpForbiddenHandler. This handler explicitly denies access to these extensions when requested directly, so a request for Address.ascx or web.config will send back an access denied reply.



As mentioned above, HTTP Handlers are the ASP.NET equivalent of IIS ISAPI extensions. However, unlike ISAPI, which was only accessible to developers who could code C++, HTTP Handlers can be coded in any .NET language - Visual Basic .NET developers can now author the equivalent of an ISAPI extension.



Let's look at a simple HTTP Handler written in Visual Basic .NET:



Imports System



Imports System.Web



Public Class HelloWorldHandler



Implements IHttpHandler



Sub ProcessRequest(ByVal context As HttpContext) _



Implements IHttpHandler.ProcessRequest



Dim Request As HttpRequest = context.Request



Dim Response As HttpResponse = context.Response



Response.Write("")



Response.Write("")



Response.Write(" Hello " + _



Request.QueryString("Name") + "
")



Response.Write("")



Response.Write("")



End Sub



Public ReadOnly Property IsReusable As Boolean _



Implements IHttpHandler.IsReusable



Get



Return True



End Get



End Property



End Class



Above, we have written a Visual Basic .NET class, HelloWorldHandler, that implements the IHttpHandler interface. This interface requires that we implement a single method, ProcessRequest(), as well as a single property,



IsReusable. Within the ProcessRequest() method, which is responsible for processing the request, we Response.Write() some simple HTML. Within the body of the HTML we use the Request to access the Name parameter passed on the query string.



To register this handler, we first must build it using either the command line compilers or Visual Studio .NET. We then can deploy the compiled .dll file to an ASP.NET bin directory and add the entry into our configuration file (in this particular case we are using a web.config file). We use the tag of .



Adding Handlers



The tag is used to name a class that implements either the IHttpHandler or the IHttpHandlerFactory interface. All HTTP Handlers must implement one of these two interfaces so that the HTTP runtime knows how to call them.



Below is the format that we use for this tag:































There are three attributes within the tag that tell ASP.NET how the HTTP Handler is to be interpreted:



ƒ



verb - The verb attribute instructs the HTTP runtime about the HTTP verb type that the handler services request. Values for the verb attribute include asterisks (*), which instructs the HTTP runtime to match on all HTTP verbs, or a string value that names an HTTP verb. For example, the HTTP Get verb, verb="Get", or a string value of semi-colon separated HTTP verbs. For example, verb="Get; Post; Head".



ƒ



path - The path attribute instructs the HTTP runtime as to the request path, for example /MyApp/test.aspx, that this HTTP Handler is executed for. Valid values for the path include asterisks (*) with an extension (*.aspx), which instruct the HTTP runtime to match only resources that match the extension, or a string value with an extension. We can name one resource that maps to an HTTP Handler. A good example here is the



Trace.axd HTTP Handler, which uses the path value of path="trace.axd".



ƒ



type - The type attribute names the .NET class that implements the HTTP Handler code. The value for type follows the format [Namespace].[Class], [Assembly name].



If we compile the above sample, HelloWorldHandler.vb, to an assembly named Simple.dll, we could make the following entry in a configuration file:































The above configuration entry names an assembly, Simple, that contains a class HelloWorldHandler. ASP.NET will assume that HelloWorldHandler implements the IHttpHandler interface. We then identify the path and verb that the ASP.NET HTTP runtime uses to route to this handler. In this case, we have told the HTTP runtime that we wish to route on all verbs (via the *) and that we will service requests for HelloWorld.aspx.



We could use a custom extension, such as *.wrox, but this would further require us to map this .wrox extension to ASP.NET in ISS Manager - as we discussed in the previous chapter.



We are now ready to service requests for this handler. If we open a web browser, and point it to the web application that contains bin\Simple.dll as well as the above web.config file that we defined, we can make a request for .../HelloWorld.aspx?Name=Rob:



ASP.NET maps the request HelloWorld.aspx to the HTTP Handler we built called Simple.dll. The result is that the HTTP Handler is executed and our request is served. This is a somewhat simple example, but it is easy to envision the types of applications that could be created.



What if this HTTP Handler was declared in machine.config, and we decided that we didn't want a given application to have access to it? In that case, we can use the tag of the section.



Removing Handlers



The tag can be used to override entries that are either inherited or declared within the same configuration file. This is useful for removing HTTP Handlers from some web applications, or commenting out HTTP Handlers so that the functionality is unavailable to end users:







A good example is the trace.axd HTTP Handler used for tracing, which we may decide not to support in all of our web applications. machine.config defines the following entry for the trace.axd:































We could remove support of this handler in web applications by creating a web.config file and making the following entry using the tag:































The web application using the above web.config file will generate a file not found error when a request is made for



trace.axd. HTTP Handlers allow us, at a low-level, to handle the application request. We can build a simple example, such as the



HelloWorld example above, or we could write more complex examples that take over well-known extensions such as .jpg to add additional functionality, so for example, a request for chart.jpg?x=10&y=13 could draw a graph. The opportunities are endless! However, what happens in the case where we simply want to look at the request? Rather than replace the functionality that ASP.NET pages provide us with, we simply want to examine the request before or after the HTTP Handler processes it. For this we have HTTP Modules.



Extending ASP.NET with HTTP Modules Whereas HTTP Handlers allow us to map a request to a specific class to handle the request, HTTP Modules act as filters (note that HTTP Modules are similar in function to ISAPI filters) that we can apply before the handler sees the request or after the handler is done with the request.



ASP.NET makes use of modules for cookieless session state, output caching, and several security-related features. In the Advanced Topics discussion in Chapter 20, we will look at an HTTP Module that authenticates web service requests. Before the request is 'handled' by the appropriate .asmx file, our HTTP Module looks at the request, determines if it is a SOAP message, and if it is a SOAP message, it extracts out the username and password values from the SOAP header.



As it relates to configuration, we have the same three settings as we found for HTTP Handlers; , , and



. is the only tag that differs from HTTP Handlers.



Adding Modules



The entry for simply names the module and references the class that implements the



IHttpModule interface and the assembly the class exists within. Just as HTTP Handlers implement a common interface, IHttpHandler, we have an interface that modules implement.



Below is an entry for the OutputCache module from machine.config:































Similar to HTTP Handlers, HTTP Modules require us to implement an interface. In this case, that interface is IHttpModule. If we implement this interface, we can build a simple HTTP Module.



Handlers and modules are definitely an advanced feature of ASP.NET. They give us complete control over the request and allow us to look at the request as it comes in, execute the request, and then look at the request again as it goes out.



The machine.config file gives us access to a number of advanced configuration features, such as the two we just examined. Another of the configuration options found in machine.config is the process model setting. The process model settings allow us to configure the ASP.NET Worker Process.



Configuring the ASP.NET Worker Process Unlike ASP, ASP.NET runs in a separate process from IIS. When code misbehaved in ASP-say we forgot to free memory in a COM object - the leak could degrade the server performance and even possibly crash the process ASP ran in. In some cases, this could crash the IIS process, and if the IIS process is unavailable, the application is not servicing requests!



ASP.NET, on the other hand, was designed to take into account the errors that can and will occur within the system. Rather than running in process with IIS, ASP.NET runs in a separate worker process, aspnet_wp.exe. ASP.NET uses IIS only to receive requests and to send responses (as a request/response broker). IIS is not executing any ASP.NET code. The ASP.NET process can come and go, and it doesn't affect the stability of IIS in any way.



We can view the ASP.NET process (aspnet_wp.exe) through the Windows Task Manager after a request for an ASP.NET



resource has been made, as the process starts when ASP.NET applications are being used.



To view the process, first request an ASP.NET resource and then open up the Windows Task Manager (press Control-Shift-Escape simultaneously). Once the Task Manager is open, switch to the Processes tab and look for



aspnet_wp.exe in the Image Name column:



In the screenshot above we see the process, aspnet_wp.exe, the process ID (PID) of 1744, the CPU usage as a percentage 0%, CPU time, and memory usage in KB.



The section of machine.config is used to configure ASP.NET process management. These settings can only be made in machine.config, as they apply to all ASP.NET applications on that machine. Within the



settings, we can configure options such as which processor each ASP.NET worker process should affinitize with, and we can additionally configure settings such as automatically recycling the process after n requests or n amount of time. Below is the default machine.config settings:



Note, an important but subtle change in the final released version of ASP.NET is the Windows identity that the ASP.NET worker process runs as. In previous beta versions it was the 慡 ystem?account. The final version uses a special Windows account created when the .NET Framework is installed: aspnet. For more details on the implications of these changes please see the chapter on security. This of course is still configurable using the username/password attributes of the 



Sub Page_Load(Sender as Object, E as EventArgs)



Dim i As Integer



Dim garbage As New StringBuilder



If Application("garbage") Is Nothing Then



Dim c As Integer



For c=1 to 1000



garbage = garbage.Append("xxxxxxxxxx")



Next c



Application("garbage") = garbage



Else



garbage = Application("garbage")



End If



For i=1 to 500



' Make sure we create a unique entry



Application(i.ToString + DateTime.Now.ToString("r")) = _



(garbage.ToString() + DateTime.Now.ToString("r"))



Next i



Dim p as ProcessInfo



p = ProcessModelInfo.GetCurrentProcessInfo()



ProcessID.Text = p.ProcessID.ToString()



End Sub















The Process ID serving this request is:












There are 



items in Application state memory.
















We can then set memoryLimit to a very low threshold, such as 5 percent:























Next, we make requests for our ASP.NET page that simulates a leak.



Again, we will open up the Windows Task Manager and watch the aspnet_wp.exe worker process. As we request the resource, we will see memory increase for the process. Finally, when 5 percent of memory has been utilized, we will see a new process appear next to the old process, and then the old process will disappear. From the end user's perspective the application just keeps running.



The screenshot below shows the process (PID 1572) that has exceeded the memory threshold, and the new process (PID



1972) that has just started:



This is also evident in our sample ASP.NET page since we display the process ID.



Supporting Multiple Worker Processes



There are usually two ways to scale an application; write tighter and better code, or simply add more hardware. The term 'web farm' is used to describe a collection of nearly identical web servers that can be used to service requests. As our user base grows we simply add more servers into our 'server farm' and we are able to increase the scalability of our application. This is very cost effective since adding a server is, in most cases, less expensive than re-writing the entire application.



When we build a server farm, all we are essentially doing is putting all the required hardware in place to host another process that can service requests. A new option that ASP.NET now supports is a web garden, in other words multiple processes on the same server.



A web garden lets us host multiple ASP.NET worker processes on a single server, thus providing the application with better hardware scalability.



Web garden mode is only supported on multi-processor servers.



To support a web garden with ASP.NET, we use two inter-related configuration settings:



ƒ



webGarden - The webGarden attribute determines whether web garden mode is enabled. The default setting is false.



webGarden = "[true | false]"



ƒ



cpuMask - The cpuMask, a hexadecimal value, is used to determine which processors should be affinitized to ASP.NET worker processes when webGarden="true". The default value is all processors, as 0xFFFFFFFF is a bit mask of 11111111111111111111111111111111, in other words if the server had 32 processors each would be affinitized to its own ASP.NET worker process.



cpuMask="0xffffffff" The settings of cpuMask do nothing if set webGarden="false".



Setting the Identity of the Process



The username and password settings found in are used to control the user that the ASP.NET Worker process runs as. By default, it is a restricted Windows account ASPNET; however, by using these settings we can instruct the process to execute under another Windows identity, or the System account.



For example, if we create a Windows user ASPNET_WP with a password of &dotnet$12 we could set these as our username and password values:























When we view the process information in the Windows Task Manager, we see that the process is executing as user



ASPNET_WP rather than aspnet. To run as the system account, as previous Beta versions of ASP.NET did, we simply change the username/password to the following values:



userName="System" password="AutoGenerate"



Logging Process Events



The logLevel attribute allows us to configure how the ASP.NET worker process logs events. The default setting is to log only errors:



logLevel="[All | None | Errors]"



In addition to logging errors that occur, we can also configure to log all events or log none of the events. The events are written to the Windows Application Event Log.



Checking if the Client is Connected



When an application is slow to respond, some users will simply issue a new request from the browser by hitting page refresh several times. This will force the web server to do unnecessary work, since the client may make 15 requests but only the last request completes - the web server will still do the associated work for the other 14 requests.



The clientConnectedCheck setting allows us to check if the client is still connected at timed intervals before performing work. Thus, rather than processing all the requests, ASP.NET will only process requests where the client is expecting a response. The other requests that sit in the queue waiting for work can then be discarded.



The default setting of this attribute is 5 seconds, meaning that for requests that are queued ASP.NET will check if the client is connected every 5 seconds. If not the request can be discarded from the queue.



The following settings are supported:



clientConnectedCheck="[HH:MM:SS | Infinite]"



The process model settings of ASP.NET introduce a new level of flexibility and stability for our applications. All of the options for controlling the processing, including the identity that the process runs as, as well as which CPU the process should affinitize to, are provided.



COM Impersonation and Authentication



For COM integration, there are two attributes that control both authentication level and impersonation level:



ƒ



comAuthenticationLevel - Controls the level of authentication for DCOM security. The default is set to Connect.



ƒ



comImpersonationLevel - Controls the authentication level for COM security. The default is set to Impersonate.



Process Restarts Due to Deadlock



In some rare scenarios, the ASP.NET worker process may get into a deadlocked state. That is the process has work to complete, in other words queued requests, but due to some unknown reason, the process is no longer responding to responses. There are two attributes that control the behavior of the ASP.NET worker process during a deadlock:



ƒ



responseDeadlockInterval - A deadlock is considered to exist when there are requests queued and no responses have been sent during this interval, after which the process is restarted. By default this is set to 3 minutes. The format is 00:03:00.



ƒ



responseRestartDeadlockInterval - To prevent thrashing, for example, continuous stopping and re-starting of processes due to deadlock, this interval exists. By default this is set to 9 minutes, with the format 00:09:00. If a process has been restarted due to a deadlock issue, this specifies the amount of time that must elapse before another deadlock process restart is initiated.



Controlling Worker Process Threads



There are two attributes within that control the maximum number of worker threads and I/O threads used by the ASP.NET worker process:



ƒ



maxWorkerThreads - The maximum number of threads that exist within the thread pool of an ASP.NET worker process. The default is 25. Note that this does not mean that 25 threads exist at all time. Rather, the thread pool dynamically manages the size of the threads available.



ƒ



maxIoThreads - The maximum number of I/O threads that exist within the ASP.NET worker process. The default is 25.



It is recommended that neither of the options be changed unless you understand exactly what the implications are.



Server Unavailable Error Message



When the ASP.NET worker process is recycling, it is possible to encounter a ServerUnavailable error message. The following process model attribute allows you to control the contents of the error message:



ƒ



serverErrorMessageFile - The location of the file is relative to machine.config, and the contents of which will be returned if a server unavailable error message is required.



The last machine.config setting we will examine is the .



Machine Key



ASP.NET uses a key to encrypt or hash some data so that the data is only accessible from the server that created the data. In a single server environment, we will never touch this setting. However, in a multi-server environment in which a request can be directed to a farm of web servers, each server in the farm needs to share the same machine key. This way, server A and server B can both encrypt/decrypt or hash the same values, so that data created on A can be understood and used on B and vice-versa.



The default setting of , from machine.config, is below:







There are three settings for :



ƒ



validationKey



ƒ



decryptionKey



ƒ



validation



Let's look at each of these in more detail.



validationKey



The validationKey is used for the validation of data, such as the hash that is done for Forms-based authentication cookies. The validationKey is used as part of the hash so that the hash can only be recomputed by ASP.NET applications that have the appropriate validationKey. The default setting is AutoGenerate (ASP.NET automatically creates a value for us), but in a server farm environment, we would need to configure the value ourselves and ensure that each server, or application, has the same value. Below are the acceptable settings:



validationKey="[AutoGenerate | 40-128 hex Chars]"



If a user-defined validationKey is to be used, the recommendation is to use the full 128 chars. Below is a valid entry:



validationKey="0123456789abcdef0123456789abcdef0123456789abcdef



0123456789abcdef0123456789abcdef0123456789abcdef



0123456789abcdef0123456789abcdef"



Key lengths shorter than 40 or longer than 128 hex chars will generate an error.



decryptionKey



The decryptionKey is used to encrypt data stored in the Forms Authentication cookie. The default is AutoGenerate (ASP.NET automatically generates the value). In a web farm environment, just as with the validationKey, each server needs to use an identical value for this key. The value of the string should be 16 to 48 hex characters.



The validationKey ensures that the information is valid; decryptionKey protects the information from prying eyes.



validation



The validation attribute of machineKey is used to determine what type of hash is to be computed. Valid values include MD5, SHA1, or 3DES.



The hash can be sent to the client along with, for example, the Forms Authentication cookie, and the data in the cookie can be validated by the server by re-hashing the values with the validationKey and the appropriate algorithm determined by validation. If the values match then the data is considered valid. If not, the data represented by the hash is considered invalid (it may have been tampered with). The validationKey guarantees the data is valid. Another setting decryptionKey, guarantees that the plaintext of the message cannot be read by nontrusted parties.



Advanced Topics



In this Advanced Topics section, we will cover three advanced topics related to ASP.NET configuration:



ƒ



Specifying location



ƒ



Locking-down configuration settings



ƒ



Building a custom configuration handler



Specifying Location In all the examples we have discussed in this chapter, we have either used machine.config to configure settings for the entire server or web.config to configure settings for an individual application.



Another option, not discussed previously, is using a element within a configuration file. Using the



element, we can specify applicationspecific settings in machine.config for different applications on our server, rather than creating a web.config file.



For example, if we have a virtual directory named Wrox accessible as http://localhost/Wrox/, and that virtual directory is marked as an application, we could make the following entry in machine.config to configure Session settings for all applications as well as Session settings specific to the Wrox application:











































In the above code-snip from machine.config, we have specified a default setting for all applications, but have also provided the settings specific to the Wrox application using the element.



Setting the Path



The element requires that we define a path. If a path is not provided, or the path value is set to an empty string, the settings are applied as normal. In our example above, it would be an error to define . This would cause machine.config to have two conflicting settings for .



Note that the value of path requires that we provide [sitename]/[applicationpath]. The value for [site name] is the description value of our web site. The description value of our web site can be obtained by opening the IIS MMC, right-clicking on a web site, selecting Properties, and selecting the tab Web Sites. The description value is then visible in the Description textbox.



In addition to using to define settings for our application, we can also lock down application configuration settings through the use of .



Locking Down Configuration Settings ASP.NET's configuration system is very flexible. For our applications, we can simply create a web.config file specifying the desired configuration options and our application will behave appropriately.



However, in some cases, as in a hosted environment, we may want to limit what configuration options a particular application is allowed to control. For example, we may decide that some applications cannot change the settings for



Session state. We have two options for locking down configuration settings:



ƒ



Use the allowOverride attribute



ƒ



Use the allowDefinition attribute on the configuration section handler



Let's look at both of these.



Locking Down via 



In addition to supporting a path attribute, we can additionally specify an allowOverride attribute in the tag. The usage of allowOverride is:







Let's look at an example to clarify the use. We could define the following in our machine.config file:







...



























Within the Wrox application, we could then define a web.config file that provides Session state settings, overriding the settings inherited from machine.config's settings:























However, if in machine.config we set allowOverride="false" in the settings for Wrox, a web.config file for the Wrox application that attempted to set settings would result in an exception. The application is effectively prevented from 'redefining' the settings for configured by the administrator in machine.config.



Using the allowOverride attribute of allows the administrator to control the default settings of a given application, as well as whether or not that application can change those settings in a web.config file.



If the default inherited settings from machine.config are acceptable, we can also lock down using the attributes on the configuration section handler.



Locking Down via Configuration Section Handler



If the settings specified in machine.config are acceptable defaults, and we don't want those settings changed by applications that inherit those settings, we can use the optional allowDefinition attribute on the configuration section handler.



Let's look at an example. Below are the values taken from machine.config for the sessionState section handler as well as the settings. The section handler is highlighted:



























...







...



















In this configuration, applications can use a web.config file to redefine the configuration settings for . If we wished to restrict this, we could use the allowDefinition attribute on the section handler:







Applications that use a web.config file attempting to change settings will now receive an error message, and will be prevented from defining settings, just as we did with .



The allowDefinition attribute has three acceptable settings:



ƒ



Everywhere - Settings for the section handler can be declared in machine.config or within a web.config file. The web.config file may or may not reside within a directory marked as an application.



ƒ



MachineOnly - Settings for the section handler can be declared only by the machine.config file and cannot be overridden in a web.config file.



ƒ



MachineToApplication - Setting for the section handler can be declared in either machine.config or a web.config file residing within a directory marked as an application.



If allowDefinition is not present, the default setting is allowDefinition="Everywhere".



Custom Configuration Handler Earlier in the chapter, we discussed the use of for storing our own configuration data. This allowed us to store simple key/value data in the configuration file and later access it through configuration APIs.



While is definitely useful, we also noted that in some cases we might want to add more complex configuration data. To do so, we can create our own configuration section handler that is capable of reading configuration settings. A custom configuration section handler is simply a class that implements the interface



IConfigurationSectionHandler. This interface has one method that we are required to implement:



object Create(object parent, object configContext, XmlNode section)



Let's write a simple example of a configuration section handler.



Simple Configuration Handler



Let's say we want to provide all pages with a default background color. We also want to store the default value in the configuration system. Instead of using to accomplish this (for this example we could easily use it), we decide to write our own configuration handler.



Below is the C# code to our configuration section handler:



using System;



using System.Collections;



using System.Xml;



using System.Configuration;



using System.Web.Configuration;



namespace Wrox {



internal class PagePropertiesHandler : IConfigurationSectionHandler {



public virtual object Create(Object parent,



Object context,



XmlNode node) {



PagePropertiesConfig config;



config = new PagePropertiesConfig((PagePropertiesConfig)parent);



config.LoadValuesFromConfigurationXml(node);



return config;



}



}



public class PagePropertiesConfig {



string _backColor;



internal PagePropertiesConfig(PagePropertiesConfig parent) {



if (parent != null)



_backColor = parent._backColor;



}



internal void LoadValuesFromConfigurationXml(XmlNode node) {



Exception error = null;



XmlAttributeCollection attributeCollection = node.Attributes;



_backColor = attributeCollection["backColor"].Value;



}



public string BackColor{



get {return _backColor;}



}



}



}



In the above code, we have implemented a class, PagePropertiesHandler, that implements



IConfigurationSectionHandler's Create() method. We use a public class, PagePropertiesConfig, to both retrieve and store the values from the configuration settings.



When this handler is created, it will pass in the XmlNode node value, and call LoadValuesFromConfigurationXml to load the setting, backColor.



After compiling the above source file and deploying it to our application's bin directory, we can then write the following web.config file to use this configuration section handler:











































Next, we can write the following ASP.NET page:











Public backColor As String



Public Sub Page_Load(sender As Object, e As EventArgs)



Dim _config As PagePropertiesConfig



_config = CType(Context.GetConfig("system.web/pageProperties"), _



PagePropertiesConfig)



backColor = _config.BackColor



End Sub















This page has its backcolor set from the ASP.NET configuration system!







Within our ASP.NET page, we first import the Wrox namespace, as this includes the PagePropertiesConfig. Next, we use the Context object's GetConfig() method and request the configuration information for



system.web/pageProperties. We cast the return type to PagePropertiesConfig. Finally, we are able to access the BackColor property on the PagePropertiesConfig class, which returns the value we set in our web.config file,



blue. As you can clearly see, this is a simple example. However, it does show just how easy plugging into the ASP.NET configuration system is. We could easily write more complex configuration section handlers for personalization features or other extensions that we may want to add to ASP.NET.



Summary



As we learned in this chapter, the ASP.NET configuration system does not rely upon the IIS metabase as ASP did. Instead, ASP.NET uses an XML configuration system. An XML configuration system is human readable/writable, replicates easily, and does not require local server access, since we can simply FTP the configuration files to our web servers.



ASP.NET's XML configuration system is divided into two distinct files:



ƒ



machine.config



ƒ



web.config



A server will always have one machine.config file to represent the default settings for all web applications on that server. However, that same server may have multiple web.config files used to configure applications on an applicationbyapplication basis.



We also learned that configuration files are inherited. The default settings in machine.config are inherited in web.config files, unless overridden, as we saw in the examples within this chapter.



After introducing configuration, we then spent the bulk of the chapter discussing various configuration settings used in ASP.NET. We covered topics from internationalization, to HTTP Handlers, to process model settings. The settings covered in this chapter should cover 90 percent of all the configuration settings we will want to use for our applications.



Finally, we discussed how we could author our own configuration section handler by implementing a class that inherited from the IConfigurationSectionHandler interface.



Securing ASP.NET Applications Most of the pages that you create for a public Web site are designed to be accessible to any visitor, so the default settings for ASP.NET pages are ideal - anyone can access the pages from anywhere on the network or the Internet. However, there will always be some pages that you don't want to be publicly available. For example, you might want to limit access to a complete site to users who have paid a subscription, or to limit access to administration pages to specific users only.



In previous versions of ASP, securing your pages was generally done in one of two ways. You could create a custom security system that allowed users to login to your site or application (or a specific part of it). Alternatively, you could rely on the security features of IIS and Windows itself to control which users could access specific pages, folders, or resources.



In ASP.NET our pages run under the .NET framework, and this introduces new concepts in managing security, while still retaining existing security features. In this chapter, we'll overview all the features that control user access, and then concentrate on the specific techniques designed for use with ASP.NET. The main topics of this chapter are:



ƒ



An overview of the security model in Windows 2000 and IIS



ƒ



An overview of the new security features in ASP.NET



ƒ



The different types of access control that we can implement with ASP.NET



ƒ



A detailed look at how we apply the ASP.NET security and access control features



ƒ



A brief overview of the "trust" model



Windows 2000 and IIS Security Overview



As this book is about ASP.NET, we'll only be providing an overview of the features in the Windows operating system and IIS for securing your Web pages and Web applications. Though we will be concentrating on Windows 2000 here, the concepts, configuration, and usage of these features is virtually unchanged from previous versions of ASP. However, they do provide the basis on which .NET security techniques are founded. If you are not familiar with the material in this section, you may wish to consult other documentation or books to gain a broader understanding.



Securing your applications or Web sites is one of the most important factors when connecting your server to the Internet. While the basics described here, and the techniques we use to control access, will provide a secure environment, you must still implement all the other measures that are required for protecting your servers and applications against intruders. This includes physical security (e.g. locked doors and windows), internal user security (e.g. keeping passwords secret and monitoring usage), virus protection, prompt installation of operating system updates and patches, etc.



The Need for Security When you come to secure your applications, you must first think about what it is you are actually trying to achieve. For example, does your application contain highly sensitive information, or allow users to perform tasks that you absolutely must protect against misuse - such as a bank providing on-line account access to clients. Or, is the information less sensitive but still valuable, such as content that you want visitors to pay a subscription to access.



In the end, it all comes down to quantifying the risks involved and the effect of a security breach. Securing applications is more difficult than allowing everyone access, and can involve using extra hardware to build complex multi-layer systems with firewalls, demilitarized zones, and all kinds of other highly-secure features. However this type of approach is normally used only when the highest levels of security are required, such as when you are protecting whole networks from access by external intruders.



Security as it concerns our ASP.NET applications will normally be limited to the configuration of the machine(s) on which they run, and the connected resources such as database servers, etc. This generally involves limiting access to specific folders, files, components, and other resources, to only the appropriate users. These topics are the real focus of this chapter.



If you are building an application that requires the utmost in protection from intruders, you must base the ASP.NET servers in a secure environment, as well as configuring them correctly. This involves the kinds of extra equipment we mentioned earlier, and a thorough understanding of the risks involved. Books such as Designing Secure Web-based Applications for Windows 2000 (MS Press, ISBN 0-7356-0995-0) and Hacking Exposed - Second Edition (Osborne, ISBN: 0-07-212748-1) are useful. If in doubt, however, employ an experienced professional to design and secure your network and servers as well.



Security Concepts The basic concepts for securing your applications consist of four main topic areas:



ƒ



Authentication is the process of discovering the individual identity of users, and making them prove that they are who they say they are.



ƒ



Authorization is the process of determining if a particular user is entitled to access the resource they've requested.



ƒ



Impersonation is the process whereby the resource is accessed under a different identity, usually the context of a remote user.



ƒ



Data or functional security is the process of securing the system through physical means, operating system updates, and the use of robust software. We don't cover this topic in this chapter.



Many elements of the operating system, IIS, and the .NET Framework combine to provide the features required to implement the first three of the topics we listed above. For example, Windows 2000 uses its own list of user accounts to help identify and authenticate users. IIS also identifies users based on the information provided by Windows as they access a Web site, and it passes this information on to ASP.NET where it can be used as part of the overall authorization process.



To help you understand how the overall security process works, we'll look separately at each of the first three topics listed above. Just remember, however, that they are all part of the same chain of events involved in allowing or denying users access to resources.



Authentication



To be able to limit access to specific users, we have to be able to identify them. This doesn't mean we need to know everything about them - as in some "big-brother" scenario - but we do need to be able to tell each user apart, and identify those that should have access and those that should not.



Authentication involves challenging a user to prove that they are who they say they are - usually by means of a username and password, a digital certificate, or perhaps even a "smart card" or a fingerprint reader. In theory, if they can provide a valid username and password combination or some other user-specific "property" that can be identified, then they must be who they say they are. We depend on only one person having access to that particular "property".



In the most common case, a user provides their username and matching password when prompted, either when they log onto a machine or when they access the resource. If these details are valid, the user has been identified - they are authenticated.



Authorization



Once we know who the user is, we can decide if they have permission to access the resource they requested. This is done in a range of ways, depending on the resource. In Windows-based systems most resources have an Access Control List (ACL), which lists the users that can access a resource. The list will usually also specify what kind of access each user has (e.g. whether they can read it, write to it, modify it, delete it, etc.) For example, if they request an ASP page, the operating system will check to see if they have Read access to the page. If so, it will allow IIS to fetch the page. However, IIS also has authorization settings that control what a user can do with a resource. If it's an ASP page, they will only be able to execute the script in that page if IIS has Script Execute permission set for the Web site, folder or page.



So, in traditional ASP environments, you can see how several "layers" can be involved in the authorization process. If the identified user has permission to access the resource in the way that they've requested, the process succeeds: they have



been authorized. If not, they receive an error message of some type, generated by the "layer" that refused them access to the resource.



Impersonation



There are times when a user will access a resource as though they were someone (or something) else. An example of this is when there is no access control in place for a Web page - in other words it allows any users to access it. In fact, this is an over-simplification, because Windows never allows anonymous access. All users must be authenticated and authorized using an existing account.



For HTML pages, ASP pages, and components in version 3.0 and earlier, this is achieved through the two accounts named



IUSR_machinename and IWAM_machinename. These accounts are set up when IIS is installed, and are automatically added to all the folders in every Web site on the server.



If we allow anonymous access to a resource in IIS, every user will look the same - we won't be able to tell who is who. But we don't need to. When IIS receives a request for a Web page or other resource for which anonymous access is permitted, it uses the IUSR_machinename account to access the resources on the user's behalf. If the resource they request is an ASP page that uses a COM or COM+ component, that component (by default) is executed under the context of the



IWAM_machinename account. In contrast, ASP.NET - when impersonation is turned off - makes all access to resources under the context of a special ASP.NET process account. When we turn impersonation on, ASP.NET executes every resource under the account of a specified user that we authenticate when they make the request. As in a COM+ application running under Windows 2000 or in MTS under Windows NT4, we can specify the account that will be used. If we specify the IUSR_machinename account, then ASP.NET will behave like previous versions of ASP, as far as the permissions required for accessing resources is concerned.



One vital point to bear in mind is that the authentication process used by ASP.NET only applies to resources that are associated with ASP.NET. In other words, access control is only applied to files that are defined as "application" files in Internet Services Manager's Application Mappings dialog. By default this includes .aspx and .asax pages, .ascx components, .vb and .cs code files, Web Service files, and other resources that are mapped to aspnet_isapi.dll. It does not apply to resources such as images, Word documents, zip files, PDF files, and other types of file. These types of files must be protected using standard Windows techniques such as ACLs. You'll see all these topics discussed later in this chapter.



Security Within ASP.NET



From the preceding chapters, you'll have seen how many of the configuration settings you used to make within IIS under previous versions of ASP are now made through one or more instances of the new configuration file named web.config. This applies to most of the settings in the Internet Services Manager interface (within the MMC), because web.config replaces the metabase contents that this interface is used to manipulate.



However, security settings made in IIS are still effective in many areas. This is because, unlike the configuration of application settings, custom errors, etc., IIS is still actively managing the request and performing the base security process in conjunction with the operating system itself. In effect, a request for an ASP.NET page is received by IIS, which uses the application mappings defined for the site containing that page to direct the request to ASP.NET.



You can see the application mappings if you open the Application Configuration dialog from the Home Directory page of the



Properties dialog for a site or directory in Internet Services Manager. The application mappings for all the ASP.NET resource types point to a file named aspnet_isapi.dll stored in the .NET frameworks folder:



As you can see from the screenshot, the application mappings rely on file extensions. This is why you can still run existing ASP 3.0 pages on the same server as ASP.NET (they have a different file extension), and (of course) publish other resources such as HTML pages, zip files, documents, etc. which aren't processed by ASP.NET.



If you hadn't realized it yet, this dialog proves that ASP.NET is an ISAPI DLL - as were ASP 3.0 and earlier. This DLL captures the request, processes it using managed code within the .NET Framework, and then passes the response back to IIS so it can be delivered to the client.



So, IIS first authenticates a user, and then passes the request on to ASP.NET where it can perform its own security processes. The next schematic shows the overall flow of the request, and we'll briefly see how each part of the process is carried out in the following sections of this chapter.



Authentication in Windows 2000 Windows 2000 maintains a list of users that are allowed to access resources on a machine. This is either stored on the machine itself, or on a domain controller elsewhere. The list is managed through the Computer Management tool, or through the Active Directory Users and Computers tool on a domain controller:



You can see the IUSR and IWAM accounts in the previous screenshot that are used by IIS when anonymous access is enabled. Depending on the type of operating system and software you have installed, you'll probably see several other accounts listed as well. Within the list you can see an account with the username TestUser, which we created to experiment with the security features in ASP.NET and Windows 2000.



User Groups



The Properties dialog for this account shows that it is a member of two account groups - TestGroup and Users:



All accounts are automatically added to the Users group, but we created a new group named TestGroup and added the



TestUser account to it. You can see a list of groups in the Computer Management dialog as well:



By allocating users to groups, we provide a way of minimizing the amount of work required to change permissions. For example, if we have 500 users who can access a particular set of resources, we can allocate them all to one group and then give that group permission to access those resources. The alternative would be to add all 500 users to each resource individually. And any changes to the permissions afterwards would mean changing them for all 500 users rather than just once for the group as a whole.



Groups are also useful when we use "programmatic security". We can detect whether a user is a member of a specific group, and make decisions based on the result. This means that we don't have to hard-code all of the usernames into our application (just the group name), and we don't have to change the code to add or remove individual users. We just configure the group in the ACL for the resource to add users to, or remove them from the group.



Authentication in IIS When a user requests a resource over the Web, IIS receives the request and performs the initial authentication of the user. IIS also performs other checks before deciding whether the user will be allowed access to the resource. We'll look at these next.



IP Address and Domain Name Restrictions



In Windows 2000 Server and Windows NT4 (but not Windows 2000 Professional), you can specify the IP addresses or domain names of clients that will be allowed access or denied access. This is achieved using the IP Address and Domain



Name Restrictions dialog, available from the Directory Security page of the Properties dialog for a site or directory. This is useful if you always access the restricted site from a single machine, or if all your users come from a specific set of IP addresses or set of domains:



Using Certificates to Authenticate Users



You can also use the Properties dialog to set up server certificates that are to be used for a site or directory. As well as enabling secure communication through SSL, these certificates can be used in conjunction with client certificates to identify the machine that is accessing your server. For example, the following screenshot shows a configuration where the clients must provide a certificate to access the site. We've created a rule so that, if the organization that issued the certificate to the client is our own Certificate Server, the user will automatically be authenticated using the TestUser account we created earlier:



You can also access the content of a client certificate using code in an ASP.NET page, through the



Request.ClientCertificate collection.



Specifying the Authentication Method



The third option in the Directory Security page of the Properties dialog for a site or directory enables us to specify the authentication method that should be used. The Authentication Methods dialog provides four options:



ƒ



Anonymous Access - Any user can access the WWW service provided that the settings for their IP address and domain name restrictions don't prevent them. IIS then accesses resources on their behalf using the IUSR account (or the IWAM account for components running out-of-process), and so they will be able to access all resources for which these accounts are valid.



ƒ



Basic Authentication - If anonymous access is disabled, users will be presented with a logon dialog generated by their browser or their client-side user agent application. The username and password they provide are Base64-encoded and passed to IIS. It then looks up this account in Windows (on the server), and will only allow the user to access the resource if the account is valid and has the appropriate permission for that resource. Base64 encoding is not very secure, and so this option is not suitable for high-security applications.



ƒ



Digest Authentication - If anonymous access is disabled, users will be prompted for their credentials (their logon information). The browser combines this with other information stored on the client, and sends an encoded hash (or digest) of it to the server. The server already has a copy of this information, and so can recreate the original details from its own hash and authenticate the user. This method only works with Internet Explorer and .NET Web Services, but will pass through firewalls, proxy servers, and over the Internet. It is also very secure. The user will be able to access the resource they requested only if the specified account exists in Windows, is valid, and has appropriate permission for that resource.



ƒ



Integrated Windows Authentication - This is the same method as is used when you log onto your local network. Sometimes called "NTLM" authentication or "Challenge Response" authentication, it can work with Windows NTLM or Kerberos. It also uses a hash algorithm to code and decode the client's credentials. It will not work through most proxy servers and firewalls, or through some routers, and so is not generally suitable for use on the Internet. However, it usually works fine on an Intranet or a corporate network. Like Digest Authentication, this is also a very secure technique. The user will be able to access the resource they requested only if the specified account exists in Windows, is valid, and has appropriate permission for that resource.



If anonymous access is disabled, and the other methods are all enabled, IIS will attempt to use Integrated Windows Authentication first, followed by Digest Authentication, with Basic Authentication used only as a last resort if the client does not support the other two methods.



We can also use the Authentication Methods dialog to specify which account is used for anonymous access. You can see that the default is our machine's IUSR account:



When set, the checkbox marked Allow IIS to control password specifies that IIS will automatically extract the correct password for the IUSR account from Windows and use it when requesting resources on behalf of the user. It is checked by default, which means that you won't break the WWW service if you change the password for this account in the



Computer Management tool at some point in the future.



Authorization in Windows 2000 So, providing that our user has been successfully authenticated, what happens next? We mentioned in the previous section that a user will only be able to access the resource they requested if the account they were authenticated with has appropriate permission for that resource. These permissions are held in Access Control Lists (ACLs) that are allocated to every resource.



ACLs are managed in a range of ways - for example, Windows Explorer is used to manage the ACLs for files and folders on local and network drives. Open the Properties dialog for any file or folder in Windows Explorer and select the Security page. This shows the accounts and groups that have access to that file or folder, and the permissions for each one. The



Advanced button allows you to control the options in more detail, giving up to 13 different read/write/delete combinations, and the ability to propagate the permissions to child objects and inherit permissions from parent folders:



Other applications and services also rely on Windows accounts. For example, Microsoft SQL Server allows permissions to be set up for any Windows account. This means the account that the user is authenticated with can often be used to access all the resources they need:



Authorization in IIS There is one other area where security is applied to a Web application or Web site. IIS accesses resources on behalf of the user with either its own anonymous access account (the IUSR account) or with the account credentials that the user provides when anonymous access is disabled. However, on a different level, it also decides what they can do with the resource they have accessed.



The central section of the Home Directory page of the Properties dialog for a Web site or directory specifies the type of operation that the user can perform within this site or directory. You can specify Script source access, Read, and/or Write. The default is just Read:



Remember, however, that this is separate from the ACLs that Windows applies to that resource. And this setting is applied on a Web site or directory basis, and not on a per-user basis. The settings here affect all users.



What they do offer is an added layer of protection. For example, by default, users are prevented from writing to a Web site directory through IIS, and they are also prevented from downloading any script files. These can only be executed, so that the source code is not visible. Of course, you can change these settings (and others shown in this dialog) to suit your own application requirements.



However, if you decide to offer - for example - Write access, you must also set the appropriate permissions on the Windows ACL for the disk folders. As in all security scenarios, when settings for a resource conflict like this, the most restrictive ones will be applied. In other words, if the ACL says you can't write to the folder, allowing Write access in IIS will have no effect.



ASP.NET Security Overview



Having briefly overviewed the security features provided by the operating system and IIS, the next step is to understand how these relate to the security features available within ASP.NET. As we said earlier, the process of authenticating users and authorizing their requests for resources is like a chain. The operating system and IIS have their own unique parts to play initially, as the request arrives at the server. Afterwards, providing that access is not denied by IIS, the request is passed to ASP.NET for processing and fulfillment.



The ASP.NET Security Process The next schematic shows the process within ASP.NET in more detail. After IIS has checked the user's IP address and domain to ensure that they are allowed access, it authenticates the user. Remember that the "user" may be the IUSR account if anonymous access is enabled. At this point IIS spawns an instance of the ASP application that holds the resource the user requested, or passes the request into an already executing instance of the application:



ASP.NET Impersonation



The first step within ASP.NET is to see if the application is configured to use impersonation. This is a similar concept to the way that IIS impersonates users with its own IUSR account. However, in this case, impersonation is used to decide whether the user's request should be executed under the context of their account, or that of the special account named



ASPNET that ASP.NET uses for anonymous requests. This is a confusing concept to grasp at first. The added complexity comes from the fact that ASP.NET uses the dynamic compilation features of the .NET Framework. It needs to write to the drive in various places to create temporary files and compiled assemblies. The IUSR account has only limited permissions on the local machine, and so is not suitable without



some reconfiguration. This is intentional because it is also the account used by IIS to access resources like HTML pages, documents, and zip files that are not executed as part of the .NET framework.



The account that is actually used for executing ASP.NET resources when impersonation is not enabled is controlled by the



element in the machine.config configuration file. The username and password attributes specify which account is used. The defaults for normal use are userName="machine" and password="AutoGenerate". We'll look at this topic in more detail at the end of the chapter.



If impersonation is enabled in an ASP.NET application then:



ƒ



If anonymous access is enabled in IIS (the default) the request is made under the context of the IIS anonymous access account (IUSR_machinename by default).



ƒ



If anonymous access is not enabled in IIS, the request is made under the context of the authenticated user (their own Windows account).



ƒ



In either case, permissions for the account are checked in the Windows ACL for the resource(s) the user requested, and the resource is only available if the account they are running under is valid for that resource.



If impersonation is not enabled in an ASP.NET application (the default) then:



ƒ



If anonymous access is enabled in IIS (the default) the request is made under the context of the special ASP.NET process account.



ƒ



If anonymous access is not enabled in IIS, the request is made under the context of the authenticated user (their own Windows account).



ƒ



In either case, permissions for the account are checked in the Windows ACL for the resource(s) the user requested, and the resource is only available if the account they are running under is valid for that resource.



Other security checks are also possible within ASP.NET. The availability of these checks depends on the type of security specified. We'll overview the various options next, and look at these in more detail as we go through the chapter.



The ASP.NET Security Options ASP.NET provides a range of different options for implementing security and restricting user access in a Web application. All these options are configured within the web.config file located in the root folder of the application. We looked at the main features of web.config and how it is used in Chapter 13. In this chapter, we'll focus on just the authentication and authorization sections.



Important Points When Using Security in ASP.NET



Before we get too involved, however, there are a couple of things that we need to keep in mind when working with ASP.NET security:



ƒ



You don't have to change any of the default settings in Internet Services Manager, or change the permissions assigned to files or resources when using the security features that are configured for ASP.NET in the



web.config file. The examples we use in this chapter work fine with the default settings. However, you can tighten security by editing these settings as well, as we describe later in the chapter when we look at the various configuration options.



ƒ



Many of the options you configure within web.config are applied automatically to any directory in which you place the web.config file. This applies to the authorization settings you make in the section. However, this is not the case with the authentication security configuration settings in the



section. To use the authentication techniques we describe here, you must place the web.config file in the root folder of a Web site (the Home Directory) or configure the directory that contains the web.config file as a virtual root or virtual application in Internet Services Manager. Afterwards, remember to access the application through this alias.



The Types of Authentication and Authorization



ASP.NET provides three types of authentication and authorization, or you can just rely on IIS to do all the work for you. The options are:



Type



Name



Description The initial authentication is performed by IIS through Basic, Digest, or Integrated



Windows built-in authentication



Windows authentication. The requested resources are then accessed under the context of



Windows



this account. The web.config file can specify the accounts that are valid for the whole or parts of the application.



Passport-based authentication



This option uses a centralized Web-based authentication service provided by Microsoft,



Passport



which offers single-sign-on (SSN) and core profile services for member sites. Unauthenticated requests are automatically redirected to an HTML form page using HTTP client-side redirection. This is similar to custom authentication methods used in previous versions of ASP, but it provides much of the functionality as part of the framework of



Forms-based authentication



ASP.NET. The user provides their login credentials and submits the form. If the application



Forms



authenticates the request, the system issues a cookie that contains their credentials (in fact, a key for re-acquiring the identity). The client browser then sends the cookie with all subsequent requests, and the user can access the application while they retain this cookie. The default. Impersonation can still be used, but access control is limited to that specified



Default (IIS) authentication



None



within IIS. Resources are accessed under the context of the special ASP.NET process account, or the IUSR account if impersonation is enabled.



To specify the type of authentication we want to use in an ASP.NET virtual application or virtual directory we provide the Name shown above in the section of the web.config file for that site of directory:







...











authentication options used for the application











users and roles that have access to the application











if application should run under a different account











...







The other two elements within the section of web.config that we're interested in are used to specify the details of how authentication should be carried out. The section is used to specify which users or groups can and cannot access the application. The section is used to specify if impersonation is enabled - in other words, whether to run under the user (or IUSR) account, the special ASP.NET process account, or a different account that you specify. You'll see how we use these sections of the file when we look at each type of authentication in more detail next.



Using Windows Authentication in ASP.NET



Windows authentication is best suited to situations like a corporate Intranet Web site or Web application where you know in advance which users will be accessing your site. This is because you have to set up an account within Windows for each user, and provide them with the username password (the login credentials) they'll need to access the site.



Of course, in an Intranet scenario, or an application where you can classify users into groups, you can set up an account for each group and allow all users who know the relevant username and password to access the application under this single account.



Note that we aren't referring to Windows account groups here - we're using the term "group" simply to signify several users who will have the same access rights as each other.



An example would be to set up a Windows account named siteadmins, and allow all administrators to log into the application using this account. Just bear in mind that this will not allow you to audit the actions of each individual user, as they will all be accessing resources under the same account credentials. However, this can be a suitable solution in many scenarios.



Setting Up Windows Authentication



To set up an application or a section of an application to use Windows authentication, we simply specify this authentication mode and then turn on impersonation within the element:







...



















...







Now, each user will access resources under the context of the account that they logged into IIS with. The element is only used with Windows authentication, and not with the other types of authentication that we'll meet later.



Specifying Users and Groups



As well as simply specifying Windows authentication, we can also provide a list of users and groups that will be able to access the application. This is done within the section of the web.config file, with a series of



and elements. The general form of each of these elements is:











The and element must contain either a roles or a users attribute. It does not have to contain both, and the verb attribute is always optional. To specify a domain user account, we include the domain name followed by a backslash and the username, for example MyDomainName\MyUserName. There are also special values that refer to built-in account groups, such as Everyone, BUILTIN\Administrators, etc.



To specify a local (machine) account we just use the machine name in place of the domain name. There is no way to specify a domain account without the actual domain (there is no short-cut that means "use the local domain"), so we have to edit the list if we change the domain name or move the application to another domain.



There are also two special symbols that we can use:



ƒ



An asterisk (*) means all users, roles, or verbs, depending on the attribute it is used in.



ƒ



A question mark (?) means 'anonymous access'. In the case of Windows authentication, this is the account set up in IIS for anonymous access. This character can only be used within the users attribute.



The default configuration for a server is in the file machine.config, stored in the directory



C:\WINNT\Microsoft.NET\Framework\ [version]\CONFIG\. It contains a single element that permits all users to access ASP.NET resources:















The and elements are merged for all configuration files in the application path, starting with the root (default) configuration file machine.config, and including all web.config files in folders below this application directory. Rules that are higher up in the hierarchy (that is, nearer the application directory) take precedence over those in web.config files below them (nearer the root).



Once the merged list of and elements is created, they are processed from top to bottom and the best match for a user or role is selected. Processing doesn't just stop when the first match is found, but continues throughout all the entries fine-tuning the selection. This means that a specific reference to a user will take precedence over a role, and over a wildcard rule that uses the asterisk character. The merge process also gives elements precedence over elements, so that we can allow a Windows account group using , but deny specific users that are within that account group using .



So, to control access to a specific application or a directory within an application we add a web.config file to that directory, perhaps containing something like this:







...



























...







This will permit access to the application for the domain-level account named billjones from the domain named



MyDomainName and the local (machine) account named marthasmith, plus all members of the domain-level account group named SalesDept. All other users will be denied access.



Specifying HTTP Access Types



We can also use the and elements to control the type of HTTP action that a user can take when accessing an application or directory by using the verb attribute:







...































...







This will allow the domain-level account named marthasmith to send POST requests to the application (submit an HTML form), but all other users will only be able to send "GET" requests. And, of course, we can combine this access control setting with the list of groups and users, by adding the verb attribute to the previous example that used the roles and



users attributes. We can also use the element to specify more than one section, applying each of these sections to a specific path or file. This is useful for setting different permissions for subfolders or files using a single



web.config file. For example we can specify that a file named mypage.aspx will have different authorization settings from the rest of the files in a folder using:







...



































































...







Running Under Another Specific Account



Finally, we can instruct ASP.NET to access resources under a specific account, rather than the user account that was authenticated by IIS or the special ASP.NET process account (which is normally used when impersonation is not enabled). This is done within the element:







...
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